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THE SEA WITCH



IT IS often observable, that, in vessels of all

kinds, thie men wlio talk the most sailor

lingo are the least sailor-like in reality. . . .

On the other hand, when not actively engaged

in his vocation, you would take the best speci-

men of a seaman for a landsman. When you
see a fellow yawing about the docks like a

homeward-bound Indiaman, a long Commo-
dore's pennant of black ribbon flying from his

mast-head, and fetching up at a grog-shop with

a slew of his hull, as if an Admiral were com-

ing alongside a three-decker in his barge; you

may put that man down for what man-of-

war's-men call a damn-my-eyes-tar, that is, a

humbug. And many damn-my-eyes humbugs
there are in this man-of-war world of ours.

—White Jacket
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THE SEA WITCH





BOOK ONE

A SHIP IS NEEDED

NEW YOEK CITY

April 184,6—Mai/ 18^6

—the clipper ship was a composite creation

—

the

product of literally scores of the keenest minds in

America afloat and ashore none of whom considered

himself too great to learn and each of whom would

have scorned to apply that learning without attempt-

ing to add something of himself. There is the great-

est secret and glory of the clipper era—that it was

the achievement of normal, self-reliant, forward

looking men.

—Carl C. Cutler in Greyhounds of the Sea.





BOOK ONE: A SHIP IS NEEDED

CHAPTER I

SOUTH STREET

CORNELIUS PRESCOTT dismissed his carriage at Catherine

Market and turned to walk westward under the sprits. He had

seen them grow larger and longer, each recent year, until the

majority now were steeving their flying jib booms insolently up

to the third story windows of the storage blocks. Scores of fine

ships lay marshaled between him and the Battery : black knights,

each with his lance at rest. Mists of a cold spring morning

beaded the mighty spars with moisture that trickled down guys

and jibstays to drip from the dolphin strikers.

Back in the market a vendor called huskily, "Here's your fine

Rockaway clams. Here they go-o-o !" He spat the frog from his

throat and tried it again, tuning up for a day of competition

with other pushers inland of waterfront carts.

". . . Don't want any clams. . .
." said Mr. Prescott, in-

dulging a neat-minded habit of making his own position definite,

silently, on all matters addressed to listeners at large.

The air seemed striped with odors. His fastidious nostrils

quivered now and then, in recognition of Chulan, or of finest

cinnamon in yesterday from Ceylon ; but these pleasurable

whiffs traversed one acrid composite of all smells of land and

sea, that is fated to define forever the world's waterfronts.

A reek of fish began to predominate. Soon he caught sight of

the offenders, thatched high and glistening on a platter that

preceded him through the fog, balanced on the braided hair of a

woman who paced rhythmically over the cobbles. There would

3



4 THE SEA WITCH

have been little use in attempting the sidewalk, heaped with bales

and cases, subject to the abrupt tumbling of new ones out from

warehouse doors. It was sufficiently difficult to dodge only the

barrows and barrels, on their brief rumbling journeys back and

forth.

"Rockfish," the woman crooned. "Buy any rockfish?'*

". . . Don't want any rockfish. . . ." he decided, and re-

peated the doleful verdict after each increasingly louder query

until, veering inland at James Street, her voice was lost beyond

a hubbub of nearer noises. Into his mind drifted echoes of the

morning's usual quarrel with his daughter Dorothy : ". . . I'm

a prison warden, eh? Well, like it or like it not, she'll stay at

Jones's Woods till Murray's back from China. Ah, Mr. Aspin-

wall, of course you know my son-in-law, Captain Murray.

That'll make 'em all sit up and pay heed, eh? Four years, five

years mebbe, before we'll be saying it ; but by Jehovah, she'll

wait for him. . .
."

Roger Murray, wherever he might be—and he should be

pacing the weather planks of his quarterdeck, half way home
from Canton—was all oblivious, no doubt, to this intended as-

sault of the matchmakers upon his bachelorhood. When last in

port he had stated his intention of retiring in five years to

marry, and enjoy the fair rewards of a galeswept youth; but

he was unaware that this chance statement was keeping his em-

ployer's daughter out in the Prescott country house, set nearly

midway on the long island of Manhattan.
". . . Another month or two. It won't kill her. Heaven knows

what she'd be up to, sneaking in and out, at the city house. A
young female's just like a ship. If she behaves, it's because a

capable man keeps an eye on her every blessed minute, and the

other eye on the horizon. Let Aspinwall say what he pleases,

good masters make good ships. Look at Murray. Made the best

time yet to China in the oldest ship I've— . . ."

He whacked with his cane at a bollard post, angered at the

automatic phrasing of that once-so-proud boast, shorn of its

glory by events of a mad fortnight ; but at least it recalled him
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to the purpose that had caused him to order Coggeshall, his

bandy-legged coachman, to drop him at the foot of Catherine

Street, instead of continuing as usual into Chatham and down
Pearl. Affairs had come to a crisis for him, in this spring of

1846. Twice a year, the changing monsoon of the China Sea re-

leased a fleet of tea packets for a wild race to London and New
York. Voyages starting from Canton in spring or fall were

bedeviled by calms and typhoons, making quick passages im-

possible. In summer, although the monsoon was steady and fair,

it opposed the homing vessels ; but the winter monsoon always

aided the tea ships. They would sail in a bevy in mid-December,

and the swiftest would reach port early in April, the stragglers

late in May ; but this year, ships had been coming home so much
faster than ever before that even the conservative Mr. Prescott

was forced to admit that there was some new and major factor

at work, in the ancient business of loosing ships upon the sea.

This morning he was out to verify an all too obvious theory of

what was happening. As hull after hull loomed in the thinning

mist, fast Liverpool packets alternating with vessels of the

coastwise trade, each got from him an appraising, half-hostile

stare. Here and there he spied a jolly old puffy-cheeked India-

man—^like JEolus blowing the winds on a map^s edge—or an

early squat liner, built to go bobbing duck-wise through any

weather; but these merely emphasized the extent to which the

sly knife of change was at work, paring at the prows of all

shipping. Newer vessels showed progressively sharper lines,

curving back from the cutwater.

At pier 27, just short of his secret destination, he stopped

with a snort of large disgust. There lay the arch offender : How-
land & Aspinwall's new clipper ship Rainbow, taunting him with

her swift beauty. The breeze freshened, blowing down from

Williamsburg village to scourge the last of the mist away.

Trimly aligned spars gleamed, ivory in the sunlight; but his

gaze remained focused below the white belt painted about false

gunports on her hull. The last of her cargo was discharging, so

she rode high, revealing concave entrance lines, like a great
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hollow-ground razor of copper. While she was on the stocks,

Cornelius Prescott had heard old sea oracles predicting, as they

shook fringed and gloomy jowls, that any such vessel, "with

bows turned inside out," would drive herself completely under

in the first real blow. She had done just that, on her maiden

voyage, and had nearly sunk, before the experience taught Cap-

tain Land to hang most of his canvas on the main and mizzen.

Mr. Prescott had sniggered as loudly as the old diehards them-

selves at this news ; but now she was back from her second voy-

age, ruthlessly smashing records that once had seemed the per-

petual property of ships wearing at their main trucks the blue

and yellow house flag of Prescott & Company.
**.

. . Good masters make good ships," he told her stub-

bornly, shaking his cane, "Land's good. You're good. But
neither of ye're good enough. D'ye hear? If that fool Aspinwall

won't sell you, I'll play his own game, and beat him at it. Speed,

speed ! Rail coaches, fifty miles in an hour. Steam paddle boats,

twenty miles in an hour. China and back in half a year. Pre-

posterous ! They'll get over it when they balance the books.

Brains on the quarterdeck are more important than sharp bows.

Men are more important than planks, dammit, no matter what

shape you cut 'em. But if they're all playing mad for a year

or two, I'll be the maddest of the whole kaboodle, d'ye hear.''

D'ye think the price of a new ship, or a dozen of 'em, means

anything to me? Pooh! . .
."

He took snuff from a gold box, and sneezed his testy disdain

under the aquiline nose of the Rainbow. Fearsomely shaking his

cane, that harbored a rapier which he would never think of put-

ting to use, Mr. Prescott turned once more toward the mo-

mentous matter that was to climax his stroll. Then, as if fearing

that the Rainbow might think his motive a merely sporting one,

he stopped again to address her.

". . . D'ye know why I'm going to beat you? Dollars is why.

As long as the world stays mad, speed means dollars, dollars,

dollars! . .
."
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CHAPTER II

ISAAC SILVER

THE barracuda hung motionless in water, save for a rhythmic

pulsing of its gills. Parallel to the sides of a long copper tank,

and midway between them, it had held for minutes this un-

swerving position. The man who was bending above it, sketch-

ing, finally said, "Now, Johnny," without turning his head. Into

the farther end of the tank, a dozen feet away, his assistant re-

leased a live smelt.

A slight wave ran along the surface of the water, deflecting

from copper shores in a series of intersecting arcs ; and the sav-

age mullet was hanging as before, in the same place; but the

smelt was gone.

"Did you see how he did it, Johnny?"

"Didn't see nothin' but a sort of a whiz, sir. Gor, Vs fast."

"I'm not even sure he came back head first, Johnny. He was

back with his nose right over that stripe, stock still, in six-tenths

of a second by the watch. Give him another."

Johnny made the considerable mistake, this time, of holding

the smelt wriggling for a moment by the tail, after its head had

flicked the surface. He gave a scared yell as something flashed

like a spear under his fingers and fetched up with a plopping

thud by the window, ten feet farther on. From the leaping

pandemonium that ensued, Johnny prudently withdrew, shriek-

ing, into the sail loft ; but Isaac Silver remained. He had other

things to learn from so expensive a fish, shipped all the way from

Pensacola to New York in a hogshead. So, with the aid of a

tarpaulin, he went after that twenty-pound tiger of the sea.

Lashing fury thumped up and down the room, before he finally

got it back in its tank, cheered by a pair of sailmakers who had
come as far as the doorway to give useful advice. Immediately
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the barracuda resumed its motionless station, at the end farthest

from the waterfront.

Outside, the fog had lifted suddenly. Isaac Silver extinguished

a line of whale-oil lamps and then went to sit by the window, to

recover his breath. Across South Street he saw the Rainbow
in her slip, the proud creation of his brain and hand. Her un-

expected homecoming had found Howland & Aspinwall's regular

piers, a few blocks farther west, given over to less worthy ves-

sels ; so she had come to rest at the nearest vacant one.

Under her bows a little man was standing. The very lines of

his back somehow betrayed distaste. Silver permitted himself

his maximum smile, which was not a very large one, as the man
lifted his cane to shake it at the ship ; for he recognized the

plump build and slightly old-fashioned attire of Cornelius Pres-

cott, the very model of the conservative shipowner. All up and

down South Street, Mr. Prescott was famous as the merchant

who never took a chance on a new ship. His house invariably

bought tested, second-hand bottoms of good rating and record,

leaving the hazards of experimental types to such competitors

as chose to assume them. Economies thus effected were written

off in a stock-bonus system for his shipmasters that brought

him the most capable staff of officers in America. This was in

addition to the common enough practice of giving the captain

a percentage of stowage space, each voyage, to be used at his

own private adventure.

Such tactics brought deservedly preferential rates at Lloyd's

and the Union Insurance Company. Throughout the '30s, a

growing Prescott fleet had bested in profits, and even in speed,

all rivals for the trade to eastern seas, justifying its owner's

slogan that good masters make good ships. But the new decade

had shown less rapid progress for Prescott & Company; and

the last few seasons had heard whispers that the firm was find-

ing it difficult to pay dividends.

Isaac Silver, apostle of change in the tenets of marine archi-

tecture, justly could be pardoned a smile or two at the dis-
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comfiture betrayed by that shaken cane. He arose, and went

back to the task of sketching his temerarious mullet.

All around him in the room were evidences of a mind that

could be satisfied with notliing short of demonstrable truths.

Beside the long tank, which had never really been intended for

an aquarium, were affixed sets of bellows, operated by foot

treadles, that could produce artificial gales at any desired

angle. Above it, on shelves, were dozens of model hulls, and a

long rack bristling with interchangeable masts and sails. There

were two miniature steamboats, one with paddle-wheels, and

one with an Archimedes screw, as advocated by Ericsson. Plas-

ter casts of various fishes were in evidence, and many devices

inexplicable to the layman.

"Gentleman to see 3'ou. Won't say who he is," Johnny an-

nounced from the doorway, still somewhat uncertain about the

good sense of reentering a room that contained twenty pounds

of such savage and carnivorous velocity.

"Steer him in," said Silver, without interrupting a long stroke

of his black-lead pencil. He looked up in time to see Cornelius

Prescott closing the door behind him.

"Young man, I want a ship to beat the Rainbow. Can you

build her?"

Silver drew out a pipe and nodded slowly, betraying no flicker

of a very considerable surprise. If, on that misty morning of

April 21st, 1846, he was possessed of any doubt of the full, final

triumph of his theories, that doubt was no longer valid. The
enemy had bowed to him, in full admission of error. Five short

years before, when Silver was exhibiting a ship-model with hol-

low bows at the American Institute, this tycoon had come to

scoff. Now he was here to make peace, and to buy.

"How soon would you want her," Silver inquired, puffing

smoke toward the little millionaire.

"As soon as can be. When can you have plans ready to make
a price?"

"In aboot five seconds."

Silver unlocked a cabinet and withdrew a wooden lift-model
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and a sheaf of mechanical drawings. Mr. Prescott, who had
thought to astonish with his abrupt initial inquiry, met this

swift rebuttal with the aid of a pinch of snuff. He had vaguely

foreseen conferences, demands extended and concessions allowed,

culminating after weeks in such a model as this one that had
leaped, Minerva-like, from the Jovian cabinet. He had relied

as well upon the opportunity for a leisurely change of mind,

through the device of making slightly too stringent demands.

"She corrects the errors in the Rainbow,*' Silver went on,

stroking the lustrous wood. "A wee finer under the counters,

a foot less after drag, flatter in the forebody, but canting the

sooner into an entrance just a wee sharper than I gave the

Rainbow. That'll keep her from burying, withoot cutting her

speed."

"I don't know that she's the right size," the merchant ob-

jected, while thinking, ". . . Dammit, why'd I come in here

without objections ready .f* How'd I know he'd pull it out, all

done? . .
.»

"She's as big as you wish her, to a ton. If it's over a thou-

sand, though, I'd change her a wee."

"No. Oh, no. I was thinking of one—ah—the same register

as the Rainbow. D'ye feel certain this one will outsail her.^"*

"No-o-o."

Mr. Prescott's pink cheeks relaxed into the semi-starched

collar that held them like a big plum in the top of a paper

cornucopia ; but they sucked in a little when Silver added, "Not

certain ; but I'll wager the worth of her, double or nothing, that

she will, on an average China voyage."

"The offer is a sufficient guarantee," Mr. Prescott said

quickly, with a magnanimous gesture of the hand.

"You can't have everything, sir. Quick sailing in light airs,

and in a howling blaw, want different buoyancies for'rd, and

the finest afterbody, for beating up the wind, has got to have

lift for running awa' from pooping seas."

"Compromise." The merchant nodded comprehendingly, then
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added with a touch of suspicion, "And so more speed is had, I

presume, at a considerable sacrifice of cargo space?

". . . Ah, what can you answer to that, my young magi-

cian? ..."
"That's the discomfortable rule, sir; but in this instance, no.

The Rainbow would be faster for being a wee more buoyant

under here," the designer said, patting his model a quarter of

the way aft from the bows. "You'd think the bluntness would

make her slower, perchance. No. It lets her carry twice the sail,

with a stern wind, withoot burying. So we beat the Rainbow

by giving this one more cargo space, instead of less. She'll lade

twelve tons to each ten tons register, sir, against the Rainbow's

eleven. The Rainbow will best her still, close hauled in light airs ;

but there's one day of such sailing in the season to ten of a

strong breeze, Beaufort Scale."

". . . Deuce take him. Not a single bargaining point. . .
."

the merchant lamented, capitulating. "Now then, Mr. Silver,

what would she cost?"

"Seven hundred and fifty tons?" He made mental calcula-

tions. "That would be $33,500, ready for the riggers."

"For delivery when?"

"Do 3^ou want my personal superveesion, sir? Aboot Decem-

ber first, if so. I've two ships building, for midsummer launch."

"How big are they ?" Mr. Prescott asked quickly ; but Silver

reassuringly said, "Both below seven-fifty. I could launch an-

other September 1st, from these plans, with another foreman

looking after her. I'd rather not."

"Most certainly not. It will give us time to think about de-

tails. We want the best. Come to my oiBce a week from today,

with contracts ready, and you shall have my decision. Mean-
while, say nothing to anyone."

He arose in grandeur and opened the door.

"Next Tuesday, then," Silver agreed. "It is only fair to say

though, sir, that a week's delay may breed a longer one. My
services are had by contract, and in order of contracts."
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"Someone else is thinking of getting a ship, now?" Mr. Pres-

cott asked. "Who?"
"They have requested the same privacy as you. I might say,

though, that all of the other major shipping firms have sent

representatives in to see me since the arrival of the Rainbow."

"None of them's signed a contract, yet?"

"No, but the first one will get this ship."

A shaft of mirthful triumph probed through the muddled

gloom in the mind of Cornelius Prescott. ". . . Aspinwall, damn
his boots and breeches ! I'll beat him at his own game of whist.

When I come to a decision, I act. . .
."

He sat down again ; and when he left, twenty minutes later,

the pocket under his coat tail held a binder contract for a ship

of not less than 750 tons register, to be launched within the

year 1846, costing not more than $33,500 to build, ready for

the riggers. At the bottom of the stairway the merchant paused

uneasily, however, and stole a quick look up and down the street.

In the crazy race to build bigger and better ships, surely he

would go unsuspected until the very last.

Seeing no-one of consequence, he hurried out ; and there, in

the full light of day, a reaction seized him. It had been no easy

thing, at fifty year, wholly to repudiate policies that so often

had received public credit for his riches. Slowly he walked on

along South Street, repeating for his soul's comfort the slogan,

". . . When I come to a decision, I act ! . .
."

At the Antwerp pier in Burling Slip he noticed the trim

China clipper Montauk, 500 tons register. A week ago he had

bid $20,000 for her, through a dummy—and that was more

than he had ever paid for a ship—only to be informed that

Wetmore would not sell her for double the amount.

". . . Preposterous !" he sputtered to himself, remembering.

"Couldn't have cost a shilling above $25,000 to build, full

rigged. Will Wetmore's mad, that's what, loony. When you

can build new ships cheaper, ton for ton, than you can buy old

ones, the world is mad for fair. My ships will make a fine aver-

age this year, as usual : a hundred and seven or eight days from
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the West River estuary. Mebbe Murray can make it in 92 days

again, in the old Cortlandt. Doubt it though. Have to give him

the new ship. Then he'll show 'em. But even if he should make

it in 92 days again, what's the good of that, any more.? Pre-

posterous. . .
."

CHAPTER HI

THE LITTLE SULTAN'S MENAGE

NO-ONE could remember where the timber went, whether into

ships that left it scattered on the reefs and beaches of the

world, or up the big square chimneys of Diedrich Knicker-

bocker and his townsmen. At least it had been cut away, long

before anyone living could remember ; and Jones's Woods justi-

fied its name only precariously now, by means of a scrub growth

of saplings and underbrush, broken at intervals to admit the

farms of Irish squatters who were tolerated, between periodic

evictions, for their service in keeping the thickets from spread-

ing too much. A commission appointed in 1807 had divided the

whole island into blocks ; but of this pompous and slightly

absurd gesture little trace remained except granite markers.

The lesser roads went, as always, from barn to drinking water,

laid out by the unvisionary cows.

Such was the listless outlook from the windows of the Pres-

cott country house. Westward you could see the artificial mound
of the receiving reservoir, below Croton Lake. Mount Prospect

and Mount Morris slightly relieved a flat skyline toward the

north. Dorothy Prescott, who happened to be looking south-

eastward, descried nothing more exciting than the shot tower

on the East River, down near Sutton's farm.

For a full hour that morning she had striven to emulate the

latest hand-tinted steel engraving of a Parisian coiffure. Now,
with the effect nicely achieved, there was nothing to do but sit
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in the window and dream of the ton, exoticallj rushing about

in the far-away vicinity of Great Jones Street.

"... I wonder if it was the same Jones ? Why'd he ever come
out here, if it was? Great Jones Street. Jones's Woods. Oh
mother, mother, mother, won't you ever be done ? . .

."

Dorothy's mother possessed the deplorable genius necessary

for making a task—both exhaustive and exhausting—out of

any simple routine. She must needs trail the maid from room
to room, rubbing a telltale square of cambric over the tops of

highboys and picture frames, in a diligent pursuit of dust motes.

When meals were cooking, she peered over the shoulder of a

mumbling little cook, counting pinches of this and that on their

way into the soups and gravies. Her waitress dared not stack

a dish on the wrong pile in the cupboard, for fear of evoking

one of the mistress's silently grievous stares of rebuke.

Poor Deborah Prescott ! She had not always been so. Such

practices had grown upon her only after her marriage to Cor-

nelius, referred to by one of the wits last season as "the little

sultan of Maiden Lane." Her activities were part of a life-long

effort to please him, an effort perennially not quite success-

ful; and while she was about her puttering, her only child sat

pouting at the window.

"Goodness, Minnie! Just look at this lamp. I shudder to

think what Mr. Prescott would say if he happened to touch it

and found oil on it. It will certainly be a relief when they get

gas out here, but I suppose I'll be dead and in my grave before

they get around to it."

"Yes'm."

"And there'll be few enough to miss me, I suppose."

"Yes'm. No'm. I shall'm."

As the words filtered up the big flue, seeming to come from

her own bedroom fireplace, Dorothy grimaced. They meant

that her mother had reached only the living room, half-way on

her morning round. Dorothy loathed the servile Minnie, loathed

everyone born without the fire of rebellion. Especially she

loathed her mother for patiently acting as a sort of buffer
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between her father and herself. Into the veins of Dorothy, Mr.
Prescott had inadvertently introduced his own stubborn blood.

Their relationship at best was a sullen truce, at worst an un-

dignified display of physical violence. He had exercised the

birch upon her hands long after the age when such correctives

were thought proper, applied to young ladies. That era had

ended when she, aged sixteen and standing three inches taller

than her father, one day had taken it away from him and most

immoderately belabored him with his own weapon. Thereafter

it was will against will ; and only the fact that he was backed

by all the prejudices of convention made him victor in his ef-

fort to control at least the public portion of her life. At home
they avoided each other, never speaking directly when it was

possible to relay their necessary communications through the

unfortunate Deborah ; but oftentimes Dorothy would start and

look quickly around, with the sensation that her father was slyly

watching her.

"Mother," Dorothy would say at table, "I noticed Katrina

Grinnell driving past yesterday in a flare bonnet trimmed on

the inside of the flare, like in the new Godey's. I haven't got a

hat fit to be seen in."

"Yes, dear," Mrs. Prescott would tactfully answer, "I think

they are going to be less Quakery this spring, but you know
you've got plenty of hats. I always say it's too bad they change

the styles so fast that people stare queer-like at you if you wear

anything that's three months old. But then, we can't all be as

fashionable as the Grinnell young ladies."

At which point Cornelius would dynamically remark, "I'll

never have it said of my family that they aren't properly dressed

in public. Get yourself a new hat if you need one, my dear. The
same thing applies to the rest of the family."

So there was a new bonnet in the closet of the rest of the fam-

ily, now : a slightly more flaring bonnet than Katrina Grin-

nell's. It was sitting on a little wooden dummy, ready to be

worn down town in the hope of passing Katrina on the way to

luncheon at the Hones' ; but the chance of driving up and down
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through fashionable streets, looking for such encounters, rapidly

lessened as Mrs. Prescott prolonged her morning inspection.

Dorothy sighed and pressed with a pink tipped finger on the

spring of her table watch. Little enameled leaves flew back,

revealing Cupid and Psyche and a dial that read ten minutes

before ten.

Life in Jones's Woods was an imprisonment. In the normal

course of a day no-one came to call. The nearest neighbor upon
whom she and her mother might call lived nearly three miles

away; and they could never be sure that the coachman would

return promptly from Maiden Lane, almost six miles to the

south. Often, when Cornelius Prescott was seized with unpre-

dictable desires to visit institutions of which he was trustee, the

carriage would not come home at all, thus leaving the ladies

stranded.

Saddest factor of all: there was not an eligible young man
north of Gramercy Park, and such as lived in that trim suburb

invariably went southward in search of entertainments of the

drawing room. Perhaps once a week, someone out for a canter

through the hills would get down for a glass of Mr. Prescott's

good wine in the garden house ; but Dorothy languished in vain

for the sight of a really elegant suit of male attire.

As if to emphasize this dreary lack, there appeared—^when

she looked up again from her watch—a stained and battered

cordie, just visible over the budding hedge that hid the face

below it.

". . . Our new gardener, I suppose. Well, if father thinks

I'm going to teach a new one every year how to plant tulips

—

The old pig. Look at that filthy old hat. Oh, mother, mother,

mother, do stop your pothering. She won't be done till eleven,

at this rate, and then she'll want another hour to dress. What

!

Ah, what ever is this we see.'* . . ."

She leaned forward. The new gardener's face had appeared

at last, in a gap of the hedge. It was frank and Irish ; but, what

was more important, it was young and very nearly handsome.
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Still staring, Dorothy groped with one hand toward her book-

shelf, feeling for the crosshatched cover of Horticulture for

Gentlefolk.

I

CHAPTER IV

THE NARWHAL'S TUSK

IT WAS not because his own well-chosen ships were proving

laggards that Cornelius Prescott had been driven to violate

his lifelong policy. Rather it was because ships of his competi-

tors were swooping in at a rate never dreamt of. Low's Houqua
had ridden a gale home on the 10th of March, in the very fast

time of 94 days from the Canton River, and already was on her

way back to receive the first picking of Orange Pecco. That
was supportable : the Cortlandt had done better, by two days

;

but it gnawed at Mr. Prescott's most sensitive organ—his wal-

let—when news came that Wetmore's Montauk had hailed her

pilot on the 8th of April, to put a new low on record : 87 days

from Macao.
Thus to see the ships of two rival firms in with teas to offer,

when Prescott & Company could offer none, had been sufficient

cause for dyspepsia. It had been altogether too much when

the Rainbow,—"Aspinwall's folly" with bows turned inside out

—had come soaring up the bay on April the 16th, home from

China in the wholly incredible time of 79 days. Moreover, the

Rainbow's teas had sold immediately, at top prices, although

most of the cargo consisted of third and fourth pickings.

"... Grocers are nincumpoops, dammit," thought Mr.

Prescott, as he turned his back on the offensive Montauk and

marched on toward his own offices. "Paying premium rates to

the first ships in each spring. Can't possibly bring anything

but the dregs of last year's crops. Fools ! Well, my ships will

sell tea to the fools next spring, if they've got the rhino. My
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new one ought to sail the first of the year, so she can't do it.

She'll have the new teas, the best teas. 'Young Captain Mur-
ray,' they'll say when she's back from her maiden voyage, 'young

Captain Murray again fastest from Canton, in the new clipper

—ah—new clipper Dorothy Prescott.* That's it ! 'Bearing the

name of his bride-to-be,' they'll say. She doesn't deserve it. No,

we won't announce it so soon, unless he wants to retire quicker

than he thought. No sense losing a good skipper, though, even

to gain a good son-in-law. . .
."

So his thoughts wavered, even while the daughter whom he

maligned was pulling on her garden gauntlets, dutifully pre-

paring to instruct the new gardener in the mysteries of tulip

planting.

". . . Just wait till the next panic comes along," Mr. Pres-

cott reflected, regrettably chuckling. "A good bang-up panic's

what we need. Squeeze out the whippersnappers, and leave the

old conservative houses stronger than they were before. That'll

stop this crazy speed, speed, business. But in the meantime, any-

body who thinks I can't afford a showdown is crazy . .
."

So spoke conservatism, with its back against the wall. 1846

was no year for laggards. Like any sensible merchant, Mr.

Prescott took his basic cues from the commodity market. A long

sea voyage, though it increased the value of wines, was detri-

mental to fine teas. The most delicate sorts were likeliest to

mold in sea air. This fact, combining with a nervous mania for

velocities that characterized the age, fostered a notion that the

better teas were worth a cent a pound above market for each

day saved from a mean of 100 in transporting them. So it had

curiously become good business to blow sails out of their bolt

ropes, even to see topmasts go crashing to leeward with all gear,

when every day gained by such reckless driving might add

$2,000 to the value of a cargo of tea. Even the prudent Mr.

Prescott, a year or two ago, had met the situation frankly if not

fully by authorizing his shipmasters to crowd on as much can-

vas as they dared; but the old ships had not reacted kindly.

At the foot of Maiden Lane a beslubbered gamin came sidling

I
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out from a group who were enjoying, in calumet fashion, their

communal cigar.

"Ja hear yer Cortlandfs in, Mr. Prescott, hey.? Docked 'er

by moonlight. How 'bout a segar fer celebratin*, sir.'' 78 days

f'm Chiny. 'At's sailin', sir. Beat the Rainbow^s time afore it

was fi' days old. A ship wot's a ship, sir. Thank you sir."

Brown and broken teeth clamped happily on the prize, while

the child tugged in salute at a handful of greasy hair, that

stood out in all directions, like a chimney sweep's brush. He
hitched a wisp of tarred marline that suspended trousers hardly

worth suspending, and scuttled back to his gang. Mr. Prescott

walked more briskly on, up Maiden Lane toward his offices,

pleased by this proof that his face and ships were still suffi-

ciently famous to provide data for so cleverly absurd a fabrica-

tion. The old Cortlandt had not even arrived at Whampoa an-

chorage when the Rainbow sailed for home. So, even if she had

anchored the day after the Rambow^s clearing, and then equaled

her own homeward record of 92 days, she could not be expected

for three more weeks at the very earliest.

".
. . If good masters make good ships, they can do even

better with sharper ships. Didn't I buy the Cortlandt because

she was the sharpest I could find, for light cargo .? I'm no fossil,

like those down-easters, always waiting for New York to try it

first. Progress is the record of experiment . .
."

He paused and savored that phrase. A welcome glow of satis-

faction told him that it was a slogan to replace his old one.

". . . Good shipwrights make good ships, for my good mas-

ters to make better still. That's it ! Progress is the record of ex-

periment. —Bless me ! Why, bless—My stars and garters ! God
bless my . . ."

He stopped, a few paces short of his office door, staring at

a tall young man who had just turned in at the next corner. His

shoes were gleaming in the sunlight ; a shirt stud flashed blue

fire; but these were mmor splendors—for, in a radiant circle

about his extended right hand there blazed the many-jeweled

knob of a curious cane, spinning over negligent knuckles. As
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the cane paused and swung to the other hand for a reversal of

direction, Mr. Prescott saw that it was fashioned from that

rarity of rarities : the ghostly white tusk of a sea unicorn.

CHAPTER V

A DIVAGATION, LEARNED BUT UNPROLONGED

IN BURMA and Cambodia and the spicy isles, alicorns—horns

of the four-footed monoceros—have been cherished for thou-

sands of years, by uneasy tyrants, as a specific against

poisoners.

The physician Ctesias, following his seventeen years as a com-

pulsory guest at the Persian capital, was first among Euro-

peans to make known this virtue of the true horn, which sweats

in the presence of poison. The property has been denied, in our

dubious west, on the single evidence of an experiment per-

formed for King James II by the Royal Society in London. In

accordance with the stated conditions of authoritative persons,

a venomous spider was released in the center of a circle made
from scattered filings of unicorn's horn. Yet the arachnid ex-

perienced neither difficulty nor bad effect in promptly scuttling

out of it, and thrived thereafter as long as it was kept under

observation. You will note, however, that the test was negative,

in that it concerned itself with the effect of alicorn particles

upon a poisonous spider, rather than with the effect of poison

upon the horn. Perhaps it was this oversight that caused the

more scrupulously philosophical French to be unimpressed ; at

least it is a fact that they continued, until the hour the Bour-

bon dynasty fell, to try all royal foodstuffs with instruments

cut from the horn of a unicorn. The practical worth of this

safeguard is argued by the fact that Louis and Marie Antoi-

nette are numbered among the few murdered monarchs upon
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whom poisoners had no effect ; as is of course well known, they

at last had to be conducted to the guillotine.

Now, like every other substance possessed of astonishing

qualities, from slivers of the true cross to ginseng, from lode-

stone to Iceland spar, the horn of the unicorn has suffered in

the hands of counterfeiters. The conservative view of its prop-

erties is perhaps best stated by John Swan, in his Specidum

Mundi (Cambridge: 1635)—"This home hath many sovereign

virtues, insomuch that being put upon a table furnished with

many junkets and banqueting dishes, it will quickly descrie

whether there be any poison or venime among them, for if there

be the home is presently covered with a kind of sweat or dew."

This clear and simple statement, however, has been embroidered

with all kinds of twaddle. Some of them are: that a scorpion

inserted in a box made from the horn will be killed in about

four hours ; that the horn will exude bubbles in water, as if

boiling; that poisonous plants and animals, if they are made
to approach near to it, will burst asunder ; that dust of the

horn will act as an omnipotent prophylactic ; and that vessels

cut from it will automatically neutralize the effect of any

poison that they may contain.

Moreover, there seems to have been no effort whatever ex-

pended, upon the part of James's investigators, to make cer-

tain that the horn which they used actually was a unicorn's,

and not the work of a clever fabricator. There was no excuse

for this laxity, because Boece, in his great history of Scotland

published a century and a half theretofore, described a thriv-

ing colony of walrus hunters whose principal source of revenue

was produced by the sale of tusks, artificially straightened and

spirally grooved to resemble alicorns. The inference therefore

is plain that the Royal Society's learned experimenters proved

nothing more important than that the apothecary who sold

them their alicorn resorted for his stock to sources thoroughly

dubious.

Exposures of such fraudulence, notably that by Oliver Gold-

smith in his History of Animated Nature, had made it increas-
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ingly difficult to drum up a royal demand for spurious horns,

as the nineteenth century grew older. But the spike of ivory

that came flashing along Maiden Lane, into the startled sight

of Cornelius Prescott, might not have to go begging for an

eventual regal purchaser: one at least, the king of Denmark,

ought someday to require a rung of narwhal ivory to mend his

fabulous throne at Rosenberg castle, anciently wrought entire

from this most majestical stuff.

Meanwhile, whatever its speculative uses, the cane seemed

to be exercising a curious thaumaturgy on the inhabitants of

one of the most practical districts in the world. Out of Pearl

Street, in its wake, it drew a shouting queue of bootblacks,

hot-corn criers, apprentices, clerks, mechanics, and eren staid

merchants, following willy-nilly, as if bewitched. An image en-

tered Mr. Prescott's mind, from the new book of poems which

his wife had been reading.

". . . Like the pied piper of what-d'ye-call-it.^ God bless my
stars . .

."

Even so, it was neither the train of followers nor the alicorn

that caused a prince of merchants to pause and unsteadily pat

his belly, that stood firmly forth like a plum pudding in yellow

breeches. His perturbation, the sagging of his pink chops, came

entirely from sight of the elegant cane-wielder himself who,

by all laws of sanity, ought to be no whit nearer Maiden Lane

than he was to the Cape of Good Hope.

The guttersnipe had not been lying after all! for there was

no mistaking Captain Murray of the Cortlandt on the streets

of New York.

CHAPTER VI

THE REPORTER'S ARCHETYPE

PICTURE now the plight of this wretched shipowner. Like an

old dog, painfully persuaded of the need for new tricks, he had
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forced himself to admit the superiority of the new fashion in

ships, only to be confronted at once with this evidence that

one of his old coasters had come home more rapidly than the

clippers. For a moment he foresaw a comfortable recession

into former ways. Then the contract in his coat-tail seemed to

prod him, demanding remembrance, as evidence of his definite

espousal of the new order.

"... The devil ! Idiotic," he found it briefly convenient to

think, "the Cortlandt can't have! 78 days indeed. Skimble-

skamble ! The young idiot dismasted her on the way out. Reaped

the whirlwind, did he, for his recklessness.'' Put back to Table

Bay and condemned by the underwriters. I know. China and

back in this time? Preposterous. . . .

"Back rather quickly, aren't you, eh?'* he said aloud, as the

apparition paused before him.

Captain Murray bowed, extending a whalebone and whip-

cord hand: such a hand as was needed to spin the three-pound

alicorn at its fingers' ends. "A fortunate run, sir," he admitted,

his underslung jaw jutting sardonically farther into a smile.

". . . Half-statements. How d'ye know what to think when
he wears that goat-grin ? . . ."

It was an awkward circumstance that Prescott & Company's
ablest skipper, toward whom Mr. Prescott planned sooner or

later to play the part of genially tyrannical father-in-law,

should lack when ashore the usual shipmaster's deferential un-

ease in the presence of the owners.

"We've received no report of you since you spoke the Airone,

off Trinidad, outward bound, sir."

The man of the sea nodded. "We seem to have brought back

news of our own arrival out at China for the third time running,

sir. We overhauled all ships that sailed while we were in port,

except the Rainbow. She seems to have passed us at night below

the Bogue, as we were going into the river, after discharging at

Macao."

"And you couldn't get a cargo ?"

"She's chocked to the forepeak."
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Mr. Prescott relaxed, and then said hastily, "It must have

been a phenomenally fast run, my boy, phenomenally fast, to

say nothing of unprecedented lading speed. Dammit, I don't

understand it at all."

"78 days from the Bogue sir, thanks to a streak of luck in the

doldrums. As for lading, we got one deckload of tea at Macao,

and stowed it on the way up river, leaving space for getting

the lead out. They were all ready for us there, with only five

ships at the Pagoda, so we decided to set a record for stowing.

The last six or eight hundred chests came aboard from scram-

blers that followed us down river."

"C8 days from the Bogue, do I understand you to say-f*"

"Oh, no. 78."

"Why, d'ye know you've beat the Rainbow? You've—in the

old Cortlandt! Oh, my God!" As he stood, fairly befuddled, not

knowing whether to rejoice or to grieve, Mr. Prescott became

aware once more of the gapers, who had arranged themselves

in a semicircle. Amongst them he descried a squinting, gray-

haired man who was scribbling on an envelope. It was Bennett

of the Herald, whose prominent, skew nose had led him down
from Ann Street unerringly, as usual, toward the day's princi-

pal news. The sight of those features, abhorred of New York's

reigning social set, was sufficient to bring the shipowner to his

senses again.

"Come in, come in, captain," he said hastily. "We're—er—the

surroundings here are not—quite '*

Before following, Murray turned a rolling, humorous eye to-

ward the impromptu followers, and nodded pleasantly to Ben-

nett, although he was aware that the Herald's article undoubt-

edly would concern itself more with the cut of his elegant new

trousers than with that of his record-breaking suit of sails.
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CHAPTER VII

TULIP PLANTERS

"SHAEMAS? Oh, the Lord deliver me from Shaemas. He's a

tear-r-rible man,"

"Why do you keep calling him Shaemas?" Dorothy asked.

"No, no, no ! that's too near the last one. You should plant

them six inches apart. We used to call him Thomas, when he

worked for us."

"Sure, they're one and the same, sweet lady. Oh, Shaemas

!

Myself ut was that saw him bite the end of the ear-r-r off of his

ould mither, and shpit it in the sto-o-ow. God forgive him.

They ate ut anyway. And she broke his head with a poker,

after she'd shtopped the blood with goats' hair and a bit of

vinegar. And he worked for ye here, did Shaemas? Wisht, had

I known ut, it's myself would have watched him all day, from

behint a sto-o-one, to see he did ye no harm, sweet lady. He's

a tear-r-rible man."

She laughed, blushing a little, for all that she recognized the

endearments as automatic cant on lips used to a more lavish

way of speech in a far more lavishly emotional land. "I never

did like Thomas, but father always has me show the gardener

how to plant things."

"And it's glad I am to be ut, now, and work for such a

sweet, bloomin' lady as you are." He rocked back on his heels to

regard her, grinning with frank naive enjoyment. "You know,

darlin', 'tis a happy thing to be in this fine counthry, where

divil an Irish mick even is worse than Gineral Washington him-

self. Wisht !—in Inniskilling ut's myself would never have

dared look at Lady Peggy, in the pretty eyes of her, and her

husband a captain of the dhragoons. But here— Oh, 'tis a fine

counthry, where ut's Tim Crowley that can sit and talk to a

fine dear lady with lips like Tarthary cherries, only prettier,
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darlin', and no-one come jumpin' out iv the barn to fetch him a

clout wid a sthirrup on the end iv a sthrap."

Dorothy, much too pleased by his blarney to object, felt

moved nevertheless to inquire how long he had been on these

equalizing shores.

"Since last Septhimber, darlin*, gardenin' all winther, plantin'

pipes for the gas company in the frozen dirt. Sure, and will

you believe me, they light the end of ut wid a match, and ut

burns till you give ut a thwist av the ring. 'Tis a wonderful

free counthry, and ut must be yourself that has the dazzlin'

gay time of ut, all day and half the night, with all the young
broths shootin' dools at each other and dyin' for love av you.

—Oh, darlin', what did I say now.? Sweet lady, ut's cryin' ye

are. Now, be the help av Moses, I'll stop bein' a lunkhead some

day, be shootin' me own hoddy-doddy noodle off. The one you

loved best, was ut, they killed him for jealousy, the bastes.''

Oh darlin*, I'll weep ye a tubfull o' tears if only it's yourself

that will stop weepin'."

"No, no, no. That's not it," she said, halfway between tears

and mirth again, because of the unutterable woe of his ex-

pression. "No," and she grew mournful once more, "nobody

ever got shot because of me."

"What.'^ Nobody? Indade! Then ut's me that will shoot the

first one ye say, darlin', even if ut's myself that you want me to

be shootin' at. And I can shoot straight. Wasn't ut myself

that was a soldier in the avengin' army.^"'

Mrs. Prescott's voice lifted plaintively, just then, "Oh Dor-

othy. Where on earth are you, child ? I'm all ready to go now."

"How nice !" Dorothy called back over the hedge. "Just as if

I hadn't been ready and waiting for four hours, myself."
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CHAPTER VIII

CAPTAIN MURRAY'S FOIBLE

THAT morning, with feet spread wide before a pier glass set

in the paneled bulkhead of his cabin, Captain Murray had

dressed with sensuous enjoyment. His braces were ten times re-

adjusted, until the unusually broad cuffs of his pantaloons made

proper contact with heel and instep ; for he had decided to ren-

der obsolete the waning fashion of gaiter-straps under the

arch. Today's cravat was simplified too : Canton silk in a plain

bow, with points flaring out over the lapels. He had always

refused to wear the messy, elaborate scarf arrangements that

were the stock's aftermath, knowing that true elegance is a

matter of graceful lines, rather than of ornate concealment of

lines.

". . . Wonder who*s not married. Come, sway away there,

pantleg. All the contracted females will have broken off their

engagements since I left. Discovered that their intended drinks

brandy in secret. All intendeds do. And the others will have

eloped to surprise their friends. That's sure. Will it be hair in

ringlets, or en classique? That, pantleg, remains to be discov-

ered. But where can we find out quicker than at Madame
Argentina's, whose new address came on board with the tailor.''

Elegant old villainess ! no-one ever can accuse her of allow-

ing her young ladies to be seen improperly dressed and coiffed

—

that is, below stairs. We shall make a preliminary call, pantleg,

after luncheon.

". , . 'So I give you fair warning before we belay

:

Don't ever take heed of what pretty girls say.'

Good. Belay that, pantleg. My owner's fair daughter—wonder

who she's got in an eyesplice by now. Somebody, if I know im-
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patience by the cut of her jib. Hol-Za/ might almost have been

me, last trip. . . ."

Any New York seaman would vigorously assure you that

Captain Murray, for all his fiddle-faddle of attire, had climbed

properly up through the hawse pipe, and not in at the cabin

window. At the age of eleven he had stowed away in the Emer-

ald, assured by an evil old tar that she was bound for Sands

Point, on Long Island, where Captain Kidd had buried incred-

ible amounts of treasure. Her nearest approach to that desti-

nation, however, was verbal, and proved to be Sand Heads,

off Calcutta, which the evil old tar insisted was what he had

said in the first place. Young Roger left her at that port, a

wiser and more cynical youngster, to escape as best he might

the altogether shocking blandishments of his misleader. Two
years later he saw New York again, having been round the

world ; but the bosom of his family for several reasons proved a

less happy resting place than the soft side of a fo'c's'le plank,

and he was off again in six months to win steady promotion in

the South American trade.

His Brummellian foible dated, however, from the year 1836

when, at the age of 21, he was made first officer in a Black Ball

liner, plying to Liverpool. Soon the dandies of New York were

hurrying from their mansions out on upper Broadway, east of

Washington Square, whenever the Albion^s Daughter was re-

ported by semaphore from Sandy Hook ; for they felt sure of

observing the newest London fashions on the wide-shouldered,

narrow-hipped person of Roger Murray, her bucko mate, who
would be seen graciously handing her female passengers from

gangplank to pier.

Although placed in command of the Albion^s Daughter be-

fore his 24th birthday, Murray presently tired of monotonous

dashes across the Western Ocean. Shortly after the opium wars

he was lured, together with many another restless mariner, into

the booming China trade. Absences of the better part of a year,

touching only at ports where silken gowns were the changeless

mode, had seemed curiously to increase the captain's enjoyment
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in setting the style for his native city. It was his custom, the

day before each departure, to leave explicit instructions for

clothing that was to await him at quarantine ; and when the

Cortlandt docked, the first landsman aboard was always a tailor,

summoned by signal from Staten Island to make on the spot

any minor alterations that proved necessary.

Sometimes the captain's forecasts did not agree with those

of the numerous brothers Brooks; but when such discrepancies

occurred, it was the latter that suffered: whatever Roger Mur-
ray wore, while in port, became automatically the mode. Upon
this latest occasion he was stressing simplification. The green

frock coat was a little shorter, and flared less, than his last

one. His new silk hat flared hardly at all. From the very first,

moreover, it caressed his brow as gently as an old felt cordie.

That was because Messrs. Knox & James had bowed to his

quaint insistence that they prepare an oval block duplicating

the shape of his particular head.

When arrayed to satisfaction, he tidied his cabin personally

—a duty never trusted to the steward—hanging rejected

cravats and unlocking a bookcase to replace volume II of the

gisun i isabuha pitehe (in Amyot's French translation from

the Manchu) which he had been collating with the original as a

corrective of his own idiom. It was typical of Captain Murray
that he should have chosen really to master the Manchu script

—which is alphabetical and not unlike Arabic—rather than to

spend the same effort attaining an inevitably scant acquaintance

with the thousands of characters in the more useful everyday

Chinese. As he pointed out, anyone could liire a comprador to

transact business with the hong merchants, but it might some

day prove valuable to be able to dazzle a mere Chinaman with

a reading of dispatches of the northern conquerors.

At last he took up gloves and an ebony cane; but sight of

the latter article in the glass displeased him. On a humorous

impulse he knelt to unlock one of his chests and drew from it

a heavier stick, unnaturally white, topped by a gemmy knob of

gold. With that tucked under one arm he sauntered across to
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the chart room, stayed the chronometers so that they would not

oscillate in their gymbals, and lifted one carefully in each hand.

At that very moment Cornelius Prescott was poising, over

Silver's contract, a quill that most certainly would never have

descended if he had known that his favorite skipper was about to

walk down a gangplank not half a mile away.

The captain turned inland when he reached Burling Slip

and stopped at the shop of Negus. It was only after he had

set his timepieces carefully in a padded tray that the weighty

alicorn came out from under his arm and began to scintillate in

the manner of a bandmaster's baton. Negus, who dealt in a dif-

ferent sort of necromancy, ignored it altogether as he tenderly

picked up the instruments.

"What's been their daily rate of difference, captain .f"' he

inquired over his shoulder, as he bore them off for a compari-

son with his master chronometer, kept in a dust-proof box on

pads in the back room.

"Six-tenths of a second, regular as hell at the Horn. They're

good clocks, T. S. How much are they out?"

A muffled voice curiously answered, "Half

—

one—^half

—

two

—half

—

three—half

—

four " and went on in this fashion for

some time. Then there was silence, enlivened by the thin scratch-

ing of a quill on paper. Murray glanced from his alicorn to the

little precision workshop in the midst of which Negus had been

sitting, turning down a fusee for his next chronometer.

". . . There's a fine clash of natural philosophies," he

thought, recalling that the narwhal's tusk had come into his pos-

session in the Straits of Sunda, on the other side of the world,

exactly 180° of longitude away. "You couldn't ever get a

Malay to put his faith in a mess of little whizzing wheels ; and

you wouldn't catch me painting eyes on my boat, or putting

much faith in this old chunk of bone; and yet those devils are

just as good sailors, with their mumbo-jumbo astrology. Fair

enough, Johnny Datura, you use painted eyes, and I'll use a

chronometer, and we'll both know where we are . . ."

Negus came out again, cocky with satisfaction. "Number
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Eleven, 89 seconds fast. Number Twelve, 212 seconds fast, in

199 days. The very best clocks I ever made, captain. I feegered

it—Ah, here, see? Accordin' to the chart they should be 96

and 222 seconds out. Now tell me, did it help to have two o'

them, as a check on each other.'"'

"Yes. As long as their rate of difference was constant, I

trusted the clocks. Didn't bother to shoot the moon but twice,

on the way home. Both times the clocks checked within three

or four seconds, so I trusted them the rest of the way."

"I wouldn't, I wouldn't—but whisht, I'm glad you did. When
you've only got one, you ne'er can tell whether it's right or

wrong. When will you want to carry them away again.'"'

"Two weeks, we'll say, till I talk with the owners. I'll recom-

mend that they buy me the extra one, since they had it free this

trip in the interests of experimental science."

"Good. Well, I'll tell you next trip about a scheme to use

three chronometers, so if one falls out, the other two will have

the same rate of difference as ever and so show which is wrong."

"Your unselfish interest in the practice of navigation is a

beautiful thing, T. S.," the captain said; and T. S. Negus

nodded sagely, but did not neglect to lay a finger alongside his

nose.

As he sauntered out and turned south again on Water Street,

Roger Murray was chuckling secretly over the fact that Negus,

whose very life was dedicated to the scrupulous measurement

of time, had been too engrossed over minutiae of rate of gain

to notice that the full time of the round trip, 199 days, was

presumably by far the shortest on record. The captain had

learnt at quarantine that his homeward run was but a single

day shorter than the Rambow^s. He had yet to learn that she

had beaten his round trip time by the same margin, despite liis

speed in lading.

Nevertheless, Murray had cause to be satisfied. At Whampoa,
while his teas were being stowed, he had been told of Land's

boast that the Rainbow was unbeatable. This had rankled be-

cause Land, grown old in the China trade, had a perhaps un-
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conscious way of patronizing newcomers from the Atlantic

liners, competing in coasting packets with such ships as his,

built expressly for the Canton run. So Murray had sailed with

the idea of besting this old Triton by the power of sheer sea-

manship ; and with the aid of charmed weather, he had done

so, on the more important half of the voyage.

Already a rumor that it had been a race was sweeping the

waterfront. Murray's first proof of it came with the sound of

footsteps, a few respectful paces behind. He grinned and took,

for the moment, no notice of them. As he made a left-hand turn

into Maiden Lane they began to cheer. He was at the point of

acknowledging the courtesy, when he caught sight of a small

man who stopped jerkily and patted the clews of a dark plum-

colored vest.

". . . Old Moneybags ! He can't have heard I'm in. Probably

thinks I left her high and dry on the Brazils and came home in

the dinghy. This is going to be fun . . ."

The little man achieved a regainder of dignity, while tenta-

tive disapproval lifted one corner of his finical mouth.

"Back rather quickly, aren't you, eh?"

"A fortunate run, sir," Murray answered, accepting the pink

and puffy hand which he refrained, with an effort, from crush-

ing. ". . . Feels like a new-caught beche de mer. Ooze if I

squeezed it. Wants me to tell him his decrepit old packet hasn't

been hogged and had her insurance canceled. Well, let him

ask. . .
."

After a pause, during which the owner's dark hazel eyes tes-

tily shifted their focus, he tried again, in a tone freighted deep

with insinuation, "We've received no report of you since you
spoke the Airone, off Trinidad, outward bound, sir."

Murray softened before this evident agitation, and explained

;

but all the while an undertone of cold appraisal moved silently

through his mind: ".
, . Foremost China merchant in New

York, forsooth—or was—thanks to a few fellows like me. Never

once set foot farther off Manhattan than the deck of a ship

alongside her pier. Won't even trust the new Aqueduct Bridge,
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they say, for the sake of having a country place in West
Chester with the rest of the elegants. Yet the old pouter pigeon

could see that the old Cortlandt has an almost clipperly bot-

tom if you don't sink her too low with heavy cargo. So a slow

coaster becomes a record tea ship, because of a lubber's canny

eye—and incidentally, a little cracking on of canvas on the part

of her skipper . .
."

During their conversation, the troupe of followers had aug-

mented itself into a traffic-blocking crowd, which began to

make impatient crowd-noises. Glancing toward them, Mr. Pres-

cott said hastily, "Come in, come in, captain. We're—er—the

surroundings here "

As they reached the door the first of reporters called out,

"Who's your tailor this time, captain.?" Mr. Prescott visibly

quivered with distaste.

Winking over his shoulder, Murray said, "Muggs."

"Muggs ?" repeated the puzzled Bennett, "Where's his shop ?"

"Muggs. You'll find him in the Cortlandt's sail locker. His

flat tops'ls'll hold the wind and drive you six knots on a tack

when anybody else's would slat and jeer at you. The best can-

vas tailor I ever found, Muggs is."

"Haw ! 'at's the bully boy, cap'n," cried a lemon-cream ven-

dor, clanging the bell on his cart. "Limber up now, all yez, wit'

a free times free fer Bully Murray an' Chiny eleven weeks

away."

CHAPTER IX

MATCHMAKER'S.DILEMMA

AN outburst of cheering brought Prescott clerks crowding to

peer through narrow windows ; but they scrambled back to

their waist-high desks as their employer himself entered, usher-

ing his favorite skipper.
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Roger Murray felt unhappy always, and a little contemptu-

ous, in the presence of these stool-perchers, equally narrow of

shoulder and of mind. Here, on the verge of salty living, timid

men sat their hunched lives away. He returned their shyly defer-

ential nods, but was glad when the door of Mr. Prescott's pri-

vate room closed behind him. It was only at such moments,

ashore, that the full satisfaction of a seafaring life impressed

itself upon him ; on shipboard it was the normal, somewhat

tedious, state of affairs.

For some minutes the two men were occupied with the Cort-

landfs manifest, a copy of which was spread on the teakwood

writing table. It was a single sheet, not one of the twenty-foot

papyrus rolls of the early trade. 380 tons of teas formed the

bulk of the cargo: 140 of Young Hyson, 148 of Green, 39 of

Black, and small quantities of five other sorts. There were 4,200

crape shawls, 1,320 bolts of pongee, 50 cases of china ware, 92

peculs of cassia, and 12 boxes of pearl buttons.

No room could be found for complaint. Murray had not

taken out a dollar of specie, and had brought back goods

worth about 190% more, at wholesale, than the rice, cotton,

and lead that had been his outward cargo. The owner nodded

his ultimate approval, as well he might, considering the recent

showing of his other masters.

"Now, for my ship," he asked suspiciously. "I've heard noth-

ing about her condition. Was on my way out to Jones's Woods,

evidently, when you were reported from the Hook."

"She wasn't reported from the Hook. Foggy there. But

there was half a moon showing inside. If I didn't keep Roscoe

at quarantine well supplied with brandy I couldn't have come

through till this morning."

"Well, what are your claims on the underwriters.? They're

hard to get anything out of, these days."

"We have no damage, beyond a split topsail or two."

"Nothing carried away? spars lost?"

Specific questioning brought no revision of the statement. In-
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credibly, this fastest of voyages in which an old ship had some-

how beaten the newest and best, had been made without any loss

of gear. Every other Prescott ship for several seasons had pre-

sented ruinous bills for lost tophamper: the usual thing, in a

mad age. Barton of the rechristened bark Cornelius Prescott

had unwarily given a complete new suit of sails and both her

topmasts to the midnight wrath of Adamastor in 36° south,

and was five weeks refitting in Table Bay.
". . . No use, old Moneybags. I never lost a spar yet, for you

or anybody else; and if you've forgotten, I won't be the one

that reminds you, either. Now what are you thinking about,

Moneybags? . .
."

Lips pursed, the merchant sat tracing geometric designs on

the table with a little jade cup full of shot, in which he kept

his quills.

". . . Don't think I'll tell him about the new one. Mebbe he

shouldn't have her, if he can go on beating clippers. I'll send

him out in the old Cortlandt once more, anyway, while the

new one's building. Dorothy's got to see him often, while he's

here, whether she likes it or not, the ungrateful hussy. Her
mother's too old now. Too old to be bearing any more children.

If she gave me a son now, like as not he wouldn't be healthy.

I won't have any unhealthy brats. Thank God Dorothy's

healthy. Too healthy. But she'll never have a brother now. Well,

all the more reason to make sure of Murray. He's like that

Italian at Castle Garden. Knows how to make all the strands

do their* best, and with other people doing the actual playing

on 'em too. Like that on a quarterdeck. Knows just the note to

call for each bit of all that mess of ropes. Good head for busi-

ness too. Must have as much saved as I had, myself, at his age.

When they get hitched, I'll take him into partnership. Heh!

Get the money I've paid him all back in the family ! Feel safe

to rest a bit, with him at the helm of the firm. No son of my
own, to take it when I'm dead. Well, be just as well, with the

best shipmaster in the world for a son-in-law. Maybe I ought
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to have him retire now, and make sure of things. No, got to

beat Aspinwall and Low and Grinnell myself, first, then give it

to Murray, running smooth. Dammit, they haven't got me beat

yet, with their sharp ships. She'll wait for him, by God. Maybe
I 'shouldn't build the new one—new clipper Dorothy Prescott—
name of his bride-to-be. Yes, damme. Got to build her. Ah,

Mrs. Aspinwall, surely you know my daughter's affianced hus-

band. Captain Murray. That'll make—" and there was a great

deal more of the same muddled flow, quite at variance with Ml.
Prescott's reputation for conservative but rapid decisions,

based upon changeless axioms. Too many things were coming to

a head, this April morning.

Meanwhile, the captain was thinking about the newer ships

himself: ". . . So the Rainbow's unbeatable, eh, Cap'n Land-f*

Indeed, you surprise me. Yes, there could be an unbeatable ship

very much like her, with masts stepped back a bit, and less

after-drag. First time I saw you in your Rainbow off Hatteras

you were sousing your jib tacks every sea, sir. You're a darling

close to the wind. Rainbow, bowlines a-tanto ; but that's cold

comfort when you've got a fourteen knot breeze dead astern

and can't use ten of it without driving under. Avast. Where are

my manners.'' . .
."

He terminated their reveries by asking, "Mrs. Prescott and

Miss Dorothy, I trust their health is the best.'"'

"Eh.'' Oh, yes, yes. Glad you—er—reminded me of them.

You must come see them. Dorothy is always most eager to have

news of—hmh—the Cortlandt. I'm sure she,—well, dammit,

can't you come out to Jones's Woods tonight? My carriage, if

you like. I've a bottle or two of that March and Benson 1809

Madeira left. I recall your admiring it, do I not.'"'

"I hope so, for I did ; but I must dine with my father, this first

evening. He expects it always. Any other night is most gladly

yours."

*'Nights, my boy, not night. Yes, yes. I had forgotten. Re-

member me to Squire Murray. Tomorrow night then, at the
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city house? We'll move down from the country, for the time

you're here."

"I'm deeply honored, sir, but I can't pretend to allow such

special "

"Tut. Tut. Dorothy will bless you for being the excuse. She
frets a little, now and then, out there, away from the ton, the

soirees. Let it never be said, sir," and Cornelius Prescott arose

in all his gracious dignity, "that my most valued officer and—

I

hope, sir—my great good friend, Captain Murray, shall find

my own board remiss in honoring his homecomings."

Captain Murray bowed, resigned to the futility of words.

CHAPTER X

THE GOSSIP'S MIRROR

"EXTRY Herald! Extry Herald! Have an extry, mister.?"

As the cry sounded in Franklin Street, Squire Murray
hitched his chair nearer a window of the second-storey living

room. On the frame outside, a gossip's mirror was bracketed, so

tilted that it reflected into the old gentleman's eyes the street's

whole vista to Broadway. For two years now, during spring and

fall, this gossip's mirror had taken the place of a daily fact-

finding prowl, rendered impossible by recurrent chalkstones on

the great toes of this unhappy Knickerbocker.

Ability to shift his chair, however, argued an improvement.

The seasonal fit of gout already had done its worst ; and, for a

few days past, members of his household had been able to walk

about as usual, instead of tiptoeing to avoid roars of wrath

that could be stimulated by the slightest trembling of the floor.

In the back yard after breakfast his youngest son had even

made bold to smite with his pean hammer at a block of granite

that was assuming contours of a crouching dog; but such a
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sound had been a little too much to take calmly. It was more
than a jarring noise: it was noise telling of an activity that the

old man considered unworthy in his seed.

Squire Murray temporarily forewent, during these confine-

ments, his usual pleasure in lustily profaning the name of James
Gordon Bennett whenever one of his Herald-yellers passed

within hearing. The news had to be got somehow, by an in-

capacitated citizen ; and if it could not come properly, in polite

converse with men of affairs at the city hall and on the curb

markets, then it must be culled from amidst the irresponsible

blabbing of Bennett ; for few people would deny, any longer,

that the Herald presented the news more rapidly than any of

its competitors. Nevertheless, as the cry sounded again, and

nearer, old Mr. Murray found himself thinking, ". . . Things

have come to a pretty pass. Humph! Got to be so that any

Greek gas-line digger with a pair of pennies can buy all the

news I can. Humph! Worse. Gets all the news a man of my
position could go get direct from leaders of the community.

Democracy's well enough, but there are limits. Tippecanoe in-

deed ! There he is. Now what's so extra special, boy, hey .f^
. . ."

As the urchin loomed large and tattered in the curving mir-

ror, his shrill call was varied with, "Extry Herald. Beat the

Rainbow. Chiny record. Extry."

Squire Murray glanced behind him. Nancy was not in sight.

He arose painfully to lean across the windowsill and toss a

couple of coppers down. The rolled-up paper came sailing

accurately over his shoulder, and fell in the middle of the car-

pet. He hobbled over to get it, hobbled back, and sank in his

chair—eyes shut, hands tense—until the knives were done with

twisting in his toes and ankles. When he unfolded the sheet,

presently, the word EXTRA stared up at him from the first

column, in vulgar letters nearly half an inch high.

".
. . Eh? What's this? What, what? . .

."

He bent closer, peering through square little silver spectacles,

to read the following item

:
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BEST TIME FROM CHINA
LOWERED ONCE MORE
Capt. Murray Docs It Again

Last night, while NewY ork drew its nigt cap snughly over

its ears, the Herald, as always, stayed awake. Despite fog in

the lower bay, and ofshore, we kept our trim skiff, the Fanny
Elssler, crusing in the moonligt off Staten Island

—

just in case.

And at teno 'clock, sure enough, a ship camm working in.

"What ship?" we called. "The Cortlandt 78 days from Hong
Kong roads." We woke up the doctor atq uarantine grounds

for Capt. Murray, saw him through the formalites, and then

raced him to Coenties Slip, the Cortlandt, alas, outstripping

the gallant Fanny. TheH" erald beat its rivals by a day in an-

nouncing the Rainbom's speed, and here we are again, beating

by a day in telling that the Cortland has now beat her by the

samemargin. The world moves fast, these days, but the Herald

heeps up with it.

EXTRA EXTRA

The above item got into the last 3000 copies of our regular

morning edition. This extrae dition is forr our many readers

who whill be more interested in the fact that Capt. Murrayw
as seen entering the offices of Prescott & Com. at ten o'clock

this mornng in an Erin green coat, strapless pantaloons of

buff with a grayish cast, a jaunty yellow Cravate tied sailor

fnshion, but tight to the throat, and a silh hat that differed

hardly a whit from any ten inch section you choos to cut off

of the stovepipe ony our Franklin Stove, He carried a sea ivory

cane, supposedly of very great worth.

More of this tomorrow.

There was a printer's rule below, and the next item started

confusingly in mid-sentence; but Bennett could be pardoned
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that, as well as the misspellings. He had set the extra stick of

type, scooped room for it, and started the presses going again

in less than an hour after the captain's first appearance in

Maiden Lane.

"This is going too far, sirrah," the old gentleman loudly an-

nounced, glaring at the paper, shaking it. "The moon-hoax

days are over. You call it news to cheat honest citizens ? My boy

said to look for him the middle of June, at the earliest. News

!

humph! Ten o'clock at Prescott's, eh? That shows you're a

liar, sirrah. Why, it ain't eleven rthirty now. Scandalous !"

"Were you calling. Squire.'"' his sister Nancy asked, from

the foot of the stair.

"No," said the squire, hastily trying to hide the journal.

*'Course not. Where's the tombstone maker gone to ?"

"You mean Hughie.'' Saints, Squire, how you carry on about

the poor boy."

"Well, he is a tombstone maker, ain't he? Where's he at?"

"Saints alive, Squire, talking such a way about your own

son. May the Lord forgive you. My saints. He's off to his club

place—the academy."

"Humph! Wish he'd stay there. Tell him I want him, when

he comes home.

". . . I'll find out what Bennett means— Why, the scandal-

munger—trying to make my family look funny in his damned

Locofoco sheet. Send Hughie around. All he's good for, run-

ning errands. What, what? . .
."

Something had flashed in the gossip's mirror: a sparkling

circle that seemed to frame the features of his eldest son, against

a rabble of other faces. The old gentleman rubbed pouchy eyes

and stared again, then rubbed them harder than ever. The mir-

ror, when next he consulted it, showed only an indiscriminate,

animated crowd; but a loud tattoo was sounding on the door

below.

"Nancy !" he roared, "Hey, you fool. Open that door."

"Oh, God forgive you. Squire," the distressed lady implored.
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as she flumped up to fumble with a chain lock. "Saints alive.

Roger ! Why "

*'Who'd you say? What, what?" called the squire. "Nancy,
you damn old hay bale, who's there?"

He heard a loud kiss, a sob, and the stairway creaking to the

pressure of quick feet on its cushioned treads.

"Howdy, Squire?"

The old man sat helpless, his thunders spent, as the young
man in strapless pantaloons strode up to implant a mocking,

loud kiss on the very summit of his hairless head.

"Drat you, Roger, Go'way," said the squire, polishing the

spot with a handkerchief that clumsily paused, when returning

toward its pocket, to dabble at the corners of two leaky eyes.

"Careful of my feet, now. Damn chalkstones again. Bennett

ain't lying, hey?"

He held forth the paper. Roger glanced down the item and

said, "Not this time. Squire. Anybody horsewhipped him since

I sailed?"

"No. Should have. Got the record back, hey, did you? New-

fangled ships don't make much difference, hey?"

"Yes they do, Squire. But it's a good idea to know how long

you can hang onto stu'ns'ls in the horse latitudes."

"Humph. Stencils? Horse latitudes? What's that mean?"

"Means saving a week between the trades and the westerlies,

down where the horse-shippers used to throw half their cargo

overboard every trip until they learned to carry enough water.

You should have made coachmen of us. Squire. Then we could

talk better."

"Would have, if you hadn't run away, you young blather-

skite, you and your brother Will. Home two weeks a year. A
fine way to live. Woosh ! blow here, blow there, never know
where y'are. Only Hughie stays home like he should. Damn
brat. Damn tombstone maker. Humph ! Wish he'd go away and

the hell with him."

Unable to accompany this not altogether sincere statement

with a direct look, the squire shifted his gaze back to the mir-
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ror again. Roger's rabble was now noisily retreating, splitting

left and right to make way for a stocky young fellow in a short

blue jacket and checkered shirt.

"Here comes Will, now," said the squire. "What's he want,

coming home this time o' day?"

"Will's in port? Good. Still mate in the Yorkshire?"

"Guess so. Didn't say he wasn't. Never says much. Not like

you and me, hey? You two didn't connect last trip, hey?"

"Nor the trip before. I haven't seen Will in nigh onto two

years. When does he sail?"

"Saturday."

A lively motion in the gossip's mirror once more attracted

the squire's eye. Beyond Will he saw a youth running grace-

fully—a little too gracefully, he thought. It was his third son,

Hugh. The news that was wagging the hydra-tongues of Amer-
ica's premier seaport had lured even him from beloved labors

at the Arts-Union. There, for a golden hour, he had been sketch-

ing within breathing distance of a girl so beautiful, so obvi-

ously beyond the dreams of such as he, that it never had

occurred to him, throughout a two-year speaking acquaintance-

ship, to give her the slightest token of his utter worship.

".
. . Damn tombstone maker. . . ." the parent gloomily re-

flected. He turned, with the added satisfaction of contrast, back

toward Roger. "What kind of a cane d'ye call that, hey?"

CHAPTER XI

THE TOMBSTONE MAKER REMEMBERS

^1
HUGH MURRAY caught up with Will a few paces short of

their home at 102 Franklin Street.

"Did you hear—about Roger's—new record.? He's

home," he said, panting.
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"Yes. That's why I'm steering here for lobscouse today.

Aunt Nance'll have the megrims sure, with all of us here at

once."

That florid lady, when they entered, was acting incredibly

like a hen, spinning and clucking in the hall. Obscure senses of

the fitness of things told her that the brother for whom she

acted as housekeeper should have an undisturbed meeting with

his famous son ; but she was glad when Will, the most forth-

right Murray, walked immediately to the stairs. Gustily sigh-

ing, she lolloped up behind him, lifting yards of skirts and

petty-skirts above the uncertain thrusting of her toes.

Hugh came last, and watched the greeting of the mariners

from the doorway, over his aunt's shoulder. Strong hands met

in a clasp that affirmed itself twice, then released. Roger's lips

wore a quieter variant of their wonted sardonic smile. Will,

who was amused less often, or else by fewer things, smiled just

a little. Neither said anything at all, until pushed to it by gen-

eral questions from the squire. Such was the coming together

of blood and its kind, after two years. The dynamic silence, the

understanding stare that they exchanged, brought a rush of

old memories to Hugh.

His very oldest was that of lying in a trundle bed, whimper-

ing, hearing the gasps of breath emitted by these older brothers

as they lay, locked in a wrestlers' embrace in the dawn, atop

their bigger bed. Noise was forbidden all three in those days, and

early rising was frowned upon, owing to their mother's long

illness that succeeded in killing her three years later, when

Hughie was five. A frail and brilliant woman, she never left

her bed again after her third confinement. During the five-year

illness, doctors learnedly predicted her death within various

short periods, until the last guess proved right. They would

have done better, in their prognostications, had they given at-

tention solely to the proud, febrile mind that chose not to per-

mit a wracked body to die until her sons had become persons

about whose future she could be more sure.

During that period even the squire had ceased thundering.
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Thus the beginnings of life, for Hugh, had been a long pecul-

iar hush in a house of tiptoes and drawn blinds. That must

have accounted for some of the difference between him and his

brothers ; but at the very first, at his tiniest, he had felt an in-

comprehension of their spirits. They had been well matched,

in the days of that earliest memory : Roger, ten years old, slim,

slightly undersized, but very wiry ; Will, aged eight and stockier,

with a little more endurance, a little less skill. The first to open

his eyes would invariably awaken the other with a clinch; and

thereafter they would lie tensely, for hours sometimes, playing

a painful game that permitted no outcry, however great the

agony of a hammerlock might become.

That was all that Hughie could recall distinctly from his

third year : grim prideful battles between boys who already were

patterns of the men they would become. It was as if they had

received premonitory intelligences of their driving, gruelling

task predestined: the remorseless "railroad route to Europe"

of the Yankee packet ships, dashing across a wintry North At-

lantic, on the great circle, under a terrific press of sail. In that

trade, in the '30s, there never had been anything comparable

to the leisurely rich China voyages. From the very first, in-

deed, there had been no likeness between these routes or their

respective usages. In 1497, while Gama was creeping toward

sunny Malabar, furling all canvas at dusk, Eskimos saw an-

other Mediterranean shipmaster—John Cabot—driving under

the lee of Greenland, among the glassy bergs.

Honor to both good seamen ! but Cabot's track was to re-

main the more ruthless ; and when the first liners, sailing packets,

set out to tame its caprices on schedule, they bred a race of

tarry-breeks such as the world was never to see again. Captain

John Land of the China clipper Rainbow might well be patron-

izing toward the veteran bluff packets that left their proper

routes to challenge his knife-like ship ; but it was a mistake to

underestimate the men who drove them: taciturn fellows, for

the most part, who could none the less rival for lungs any bull

in Bashan when canvas wanted shortening in a black squall.
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Neither of the two now meeting, however, was quite typical

of his calling: witness one's position as Manhattan's most note-

worthy Brummell, and the other's reputation for managing his

men with a minimum ration of that famous old soporific, be-

laying-pin soup. Hughie recurrently wondered how much the

reign of the queen who went away had to do with the fact that

none of them—he or cither brother—was interested in average

achievements. She had not been like any other mother in the

world. Always the irascible squire had seemed to him a symbol

of incomprehension ; but his mother had understood. Roger once

read a book about Captain Kidd, and became fired with the

treasure-hunter's zeal. The squire had jeered and guffawed

when approached for money to buy a spade and passage to

Long Island. Roger then had laid plans for stowing away on a

coasting packet, and out of sheer love and a desire to excuse

her from anxiety, he had recounted the whole glorious scheme

to Mrs. Murray. She, amazing mother, had said weakly to her

eleven-year-old son, "Splendid. Go find your treasure, Roger.

It should be great fun, even if it isn't there." Perhaps she felt

sure that the youngster would get no farther than the water-

front. Roger never found out, for when he came back from that

unsuccessful search for the gold of Captain Kidd, his mother

had been dead for nearly a year.

At that time, and at every other homecoming of the wan-

derer, Hughie had been visited by these flashes of the past, such

as were traveling now through his brain, as he stood watching

the silent greeting of his brothers.

"Have you seen Hughie, yet?'* Will asked, beckoning.

"Praxiteles, I believe?" Roger said, and Hugh wondered

whether to rejoice in the fact that Roger knew that name or to

resent the obvious mockery of its misapplication. Grommet was,

for reasons unexplained, his more usual nickname. He was un-

certain always, in the presence of this fabulous brother of his,

who seemed never to return without having changed in some

•strange way, never to remain long enough for his family to dis-
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cover what he really was like, under the sardonic veneer of

attire and expression.

As he took his brother's hand, the boy would not have been

surprised to hear that a great merchant, not many minutes

before, had been quite as unsure as he of what was going on

behind Roger's intensely blue eyes ; for Hugh had come to the

conclusion long ago that no-one in the world was really able to

look into Roger's soul except Will, who never would have told

you what he saw.

Just at the moment Will was seeing something that did not

wholly please him. Roger recognized the implicit criticism, ac-

cepted it, and asked more kindly, "What luck with your chisel-

ing, Grommet ? Any commissions ?"

Hugh hesitated. The squire exploded with one of his finest

and loudest "Humphs." Color deepened in the sculptor's cheeks

then, but he looked steadily at his father while he laid bare the

self-invited cause of his newest title.

"Yes, I made a monument for Mr. Dunstan. You know, the

old Adventist up on the corner. He wanted it showing him

ascending, in case the day of judgment should really come after

he's dead, to show that he had always been ready."

"Hol-Za.' Of course. The old gaffer who joined up with those

halfwits, a couple of years ago?"

This levity drew from aunt Nancy a sigh, half scandalized,

half regretful. Like most of the pious and habitually unwell,

she had felt strongly drawn toward the sect of Millerites, gath-

ered along the housetops on October 22nd, 1844, quite un-

daunted by the fact that they had unavailingly held the same

vigil before, on an infallible date in the spring of 1843. Under

a skylight in the upper hall, on both occasions, aunt Nancy had

concluded a private peace with God, feeling sure he would

understand that a more public ascension was prohibited by the

necessity, while still on earth, of fearing her brother's scorn a

little more than her Maker's wrath.

"How much did the old loon poney up?" Roger inquired.

"Fifty dollars, but the marble cost me twenty."
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"Grossed thirty. That's not bad. Doing anything else?"

"Yes. I'm making a dog in granite, just for myself."

"Am I permitted to see.'*"

Hugh led the way to the back yard. Near an ailing ailanthus

tree, that had changed hardly a twig's width in seeming since

his boyhood, Roger saw the block of stone, devoid as yet of

any fine work with the point. Under the rough surface, never-

theless, he seemed to perceive actual muscular shiverings as the

beast crouched low. Although there was no definition of a tail, it

was palpably there, in the solid stone, clapped tightly up to

the belly.

"Hol-la! it's damn near alive already," he said, nodding.

"Where's the model.?"

"Here." Hughie tapped his right temple.

"I mean the clay, Grommet."

"I work direct in stone."

"Woodcarver's methods, eh.'' But what in Hades did you

want to make a statue of a whipped hound for.'"'

Hughie shrugged, reflecting, ". . . He couldn't understand.

There isn't anybody that would understand—except maybe

—

she might, but he couldn't. . . ."

So Hughie turned his head away.

CHAPTER XII

RINGLETS

HAIR in ringlets or en classique? As his post-prandial stroll

took him farther up Broadway, the captain confusingly discov-

ered that there was much to be said in favor of both. New-
varnished carriages were out in quantity, on wheels of ver-

milion and yellow. Most of them had tops folded back to admit

airs smelling faintly of spring: southward wandering airs that
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had crossed over the marshy spots north of town, where skunk

cabbages grew shamelessly beside marigolds and young leaves

of the seedling willows. Well-to-do ladies lolled elegantly in

their carriages ; these tended to favor hair en classique. On the

sidewalk, ringlets predominated. Plaids of the palest blue and

brown, with a glint of green here and there, made a springlike

pattern all up and down the thronged central street of the city.

The coiffures en classique reminded Captain Murray of lit-

tle caravels, with their lines that swept down below the ears,

only to rise again into elaborate aftercastles all intertwined,

like carving on the pictured ships of the grandees. Rows of

curls, coyly arranged in the other sort of headdress, made him

think of pinrails under the shrouds of his ship, where the free

ends of running gear were belayed in neat hempen coils. On
some heads the curls clustered before the ears ; on others, be-

hind.

Here, midway between two waterfronts, fewer people recog-

nized the strolling gallant for a famous shipmaster ; but news-

boys zigzagged periodically past, howling his name ; and he saw

that the sound of it caused people to buy.

". . . Inconsiderate of Madame to move so far uptown.

She'll be losing her seafaring callers. Maybe she was requested

to move by the police. Wonder if the little Polander's still on

hand. What's her name? J— something. Janna? That's it. Old

Madame's a fool. That girl could make ten times as much for

her, singing on the stage. Hi! The town's changing for fair.

Funny lot, landlubbers : always tearing down houses and putting

up new ones. I suppose this is the farthest north I've been since

I quit the liners. A hundred thousand miles, over the southerly

tracks, maybe, since I've walked as much as a mile north of

home. New York's getting to look like London . .
."

New palaces of granite and marble had arisen in the interval,

bespeaking the present solidity of fortunes torn from the quiv-

ering backs of seal and sea otter, when the century was young.

". . . And where is your fur trade now, Mr. Astor.? Wise

man, to get out of it. Funny that they didn't think of fighting
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over Oregon until there wasn't much left to fight over. Ringlets

or en classiqrie? Why try to choose? Oho ! Why not? . .
."

He had just come abreast of a house of warm red brick, rest-

ing quietly back between two fat-fronted romanesque new-

comers. Its dormers, and an eyebrow-doorway of white wood,

suggested somehow the trim cap and stomacher of a sweet old

lady, a lady born, pompously ignored by fishwife dowagers of a

newer order that called itself the ton. On the stoop was fluttering

an actual little old lady, just such a one as ought to live in this

house.

"Drat you Mary," she was saying shrilly, "Drat you. Minx!

You shan't. 'Tain't decent, I tell you," and she swished back

and forth, with arms spread wide, trying to keep a young lady

from holding commerce with the newsboy who stood in gap-

toothed laughter at the foot of iron-banistered steps.

Captain Murray paused in deep interest, leaning upon his

ivory cane. The ringleted young lady darted free and down

the steps, on feet that twinkled beneath the hem of a lavender

walking gown, kept from billowing by pressure of a modest hand

over each knee. She slipped two pennies into the newsboy's fist

and remounted the steps, holding the rolled paper high above

her head. The little old lady hopped and snatched, positively

gibbering with exasperation.

" 'Tain't decent," she squealed. "Throw it away, now. Minx

!

You've got the Evening Post coming. That'll tell all you need

to know about your precious Captain Murray. Nobody decent

reads that dratted Herald. Give it to me, you saucy jade. You
know what Mr. Dickens said."

But the saucy jade pirouetted expertly, quite unmoved by

any foreign author's opinions of American newspapers. "Look,

Gram," she said, "you're affording entertainment to the public.

Oh ! Oh !"

It was apparent to Roger that she recognized him, thus be-

latedly, as the person whose name had just been spoken ; but

the little old lady, he guessed, did not. An immense dignity froze
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her agitation, as she turned to yank the young lady into a

gloomy hall.

"Ringlets," Roger murmured, in awe. "Oh, ringlets, beyond

all shadow of a doubt."

The closing door had failed to obliterate from some inner

organ of sight that strangely beautiful face, set in clustering

ringlets that were urged forward to caress the cheeks by a tight

little bonnet of golden straw. As he was moodily pondering

the inevitability of going on—on somewhere, if not to Madame
Argentina's—^he observed, resting against the door jamb, a

portfolio apparently forgotten in the fracas.

". . . Why of course. Hol-Zo/ alicorn, trust you to provide

the proper spell of forgetfulness, old magic stick. It's our plain

duty to return it, stick, before some brat makes away with

it . .
."

He stepped up to pull at the bell, noting, during a brief

wait, the name "Mary de Peyster" embroidered on the flap of

the portfolio. From one corner, he noticed further, there pro-

truded a watercolor brush.

". . . Let's see, which de Peysters would these be.'* . .
."

Two sets of eyes were regarding him, almost hidden behind

curtains of two glass panels flanking the doorway. When the

eyes saw that he noticed them, the door opened just enough

to allow a hand to seize the portfolio. It was a withered hand,

Roger regretfully perceived, while removing his hat. The
courtesy proved pointless. The door immediately closed again,

without even a "thank you" having been spoken. He stepped

back sufficiently to permit a very gracious bow, however, in the

direction of the other panel of glass. Then, nonchalantly twirl-

ing his stick, he headed back toward home. Madame Argentina's

new street number bobbed into memory once or twice, but did

not succeed in recapturing his curiosity about the present al-

lurements of her glamorous establishment.

The stout, bland coachman of an empty carriage, waiting

around the corner in Great Jones Street, respectfully touched

his hat. Roger nodded, wondering whether the fellow had once

1
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been known to him, or was one of the growing host of unknown

admirers. Two or three blocks farther on he remembered that

it was the Prescotts' man, Coggeshall.

". . . Yes. Prescott ladies must have been lunching with the

ex-mayor. Wonder who Dorothy's ogling, nowadays, seeing she

seems not to be spliced, or will it be me again? Old Hone's got

the right notion. Quit when you*ve made enough, Roger, like

ex-mayor Hone, Build a house that's just big enough to be no

trouble to run, and enjoy yourself. A few years more, and I'll

be doing just that—maybe sooner, if Texas scrip keeps climb-

ing. Old Moneybags. Gave me a fatherly lecture, so you did,

when I bought it for five cents on the dollar. All that you won't

buy from me at twenty cents, right now, Pll eat, with a pail of

slush, Old Moneybags. Maybe it'll reach par, when the war's

won. Then Pll retire. . . ."

Upon reaching home again he sought Hughie, and found

him at work in a corner of the basement, carving an eagle for a

mantelpiece panel.

"Brail up, Grommet. Looks as if your art might prove useful,

after all. Who's the Miss de Peyster who paints watercolors?"

"Why—look, there's two of them: cousins." Hughie stam-

mered with surprise. "They come down to the Arts-Union with

their grandmother. They were there just this morning, copy-

ing the Columbus Pleading. But "

"Hol-Za.^ so you do know them."

"Well—not exacth\ There's one that speaks to me, when the

old lady falls asleep. The other one looks kind of haughty."

"I'm thinking of the one that isn't haughty : Mary."

A strange look came from Hughie's mild eyes. "I don't

know their names," he confessed, managing a deliberate negli-

gence. "Do you mean the one who thinks she looks Greek, and

does her hair that new Grecian way ?"

"I do not. I mean the one who favors ringlets. The pretty

one."

"Oh. Pretty— The pretty one." Hugh's effort at negligence

collapsed at sound of this sacrilege. "Pretty's a silly word."
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"What's the right word, then, Mr. Grammarian Grommet?"
"There aren't any words," he presently decided.

CHAPTER XIII

IMPOSSIBLE CAVALIER

THE young lady in ringlets turned her bedroom key, and

paused to listen while her grandmother's lately pursuing heels

clumped indignantly down the stairs again.

". . . Poor Gram. But oh ! Oh ! she doesn't know who he was.

And I fancy I'd do well not to tell her, just yet. Just yet,

quotha! Confidently, too. Just as if he would ever come by
again ! . .

."

She crossed the room to stand with her broad forehead pressed

against a windowpane, while her heart rebuked the builder of

that fat-fronted house next door for shutting off the view in the

direction taken by a sea captain who had just walked down her

front steps. Certain other young male New Yorkers would have

been vexatiously surprised, no doubt, could they have won a

glimpse at that hour of Mary de Peyster's flushed cheek or

of her mouth, which was giving to melancholy—sadly sweet

abstraction—a precise contour at last. These gallants looked

upon her, at the in-all-ways-rare occasions when they were

granted that privilege, as a beautiful enigma : studious beyond

the definition of woman's sphere, yet disturbingly vivacious

whenever the rights of the occasion called for languishment and

heartfelt sighs.

Mary's parents had died in her infancy ; but in compensa-

tion for that unrealized tragedy, she had received certain privi-

leges withheld from other girls of her station. She had been

reared by an old-fashioned grandmother, at a time when to be

old-fashioned meant to be liberal toward everything but vul-
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garity. Grandmother de Peyster classed among the vulgarities

all recently founded newspapers, and all the new social ab-

surdities that were so besetting poor Dorothy Prescott. The
Eighteenth Century Bluestocking had been upheld as an ideal

to Mary ; and, considering the lack of other Bluestockings with

whom to commingle, she had made herself a tolerable approxima-

tion of that archetype.

Nevertheless, there was a point of attack all unguarded,

hung midway between brain and heart: an area at which the

perplexed beaux of Manhattan had never thought to aim. It

had been waiting always to open for some impossible cavalier:

not the modern frontier idol, but a more gallant hero, as

gracious as brave.

CHAPTER XIV

THE ARBITER

PHILIP HONE lifted the active volume from his beloved shelf

of quarto diaries in the Phyfe secretary, and made an entry

:

Monday, April 27.—The weather being fine, I took a walk to

the foot of Pike Street, and from thence along shore to the

drydock at Twelfth Street, and saw many wonderful sights,

and discovered that I knew no more about New York as it

now is than the hermit of Saba.

". . . Ah, sir. A neat phrase, surely . .
.'*

Atop the maple desk Alexander Hamilton and John Marshall

presided in plaster, Whiggishly aloof, flanking Morse's gran-

diose portrait of Thorvaldsen ; but there was a bright little

meadow-scape by Ruysdael hanging ingenuously nearby.

One good turn of phrase deserves another. Mr. Hone went

featly on:
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Such a mass of busy population, such noises of "armorers

closing rivets up," such creaking of blocks, such pulling of

ropes and such caulking of seams

!

For a few meticulous minutes he indulged in this, long since

become his favorite occupation. When the carriage was an-

nounced, he drove directly to 102 Franklin Street, a curb that

had felt his tread less often of late than a decade ago, when he

was still living down town by the city hall. Mr. Hone pulled the

bell. While waiting for an answerer, he reflected upon the cir-

cumstance of changing friendships.

"... A man can't take pride in his attainments, and at the

same time remain stationary. At least, a man shouldn't. Many
do, I have no doubt. But friendships have to change, with the

rest of the ebb and flow of existence. Flow, here—no ebb as yet,

praise God. In the days when I walked from 'change to market

with Squire Murray, I held less converse with Daniel Webster

than is now my privilege. Murray's mind won't advance. Mine

has to. So the Websters replace the Murrays. Hmmm. Guess

he's not in. Give it another pull to be sure. Poor old Murray;

wants the world to stay just the way it was; won't admit a

change when he sees it. Just because there weren't any sculptors

in the country when we were at school, he won't admit that his

son could be one. Pshaw. No-one at home . .
."

He was scribbling on a card to be tucked in the door frame

when the latch clicked. It was Hughie who had answered and

who ushered the caller upstairs, quite oblivious of the fact that

it was not customary to receive distinguished and wealthy citi-

zens in a torn apron belonging to one's aunt, and worn over

one's oldest pantaloons.

*'I fear I've interrupted creative labors. But it's in the next

most worthy cause—creative destruction, one might say—the

gastronomic demolition of a good meal. It will be good, I prom-

ise you, and I want you and your distinguished brother to

come, tomorrow evening. I understand the squire is still eschew-
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ing creative dinners, poor fellow, rather than chewing them.

Ah-ha ! Ha ! But you two will join us?"

"I can sir. I'd love to. I think Roger can."

"Good. Why, excellent. If I don't fetch up with him at aU,

today, for the question direct, whom else would you be inclined

to say he'd like to see there.'' Some young lady, I have no doubt .f*

Ha!"
The old gentleman smiled knowingly, but the boy's face be-

came sober. He hesitated, shook his head slowly, and then lifted

it as if against some curious restraint, to ask, "You know the

de Peysters, sir, who live a little way up Broadway from your

house.'* I think it's what's left of Captain Roald de Peyster's

family."

"Ah! so it's Miss Mary now! Of course I do. Mistress Mary.

Tut tut. Say no more. A shipmaster and a shipmaster's daugh-

ter. We must also ask Mrs. de Peyster, of course ; it's as good

as done, sir. Have him notify me by ten in the morning if he

can't come. Should I ask Miss Prescott too.'' No, no. The Pres-

cotts can't have him every night. Now I must see to the wines.

Poor old de Peyster. We drank many a bottle together, before he

was lost at sea. By the bye, I've a new medal to show you : my
last pope, Marcellus II, one of the one-year popes. Probably a

Paladino ; but I'm hoping it may prove an unrecorded Cellini.

I've got them complete now, from the first one to date. You'll

like it. Yes, yes. Well, I must be— Oh, I forgot. You're enter-

ing something for the National Academy's Rome Award? Good.

They've asked me to judge—with Sammy Morse and Mrs. Child.

Poor Sammy. High time he stopped his telegraphic dithering

and got back to his painting. The magnetic telegraph : a great

boon, or a seven days' wonder? I'll tell you this: a good paint-

ing will outlive any mechanical jigger whatever, sir. Prescott

was saying only the other day he has grave doubts about peo-

ple going on using the telegraph line, after the novelty wears

off. Too expensive, far. Well, I shall look forward to your
contribution. A year in Rome for you, under Hiram Powers, if

it's as good as I'm sure it will be. Go back to it, now."
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The ex-mayor's occasional encouragement gave cause for

satisfaction, as the young sculptor thought Mr. Hone's collec-

tion of paintings the best in the city. He loved one especially

—a marine by Turner—that blazed subtly golden in memory
whenever fools indicated their belief that great artists had to be

dead ones. There was no-one but Hone in the Murray circle of

acquaintances who had any basis for judging either the com-

parative merits of Hugh's chosen career or his own fitness to

continue in it. Sometimes the boy thought that Roger knew

and understood far more than he ever had occasion to admit.

A few words from him, when first he saw the dog in granite,

had betrayed immediate comprehension of the reasons for

Hugh's peculiar insistence upon working directly in the material

of his intended finished work, rather than in clay for a first

model. But Roger, with the broad tolerance of the cosmopolite,

seldom passed judgment upon the work or purposes of any but

his appointed subordinates, whose accomplishments affected

the quality of his own.

Now, with the ex-mayor gone again, Hughie's veins were

suddenly full of exultant fire. He forgot the eagle in the cellar,

upon which he had been working when the second ring of the bell

broke through his preoccupation ; for the moment he forgot

even a certain swift grief that had arisen at the prospect of

what ought to prove a very pleasant dinner. He remembered

only that into his crepuscular spiritual loneliness had struck

once more the light of a full comprehension ; another man,

perhaps the man best fitted of all Americans to decide upon

such matters, had urged him back to work. Snatching his case

of stone chisels and a trio of hammers, he hurried to the yard,

to the dog that crouched in a block of granite, shivering.

There was no reason for hoping that people would like this

creation. Receipt of the Rome Award for so odd a work could

occur only in a land of fantastical moondreams ; but he was

resolved to finish it in time for submission, in spite of that. It

was easy to guess what would win: a statesman's bust by the

pampered prodigy, Clark Mills, or those two plaster medallions,
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already submitted, called "Day" and "Night." Hugh Murray
knew the taste of his contemporaries, and it baffled rather than

irked him. He had but two unalterable tenets : that the forms of

nature, unornamented, unfalsified except to achieve simplicity

of total effect, were his only just exemplars ; and that each work

must be distinguished by uniqueness of expression. Thorvald-

sen*s marble drapery in calm folds and marble features in calm

repose could not inspire him. He asked for no drapery at all,

and for features expressive of a single personality.

Knowing that Mr. Hone's catholic appreciativeness was not

above discovering merit in his own country, Hugh permitted

himself the rebellious hope that one of the three judges might

vote for his contribution, even in defiance of the school of Thor-

valdsen. In evaluating the work of native artists, Hugh found

more magic in a certain girlhood miniature of his mother than

in all the paintings at the American Arts-Union. On the back

of that little ivory ellipse was written "T.G.M.—P. '06" ; but

who the painter might have been he was unable to discover.

Miniatures now were thought quaintly crude, beside the fidelity

of the daguerreotype. There was hardly a practicing miniatur-

ist left in the city. No-one bothered to remember those long

gone.

If he were to win only the honorable mention of Mr. Hone's

vote, at least the long obscure apprenticeship, that had kept

Hugh a boy in spirit when in years he was already a man, could

be considered over. Then would follow a time of striving to

increase the pittance left him by his mother; and after that a

day might even dawn when he could speak his heart's message

to a girl who had come a hundred times to sit sketching beside

him at the Arts-Union.

"Mary. Her name's Mary, he says. Oh, and in one evening he

could say all that I won't even have the right to think of saying

for years. And they say— . .
." But Hughie did not dare to

let himself think of rumors he had heard, hinting at his brother's

neatly managed love affairs.

With trembling fingers he set chisel to stone.
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CHAPTER XV

TWO DINNERS

GRAM DE PEYSTER paused for just an instant as she

crossed the threshold of the Hone drawing room, and then

continued with incredible hauteur toward a chair. Roger, who
had arisen curiously to discover the identity of his fellow guests,

felt blood quickening in his pulses.

". . . Hol-Za.^ the alicorn's work again. That fool sultan

must have used it to recruit his odalisques. Why'd he ever let

me get hold of it? . . ."

Earlier in the day, he had devised elaborate and apparently

unnecessary plans for meeting the very girl whom now he

glimpsed in the hallway. While their perplexed host was intro-

ducing Captain Murray to Mrs. de Peyster (a formality which

Hugh's remarks had led him to think must already have been

fulfilled) the two paid as much attention to each other as a pair

of Dresden figurines on the mantel shelf. Gram stared coldly

toward the seascape by Turner, and Roger kept his gaze fixed

upon the shoulder that was just visible in a corner of the mirror

before which Miss de Peyster was putting her ringlets to rights,

with a final touch after coming down from identical operations

in a room abovestairs.

In the doorway she too paused, and gripped with one hand

at the jamb.

"Miss de Peyster. Do I need to introduce Captain Murray.?"

asked the very much perplexed ex-mayor.

"All the world knows Captain Murray," she answered

quickly, if a trifle faintly. She made the full courtesy which,

though it had gone out of fashion in her modern world, was

obviously devised for such occasions as this. He advanced to

bow deeply over her hand.

Dinner was stayed twenty minutes for Hughie, who thrice
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during that period turned back from the Hone doorstep, unable

to face the situation which he feared to find within. The arbiter

filled the delay with his most flowery periods, while racking his

wits for an explanation of Gram's assumption of the charms and

habits of an icicle.

". . . Young Hugh. Mistaken, perhaps .'* Is that why he's

staying away ? Judas ! I hope I haven't raked together the re-

mains of one of the Captain's peccadilloes. Could that be it.'*

From the way he's staring at her, it might turn out to the good,

after all. Well, I guess we'll give Hughie up and go in. . . ."

During the meal. Gram thawed not a whit, and Mary had
little to say. The host told anecdotes that brought a look of

resignation to his wife's features. Desperately he discussed

maritime affairs with the Captain, who several times said "yes"

'

and "no" at obviously inappropriate points. At last it was over.

The arbiter conducted Gram to her former chair, and drew

others up beside it for himself and wife. Mary, on Roger's arm,

found herself walking up to examine the Turner at the far end

of the big room.

"I hardly dared hope to see you so soon again," he whispered.

"You're shockingly clever, Captain Murray."

"How so?"

"To arrange it so quickly."

"No. My plan wasn't to mature till day after tomorrow.

You'll get guest tickets in the morning, to a so-called testi-

monial dinner. This must have been my young brother's doing."

"Your young—You're not Hugh Murray's brother.?"

"Yes. And I'm just beginning to appreciate my luck in that

particular."

"How dear of him ! They say he's the cleverest young sculptor

at the Union. But I never thought of him as being useful in an

intrigue—not that this is one."

"I trust such measures won't be necessary. Have I your per-

mission to crave your grandmother's permission to call?"

"Yes, if you won't take no for an answer. She looks as if she's

apt to say no,"
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"I never take no for an answer, Miss de Peyster. Hol-Za/

this fellow knows how to paint the sea."

The maturing of Captain Murray's plan, for day-after-

tomorrow, had irksome concomitants not of his own choosing.

It found several hundred citizens assembled under the auspices

of the underwriters' association for an evening of speechmaking.

"I give you the world's first citizen," proposed toastmaster

Hone, hoping that the clearing away of dishes would prevent

his voice from carrying beyond the speakers' table, "the peer of

monarchs and more than their peer, being free: the President of

the United States."

". . . Don't want him," said Cornelius Prescott in his mind.

^'Never did want him. Neither did you, you old hypocrite. . .
."

By and large, the roomful of Whigs concurred in thinking

the chief executive a notable lunkhead; but the amenities had

to be preserved. Hone's glass went halfway to his lips, and down
again ; but Roger, standing before the chair of honor, tossed his

off at a gulp. Saber-rattling at the capital had puffed his Texas

scrip another five points in as many days. He had reason to

acknowledge his gratitude to James Knox Polk.

People pretended not to notice : a majority of the male diners

already had reached that stage of mellow drowsiness which

fortifies one in the face of the speechmakers. The brandy seemed

rather better than was to be expected at a subscription dinner.

Mr. Prescott studied the face of his intended son-in-law, who

was wearing a down-drawn grin that expressed amusement

without implying gratitude for it. Now and then his fingers

would wander along the narrow fringe of beard at the jawbone

line. His eyes moved in a droll rolling fashion that betrayed a

long habit of looking from rigging to horizon and promptly

back again. The focal point to which his gaze always returned

was a table directly in front of his own, where sat Gram de

Peyster with her narrow shoulders toward him, immovable, and

Mary, who regarded him full face, with steady eyes.
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The captain had been deeply touched upon noticing that

Madame Argentina, reversing the usual custom, had paid to

enter under the same roof with him. She acknowledged his

flicker of recognition with a flash of equine teeth. Perhaps she

considered the $10 ticket an investment: the guest of honor

needed recapturing, having failed to call at her establishment

for the first time in several voyages. Excepting Mary, she

seemed the only alert female present ; but when at last Roger
arose to acknowledge a tray of sterling ware from the shop of

Thomas Wilde, gift of the underwriters in recognition of his

flawless seamanship, some hundreds of fair, drowsy heads came
suddenly erect. The ladies had had a rather boring time of it,

listening to speeches which they were not even expected to

understand. Preserved Fish, Esquire, president of the Trades--

men's Bank, had discoursed for nearly two hours on interna-

tional bills of exchange, and old Captain Barton had required

a full hour to say, in effect, that Captain Murray was a good

risk for the underwriters because, for all his record-breaking,

he had never called upon them for so much as the expense of a

blown-out royal.

Once aroused, however, the ladies took possession of the

affair. The moment Captain Murray completed his brief state-

ment of thanks (for silver that could be paid for and to spare

out of profits from the dinner) the room was full of the im-

patient swish of silk against silk. All crowded toward the dais,

and one unknown girl stepped up to say, "My captain, could

you keep a secret, if I whispered it?" He inclined his head; her

lips pressed against his cheek; with hands before her face she

ran back into the crowd.

"Your secret shall be cherished," he said ; but it proved no

secret at all. Three others stepped up to follow this delightful

precedent. Then came the rush. Captain Murray lost count

quite early ; but the Herald's omnipresent proprietor was guilty

of no such negligence, as he sat scribbling on the backs of

menus

:
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366 of the fair sex were there, of whom 500 were seen to

kiss the fortunate seafarer, which means that not a few crept

back into Hne for a second or third sample. There may have

been more than 500. At that point we left to set type and

give our proofreader a chance. This marks, we understand,

the first lapse from a stuffy rule that such public salvos are

only for statesmen, aged, and quite harmless.

There might have been a thousand salutes, for all Roger could

say. He endured them manfully, waiting for the only one that

mattered, searching for a glimpse of Mary, who was nowhere to

be seen. At last Dorothy Prescott confronted him, and grasped

with both hands a convenient whiskery fringe to hold his face in

position for the first kiss full on the lips. During this maneuver,

productive of deep gasps from the bosomy dowagers, her father

stood very still, taking small futile bites of air. Once again he

was unable to decide whether to be angry or immensely pleased

;

and the result was a sort of vacuous futility. Dorothy linked

her arm in Roger's, and drew him peremptorily toward her

parents. The other women fell back, and a silence crossed the

room.

It was then that Roger saw Mary, with her grandmother

affixed to her arm like a ball and chain. They both turned quickly

and pressed through the crowd toward the coatrooms. With
some difficulty he mastered an unwise urge to pursue them, then

and there.

CHAPTER XVI

A POLKA ENTHUSIAST

THE little Sultan advanced expansively, crowding his door-

man aside. "Ah, Captain, at last ! We are honored, sir. Come in,

come in."
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Strains of a new polka sounded from pianoforte and viol.

The wide silk skirts of ladies and embroidered silk vests of

gentlemen shimmered below a multitude of candles as Roger was

escorted toward one of the salons de toilette.

"Dorothy's been in a pout all evening, sir," Mr. Prescott

secretively whispered, as he wiped the gold comb on a towel and

extended it. "She was afraid mebbe you weren't coming."

"The squire had another attack, and I went for Dr. Francis,"

Roger gave, as accurate but misleading information, having

fetched the doctor long ago. The hours since eight o'clock he

had spent at Mistress de Peyster's. ". . . Wouldn't do to tell

the old pink bolster the truth of it, the way things are going.

And I wouldn't be here now, Moneybags, if that gray little

harridan hadn't as much as said, 'Get out.' It's time I went to

work for somebody who doesn't expect his shipmasters to play

dancing master too. Well, more work, more pay. You do take

care of your captains with your stock bonuses. Got to think of

the rhino. . .
."

While the guest carefully attended to his brown, macassared

hair, the host staj^ed his impatience with snuff. Then they went in

search of Dorothy, who was found sipping punch with the

arbiter. As the latter delivered a graceful, rehearsed compliment

to Roger, the young lady's father whispered in her ear, a little

too loudly, "There'll be nobody in the second parlor. Door's

fastened." He took her hand, placed it on Murray's arm, and

said to Hone, "There now, Philip, mebbe we old fellers had
better let the young folks dance."

Roger's features made no betrayal that he had heard the

whisper. "Two-four time. This is a polka, isn't it?" he asked,

quickly but dubiously. "I haven't mastered this latest mystery,

I'm afraid."

"Eh?" said Mr. Prescott. "I told you it was nonsense, Dor-
othy, my dear, your notion of having nothing but polkas all

evening. We'll have waltzes, for a change," He started for the

musicians, but was stopped by the captain.

"Please don't, at least on my account. If Miss Dorothy will
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be so gracious as to pardon my blunders, I'll take this oppor-

tunity to learn,"

"But I was sure I saw you dancing a polka at the Grinnells'

the other evening," Dorothy said, as they moved toward the

floor.

"Not I. Now, how's it done?"

"Don't you know, really ? It's : a slide, and a slide, and a one-

two-three," she chanted, demonstrating. His first rather awk-

ward trial almost disproved her clear memory of watching him

performing the dance right excellently, with Mrs. Brower, the

Texan consul's wife.

"Let's go back of the stairway," she suggested, after their

first trial in concert had ended in a collision and a conviction

that her eyes last week-end must have deceived her. "There's

nobody in the way, there."

Her father visibly beamed upon the completion of this first

stage in progress toward the back parlor. He began to stalk to

and fro by the portieres, casting quick glances toward the great

fan-shaped stairway.

".
. . Just wait till she gets him in that parlor. All that's

needed is to catch him kissing her in private. She's kissed him

in public, the hussy. Shouldn't be any trick to repeat. I'll look

in, sudden like, and say, 'Why, my boy !—my children ! but I

intrude. I'm sorry. No, stay where you are. Pretend I didn't see.

Tut, tut ! But hadn't I better prepare your mother for the news,

Dorothy? It's a bit, ah, sudden.' Heh! that'll do the trick. Can't

get out of that, can he? Pooh! as if he'd want to. Just needs a

little urging, a little guidance. Still thinks it would be pre-

sumptuous of him, mebbe. Well, 'twould, if you look at it that

way. . .
.'*

Under the stairway Roger was saying, "Now I think I've got

the helm in hand. Still falling off a bit too much in the trough.

Let's try again where I can judge by watching the other

couples."

Perforce she accompanied him back to the ballroom, past her

father, who stared his displeasure at this loss of vantage. Cap-
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tain Murray improved rapidly, and became enormously enthusi-

astic about the polka, giving Dorothy no rest. His late arrival

had meant an empty program when everyone else's was full,

and the latter half of Dorothy's card had been reserved de-

liberately, so they continued together. As the hour grew late, and

other guests called for their carriages, Mr. Prescott began to

lose hope. Dorothy had done her best. Even direct hints of

weariness had failed against Captain Murray's intoxication

with the new step. But Cornelius, bowing his guests out at the

door, had his hopes raised again at last, after Dorothy bluntly

said, to her still gaily cavorting escort, "I'm simply exhausted.

Let's slip out of this awful hubbub and sit down for a minute."

"Certainly," Roger was suddenly most amenable.

Mr. Prescott saw them pass beyond the carriage-awaiting

throng, toward the deserted room, and a beaming smile spread

wide his plum-colored cheeks. Then the captain paused, fum-

bling with his fob.

"Hol-Za./ What a dolt I am," he said. "I left Dr. Francis sit-

ting up chatting with the squire about old times. Told him I'd

be back by midnight to drive him home to Bond Street. I must

hurry. It's past that now."

CHAPTER XVII

THE SAGACIOUSNESS OF THE DRAGON

"CABLE'S short, sir."

For surety, a seaman kicked the nearest capstan pawl, before

the men who had been straining in a shanty-driven circle un-

shipped their hickory bars. The Cortlandt swung tensely in the

river, at this flooding moment of the tide, her anchor almost

exactly under the hawse pipe.

"Cable's short," the mate mechanically acknowledged, waving
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a signal toward the pier whereon that unlikely Eros—Cornelius

Prescott—was being as aloof as anyone can who is confronted

by six fathoms of salt water, and elsewhere surrounded by

massed humanity, come to witness the sailing of so famous a

ship.

". . . All in good time," he murmured to himself, as he turned

his gaze from the blue and yellow house flag toward Roger
Murray, who stood with the curious alicorn tucked under one

arm. "Who'^s this hoity-toity miss he's brought with him.'^ de

Peyster? town's full of 'em. Didn't he see what I was hinting?

Dammit, I can't very well say 'Marry my daughter and I'll

make you my heir.' Dorothy. The hussy. Headache indeed

!

Vapors. That's all's the matter with her. Vapors. The
hypos. . . ."

Yet he gloomily knew that Dorothy had been wise in refusing

to witness the sailing, since the captain himself had not asked

her to come. Throughout his nineteen days in port, Murray had

been exasperatingly respectful to his employer's daughter, cir-

cumventing every effort to sequester him with the young lady

in a tete-a-tete from which confidences might logically arise.

Mr. Prescott would have felt more at ease had he known that

there was a reverse to the medal; for, if the path to romance

had been made easy in the Prescott mansion, Roger had found

it waylaid in the de Peyster home by a veritable dragon. Several

calls and invitations to drive or stroll had realized not one

moment of escape from the presence of Gram de Peyster, who,

even when she had thawed slightly, was appallingly insistent

upon increasing her knowledge of the Chinese. Roger had not

needed telling what pleasant turn events should surely take,

during the later calls, if only the little old dragon would com-

prehend what was toward, and go away. Never, he reflected, had

lover been harried by a stupider old harridan.

Gram, however, was no less skilled than Roger in judging the

potential emotions of young ladies. Veteran of more gracious

drawing rooms than any of this crass age, into which she had

grumblingly survived. Gram knew what portends when a worldly
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sea captain sits tongue-tied in the presence of a sea captain's

daughter—and when the girl, usually so tricksy, spends most of

her time staring from her visitor's nervous hands to her own.

The dragon sagaciously foresaw that too much should not be

allowed to happen in so brief an interval, before so long an

absence.

Conversely, she believed that the severance of the China run

should test a reality, rather than a notion wholly unfulfilled.

That was why, at the pierhead, she found herself seized by a

sudden chill, and asked to be helped to the carriage where Hugh
was sitting. With strength surprising in one so sore afflicted,

she fairly hauled them through the crowd to the vehicle's land-

ward door. When Roger opened it, she testily grabbed his hand

from the handle, swung it toward Mary, and hopped spryly in.

"There, you dratted hussy," she said over her shoulder, while

staring seaward, "Must I tell you what to do next? Quick, now.

Here comes that pesky Mr. Prescott. Mushroom aristocrat !"

Instruction proved quite unnecessary. Hugh, on the driver's

box, also stared seaward, until he heard his brother saying,

"You're to take faultless care of Mistress Mary while I'm away,

Hugh, understand.'' Hol-Za.^ I wonder whether I can trust the

lad."
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American clippers have been criticised by those whose

duty it is to know better, as being frail-built, soft-

wood ships. . . . The fact is that never in the history

of the world, before or since, have ships been rigged

so heavily or driven so relentlessly as were the

American clippers in the early California trade. One
has only to read the details of construction to know
that in their day better ships were not built. Many a

"soft wood" ship was oak or better from shoe to

broad teak rail, while few clippers had less durable

stuff than the heavy hard pine of Georgia with gen-

erous white and live oak timbers at critical points.

. . . The wracking below and the wreckage aloft

were not the result of faulty construction, but of the

conditions under which these ships sailed in the hard

journey around the Horn.

—Carl C. Cutler in Greyhounds of the Sea,





BOOK TWO : A SHIP IS BUILT

CHAPTER XVIII

THE SQUIRE'S PLEASURE

JUNE was in the city, and flexibility had returned again into

the squire's toes. On a warm morning he ventured afoot even as

far as the Grand Street market in search of an acceptable beef-

steak, "not made of caoutchouc," he had assured his sister,

"like the ones you pay a good shilling for when I can't git

around. Make your teeth bounce."

This first shopping expedition in months had provoked,

however, an incautious enthusiasm ; so now he stood at the

corner of Broadway and Leonard, clutching full}'^ a dozen elusive

parcels to the upper reaches of his shelving embonpoint.

"Hey !" he yelled at an open third-story window, as a bunch

of radishes coasted to the paving, "Hey! my brat up there.''

Send him down."

A foreigner appeared at the window, nodded, and performed

a Gallic gesture expressive of rapid descent. Members of the

National Academy were familiar with that summons, which it

was the squire's pleasure to bawl as frequently as possible be-

fore this minor Parnassus. A minute later Hugh came leaping

from the stairway. His eyes sparkled in a way that puzzled the

parent, who was used to being met less promptly at this par-

ticular corner, and with a dignified stare of reproof. That was a

large part of the fun.

"What took you so long getting down ?" he grumbled. "Why
don't you pick up those radishes, hey.? Upps ! and those per-

71
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taters too, now. There y'are, the wrapper's broke, you was so

slow."

Hugh doffed his old silk hat and filled it with vegetables,

while his father looked dubiously down upon his unorthodox

expedient.

"Hey, do y'think I'm going to walk home with you, like that.'*

Tell one of those I-talians to throw down some paper. Better be

used to wrap up good pertaters than to draw fool pictures on."

"Look, you'd better go along ahead," Hugh advised. "I'll

skip the other way round the block."

"Skip.? Humph ! Skip ! Fa-la-la. Fa-la-de-da. Hurry up."

As their house was only one street north and one avenue west

from the academy, Hugh was aware that his father had walked

nearly as far to summon aid as he would have by taking the

direct way home from the upper east side market. It was no

cause for surprise. The squire's opportunities for pleasure had
grown fewer, and he most keenly enjoyed his foible of ordering

distinguished artists to hunt up his son.

It puzzled him today, however, to find Hugh so cheerful.

"Skip, hey.'' Come on then. Rather have you go with me with

your hat off than skip the other way. No skipping, y'hear? or

I'll wrap this cane around your knees. Y'look like a witling,

pertaters in your hat. You and your dandy brother. You don't

know enough about clothes. He don't know that he knows too

much. Here's all a gentleman needs to know. Dress so's you can

jump on a horse at a moment's notice and ride for your life.

Come on, come on."

As they turned the corner into Franklin Street a mournful

singsong voice uprose: "Buy a boost, buy a boost of Dan'l

Wabster, Prasident Polk ! Cheap-a boost !"

Gold rings were in the ears of the crier. On his head a board,

half a yard by a yard in dimensions, and laden with plaster

casts, was perilously balancing. Small boys paraded behind

him, chanting, "John-a foney, macaroni. Sell-a da boost. Sell-a

da boost."

"There!" cried the squire, almost dropping the rest of his
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bundles, in order to rub his hands exultantly together at sight of

this heaven-sent moral. "That's the way you'll finish up, with

that damn tombstone nonsense. Be a hawker, that's what. Fine

way for a Murray to end. Hey, John, you take-a this boy,

'prentice? Sell him cheap."

"Look proody good, Mist'. Already got nine-a bambin'. No
can use. Buy a boost? Prasident Polk? Fift* cent'."

". . . What, what? Me, buy a mud face of that damn sword

swallower ? What ? Why, the greasy furrin'—Ha ! . .
."

A lovely idea averted the tirade.

"Sure, John," he said, with a chuckle, producing a couple of

shillings. "Buy it for my friend Mr. Hone. Take it up to the

first house on Great Jones Street, off Broadway, north side.

Say Mr. Prescott sent it, mind, Mr. Cornelius Prescott. Say

you met him in Maiden Lane, John, not here."

"Cornelius Prascott, to Mist' Hone, Great Jones Street."

"North corner, off Broadway. And mind you take it, now.

He'll buy a lot more, John. He likes that kind of junk."

The rest of the way home. Squire Murray was content to

chuckle over the brilliance of his jape; but as they reached the

steps he paused to say, with sober plaintiveness, "You take my
advice and get yourself some decent work. If you hadn't got

that money your mother left you, when you was twenty-one,

you'd be worth something now in Stewart's store. Humph!
Don't want to see a son of mine walkin' up and down the alley

with a plank-load of crockery on his head. 'Buy a boost ! Buy
a boost!'"

"What's so different about that?" Hughie innocently in-

quired. "I'd rather sell things out of doors than indoors."

"Humph. Think you're funny, hey? I'll talk to Alex Stewart

tomorrow and see if he'll take y'back again."

"There's no need of that," the son said, distastefully remem-

bering all the sad alnage he had clipped for fussy housewives

behind Stewart's endless counter, between his sixteenth and

twenty-first years. "He said when I left he'd take me back any

time. But I've got other plans now.'*
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They must have been very pleasant plans, for at mention of

them he smiled.

"Other plans, hey? Somebody else want a tombstone?

Ahhhhh!"

The squire vented one of his sudden yells of exasperation,

such a yell as usually ended any attempt to talk soberly with

Hugh. From the top step he gibbered wordless emotions at his

offspring. Nancy opened the door just in time to hear the emo-

tion become profanely articulate, and to see the double arm-

load of bundles go flying as the squire waved his hands in cir-

cles in the air. Hugh placidly retrieved the fallen edibles, still

smiling. His father's tirades latterly had come to be accepted

as more funny than grievous—which was fortunate, because

they grew in violence as chronic gout pressed its ravages.

Moreover, all the way home Hugh had lived in a world very

different from that seen by the squire. It was a land of fan-

tastical moondreams, where marble faces peered upward out of

soil that had guarded them for thousands of years, a place of

pillars more beautiful for being broken, a haven where he surely

would find other lads who thought as he thought. It would have

seemed too much like gloating, after what the squire had been

talking about, to tell him of the dazzling change of fortune ; and

now the thoroughgoing tirade made it impossible for a period

of hours at least. So Hugh went back to the academy with the

secret still kept.

Philip Hone broke the news, after lunch, by driving up to

congratulate the flabbergasted squire on his son's success in

winning the National Academy's first fellowship for foreign

study : a year in Rome under the sensational American who had

begun to captivate all Europe, Hiram Powers.
" and, my dear Murray, that isn't all. Young Isaac

Silver marched in at the academy a week ago and asked my
advice on choosing a wood-carver to do the figure of his new

clipper ship. I told him there would be no harm in waiting a

week to see who won the Rome award. He agreed in advance to

employ the winner, and offered $250 for the model, or $500 if
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the same man wants to execute it in wood. So there we have

Hughie gainfully employed until the first of the year, when he

sails for Rome."

The squire sat blinking, nonplussed, forgetting even to make

inquiries about a certain nameless work of art which, rumor

said, Cornelius Prescott had sent that day to his friend Philip

Hone.

CHAPTER XIX

THE CRYSTAL SHIP

THIS was the way of her beginning: first they made for her a

strait bed, upon which to lie restless, fretful for the sea. Across

pileheads, deep-driven in the slip, big timbers were laid—like

ties for the lordliest of railroads. Solid oak blocks, requiring a

man at each corner for the lifting, were placed in a line down
the middle of these groundways, trued here and there with

thinner slabs to bring all their upper surfaces into a single plane.

Such was her surly couch. Beside it paced Isaac Silver, down to

the water and up again, while his mind carved out of salty air

the looming presence, the ideal defining soul of the ship. Old

Euclid in Alexandria had learnt that wisdom first. He sent it

through the communal mind, to be realized greatly in certain

ages by a few kindred intellects : da Vinci's, and Newton's,

—

and now Isaac Silver's.

Make no too hasty measure of this man, for his residence in a

city that is crudely young and formless, as cities count their

youth. Athens was young when men found Doric pillars in the

marble of her hills, her Pentelicon ; and, as the glory of Athens

was dictated in kind by that chilled milkiness to the northward,

so the glory of Isaac Silver's city is conditioned by a heritage

from nature: by deep water, touching her on every side: an

avenue to the world's end. All ports had sent their fleetest to
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traverse these waters, haven to pirate and privateer, who inso-

lently came to be hove down, thus exposing to any curious eye

the secrets of that speed which they intended to maintain by

having their planking scraped free of barnacles in the shipyards

of New York. Mediterranean polacres and xebecs had arrived,

to share slips with Dutch barkentynes, Flemish luggers, and

lorchas from the perfumed seas. Later, composites of those far-

gathered types were veering up the Narrows : Baltimore clipper

brigs and French corvettes, carrying more and yet more sail.

All this while the shipbuilders of New York were alertly ob-

serving, blending, experimenting. Slowly their ideas converged,

as their knowledge broadened. Year after year increasing speed

brought keener beauty of hull and sail, until a skilled designer

or two stood in the very presence of that incredible perfection

which a few great men in the course of centuries are permitted

to see, shining plain, and almost to reproduce for their fellows.

That long mutation, as a climax, bred Isaac Silver. When-
ever this young craftsman looked upon an object, it seemed to

resolve itself into angular figures, conic sections and surfaces,

in a geometry of analysis ; but his mind could also reverse the

method, conceiving solids. In this lay its eminence : in its ability

to describe incredible complexities by the mental device of caus-

ing arcs to travel through colorless space at the behest of other

arcs. To him, even formulas were visual. X-s and Y-s, powers

and digits, were but the lenses through which he saw exactitudes

of line, described past impalpable squares on the graph paper

of infinity.

On a July morning, when Captain Murray was bearing north-

east by east for Java Head, quartering the friendly monsoon,

young Isaac Silver had labored in Charlton & Gay's yard, de-

positing through the chemistry of the brain a long and slender

crystal of ether, a conceptual hull, on the real ways. It was

there and then that he saw her truly at last, and truly for the

only time. The lift model had not been true, for all its pre-

cision ; the shipwrights, for all their skill, never could build

from imperfect wood the curved perfection of that vision ; but
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all through an hour of blue morning it lay there on the ways,

motionless, consummate, seen of none other.

Down to the river and back again walked Isaac Silver, beside

his creation. Workmen, truing the blocks on the groundways,

noted only an expression of abstraction on the furrowed, slightly

bulging forehead. His mouth, compressed now as if guarding

against the escape of words, moved constantly, at times length-

ening into what might have been a smile, but for the nervous

tension of cords that stood out in his throat, drawing down the

cheek muscles. It was at such moments only that long wrinkles,

upcurving from the eye corners into the temples, were stretched

to smoothness.

One or two draftsmen approached him during the hour, with

technical questions which he characteristically answered in pen-

cil on a half leaf from the back of his notebook, uttering no

sound. Workmen knew better than to mislay those jottings, any

one of which might be quoted verbatim, months after it was

inscribed. Words of reproof stung, coming from that reticent

mouth over a short square chin which was deeply cleft both

vertically, at the point, and horizontally, below the lips.

The hour ended. Silver reentered the office and walked up to

the mold loft. There, on a quarter acre of scrubbed wood floor,

scored into accurate six-inch squares, two draftsmen were down
on their padded knees, adding new chalk lines to a bewildering

maze of others that crisscrossed each other in a fashion mean-

ingless to all except shipwrights. Silver picked up a sheaf of

original plans, taken off with his own hands from the lines of

the model. Every major timber of the ship—there were more

than 100—had been drawn in miniature on these sheets, at a

scale of y^^' to the foot. On the floor these drawings now lay

reproduced in chalk, magnified 48 times. There was not free

space for all of them: many had to cross one another at bold

angles, such as would not breed confusion to the trained eye.

Isaac Silver took down a steel yardstick and a pair of huge

calipers. On his plan he measured the breadth of one of the

sternpost pieces at its lower end, mentally multiplied it by 48,
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and checked with his calipers the equivalent dimension, where it

was chalked on the floor. The error was less than half the chalk-

line's width. For more than an hour he continued, systematically

taking several careful measurements for each unit that had been

drawn. There was no error sufficient to provoke a reprimand for

the two underlings, who watched him furtively as they trans-

drafted two final timbers : the apron and the stemson.

When they arose, enabling him to complete the inspection, he

recognized them with a nod. That done, he scribbled.

Mould floor satisfactory

ship Ji36

July, 11, '46

I.S.

Half holiday for you, commenc^

at once. Tell McDonagh to come up.

The draftsmen read, saluted, and disappeared in the stair-

way, snatching their skirted coats from hooks at the top. This

seemed a signal for Silver to throw off his own coat. Breathing

hard, he bent down with eraser and chalk to alter slightly the

lower breadth sweep of three midship frames. A short stroke,

in the corner of the midmost one, changed the quantity order

"II" into "VI." Two additional keel pieces were similarly indi-

cated, as were increases to compensate in the keelson and else-

where.

No-one saw the swift maneuver. Two draftsmen who might

remember the affected figures were to be kept busy below for a

few days ; and when McDonagh arrived he found the builder

burning plans that were the only other evidence of change. In

this way the spirit hull that for an hour had rested on Charl-

ton & Gay's slip was brought up to the mold loft: three im-

palpable dimensions reduced to two real ones. Only Cornelius

Prescott and Isaac Silver were aware that two extra frames had

been introduced amidships, adding ten feet of length at the point

where neither the entrance lines nor the run aft would be
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affected : the place, moreover, of maximum cross-sectional area,

and therefore of greatest possible cargo space. Such was Mr.

Prescott's quick and irritable answer to the rumor that other

firms were preparing to lay down clippers of their own, to beat

the Rainbow, in size as well as in speed.

CHAPTER XX

McDONAGH THE CONVERTER

SO she began : perfection in the mind, evanescent bulk, com-

pressed by geometry to a maze of chalk streaks on the mold loft

floor. Such was her first tangible appearance to McDonagh, a

man of epithets, who loudly and always protested that it was

"maist wearifu' to ponder those niflf-naffy wee scrank pictures"

taken off on paper from the lift model. McDonagh, repudiating

his own scant dimensions, adored massy things, and had chosen

a profession indulgent to that fondness. His drawing board,

the mold loft, measured 80 feet by 120, and even so he was

heard muttering, now and then, that a doubling in the average

size of ships ought to call for a new mold floor of correspond-

ingly expanded area.

The converter's eyes gleamed with crabbed approval when he

found Mr. Silver standing with a burning plan in each hand and

the stamped-out corners of several more strewn about his feet.

"Aye?" he said.

Silver's gesture embraced the loft. "Make your molds now,"

he ordered—aloud, this time; for McDonagh, hater of little

things, was uniquely excepted from receiving half-leaves out of

the notebook.

"Aye," said McDonagh; and these two mutually Laconian

Scotsmen separated.

For some days the converter and his apprentices labored in
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the loft, cutting thin boards of deal into molds having each the

precise contours of some chalked outline on the floor. A cart-

load of such molds was carried presently to the timber yard ad-

joining, near one of the gates of which stood a curious structure

in the shape of a tepee. There lived Mother Shipton, content

with her delusions. She thought herself the oldest of earth's chil-

dren, citing in devious proof the genealogy of Methuselah and

a grubby pamphlet which she kept preserved in a chest. It was

called "The Life and Death of Mother Shipton." Mr. Vermilye,

owner of the timber yard, once had been allowed to examine the

book ; he said that it was a hundred and fifty years old, and told

of events nearly two hundred years before the date of its com-

position. If you caviled at its reference to her death. Mother
Shipton cackled and urged you to pinch'her, to see whether she

had the feel of a ghost. This offer went unaccepted by Mc-
Donagh and by many another, for she seemed ghastly enough

to make the outcome of such a test uncertain. She insisted that

her statue could be seen, "in the heart of the city, in West-

minster Abbey," some miles away.

Vermilye, a good Unitarian, probably maintained her as a

symbol of the tolerance of his beliefs. When McDonagh and

other superstitious souls urged her removal to the madhouse out

by Manhattanville, Mr. Vermilye argued her usefulness in strip-

ping his logs of lingering bits of bark which might harbor

destructive worms. With these she fed all year a fire by which

to sit with her pamphlet and her Bible. The bark fire afforded

very little light ; but little was needed : she seemed to know both

books by heart. Certainly she knew all of the malefic passages in

the Old Testament, and frequently exercised them upon Mc-
Donagh, who thought her a witch, and was inclined to credit her

claim that she was nearly four hundred years old. Now, as

always when he came in search of timber, she pranced about in

front of her shelter, howling objurgations at him.

"Molech ! through the fire to Molech. Harroo ! McDonagh
shall commit whoredom with Molech. They shall stone him with

stones. Stones. The Urim and Thummim." She thrust her hand
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into a bag at her throat and withdrew a black stone. "Look ye,

black ! You are damned, McDonagh."
Cornelius Prescott, driving curiously by to spy out what

progress had been made upon his secret ship, found his way
blocked by the cart, and listened with amusement to the con-

verter's choking, burred replies, which lapsed into pungent

Erse, quite unintelligible.

"Harroo ! old Solomon," shrieked the crone, pointing her

stick at Cornelius. "You are old. You are wise. We know, old

Solomon, you and I. He shall pass through the fire to Molech.

Raziel ellimiham irramish zirigai Psonthonphanchia Raphael

elhaveruna tapinotamhecaz mitzphecat jarid cuman hapheah

Gabriel Heydonturris dungeonis philonomostarkes sophecord

hankim."

Old Solomon was prudently noncommittal, thus drawing a

curse or two for himself. McDonagh drove in, and Mr. Prescott

drove on, while the old woman howled after him

:

"The North shall rue it wondrous sore,

But the South shall rue it forevermore."

This episode put McDonagh in furious fettle to demonstrate

the appropriateness of his scrawny, crooked build to his calling.

About the yard which he entered were lying thousands of

gnarly trunks that for a century or longer had fronted tyrannic

winds, and had survived, warped to the pattern of their wars,

until the shipyard sawyers found them out and slew them for

an afterlife even wilder and more rigorous. A land carpenter

would flee as from a nightmare out of that yard, cluttered with

wooden knees and elbows ; but to the shipwright these spelt less

work rather than more. Hauling one of the thin deal molds

behind him, McDonagh disappeared into a jumble of trunks.

Here, gnarled as the meanest log of all, he exerted the privileges

of deficient stature. Where there was no room to go over, he

went under, or through, adapting ninety pounds of stringy taci-

turnity to the most tortuous interstices, until at last he came
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upon a timber with natural grain bending in harmony with the

contours of the mold, and with sufficient overplus to hold the

saw. In answer to his gruff bark, the yard master swung his

steam derrick over, and out came the log, to be marked with

the number of its mold.

In this fashion, while his apprentices were singling out half

a dozen timbers apiece—some of them to be rejected as waste-

fully overlarge—McDonagh ferreted out a faultless score. At
whiles he paused to vent the lees of his quarrel with Mother
Shipton upon the wretched helpers. "Ram-stam young scud-

lars," he called them—which smacks of exaggeration.

Every hour a drayload of live oak logs, accompanied by

their proper molds, went rumbling around into the shipyard,

where they were laid across the sawpits to be trimmed to shape

with long whipsaws held vertically by two men, one standing on

the work itself, and his partner kneeling in the pit below. Ship-

wrights carried the trimmed, sweet-smelling timbers over to the

slip, when they were ready, and wrought from them a skeleton

for their vessel. On blocks along the groundways they set first

the vertebrae of her spine: square keel timbers, scarfed end to

end, stretching one hundred and fifty feet or more away. They
gave her forward a long outcurving throat of stem pieces, boxed

solidly into the keel. Aft they set the sternpost in its mortise,

and turned back amidships to place the first floor timbers of

frames that soon arose, swelling outward and upward with the

addition of futtocks until the skeleton lay, full-ribbed, except

for the three foremost frames. These were to be withheld until

the tardiest possible hour, keeping the precise contours of her

bows secret. Other builders, rumor insisted, already were taking

off plans for ships to beat not only the Rainbow, but "Silver's

latest" too.

Along the ribs, shipwrights affixed a stiffening cartilage of

ribands and harpins, setting shores under both, saying "them's

to keep y' from saggin' whilst y've got no stays, lady." With

such cheery bluntness they would nog the butt of each shore

into the slip with a treenail, to keep it from shifting.
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Through gaps in the South Street fence, idlers stood peering,

hour by hour. Some called her a sister ship for the Rainbow;

others insisted that she was larger and leaner. There were

wranglers aplenty, with hard times gripping at the industries

farther inland. Sometimes Mr. Prescott himself came. As a

priest, having once broken the symbol of celibacy, is borne

onward by tides of increasing illicit obsession, so Cornelius

Prescott was succumbing to his secret love. The new ship, like

the strange women who turned even Solomon to Ashtoreth,

proved destructive of all old standards and plans ; but when-

ever an acquaintance surprised him near her, Cornelius vio-

lently denounced the new fashion in ships, and the idiot who
had ordered this one.

On the 12th of August, when the live-oak skeleton was nearly

complete, Philip Hone wrote in his diary

:

Congress adjourned Monday night, after a session of

nearly eight months ; the most corrupt, profligate, and dis-

astrous the United States have ever known. Pliant and sub-

servient to a wicked administration, the Constitution has been

violated, the industry and enterprise of the people have been

sacrificed to foreign influences, the currency disturbed, com-

merce deprived of its customary facilities, the country

plunged into an unjust, unnecessary, and expensive war, and

national honor, honesty, and good faith made the sport of

party dictation and executive power.

But this cloud of gloom had cheery edges : here at the water-

fronts men were even busier than when Mr. Hone had noted

their astonishing industry, a few months theretofore. Land car-

penters, meeting with a lull in the endless task of tearing down
and rebuilding New York, turned shipwright by the dozens—
and still it was necessary to recruit general handymen, upon
whom McDonagh kept a wary, disapproving eye. Silver trusted

him to educate the raw helpers from his fund of superstitious

anecdote and flawless technical knowledge.
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There was a newcomer of still another sort, down from

Franklin Street, who was not subject to the watchfulness of

either the converter or of his chief. In a first and almost mono-

syllabic chat. Silver had discovered that Hugh Murray supple-

mented his own nature as a weapon does the hand.

CHAPTER XXI

PYGMALION

A BOATSWAIN'S whistle, shrilly whirring on the crest of

noon, brought diminuendo over the orchestral shipyard. Mauls

that smote music on oaken knees, saws that evoked a constant

monotone, fell silent one by one. Up from their pits the under-

sawyers climbed, slapping clouds of wood powder from bulging

shoulders, pulling off their eye-protecting muslin scarfs. Black-

smiths banked the forge fires with ashes, before plunging halfway

into great water butts, snorting.

Draftsmen in the mold loft and in the office below donned

skirted coats of blue and hazel and bottle green to saunter out

for their two-hour recess from labors begun at dawn. Soon

no-one was left in the yard but a gateman, and one dreaming

boy who had been oblivious both to the whistle and to the con-

sequent cessation of all that merry din. Within a shack of

slabs, tarpaulin-roofed and leaning in a corner of the fence, the

boy sat on his lofty stool, dreaming open-eyed. A gouging chisel

dangled from one hand; from the other, a stubby mallet. The
stool rested between two vast beams, laid parallel upon the dirt

floor. Bolted in the embrace of their farther extremities, and

jutting upward toward him, was a great block of elm, its lower

end foursquare, the rest already cut by this dreamer, this

Pygmalion, into roughly enlarged contours of a human body.

His gray eyes focussed on the curving grain : surface betrayaif
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of what fibrous structure lay within the block of wood. Up the

gaze swept, and down again : u]) and down, as if paring free

with each such movement a curling chip from that prisoning

shell about the hamadryad : shadowy graceful, shy hidden one.

His eyes closed, shutting away this cumbrous wooden reality

;

and presently, upon red darkness, the retina's blue image of the

tree faded, as might a veil, from the clear ideal features of the

nymph.
"... 'Fair Maiden, red and white—' . . ."

A happy smile took possession of his lips. Quickly, from the

bosom of a checkered frock, he pulled his sketch book and drew

the face which he had seen, its mirthful wary expression precise

at last. On a second leaf he repeated it in miniature, with rela-

tion to an already determined pose of limbs and torso.

What he saw was this : a hamadryad, bending forward at the

hips, her right knee advanced, her body curving at the waist a

little toward the right. The left arm was protectingly out-

thrust, palm forward; the other hand, nearer, but like in ges-

ture, guarded a head drawn back until the chin all but rested in

the hollow of her right shoulder. So she crouched—eyes half-

closed, lips half-open, as if gasping with shivery chill delight

—

warding with cupped fingers the wind-borne spray.

Another leaf flicked back. He sketched the pose from below,

and then consulted Silver's own sketch of the bowsprit, showing

its relationship with the stem, upon which his hamadryad would

rest the toes of her left foot. All was in harmony, all was resolved

in this swift revelation, save the problem of those outthrust

arms. They could come only from a bulkier block of elm, if the

whole figure were to be cut from a single piece; but a bending

arm, unless the grain of the wood followed its curve, surely

would be torn off by the first violent cross sea. All his instincts

as a craftsman cried for the release of any concept from its

hiding place in a single homogeneous substance; but he knew
that one might have to search for years before finding a tree

with two limbs naturally disposed in such a way.

"... I can find smaller limbs separately, with the right
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grain, the right shape. I could scarf and bolt them into the

shoulders, I suppose. . . ."

He shuddered at the thought of such surgery, even while he

knew that it was necessary to the health of his hamadryad, and

then struck the chisel-butt so skilfully that a splinter a yard

long and inches in thickness was pulled off with one subsequent

flick of the hand. A few more strokes removed all trace of an

arm that, according to his original unsatisfactory plan, was to

have lain along the side of the body, hand pressed to thigh.

Presently he was dreaming again of the face glimpsed for a

moment in its solid hiding place ; and the mournful realization

came that his work—however beautiful—must yet be second

best ; for those features caught in a vision, while staring into

the pink heart of elm, were living in exultant flesh elsewhere in

the city, even at that hour. Pygmalion walked to his high win-

dow and stared long at the nascent ship.

". . . You will take her, and make me free of her. I shall give

her to you, ship. Put my heart in the mortise, under her heel,

Silver ! Aye, do ! Good luck will come of that. Danger will make

it beat, and she will feel it beating. So may you know when

danger nears. Listen, ship. Now it beats, but not for danger.

Does Roger's heart do that—bulge and pound, when a racing

horse lunges too close, or lightning strikes? No. It must have,

once, but it doesn't any more. Under her heel in the stem, O
heart ; there will be rest for you, and so rest for me. 'She walks

in beauty, like the night.' Why did I never speak, never at all.?

Too late. Oh, it was always too late, for me. 'She walks in

beauty.' Her heel upon my heart. What other use have I for it?

I shall give it with her to Silver, and then go on to Rome, and

stay there forever. . . ."

He turned to his work again, to the lovely wood. However the

heart aches, the fingers may find rest in weariness. His mallet

swung. The shallow curve of the chisel bit deeply, where the

dryad's waist would be.
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CHAPTER XXII

FASHIONABLE HINDRANCES

MR. N. P. WILLIS, that genial, most tolerant journalist,

looked from his window one evening toward the pavement of

St. Paul's and wrote

:

The crowd is unlike the morning crowd. There is as much
or more beauty, but the fashionable ladies are not out. You
would be puzzled to discover who these lovely women are.

Their toilets are unexceptionable, their style is a very near

approach to comme it faiit. ... I see at least twenty pass

daily under my window, who would be ornaments of any

society, yet who, I know, (by the men I occasionally see with

them,) are unacknowledgeable by the aristocrats uptown.

What a field for a Columbus ! How charming to go on a voy-

age of discovery and search for these unprized pearls among
the unconscious pebbles ! How delightful to see these rare

plants without hedges about them—exquisite women without

fashionable affectations, fashionable hindrances, penalties,

exactions, pretensions, and all the wearying nonsenses that

embarrass and stupefy the society of most of our female pre-

tenders to exclusiveness

!

This paragraph formed part of what Mr. Willis called a

daguerreot3'-pe of Broadway. When he had finished, and was

savoring its phrases by gaslight, the enigma of fashionable

hindrances came more powerfully back to mind.

". . . How the city's changed ! An easy, friendly community,

when we used to drive down in the four-in-hand from Yale.

Nowadays a girl's better off as a pretty sempstress than as a

daughter of wealth. New aristocrats. Graciousness and wit used

to label your true lady—but your new lady wears her vulgar
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nose in the air. How am I to tell a lady of fashion today, now
that they've made the fine old term 'bluestocking* an epithet?

How, forsooth, but by the fact that she's so stupid, or so

morally weak, that she can't be trusted on the streets

,

alone! . .
."

His hand rummaged for an octodecimo volume which he had

recently reviewed. Bent pages purred under his thumb, until a

marginal note flashed by.

". . . Here we are. Let's see : young married ladies. The poor

dears ^cannot present themselves in public without their hus-

band or an aged lady.^ As for the unmarried, they shouldn't

'show themselves, except with a gentleman of their family; and

then he should be a near relation of respectable age.' 'Etiquette

for Ladies.' What a commentary ! The storekeepers' families

play lesser ape to the great apes, so the great apes grow in-

creasingly more apish to preserve the distinction. Hone ought

to do something about it. He's still the arbiter : a sort of in-

betweener. Stopped making money in time to start being a

gentleman. Fashionable hindrances. I suppose his friend Pres-

cott and the other new exclusives never give the matter a

thought. Business and champagne and oysters : that's their life.

It must be deadly dull for their womenfolk. . . ."

Mr. Willis partly erred, for Cornelius Prescott was giving

the matter a deal of thought—which is to say that the problem

of his daughter's conduct was seldom out of mind for long;

unfortunately, he saw it, not as a matter for study and adjudi-

cation, but as a challenge to his own strength of will. In expect-

ing Dorothy to be the docile pattern of her mother, however, he

ignored great changes which a quarter-century had impercep-

tibly wrought both in Deborah and in the life of the city. At the

time of his marriage. New York had harbored scarce a hundred

thousand souls. Now there were half a million. Women of all

stations had been helpmeets, in 1822, free to pursue their own
affairs much as they pleased. Deborah, cook and housekeeper in

one, had gone daily to market with her basket on her arm. Dor-

othy, at a like age, was mistress of nothing save the garden ; and
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that supervision, until recently, had been an irksome task be-

cause a required one.

It ought to be said, however, upon behalf of her father's

policy, that he had reasons of a sort hard to explain to one's

daughter. Traversing the city at least twice daily, to an office

near the waterfront, he saw things that to her would have been

unimaginable: conditions bred by the too hasty absorption of

immigrants by the hundred-thousands, who had brought with

their industrious majority the rowdy offscourings of all nations.

Mr. Prescott's regular route home led him within smelling

distance of the Five Points, a vicious area, almost in the City

Hall's backyard, from which corpses were taken in weekly cart-

loads to the Potter's Field, and no questions asked.

There was hardly an issue of the Police Gazette that lacked

heartbroken advertisements for information about girls who

had disappeared out of respectable homes. The Five Points was

an unlikely suspect in such cases ; it was the last, most flagrant

post house on the road to ruin, not the starting point ; but its

very existence, tolerated in the city's heart, was sufficient evi-

dence to any merchant with offices a few blocks away that crime

everywhere was master of the situation.

Girls disappeared, in quantity. Such parents as Mr. Prescott

never thought to inquire what percentage of them fled volun-

tarily from unbearable boredom. They realized only their need

to protect young ladies from dangers which could not be spoken

of. One slight lapse into parental lenience had permitted Dor-

othy to go to an afternoon lecture with young married com-

panions ; but she had wilfully abused her father's trust by

eluding them, riding on a ferry to the Elysian Fields in Ho-
boken, and returning after the dinner hour with a young man
who rapidly vanished as soon as the door was opened by

Cornelius.

Poor silly girl! a single sip of freedom had proved inebriat-

ing, and she had done her scatter-witted best to discover all at

once the ways and means of having a good time. It was as well,

for there came no second opportunity. Always thereafter she
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had felt a sensation of hidden eyes, peering distrustfully toward

her.

But even with the aid of fashionable hindrances to guard it,

Dorothy's prison in the country house had one portal for

treachery: the gate into the garden. Late summer mornings

—

while Mrs. Prescott trod on the heels of her housemaid and Mr.

Prescott drove more and more frequently past Charlton & Gay's

yard—found Dorothy at the edge of the perennial beds, to all

appearances testily supervising the pulling of weeds. Really she

was eliciting some such conversation as this

:

"Was ut cold, do you want to know, layin' gas pipes last

winther? Cold, darlin'? Wisht, and ut's myself that will never

feel cold again, iver, afther the time we forced Khyber Pass, in

April. April, 1842. And afther, we told Gineral Pollock to take

us to the North Pole, to thaw out our thumbs."

"Did he, Tim?"

"Go on with yez ! Noa. He took us to Kabool. 200 miles in five

months' runnin', sweetheart, with a dead naygur for ivery jump
iv the way. It was there that Gineral Nott joined us with his

fine lads from Kandahar-r-r. And ut was themselves that was

glad to see us, with our army of rethribution, with dhrums

dhrummin'."

"Retribution for what, Timothy.?"

"Sure, for the murther iv Sir Alec Burnes. The naygurs

murthered his lordship in coold blood, the bastes. The army
starthed home, thin, but the dirthy naygurs hid in the hedges,

all the way, shootin', and a Docther Somebody was the only

one iv all thim thousands to escape. So the army iv rethribu-

tion, myself and some other lads, went sthampin' up to avenge

thim."

"And how did you do it .?"

"They had a bazaar in Kabool, sweetheart. The Cheety

Chayty they called ut, tin times as big as Barnum's museum,

and the walls sthuck full iv pictures made iv jools and glass

and glue. We knocked it over with sthicks, darlin'. Ut was my-

i
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self that had a grand gay time, desthroyin' the bazaar with a

big sthick on wheels, with a lump of iron on the end iv ut. Sure,

ut was a shame and a disgrace to knock over anythin' so pretty,

sweetheart. But there was only naygurs that lived there. And
I was only siventeen at the time, and thinkin' iv the horrid

murther iv poor Sir Alec Burnes and all thim soldiers."

At such a point in the discourse he was wont to peer sidewise

toward the house, from under the brim of his cordie, and whis-

per, "Wisht, my dazzlin' angel, is there divil a body be the

window.? For it's dyin' I am for the touch iv your bright cherry

lips."

CHAPTER XXIII

A SCARLET TRAPEZOID

"WHAT have you heard? Tell me quick." Mary seized the

sculptor's hands and drew him into the hallway,

"I thought you might not see the Charlestown dispatch in

the Herald. It said the ship Comet from Rio had spoken the

Cortlandt near St. Paul Island, on May 29th. That's almost on

the equator, so I imagine—

"

"Oh Hughie ! I know every landfall on the road to China by

heart. What do you suppose I've been doing, these two months .''

St. Paul's Rocks. About 5° north and 29° west, aren't they?"

"I couldn't say, by numbers. We've had charts all over the

house for years, but I always forget the figures round the edge."

"Well, much to Gram's horror I love mathematics. I've even

been trying to learn the mystery of Napierian logarithms, so

I can understand what the tables in Bowditch are trying to tell

me."

Hugh nodded; but it was in agreement with Gram, as he

thought of that lovely face bending over platoons of figures.

Single numerals, especially in old books, seemed beautiful to
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him; but they surrendered all charm in the glum strictures of

arithmetical marshaling.

"It's surely taken you a great while to find our doorstep,

Hugh. Don't you remember your final fearsome instructions?"

He nodded, and averted his eyes, as happenings at the pier

rehearsed themselves with burning clarity : words that had
turned a scant hope into utter hopelessness. ". . . 'You're to

take faultless care of Mistress Mary while I'm away, Hugh,
understand? Hol-Za.' I wonder whether I can trust the lad. But
there's Gram. She'll keep you trustworthy. Our carriage is at

Mary's disposal, whenever the squire permits. Remember
that' . . ." Hugh's pictorial mind was sometimes too skilful at

storing scenes best forgotten.

"I'm sorry I haven't come to ask about whether you wanted

the carriage. I've been very busy, but that shouldn't have—

"

"Silly ! It wasn't that I meant," she protested, while think-

ing, ". . . Isn't he handsome? If only he weren't so painfully

shy. He makes me feel uncomfortable, sitting on the edge of his

chair like that. . .
."

Then she added, "But won't you have tea? Do! I'll use that

very special package Roger brought. Princess Eyebrows. Isn't

that a droll name for tea?"

The dragon must have been lurking nearby, for she promptly

appeared with a silver pot. While Mary's fingers fluttered over

the tray, Hugh dared look full upon her at last. Her features

conveyed a sense of breadth, without being large. The wide-set

gray eyes looked out from under delicate brows of a full fore-

head. There was unwonted width in the little hollow made by

lines reaching down from broad nostrils to define the upper

level of a mouth like a scarlet trapezoid. The chin was promi-

nent but curt, as if to expose as much as possible of a throat

without simile.

The mouth fascinated Hugh ; its mobile corners altered her

expression in a magical way. Seen full-face and at rest, the

lower line of it appeared to be precisely level: accented by

the sharply sloping lines of a full upper lip, this norm betrayed
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exquisite melancholy. Yet, when the corners lifted slightly and
a flash of teeth appeared, then joy was its very name.

"There," she said, extending the little Delft cup. "I hope

you don't want cream, because I sha'n't let you have it."

"Not I. The squire's the only one in our house who dares

take cream in his tea. Roger would slay any of the rest of us."

"Roger. Oh, you scalawag, Hughie. Two years, I've been

seeing you, haven't I? Why didn't you ever tell me? How was I

to know that I was sitting right next to the brother of Roger,

at the Arts-Union, all those times.'"'

CHAPTER XXIV

THE WISDOM OF THE WOOD

THE services of two expert sawyers and an adzeman to trim

his wood before he resorted to the chisels, had been offered

Hugh at first; but he had shaken his head in alarm.

"Look, though, how would they know how far I wanted them

to cut.'' How would I know.'"'

"By putting the multiplying calipers on your model."

"I don't ever make a model, Mr. Silver. I make sketches, of

course. But I can't follow them exactly, because—because of

the wisdom of the wood."

That phrase had piqued Silver's interest in all wisdom perti-

nent to his profession, so Hughie had tried to explain

:

"You see, the wood knows what's best for it, and I find no

good ever in defying it. You can feel it all the time, pressing

back against your chisel, telling you what to do and what not

to do. I can always feel when it wants me to change the angle

of the cut, or stop cutting, of a sudden. How else would I know

when I was going too far.f"'

Silver, shrewd beyond the starved empiricism of most tech-
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nical men, had given warrant of his comprehension with a quick

nod.

"Then the form you want to achieve must come oot of study-

ing the actual piece of wood to be used?"

"Yes. I go wrong whenever I go against the genius of the

wood. I look at the piece for a long time, and if the grain is

right for my general idea, it tells me of itself how to make the

details."

"Saw you the old Constellation, when she was refitting yon-

der a few years ago.''" Silver had asked, pointing toward the

Navy Yard. "Too bad you didn't. They scraped her bright,

even to the figure. Each breast had a live knot at the apex, and

there was a dead knot at the navel. I never knew of the modern

carver who took such care in ferreting oot the right timber."

"But that was William Rush, sir, the pride of us all.'*

"Rush? I'm glad to know his name."

And Hughie had told how, on a trip to Philadelphia when

he was ten years old, a memorial showing of the carvings of

Rush had implanted the germ that grew to be his life's desire.

During the week or two following that first conversation

with Silver, as Hugh studied his wood and made more exacting

sketches, he kept remembering a suggestion that he had wanted

to make at the time, and had withheld as a possible imperti-

nence. Its vital effect upon the placing of the figure, however,

at last made him seek out the shipbuilder to unburden his

conscience.

"Mr. Silver—the lift model—you remember what you said

about its being complete but for 'crotchets' and the figurehead?

I can't help wondering about those crotchets. What good are

they?"

"No good, Murray ; but you'll find it easier to improve ships

under water, where it matters, than above water, where it mat-

ters not so much."

"But look, sir, the beauty of that model comes partly of

having no maggoty gingerbread on it, or paint stripes to show
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the gunports that aren't there. It would be wonderful if the

ship could be like that."

"Come up," Silver said.

They climbed to the mold loft. Silver withdrew the model

from a locked chest and studied the head. He had made the knee

and checks in such a way that ornamental surpluses of wood
were eliminated. The model itself was devoid of rails, trailboards,

and other finishing woodwork unessential to the mechanical

structure of the ship. These 'crotchets' he sketched quickly on

a leaf from his notebook, handed it to Hugh, and said, "Put on

your figure."

The carver did so, then drew from his tall hat another sketch

of the ship's head, showing no ornamentation whatever, save

the figurehead itself, which grew slenderly out of the stem, as

if cut in the very stalk that appeared to reach down jointless

to the water. Silver glanced at the two sketches, then crumpled

the one which he had drawn.

"Good comes at whiles of not knowing too much,'* he re-

marked. "We've all been putting on trailboards because they

once helped to steady the bowsprit in the days of the spritsail

yard. They're aboot as useless now as buttons on your sleeve,

since we've stopped wearing lace cuffs. I deliberately hid the

Rainbow's sharpness, above water, with a pair of low trail-

boards. Howsomever, she'll have convinced the jolterheads, by
this, and so the last excuse for them goes. We'll have no orna-

ment at all then, save the figure: no trailboards, no transom

or cathead carving, even. All right?"

"I know she'll be more beautiful so, sir. You do know how
beautiful she is ? The old galleons were one thing, and that nice

old Indiaman anchored out there is another. But this is the

sweet heart of them sir, stripped clean."

Silver said nothing to that, but he gave Hugh his rarest

thanks—a full, untempered smile. Both sensed, in that moment,

the overlapping harmony of their natures. Each was most

skilful in a separate way ; but in order fully to realize his own
skill, each must partake of some measure of the other's.
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The boy ran down the stairs, surging with a quality of happi-

ness such as he never before had known, A foreshadowing of

it had come from the sympathy and encouragement lately

shown by the ex-mayor, whom Hugh highly respected in re-

turn ; but from this hour forward he worshipped Isaac Silver

because of his understanding of the necessity in life for beauti-

ful things—not ornaments, not shelves of Dresden or complete

medallions of the popes, but functional beauties.

Here and there that spirit had found form. Hugh sensed it

in some of the city's older houses ; in the loving artistry of

Emmeline, the Hones' incomparable cook ; in the elegantly un-

elaborate clothing of his brother Roger, or an occasional ex-

ample of the coachmaker's skill ; but Hugh had come to realize,

since entering the employ of Charlton & Gay, that the only

major existence of such a spirit in his modern, hasty world was

here, at the water's edge: here where earth and water probed

each the weakness of the other, permitting nothing unworthy

long to survive.

Only in shipbuilding did the modern world seem to be still

insistent upon the factor of beauty in design ; and that, Hugh
realized with a feeling of justification most pervadingly joy-

ous, was because the beauty which he long had worshipped in

loneliness is essential, is very heart, to all superbly useful things.

CHAPTER XXV

"TRUNNELS"

EVEN the crudest of shipwrights in Charlton & Gay's yard

seemed conscious that the labor which engaged them all took

vital hold upon mysterious, perhaps upon sacred, things. Old

tradition taught what observation affirmed: that there were

lucky craft and luckless—ships that again and again would
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summon narrow puffs of breeze to blow them triumphantly

through whole fleets that lay totally becalmed—ships that

were killers of officers, and others that left a foremasthand to

gargle icy salt off the Horn on every passage for niter. No-one

could say with honesty what it might be that bred such differ-

ences into ships of identical model, or honestly deny that such

differences existed ; so it behooved every builder to consider the

possible after effect of pre-natal influences.

Any benighted recruit from inland who lacked such tolerance

was educated by McDonagh the converter, on the next rainy

day. Everybody retired to the sheds under his supervision,

during bad weather, to rift treenails—live oak pegs—out of

wheel-like blocks sawn across the butt ends of logs. Ships built

by Isaac Silver used these "trunnels" in place of metal nails

and bolts at every feasible point. Hugh Murray first heard one

of McDonagh's treenail harangues transpiring the slab wall of

his own part of the shed. For some time the clip-clip of hatchets

had been sounding through a drumming blur of rain, when the

husky voice of the converter uprose.

"Nah ! A shipwright, was't, ye called yersel' ? Havers ! Roun'

trunnels. Wha' learnt ye to be sae snod?"

"Yes, round trunnels. Down East we have none of your sloppy

eight-siders, like I notice they're all making here. Round ones

may take longer to make than your hurry-up New York
methods, but they fit round holes, and keep the water out."

"Fit, aye ! Easy to skite in, for a Doon Easter even, and as

easy to skyt oot again, for a wave. Whatna Mr. Siller would

say to sic handspikes, I manna say. Trunnels ye're riftin', mon,

na handspikes. An eight-sided trunnel, whanged into a round

auger hool, gr-r-rips like the hornie to a sinner. Quiet, noo, wi'

yer Doon East argle-bargle. Ye'U maybe be makin' ships

Doon East, the noo, sin we sent young Donal' McKay frae

New York to show ye how 'tis done."

"Oh indeed will we? Well, our ships with round trunnels seem

to last longer than yours."

"Yea ! because ye hae na skippers to drive 'em. If one o' yer
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Doon East hurlbarrows was skippered by Bully Murray, her

timbers a' would shake ilk ither apar-r-rt in a week. There was
a bark once builded on this verra slip, wi' roun' trunnels

spe-e-ecified by a coof Frenchmon that the ooners put in

charge."

And McDonagh told the sad brief history of the bark Abigail,

for which he himself had chosen every timber. When round tree-

nails were insisted upon, he had resigned, as warning of the

likely consequences. She first cleared with a cargo of barley for

a brewery in Tampico ; and sure enough, off Hatteras on her

second night out, an entire strake of skin timber next the port

garboard had broken free. Her captain then put back to Oregon
Inlet, both pumps going, passing the bar just in time for her

to sink comfortably at anchor in two fathoms. While awaiting

aid, her grain cargo began to ferment and swell until, at the

end of a week, every last strake of her planking fell suddenly

off, round trunnels and all, leaving nothing but her ribs, among
which inebriated dolphins performed an erratic funeral proces-

sion.

"Did ye put your curse on her, converter.'"' someone asked.

"Nah ! There wasna need. The Frenchmon had cursed her wi'

his roun' trunnels. Noo, I knew ane ither ship—

"

And McDonagh told of a luckless vessel, unquestionably

cursed by Mother Shipton, which had been reclaimed to ways

of grace by being retrunneled with octagonal pegs. "Gave her

a new speerit," he explained, "She'd been the deil's buckie—

a

killer—that's what yon hag cursed her to do. But we drifted

the grousome speerit oot an' a new healsome one flew in when

we'd done wi' replankin' her. She's as bonny a craft as sails

water, the noo. The Oriole, brig."

Other proofs came from all sides to Hugh of the calm belief

of every good shipwright in the personality of his creation.

Where, he wondered, was another profession that gave rude

mechanics the conviction that an indwelling spirit possessed

their handiwork .? As he watched them and listened to their con-

versation, he recalled stories of the cathedral builders and
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temple makers of old, toiling with gods good and evil at their

very shoulders,—stories of carvers who found the Holy Virgin's

features on a sonsy girl next door.

How and whence it came, and whether trailing clouds of

glory, were questions that did not bedevil their thoughts ; but

they knew verily that a soul entered their ship at some time.

Every timber of her had its heart: this they knew, and every

rope its heart strand, and she, as an entity, most certainly was

possessed of a soul, with its destiny for good or ill that would

be consistent all her life long.

Even a surly thug who went home of nights to his cellar cot

near the Old Brewery seemed both uplifted and abashed in the

presence of the ship. Epithets used without a thought under

her shadow, when such bravos boasted of their sluttish loves,

seemed never to be turned upward toward the ship herself. Once

Hugh heard the unwary pate of an apprentice bang musically,

as he straightened, against one of her frames.

"Ow ! you bloody old—

"

"Old phwat?" snapped a master shipwright,

"Old beauty," chirped the glib apprentice, rubbing his bump.

"Yeez'ld better say beauty. Where might yer manners be, in

the presence of a lady.'' Broke yer knob, did yeez.'' Well, here's

a broken tail to match, so yeez'll be shipshape."

Upon saying which, the master shipwright lifted his helper

skyward with a swing of his vast brogan.

CHAPTER XXVI

DOROTHY HOLDS THE REINS

OBVIOUSLY it was not a matter of holding the reins at all.

Coggeshall could do that, while someone came out from the

asylum to fetch in the baskets ; or a groom could be taken.
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Her mother avoided mention of the true reason why Dorothy
must go along on the drive. It was her father's order of last

week that she should never be left alone in the house again. A
tacit understanding had been struck up long ago, covering such

matters of parental dogma. Mrs. Prescott was afraid to dis-

regard them in the slightest way ; and Dorothy took no pleasure

in quarreling with that meek agent of an inflexible force; in-

stead, she reluctantly complied with fictional exigencies invented

to fulfill the purpose of Mr. Prescott's orders without making

direct reference to them.

So Mistress Dorothy put an embroidered silk marker in the

copy of Marmion, next the brave ballad on young Lochinvar,

and swished toward the closet, where hung a short sea otter

jacket.

"First you'd better put on an extra petticoat or two," Mrs.

Prescott advised. "There seems to be quite a nip in the air."

"All right. But I really am old enough to know how to dress

without your advice, mother. Tell Coggeshall to bring the

barouchet, then. There's no room in the others for both of our

skirts." Extra petticoats happened to be an acceptable sug-

gestion. The Grinnell young ladies, strolling past with their

mother earlier in the afternoon, had worn the two widest skirts

ever seen in New York.

"I do wish 3^ou'd keep your fire screen up, dear child," Mrs.

Prescott lamented, replacing an elaborate fender of punched

brass. "This last lot of wood snaps so," and she went down to

await her daughter.

". . . 'Her blasted hopes and wither'd bloom,'—*Lovely

and gentle, but distressed.'
—'Her kinsmen bade her give her

hand To one who loved her for her land.' Only, Roger doesn't

love me for anything. I hate him! I'd rather have an honest

lover in rags . .
."

While they were driving northward toward the orphan

asylum, with two hampers of conserves beside the coachman,

Dorothy sat in a moody slump, out of which she started up oc'
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casionally to stare at some passing young man, until her

mother's elbow registered objection.

". . . 'Oh, young Lochinvar is come out of the west' . . ."

Presently the barouchet was bumping along the Fifth Ave-

nue, through a paradise of goats belonging to the Irish squat-

ters. Shanties, perched on a knoll of bare dirt near the reser-

voir, attracted Dorothy's eye. Gaily patched garments were

fluttering on lines stretched between them. A fat cheery woman
leaned in one skew doorway, smoking her dudeen.

"Blessed be Bridget !" she chirped. " 'Tis Misther Coggeshall.

Helloa there."

Coggeshall, except for a stiffening of broad shoulders, took

no notice. He was not pleased by any such clue to the fact that

he had been used, last summer, occasionally to accompany Tim
the gardener to shanty town for a friendly glass of poteen.

Mrs. Prescott, conscious of her position, likewise stared

straight ahead ; but Dorothy smiled back at the smoker. Then
her hands gripped together in their muff when a face appeared,

most eagerly, in the next doorway, at sound of the coachman's

singular name.

". . . So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war.

There never was knight like the young Lochinvar' . .
."

The eager expression of the face in the doorway changed to

one of deep melancholy. Shutting away sight of her with hands

pressed to his eyes, he stumbled back at once into the shanty.

A few minutes later the carriage swung left and drew up before

the orphan asylum.

"Miss Dorothy will take the reins, Coggeshall."

Apologetically he handed them to her. Dorothy nodded ab-

sently and then sat holding them while her mother walked up
the path, with the coachman carrying two squeaking wicker

hampers a few paces behind.

".
. . 'So faithful in love.' Oh, does he mean it.'* Does he

really love me? He buried his face in his hands, and turned
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away. *And so dauntless in war.' If he loved me—really loved

me—he wouldn't stay mooning there. He'd come, no matter what

people said or did. Oh, but maybe he thinks he's doing the best

thing for me, because he's poor. 'So dauntless in war.' He was

a soldier. I know he's brave. That must be why he doesn't come

—just as if I wouldn't rather live in that shanty ! Oh, I shan't

grow old like this, grow old ! 'She is won ! we are gone, over

bank, bush, and scaur ; They'll have fleet steeds—' . .
."

As Coggeshall stooped to place his hampers on the porch,

he heard a whip crack, hooves thud, wheels rattle. Mrs. Prescott

screamed, and most impoliticly fainted into her coachman's

arms, just as that honest flunkey was about to set his bandy

legs chugging in pursuit. Although two ladies from the asylum

quickly relieved him of his perplexing burden, the carriage al-

ready had turned south on the Sixth Avenue and disappeared

past the corner of the reservoir. He followed as fast as possible,

aided by the southward-pointing fingers of passers-by ; but when

at last the vehicle was retrieved from a policeman in Union Park,

Mistress Dorothy was no longer in it ; and everyone whom he

asked, on the way back, insisted that the careening carriage

had been empty.

CHAPTER XXVII

THE CHASTISEMENT OF YOUNG CARRICK

PERHAPS to all men, certainly to all apart from the general

ruck, there comes a sense of jeaious pride in the maintenance

of whims. Especially is this true of those looked upon with sus-

picion by one's friends. It had been the peculiarity of Roger's

brother Will to maintain for years, against all naysayers, that

seamen would do their best work for considerate officers, espe-

cially in perilous emergencies.

His friend Ike Burns often had argued the point. Early in
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1845, having won command of a packet that everyone thought

was to be given to Will, who was two years his senior in age

and in the Black Ball Line, Ike took occasion to say, "Watch
out, or you'll be a Mister all your life. Will. Owners like an

Old Man who's a driver, and a kind-hearted Mister to hold the

good part of a crew, and a hellbender second bucko to trim the

starboard watch."

Since then, two other "Misters" had been made masters over

Will Murray's head, and still he clung to his crotchet. It was

being tested to the limit, however, in the second week of No-
vember, 1846. Taking advantage of a full gale, swinging a few

points west of north, Captain Bailey of the Yorkshire had held

throughout nearly 150 hours to every yard of storm canvas

that an extremist would dare set, with an extra topgallant or

two for good measure. The average pace for six gruelling days,

tacking all the way, had been better than ten knots. Time and

again the cry of "All hands" had snatched exhausted seamen

from their slumbers to shorten sail that was made again by the

regular watch almost before those supposedly off duty had once

more tumbled below.

In hours, at least. Captain Bailey asked no more of his men
than of himself. He had stayed on deck throughout, catching an

occasional half-hour of sleep in a chair lashed by the binnacle.

The wheelsmen swore that he awoke roaring whenever the ship

fell off half a point. It was wet going, this tacking with the gale

almost abeam. Three seamen had jumped too late for the life-

lines, when she took it on green, and later were fished out of

the scuppers wuth broken bones, glad to be still aboard. From
the start four boys had been useless because of acute seasickness.

Will had not set, of his own discretion, a single sail all week.

Moreover, he had been ordered to take no sail off her without

first consulting the skipper. Consequent to that delay, "All

hands save ship !" had been bellowed hourly at the wretched

watch below, as the packet bucked and staggered, her port rail

buried for minutes at a time. Will wished that, like Roger, he
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had long ago deserted the packet service for a deep-water trad-

ing vessel of some sort.

The sixth night of this heartbreak and backbreak came, when

the storm whistled up its ultimate furies near the warmer air

of the Banks. Will got the ship snugged well down and now
stood at the break of the long poop, cursing Captain Bailey

in his heart for not heaving to and thereby giving his wholly

exhausted men one watch of unbroken sleep. Will himself had

not slept in four days. He stood, lifting his eyebrows, moving his

mouth methodically to stay the terrible numbness that seemed

to be congealing his face. There was in his ears a humming that

had nothing to do with the resurgent scream of the storm. Now
and again he peered down at the tell-tale, to be sure of the rud-

der's position. At such times he gripped a teak rail until his

fingers ached, and the ache was good. Then even that sensation

failed.

Something tugged hard at his hand, with an increasing

strength that drew him protestingly awake. It was the weight

of his own body, testing the sleeping strength of his hand, which

still was gripping a rail that had become quite vertical. He
turned in time to see Captain Bailey come out of his chair,

clinging to the arm of it. The helmsmen were lashed.

"Mister ! Where the hell are you .'"'

"Yes, sir !" Will climbed up to the weather rail and swung him-

self aft along it. The lee rail was under more than a fathom of

water. The ship shivered like an animal, lying flat on her side.

"Down helm," bawled the skipper.

"She'll broach sir," Will called.

"Up helm. Sheets by the run."

"By the run, sir."

One of the port watch had been inspired unbidden to call the

watch below. The men were at the pinrails when Will reached

shrieking distance. He gave the order from near the mainmast,

just aft the break of the long poop. A new sound came as he

gave it, a groan as from a titan riven by unendurable pain.

Black against the ghostly paint of the mast he saw a crack into
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which one sufficiently the idiot might have thrust his fist; the

built-up spar had sprung, a few feet above deck.

Cast-oflF sheets went flying by the run then ; free canvas

slapped and boomed terribly in the wind ; slowly the ship righted.

Seamen valiantly heaved at the clewlines, belayed, and then

sprang into the rigging to try to secure the sails. Will felt him-

self relax toward exhaustion again ; but all was not yet well.

The weather sheet of the main topsail had refused to rally out

;

and, as pressure lessened on all other sails, this one was brought

up goose-winged the wrong way like a great funnel to catch the

full force of the hurricane. Again came the dreadful groan.

Will bellowed to the men on the main topsail yard to cut the

weather sheet where it rove along below the main yard ; but his

voice was inaudible against the banging of sails.

Two groggy youngsters of the off watch still were tugging

stupidly at the weather clewline, which could not be budged

until the jammed sheet was freed. Will seized the nearest, young

Carrick, bawled quick directions for cutting the sheet at the

clew, and heaved him toward the shrouds. Fully awake for the

first time, this weary boy saw the crack in the mast, saw it

visibly widen. Horror overcame him at the thought of climbing

to a yard supported by that failing spar, over a lurching welter

of cold sea.

Will, thinking of the safety of the half-dozen men aloft al-

ready, shoved him again, with a curse. Young Carrick shook

his head in a mazy way and slumped to the deck. A kick did not

arouse him. The mast groaned once more. Will snatched the

boy up and struck him a quick blow or two. He remained inert

as a sack. In an impulse more of disgust than of anger, he

smashed a fist into the white face, then jumped against the rig-

ging himself, climbing to cut the jammed sheet. When he reached

deck again, the alarming crack had almost closed. Young Car-

rick lay against a pinrail stanchion, blood trickling from the

corner of his mouth.

"You ! Take him below, damn you," Will snapped to the mess-

mate who all the while had stood braced at the weather clewline,
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as three men came aft from the foremast and seized it from his

hands. But Will Murray could not so easily order the white face,

with its trickle of blood, out of his own mind. It flitted back sev-

eral times while the mast was being fished under his direction,

with a pair of spare spars lashed tightly on the starboard side.

Young Carrick was the first sailor whom he had ever struck in

anger, during ten years as an officer. This was his first violation

of a principle long and jealously maintained. It irked him the

more that the exception should have been a spindling boy.

On the eighteenth of November, at high noon, the Yorkshire

sailed nonchalantly along the lee of Governor's Island, and

entered the East River. Waterfront urchins glimpsed a black

disc painted below the close-reef band on her fore topsail, noted

the low steeve of her bowsprit, the long poop deck extending

past the mainmast ; and from these points they knew what ship

it was, long before her name became visible. They scattered,

bawling the news, and returned with cheering hundreds, eager

to indulge the great pastime of 1846 : the welcoming of a new

record-breaker. As her lines tightened, confirmation came from

the cupped hands of the second officer : Captain Bailey had

worked her out of Prince's dock in Liverpool some hours less

than an even sixteen days before.

All along the waterfront and in newspaper offices, hurried

conferences of specialists failed to develop any memory or record

of another up-hill passage, on the east-to-west route, made in

fewer than nineteen days. The packet rats, such of them as

could swagger down the pier into an open-armed convocation

of crimps and boarding house runners, were in no wise loath to

accept their full share of the glory, even from such fair weather

friends as these. Later, when their inebriation shifted from the

heroic toward romantic melancholy, the term "hell ship" began

to be heard.

"Clap a stopper on y'hiccup, matey, whiles I tell y'why I

know she's a hell ship. 'Cause I personal saw Heartyarn Murray
bangin' young Carrick 'cause he wouldn't go aloft. Now I sez,

matey, I sez, any ship that makes Heartyarn Murray lambaste
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young Carrick, is a hell ship. Whitest mate in the packet service,

'at's why they call him Heartyarn Murray, 'cause he's true as

a heartyarn, matey."

While these words were being spoken by one of his late crew

in a Cow Bay grog shop, Will Murray left the widow Carrick's

little room on Houston Street and betook himself homeward

through the dusky city. He had left with her a sum amounting

to his Avages during the record-breaking passage, and a promise

of more if her son was not discharged from the infirmary by

Christmas. The doctor at quarantine had called his ailment

brain fever, recommending a long period of rest.

". . . Well, we're home in sixteen days, the fastest yet," Will

told himself, bitterly, "Eight seamen in the sick bay, a sprung

mainmast, and Will Murray turned skunk. What for? Fame for

the Black Ball Line ! Crack packet Yorkshire. Freight rates up
sixpence a hundredweight. They won't be content with this,

either. Next time Bailey's going to shoot at fifteen days. There'll

be no end to it. Was it my fault I hit that boy? I was groggy.

Hadn't slept in four days. He'd had all the heart squeezed out

of him. If you can't run a ship watch and watch. Captain Bailey,

if you have to have all hands on deck three-quarters of the time

and keep your mates awake four days at a stretch, you and I

part company. Nobody'd care, if it was a hurricane. But the

old fool just manufactures hurricane hazards out of a strong

gale by carrying twice as much canvas as a normal watch can

handle. Perhaps I'll try for master of a coffee brig, or else go

into the China trade, like Roger. Ten years in the packet service

is enough. I wish I could forget that youngster's face . . ."

But neither he nor his younger brother Hugh was versed in

the technic of forgetting those things which it is inconvenient

to remember.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

JOURNEYS END

"BLESS me! Roger Murray? It is you. God bless my soul in-

deed !" Grandmother de Peyster cupped her skinny hands to

call shrilly, "Mary. Drat the minx ! Mary. Come down instanter,

See who's here."

Her little button eyes danced, and her seamy cheeks sucked

in and out between toothless gums as she swished back and

forth in the hallway. Roger leaned on his ebony stick, grinning

to the tune of memories of his former receptions in this house.

Obviously his affair of the heart had prospered in his absence.

Wide skirts of a lavender muslin gown moved past the stair-

head newels, then tantalizingly paused.

"Hey, ain't you coming, Mary?"
"Of course, Gram. What's put you in such a pother? Is the

house afire?"

"It's like to be, you silly jade. Come down.'*

There was a graceful deliberation in the way those satin slip-

pers took the first five treads. Then came a sharp, small cry.

Fingers flashed to seize the second flounce of the skirt. Slippers

fairly twinkled, the rest of the way, under an immodest billow-

ing of lifted muslin.

"Oh! My darling!"

Chuckling and bobbing, little grandmother de Peyster made
for the parlor, while her granddaughter swooped to the arms

of her lover.

"Roger ! but you said 'after Christmas' and 'out of season

run' and silly things like that. It's still November. How ever— ?"

"Couldn't wait so long, I decided ; so Muggs made us a ring-

tail to drive us home faster."

"I know what that is : an extra flounce basted on the spanker."

"In a manner of speaking. But how did you know?"
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"Why shouldn't a sea captain's daughter? Father was lost

before I ever had much chance to talk to him. But I've been

reading his books since you left. And I've found out what

logarithms are. Come, though, let's go where there's a fire, and

be polite to Gram."
When they entered the parlor that lady was sprinting for the

kitchen. They called, but she protested over her shoulder the

urgent dilemma of certain comestibles, too long already on the

stove.

"You've been gone precisely 208 days. I'll show you on my
calendar. But why did you say you couldn't possibly be home
till Christmas.?"

"It wasn't likely that I could. I figured 110 days each way,

the way the monsoon blows in summer and fall, and a month in

port. But we were only 15 days at Whampoa, 94 days out, and

99 home."

"What's it like to find Canton at both ends of the trip?" she

asked, indicating the old wallpaper, said to have been designed

by a supercargo on the Empress of China. Roger noncommit-

tally assumed that Canton must have changed, in half a cen-

tury, although it was doubtful that Chinese even of that far day

could have looked so strikingly like German burghers of the

present. The mandarin and his ladies, the pagoda anchorage

and religious procession, were a source of terrible and learned

pride to grandmother de Peyster, who, ever since the paper was

hung, had been an undisputed authority on intimate manners of

the Chinese.

Mary, as if sensing his thought, said, "I don't know what

Gram's going to do without her darling wallpaper, when we

move. It's always been such a help when the clock registers

twenty minutes past the hour."

"You're planning to move? What's happened?"

"Oh, we've known we'd have to for a long time.'*

"Why didn't you tell me last spring?"

"We did not know you so well then. Captain Murray."
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"I see. We've become well acquainted by not seeing each other

for seven or eight months."

"Doesn't it sound funny.'' But it's true. Isn't it true.^"'

*'Yes. Tell me why you're moving. Not taxes?"

She nodded. "They've grown terrific on Broadway, you know

;

and Mr. Grinnell next door wants our site for a stable." She

smiled in a downdrawn fashion, mimicking Roger himself.

"Logical, isn't it.? Property when it grows too costly to be held

by a declining gentry is just right for thoroughbred animals."

"Hol-Za.^ what's this.?"

"Gift of another beau," she said archly, as her gaze followed

his toward the mantel, above which hung a ship's half model,

beautifully carved and finished, with gold leaf laid on in super-

erogation of coppering below the waterline.

"A rival eh.?" He scowled most ferociously.

"Oh sir !" she breathed, clutching her kerchief in the manner
of Mrs. Flynn, playing Adelaide at the Bowery, "I fear me 'tis

his golden hair. It shone to dazzle these poor eyes, my lord.

Pooh, darling! don't you recognize the technique of the carver.?"

"No. Did the Grommet do it.? Hughie, I mean.?"

"Surely."

She watched his face as he stared more carefully at the model,

with narrowing eyes and a slight movement of the head, up and

down, which ended in a vigorous nod. "Is it a copy of something

real.? because if it isn't, somebody ought to build it."

"Somebody has. It's Silver's newest."

"Ah ! I hardly thought little brother could be so expert, by

luck. Where did he get the lines of her.?"

"He's carving her figure. Didn't he tell you .?"

"Haven't seen him. Just stopped to leave my papers with Old

Moneybags, and then came speeding here. Good boy, though.

Why'd I never think of figureheads as a job for Hughie.? Well,

if he's doing one for Silver his career ought to be assured."

"Oh, you haven't heard—Assured.? I should say so. The Acad-

emy's sending him to Rome. He won first prize."

"Did he, though? What's the figure to be?"
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"He won't tell ; but we can both see it next Thursday, at the

launching. I teased Hughic to take me to it, but he was scared

or something. He's been so heavenly, and so polite. If he didn't

adore you so, I'd have to think he was really a rival."

"Trembly Grommct, we used to call him. Have I reason to feel

uneasy about the two of you?"

"You have if you talk that way about him. Trembly.'' You
should have seen him hit a horrid Bowery Boy, outside the

yard, the day Mr. Hone and I tried to coax him to show us the

figurehead."

Roger chuckled. "Trying to make me believe an Old Joe

Miller.'' Hughie never hit anything bigger than the butt of a

chisel in his life,"

"It's not an Old Joe Miller. It's true. Ask Mr. Hone. He had

to stop them with that sword cane he carries."

"Valiant old gaffer. Hone. He gets up at riots, they say, and

calms the mob with golden oratory, with the bricks flying free."

"Hughie's valiant too," she persisted, half turning her back.

"If that's all the thanks ^^^ou have for him when he takes care

of me, as you asked him to, and tries to punish somebody who
was rude to me—

"

"I'm sorry," Roger said quickly. "Brothers don't dare let the

world know what they really think of each other. People thought

I hated Will, and vice versa, because we grew up thumping each

other black and blue. Well, we didn't. I was proud of the fact

that I couldn't ever make Will cry 'nough. What yard's Hughie

at? Let's go see him. I want a look at that ship."

"Oh, I wish—But I promised to take a stage with Gram out

to the orphan asylum to leave some jelly she made for their

Santa Claus party. They still have the old Dutch habit, you

know : celebrating on the sixth. And that's only a week away.

Could we drive out there first? Good, let's. Gram will be glad,

she hates the cold so. Now she won't have to go herself. But you

will be nice to Hughie?"

"I'll try. You run up and bend a suit of storm canvas. It's

cold. I'll be back in half an hour or so with the carriage."
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He took a Slocum, Reynolds stage down Broadway and

walked through to the stable, a block or two west. Draco was

in his stall, and restless ; so Roger left orders for the squire to

be given the best hack on hand, if he called for his carriage, and

drove Draco off in the spider phaeton. When Mary was installed

on the high seat beside her driver, suitably encompassed in gay

plaid shawls, the spider bowled speedily northward, leaving the

groom to catch as best he could at his precarious perch behind.

Near the iron-fenced oval of Union Park the houses took on

a suburban cast. Roger bore right, by the Madison cottage at

23rd Street, entering the Fifth Avenue. On a hilltop ahead they

could see the great buttressed wall of the new reservoir, like a

pyramid truncated near its base.

"Murray's Hill," she murmured. "Hughie says your grand-

father's farm was there."

"Yes, and I never thought to see any of it under water, espe-

cially not the highest part."

The hillside was pocked with the ravages of contractor's

shovelers, who had scooped fill for the waterfront lots near Belle-

vue. One device that ran by steam had all but cut the foundation

from beneath a row of squatter shanties that clung defiantly

still, at the brink of a dirt cliff. Roger was indicating these pre-

carious rookeries with his whip, when the door of the most

pleasant one opened to reveal a young lady. Mary's eyes widened

as she beheld her short sea otter jacket glistening over a purple,

extremely wide skirt.

"A very fine lady," she said. "How nice ! I fancy she's look-

ing after some poor sick person. But where's her carriage?"

Roger's excellent nautical eyes narrowed. He shook his head,

peered again, and then lifted his hat. If she saw him, the

lady took no notice as she stepped forward, to be followed by

a young man in neat but palpably cheap attire.

"You know her.-^ Whoever is she?" Mary asked.

"Thought I did, but I seem to be mistaken."

The young man had taken her arm ; but she, with a dexterous

movement, a reproving glance, freed herself and then hooked
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her own arm under his. Side by side they strolled down an incline

of frozen mud. The carriage was far past, however, before the

incongruously clothed couple reached the roadway.

CHAPTER XXIX

THE HOVERING PORTENT

DRACO, bay gelding, sniffed dubiously as he approached the

shipyard, cocking a distrustful eye toward six dark columns of

smoke that rose vertically in the cold, sparkling air, to merge

in one dense hovering cloud.

". . . Look's like a banyan . . ." Roger reflected ; but Mary
saw it as a great, six-legged monster, demanding to be pro-

pitiated as it straddled the ship. That, no doubt, might account

for the rite being practised in the yard. Into sinister black tar

caldrons, whence these legs of smoke uprose, shipwrights were

dipping squares of tough brown paper which they laid against

the white oak planking of the ship. Already it was almost

covered.

"To discourage the worms," Roger explained. "They'll be

coppering her tomorrow, and that's the undercoat. Look, there's

Hughie."

The boy stood a few yards from his shed, staring at the weird

smoke structure. The shipwrights were either too busy to notice

that singular apparition, or too close to perceive it as a whole.

• "Now do be nice," Mary whispered, as they reached the sculp-

tor's side. Her escort nodded, and said, "Hello, Grommet."

"Roger ! but look, you said after Christmas."

"Sorry to disappoint." Annoyed with his own tone of sar-

casm, which had become habitual when addressing Hughie,

Roger clapped a friendly hand on the boy's shoulder,

". . . What the deuce.'* Youngster's got muscles there . .
."
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He squeezed, to try them. Hughie winced. Disappointment flick-

ered on the face of the older brother. Hughie noticed, and felt

blood crowding hotly to his throat and cheeks.

". . . Blushing like a she-brat. Does an artist have to be a

calf? . . ." Roger turned impatiently to study the ship, as old

unease grew up between the brothers. Usually their meetings

were like this : a flash of affection, and then the strangeness

—

like electrified pith balls, one attracting the other to a revela-

tion that makes them mutually repellent. They were of the same

pith, but differently charged for different functions ; and when

the greater energy reversed the lesser, repulsion occurred.

The awkward silence was broken by hooves of a spirited pair,

drumming on the frozen roadway. Soon they paused, except for

a nervous stamp or two. Cornelius Prescott entered the yard,

staring as he came at the thing of smoke over his new ship.

". . . Looks like my big black counting table. Six legs.

Good sign, mebbe. She'll be a moneymaker. They'll say in the

papers, 'Paying her cost on her maiden voyage, the new clipper

Dorothy Pr—Faugh ! Got to name her something else : Deborah

Prescott, mebbe. Deborah, Doro— . Ugh ! Too much alike. Can't

think about that. Got to stop thinking about that. Out of my
home, out of my life, for good. Forever. The strumpet ! Bless

me
A few yards ahead of him he recognized the wide doeskin col-

lar of a unique box coat, in which Captain Murray had sud-

denly appeared, early that same day, at the Prescott offices.

". . . He's to blame. God, oh, God curse him. My daugh—

.

Dammit, I won't think about it. Got wind of whose ship it is,

eh? Well, he can think twice if he takes it for granted it's his

to command. No. Mebbe he came to see his brother. That's it.

Nobody knows whose ship it is. I'll get rid of him, that's what.

Give him notice within the next three days. First one that's

made me any money since his own last trip. Best shipmaster

I've got, if he is a scoundrel. Why didn't I cashier him this

morning, eh? Didn't expect him for another month. We'll auc-

'
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tion his cargo, day after tomorrow. Bring thirty-seven thou-

sand, sure, the way prices are tending, over all expenses . .
."

Roger, who had walked toward the ship's stern, the better

to gauge the depth to which her bows were hollowed, turned

and saw his employer just inside the yard gate.

". . . Old pennypincher ! I'd like you to give me one ship

like this before I quit the sea, next voyage. Quit the sea ! Roger,

you're in love, you rogue, which ill becomes a man in his thirties.

Mary. Eh, when I was Hughie's age I never had time to be in

love. I must have been near ten years younger than Hughie is

now, that first time, in Singapore. 'Lisby vagoush girl' she used

to say. Love wouldn't cause all the woe the poets say, if every-

body started young with a brown girl, and got over it. Well,

better pay my respects to Moneybags. What makes him look

so like the day o' doom? Hol-Za/ So that's it. He knows what

his daughter's been up to, abaft the reservoir. Well, it serves

him. Shouldn't be such an old tyrant. Good thing I didn't suc-

cumb to her wiles . . ."

Roger's attempt to chat amiably with Mr. Prescott was pro-

ductive of monosyllables only. When Mary approached with

Hughie, the merchant quickly lifted his hat and turned to go.

They all followed, more slowly, toward the gate. Mr. Prescott

paused between its posts as a shrill, cracked voice arose.

"Molech ! Ay, aah ! Molech. The sins of the fathers."

He retreated a pace or two as old Mother Shipton came

hobbling toward him, pointing with thrusts of her crooked stick

at the smoky apparition. Her cheeks, with wrinkles crisscross-

ing, suddenly puffed out like obscene deformities, each almost

as big as the hairless crown of her head from which the shawl

had fallen. The air pressure of that odd pose drew down her

lower eyelids, revealing sockets blotched with flecks of white,

and eyeballs fiery-veined. The startled shipowner retreated an-

other pace or two as the hag released that pent-up breath and

shrieked, "Harroo ! Look ye, Molech ! He that giveth his seed

to Molech shall be put to death. The people shall stone him
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with stones. Aah. Ye sinners.'* She swayed. Her crooked stick

trembled in air,

". . . Mad," thought Mr. Prescott, "Should be in an institu-

tion. Have to speak to them out at the madhouse . .
."

"You !'* she pointed at him, while wiping with the back of

a claw-like hand at spittle that drooled from her sunken mouth.

"You, Solomon, did build a high place for Molech, for the

abomination. Solomon. You thought you were wise, old fool, old

Solomon." She hobbled nearer, peering. "Ay, 'tis you. The sins

of the fathers. Remember Topheth ! Let no man make his son

or his daughter pass through the fire to Molech. Is that your

daughter, old Solomon?" She pointed toward Mary, who was

clinging to Roger's arm. "See, 'tis Molech." The stick pointed

upward. "Take her away, old fool, or Molech shall have your

daughter, to commit whoredom with Molech."

The merchant tried to pass his taunter, but she hopped in

front of him, squealing, "High places of Baal."

Furiously he pushed her aside, and almost ran to his car-

riage. Mother Shipton fell on her back and lay gibbering,

thrusting her stick toward the thing in the sky. Hughie, pity-

ing the poor maniac, stepped forward to pick her up, but she

beat at him with her stick, shrilling, "Unclean, unclean ! You
too shall pass through the fire to Molech. You, and you, and

you, Solomon's daughter."

"Do let's go away from her," Mary whispered, "The poor

old wretch frightens me."

Hughie, after trying again to set her on her feet, followed

the others to the carriage. Mr. Prescott, driving furiously, al-

ready was blocks away. Then, from near at hand, sounded an-

other excited voice.

"Ah. Misgugglin' auld skelpy-limmer ! Oot !"

They turned to see McDonagh come bounding up, pointing

over his shoulder at the shipwrights, who had stopped working

to draw into whispering circles, as they stared uneasily at the

old woman.

"A curse upon ye, McDonagh !" she howled, rising aleitly.
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"Aaaah !" he countered, "Ye ram-stam auld coof," and made
to seize her.

She whacked at him, and then pointed upward. "Look ye,"

she said.

"I see yon clud," he answered but turned to stare again at

a long wisp that had been drifting out of the main cloud. Little

imagination was needed to see evil features on it. "Hag ! did ye

conjure that wi' yer wowf yaudin'.'"'

She seemed pleased, and nodded, laughing spasmodically. As
he looked up again. Mother Shipton fetched him a fine clout on

the head with her stick. McDonagh staggered, and she was off,

leering over one shoulder, scuttling half sidewise, like a three-

legged land crab. The converter recovered, and went yelping

after her. Both passed beyond sight of the watchers, but soon re-

appeared, McDonagh hauling the crone by a handful of gar-

ments at the back of her neck. She, as she bumped along on

heels and buttocks, gasped with idiot laughter; but as soon as

McDonagh dumped her outside the yard and swung the gates

she arose, howling, "A curse upon ye, McDonagh. A blue curse

upon your ship. A black curse upon every man and woman who
wishes her well. Molech ! The fiery curse of Molech be upon ye

all."

Then, with an expression that may have been a smile hidden

in the creasy ghastliness of her old face, Mother Shipton hob-

bled around to her wigwam. As she went, one scummy eye

seemed almost to detach itself from its socket, the better to

stare back snidely at Mary and her escorts.

"I'll change my mind," Roger muttered, "I'd rather not be

master of that ship."

"Roger ! are you as superstitious as all that?" Mary asked.

"No," he replied coolly, "but the seamen that'll have to run

her are."
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CHAPTER XXX

A COUPLE OF OLD MEN

GABBLERS said of Mr. Prescott's breakneck drive to Maiden

Lane that he was hastening to prevent the honoring of a large

bank draft indorsed by his daughter. As proof they produced

a chpping from the Journal of Commerce:

My daughter Dorothy Prescott having without sanction

left my home and protection, I shall no longer be held liable

for her debts.

November 25, 1846 CORNELIUS PRESCOTT

But the new coachman could say only that at the end of the

mad ride Mr. Prescott had passed him the reins and remarked,

"I'm staying late at the office tonight. I'll walk home. Tell your

mistress."

Each evening for a week the shipowner had done this. Hunt,

the senior clerk, was taking it upon himself also to remain. On
this particular evening, as he set down a tray containing ship's

biscuit and two fat little bottles of soda water, Hunt's excuse

for loyalty was : "If I may, I'd like to stay too and go over Mas-

ter Squier's books sir. He's lost thruppence in the computa-

tion." After a slight pause he twisted his hands and added,

"Please sir, you know—we all make mistakes sir."

"Who's made a mistake.'*"

"Beg pardon, sir, I was speaking for—for myself—and, for

Master Squier, sir."

The merchant nodded, and asked for a file of the Chinese Re-

pository, brought in the Cortlandt. The May issue, with its new

tariff schedule, held his attention for an hour. Ginseng, it

seemed, was now to be arbitrarily taxed on the assumption that

one-fifth of each shipment would be superior quality, subject to

ten times the duty assessed on the balance.
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". . . Ah ! import a Celestial or two, mebbe. Do the grading

here, instead of at the Hongs. Ship nothing but superior qual-

ity, and dodge nine-tenths of the tax on four-fifths of it.

Heh! . .
."

So he sat, nibbling biscuit, seeking loopholes in the regula-

tions, preventing his mind by sheer stubbornness from dwelling

upon Mother Shipton and the coincidence that her taunts should

have come at such an hour.

". . . Sea horse teeth, two taels the pecul. Have to ask Mur-
ray what those are. Murray, the villainous—No. Damnation ! I

won't think about that. What's done's done. Let's see, 'Signifi-

cance of the character jin\ Tommyrot. . . ."

Presently the type grew jumpy, in. flickering gaslight, and he

pushed the pamphlets aside. For a week he had been evading

inexorable issues—avoiding his crushed, hysterical wife—but

Murray's arrival earlier the same day had provoked a climax.

It was this merchant's misfortune not to discover until mid-

career that the comforts of living by maxim, great though they

be during years of grace, are bought as dearly as all other illu-

sions. His education, completed while the absolutist ghost of

Locke still reigned in the schoolroom, gave no inkling that at

intervals the whole world must stir in its sleep, cramped by pro-

longed adherence to a position once comfortable—or that under

the new disposition of affairs truth itself may have altered, call-

ing upon all half-truths, the little maxims, for perhaps half a

change. During the course of two decades, with each its panic,

his maxims had enriched him steadily until, in 1842, the orig-

inal investment of $1,000 had become $1,000,000. Who could

blame him for having tried to apply, in his home, maxims
equally dogmatic?

As he sat with his biscuits and soda water, for a little while

longer his mind found a haven from chaos in carefully rehears-

ing that prouder time, when his fortune had doubled like clock-

work every second year, and each voyage of every vessel had

brought a profit at cargo auction or from the underwriters.

Then the sweep of memory carried on into the last two years,
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which had ended with deficits. At this point his mind perhaps

made with Beelzebub the sort of self-deluding bargain by which

a man hides one error, even from himself, under the full confes-

sion of another. Cornelius Prescott somehow canceled a sense

of social guilt by seeing, and at last fully acknowledging, his

mercantile evasions.

Frankly he faced his error of 1843, when he had blamed de-

clining profits solely upon the opium wars, fought by an oblig-

ing England for the convenience of her smugglers.

He realized the error of the next year or two when, having

tardily admitted that speed had something to do with it, he

ordered his own old ships driven to the limit. That had not been

the remedy ; for despite his skeely skippers, it had resulted in

a dozen dismastings, long delays for refitting, belated auctions

at which cargoes went for half a song. Worst of all, it had spelt

crushing losses for the underwriters, who promptly revoked his

old schedule of preferential premium rates.

He saw too that he had been wrong in planning, during the

opening months of the current year, a conservative retrench-

ment to win back his old insurance concessions, on the theory

that the speed mania must surely be at an end.

Wrong ! Wrong throughout ; and all the while a key to what

was wrong had been under his very nose. For the Cortlandt, the

ship which, when not too heavily laden, had almost clipperly

lines, was the sole consistent moneymaker of them all. That
Murray had a great deal to do with it was beyond question ; but

there was no comfort in such reflections ; even as he forced the

admission that Murray was his one great remaining asset,

barring the yet untested new ship, a treacherous phrase drifted

into his mind:
". . . Dorothy. My little girl . . ."

His pudgy hand crushed a biscuit to powder, and twitched

as the crumbs sifted down upon a lacquered tray. From long

ago it came : the first phrase of tenderness associated with her

for years.

Hunt knocked, and stuck in his head to say, "Not that it's
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my place to recommend, sir, but it's time you were going home,

sir. For me, I'm staying longer—but for you sir—you've been

up every night since
—" He faltered there, not daring to look up.

When the answer came at last it was a husky whisper. "We're

a couple of old men, John, just a couple of old men."

That was nadir for Cornelius Prescott. He did not go home.

He stayed at his desk until morning, fighting his conscience,

climbing back from the depths. Memory of the scene in Tim
Crowley's shanty, when Dorothy was found, steeled him, as it

had before: Dorothy, Tim, and Father O'Finnegan the squat-

ter priest, all three belligerent from poteen. Cornelius had

brought policemen, intending to bear her away, even if taken

in adultery ; but the sanction of a Popish marriage had seemed

worse than fornication, in his Calvinistic sight ; so he had cursed

her out of his life for good, forbidding her ever to return.

The words of tenderness never reechoed, after that pause at

nadir. In the cold office, in the hours between midnight and

dawn, the shipowner sat in his greatcoat, remaking a world.

The measure of his skew triumph was his decision to retain

Murray as the chief agent of his new plan.

Mr. Prescott's hair seemed grayer in the morning. The face

that had been so plump with good living was saggy after that

night : under each eye, a pouch—cheeks hanging limp below the

jawbone. His eyes themselves, that had seemed like bright little

berries, thereafter were cold and faded, but not beaten.

Branly, the ship auctioneer, did not know him when he came

in, next morning, and even made a return call to verify his

amazing order : to sell all ships in Prescott & Company's fleet

during the coming year, as fast as they arrived and discharged

cargo.
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CHAPTER XXXI

THE LAUNCH

"HOla-LA! worse than a Cape Stiff June. Brrrr." Each word,

as Roger spoke it, puffed like smoke from his stiff lips. Mary
danced in a circle, keeping both hands clasped in her muff,

while the captain broke lumps of ice from Draco's nostrils,

threw three blankets over his steaming back, and led him to

the shelter of the shipyard fence. Arm in arm the lovers ran

toward the office. No-one else was to be seen, out of doors, ex-

cept a few shipwrights who were driving the last blocks and

wedges out from under the keel, which gradually had settled

flat upon tallowed ways.

"I hope the exercise keeps those poor fellows warm," Mary
said, sensing the tremendous vigor of their swinging mauls.

"What I hope is that young Grommet appreciates the extent

of our compliment," Roger said, as the office door closed behind

them and they made for a cherry-bellied tin stove. "Let's take

off the top and get inside. I didn't suspect there was enough

tackle in New York to bowse me out of touching distance of a

bed of coals, on a day like this."

"Where's Hughie, anyway?" Mary whirled to inspect the

small crowd.

"Don't know. Aunt Nance says he didn't come home last

night. Ask Silver."

The designer came up, as Roger was speaking his name.

"May I offer you a wee doch-an-dorrach? This is Madeira,

that's rum." While Roger was pouring a glassful of each,

Mary put the question.

"I don't know. Perhaps Hugh's better sense than to go oot

into such weather," Silver suggested. "I've my instructions

from him, in any event." He looked peculiarly at Roger Mur-
ray. "... I wonder if he'll be takin' her oot to China? He'd
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make her dance for me. Well, I'm saying nothing to anyone till

Mr. Prcscott tells me to. ..."
Over by the timber yard McDonagh was engaged upon a

prudent business. Mother Shipton hardly would leave her fire of

bark on a sub-zero day, even for the joy of laying further

charms upon one of his ships at the real moment of birth,—her

launch ; but the converter was taking no chances. As quietly as

possible, on squeaking snow, he walked around the wigwam, lay-

ing a few fathoms of chain down as he went. Suspicion brought

her pushing at the leaning slab that did for a door; but Mc-
Donagh was there on time to draw the chain taut, and slip its

hook into an appropriate link. He knocked a few nails through

it to make sure that none of the slabs could be pried free. An-
swering thumps, and a great howling, came at once from inside;

but McDonagh was unmoved.

"Scumfish yersel' in yer shealing, auld skelpy-limmer !" he

muttered, shoving the hammer handle through a belt loop and

making at once for his own yard.

"Wedgin's done, converter," a shipwright called. McDonagh
went to look for himself, and then scrambled up to see that the

cables were properly coiled down and the anchors ready for an

emergency. Reluctantly, in answer to his call, eight men left the

forge fires and slouched up to take their positions at the

hawsers. The converter repeated his instructions and then

swung down to enter the office, hands pressed over hairy ears.

He nodded to Silver, who gestured the others toward the door.

"Are you announcing who she's for yet?" Roger inquired,

drawing thereby another dubious stare from Silver.

"I've no orders to break silence," he replied. When Roger

glanced appraisingly over the others who were present. Silver

added, "You won't find him by looking. The owner's not here,

captain."

Black and copper, in the cold dull sunlight, waited the ship.

At her warping chocks on each bow a hawser issued and ran

from thence sternward along her sides, held up at intervals by
single rope yarns. Near the stern, each of these cables sloped
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down and was fastened to a pile driven in the adjacent side of

the slip. Her lower masts had not been stepped as yet ; but her

bowsprit was gammoned and capped, ready for its jib boom.

From beneath it, and held back by lines to the catheads, a new
sail was hanging, so affixed that a single cut would release the

pulleyed fastenings of all corners at once.

"Your tallow's damned brittle," Roger said, pointing toward

the ways as they climbed an inclined staging. "D'ye think she'll

move? Ships have balked on warmer days."

By way of answer Silver indicated four men who emerged

from the forge, shouldering a pole from which hung a great

caldron of whale oil, seething and snapping under the bitter air.

Others walked beside them, to dip out bucketfuls and pour them

on the ways, starting at the water's edge, under her stern, and

working upward. A shout sounded presently from beneath the

bows to say this task was done. McDonagh went to the edge of

the staging and waved the bottle which he had pulled from the

pocket of his short coat. Mary's breath quickened as she heard

from below the sharp banging of mauls, and the clatter of

stanchions as they were cut away. McDonagh swung up to the

cathead like an ape. Silver followed, and some of the others also

climbed aboard.

"Where's Hughie?" Mary exclaimed, swinging around.

"Silly ! They can't launch it till he comes."

The last stanchion fell and lay still. She heard McDonagh
say something to the men at the cables. Silver leaned from the

bow and called, "Launch." Instantly a poised hammer smashed

against the dog shore, removing it at a blow.

"Oh! Oh!" Mary cried, as she saw the ship quiver with the

first hesitant breath of this awakening. Roger felt his hand

seized and pulled in the direction of the canvas curtain. "Tell

them to wait for Hughie. Oh ! Oh ! It's moving. Look, it is. Poor

Hughie !"

McDonagh ran agilely out along the flat top of the bowsprit,

turned, and straddled it, facing seaward. He drew the loose

cork, took a long gargling swig, then paused. Amazement was
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writ obvious on his face. "Shipton," he squawked. "She's

witched us. Mr. Siller ! Mr. Siller ! She made us forget. What's

to be the lassie's name.'"'

Silver was still leaning over the side, ready to cut the canvas

away. He straightened, equally startled. The ship moved, a foot,

a yard ; but these two seemed paralyzed, as if Mother Shipton

actually had chilled their faculties as shrewdly as the air

was chilling their hands. Obviously the ship must have a name,

and quickly. Both realized, in ludicrous vacancy, that the ques-

tion of a name had never been mentioned. Its choice was the

owner's privilege ; and her owner happened to be on Border

Street, in East Boston, where Silver himself had recommended

that he go to talk with a young man named McKay.
*'You !" the builder pointed to Mary. "A name for her. Make

haste ! Ony name."

Mary gasped, following at a slow walk as the ship crept re-

morselessly seaward.

"Th^Oh ! Oh ! I can't think—"

"Come now, you must," Silver cried, his own mind hollow as

a tub.

"The Water—no, that's Cooper—The ^^^a-Yes ! The Sea

Witch!"

"Guid !" shouted Silver, and repeated it for McDonagh, who
turned to stare awe-struck for a moment in the direction of

Mother Shipton's wigAvam.

"Nah," he muttered, "I canna. The hag conjured her to say

it. Witch. Weel, witch kill witch—"
"Christen," Silver yelled. McDonagh swigged again for com-

fort and brought the rum bottle smashing down on the sprit in

front of him, with an excited scream:

"Sea Witch. Heard tou.'* Your name's Sea Witch. Sea

Witch."

He listened, and she seemed to answer him, for he nodded and
quickly mumbled, "Guid freights in port ; sweet winds asea ; and

may your people never want tobacco. Sea Witch."

The ship's pace had been increasing all the while, with Marj
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and Roger following. They had come to the staging's end when

at last Silver slashed with his knife. Canvas crumpled. Mary
gripped at her lover's arm. He made to whistle, but the breath

m.erely hissed through frozen lips. A living figure had seemed

! to spring out of nowhere and poise, airily crouching, on the

end of the curving stem.

"God! it is alive!" Roger said; but Mary did not hear. She

was staring at the face, as if into a mirror hung midway be-

tween. So powerful was this illusion that, as the figurehead re-

ceded with ever increasing speed, Mary felt that she herself

! must be flying backward from the imagined mirror at the same

rate, and so seized the railing with a frightened cry, momen-
tarily convinced that the staging was toppling over.

An awed, hoarse voice came from below them—"I vum I Nary
M skirt ner shawl—" and then another—"Crimany! she's purty.

Your old woman better not catch ye lookin' at her though,

Dave."

I

There was a sharp crackle of ice as the ship's sternpost drove

into the water. Under her forefoot, at the same moment, flames

bloomed in the oily vapor and ran swiftly up the ways. Two
wide gray waves, loud with their clashing ice, curled out like

wings, while above their noise the sharp snapping of rope yarns

was audible as the hull dove, curtsied, recovered. Water,

doubling back, struck icy hammers on her strakes of thickstuff.

She gave forth a low, strong note, sweet with overtones.

Mary's whole body shivered at the sound, in a way that had

nothing to do with being cold. This practical maiden felt eerie

intimations all at once, of an affinity with a thing of wood that

was paradoxically living. Another sound came, increasing in

loudness as the men who had been veering away on the cables

now checked them handsomely, and a rending, spasmodic shriek

arose from the bitts as heavy hempen coils strangled them.

".
. . Oh ! Oh ! You've torn my soul apart ! Why did you,

Hughie?" she asked, as Silver drove his heel through the skin of

ice over a bucket and poured its content on the now burning

bitts. "Silly! Whatever am I saying.'' Yes! it is; that ship is
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part of me now. Oh, I've given something to its making. I've

helped. Shall I know— ? Yes, I think I shall know, always, how

your ship is faring, Hugh Murray, Isaac Silver. It was wicked

of you, Hughie, to make these chains of air. The telegraph.

Why not? I'm afraid, afraid. . .
."

"Roger," she whispered, "I'd like to go, now."

He looked at her quizzically, with the down-drawn grin that

might imply anything you please, including deep displeasure,

and turned, silently offering his arm.

CHAPTER XXXII

PYGMALION AND GALATEA

HUGH MURRAY left his hiding-place in Houston Street and

walked down to the dark shipyard. He hauled McDonagh's
skiff from below a little dory wharf, and pushed it over a scurf

of ice into the inky river. Lighted windows on the Brooklyn

shore glowed, far and steady. Here and there a spark crept

across their still pattern : somebody's carriage on John Street,

perhaps, or the boat of a belated fisherman.

The oars kept jumping free of their thole pins, as he rowed

a course of unintended arcs toward the Navy Yard. Only when

in midstream did he realize that there was no possible means of

knowing whence he had come. No feature of Manhattan re-

mained except a hovering swarm of lights, a general glow above

them in the sky. This finding alone gave more of glamour to his

brief enterprises than either of his brothers would have got

from driving among the forbidden islands of Japan. Frequently

he looked over his shoulder to discern the white riding lanterns

of anchored vessels.

Hugh was chill with excitement. He had seldom handled oars

at any time, and never in the darkness. Although his destination
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was but half a mile removed from Charlton & Gay's shipyard,

twice that distance went by before the clustery lights of ships

awaiting their turn near the dry docks loomed to tell him where

next to turn. Presently, he located the ship he sought, anchored

off the foot of Hudson Avenue. She still wanted cargo and most

of her spars, and thus was riding high, easily distinguishable

by bright new copper, extending a fathom above water. Hugh
drifted down with the tide, quietly sculling, to catch hold of her

cables, which were twisted in a round turn directly under the

sprit.

Above him—among the stars it seemed—glowed the bright

body he had made, plaguer of his thoughts for three days. He
saw it the better for want of the moon. No hint of hardness

could be discerned now in the texture of breasts, tipped with a

richer darkness, or in the mouth : a scarlet trapezoid. Starlight,

and ships' lights, and shore lights reflected from the water,

were tinily sufficient to illuminate perfection in the mind's eye.

He rose up and stood gripping the crossed cables with up-

stretched hands, staring at the face that laughed down at his

sorrow, and drew its chin into the hollow of the right, bare

shoulder, and half-closed its lovely eyes.

"... I made you fearless. But I am not brave. Why did I

give you to the ship ? How do I know what they will do to you ?

drunken, rude, blasphemous, wandering men.? Look, it was an

old enough story—Pygmalion—Galatea—but who could dream

that it would happen again? Modern age! Listen, Galatea: I

am going to Rome. I know I shall grow famous. But I shall

never make anything so beautiful as you are. To each artist one

masterwork, when his whole soul slips from his fingers' ends into

the wood, the stone. After that, it's spent, whatever it was, and

there can never be such another. But you—I never realized, till

the paint dried into human skin—No. Oh no ! Into the skin of

a goddess. . .
."

As the dory shifted a little, Capella seemed to spring from

the right hand of the figure, a mote of hazy gold. Hugh stared

for a moment at it, afar off, recognizing what star it was by
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three tiny others, capering nearby: the pluviales Haedi of

Vergil.

". . . 'Quantus ab occasu veniens pluvialibus Haedis

Verberat imber humura,—' . . ."

Lines from his own copy-book translation of the stave came

back again in memory:

". . . 'A savage combat, fierce as western rain

When the three showerj^ kid-stars set again,

Scourging the earth ; full merciless as hail,

Jove-hurled, Avhen from the south his tempests wail.

To pelt the shuddering ocean, and on high

Rupture the hazy chambers of the sky/

'Shuddering ocean.' Tempestuous stars," he said, "is it an

evil portent that you should leap behind her shoulder? or will

you keep watch above her when your storms are ramping,

pluviales? O keep her from destruction, when I am far off, in

Rome. ..."
Leaning, with his back in the V of the crossed cables, one arm

lying upward along each, he paused, staring at the slender body
that seemed to float and sway gently among an ether of stars.

Most of the lights had vanished on the shore. Dark and un-

ruffled, this ocean stream which men called a river went by with

such gentle murmurs that it might have been air only—less than

air, even : part of the starry ether. Suddenly it seemed as if they

were drifting—he and the dory, his figure and her ship—at the

midmost point of the universe. Below him as well as above he

saw hazy stars.

"... I can forget her, now that I have you," he told his

figure. "Roger will marry her. 'Thou still unravished bride of

quietness.' speak! 'Joy, with fingers ever at his lips, bidding

adieu'—at her lips—at your lips, Galatea. Did she see? Tell

me how she looked, when the curtain dropped away. I was hiding,

afraid. Did she see that I had caught her at the flower, to hold
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forever, unchanged? Unchanged! You cruel storms, be kind. I

won't let you go among their dangers, Galatea ! I'll steal you

away to Rome. Will you come? No, no ! you would not come. O
braver soul than mine, remember this : my heart is in the stem,

under your heel, Galatea. Learn fear from it, when fear is

needed. Good bye. Good bye for always. No ! Come to me
again some day, along the yellow Tiber. Come sailing up to

Rome. . .
."

CHAPTER XXXIII

MR. HONE'S PREDICTION

WHILE waiting for Emmeline, who was to be instructed in the

technology of cooking two brace of pheasant, sent from Vir-

ginia by a friend in the Congress, Mr. Hone glanced uneasily

up and down the columns of his coachman's newspaper—the

journal that all New York would not admit it read.

". . . Aha !" he exclaimed, catching sight of the name Sea

Witch, in this week-old issue. "I wonder what that rogue Ben-

nett had to say about Hughie's figure. . . ." He read the article

from its beginning:

The splendid ship Sea Witch, whose peculiar model and

sharp bows have for the past few months attracted so much
attention, was launched yesterday from the yard of Charlton

& Gay, in the coldest weather of many a year.

Her ownership is still a matter of conjecture, but she

was obviously built for the Canton trade, and her designer

admits that she was intended to beat his own famous Rain-

bow. The Sea Witch is, for a vessel of her size, the prettiest

vessel we have ever seen, and much resembles the model of

the steamer Great Britain, only on a smaller scale. She is

built of the very best material, and although presenting such

a light appearance, is most strongly constructed. Her figure
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head is causing much gossip, being a nude young woman,
lifelike and life size.

Several gentlemen who recently have ordered ships for

the China trade were chagrined to learn, when her dimen-

sions were registered, that she was considerably larger than

was at first given out, proving the contention of the Herald^s

observer when he saw her first in frame. Her length is 192

feet over all, 34< feet beam, 19 hold, and 900 tons burthen

making as fine a specimen of New York shipbuilding as we

have seen in a long timt. She is bigger, by a hundred tons,

than any other vessel in the Canton trade, although Mr. F.

A. Delano has ordered a still larger ship to be launched next

year.

Mr. Hone snorted as he glanced back at the figurehead pas-

sage. ". . . Just like the beggar. Says it's nude. Says people

are gossiping. Doesn't say whether they're justified. High time

indeed that this country realized the importance of undraped

form in expressing certain concepts. That figure's obviously

conceived as a sea nymph. And sea nymphs, to the best of my
knowledge, never wear dresses. Ah, here she is. . . ."

After Emmeline was made privy all over again to the mys-

tery of rendering putrescent delicacies fit to eat, the connois-

seur's mind reverted to Hughie's figurehead. There being no

further business to prevent, he went directly to his desk, and

put pen to diary.

Wednesday, December 16—This morning, lured by bright

skies and clement weather, I hired a waterman and his ketch

to visit the newest clipper, which has been rigged in record

time while at anchor in the East River. The improvement

in this class of vessels is so uniform that each one is perfect

until the next one is built, when perfection itself becomes a

convertible term. The Sea Witch, as she is happily entitled,

bids fair, however, to prove the unsurpassable ultimate in

everything but size. Swinging not a cable's length away, were
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a dozen other vessels, some brand new, all looking as anti-

quated as a beaver hat beside the Sea Witch. They actually

seemed overlarded with superfluous rubbish intentionally to

disguise faulty contours below. But the Sea Witch wears

nothing but modest black paint, except where the figurehead

grows out of her frontmost extremity. The bowsprit does

extend above and beyond the figure, but that, if I mistake

not, is classed as a removable, not as an integral, member.

There is some sort of magic, as yet unexplained, in ships,

and in this ship more than in any other I ever saw. It seems

the essence of curved simplicity: immense, as man-made ob-

jects go, yet graceful as a dancing girl. I do not wonder that

sailors look upon their vessels as people: women, or rather

superwomen. This ship's figure was cut by Hugh Murray,

son of my old friend the Squire. The commission came indi-

rectly through me, which I record with pride, because he

would never have received either it or the Rome award but

for my explanation of his less obvious but most significant

virtues to my co-judge, Mrs. Child, who voted finally with

me, and against that paradox of genius misapplied, Samuel

F. B. Morse. Even so, the skill that won my confidence gave

no warning of this superb creation, which should be taken

off the ship at once and placed in a suitable museum. In see-

ing it, for the first time I realized what ancient Athens must

have been like, with the statues that now we see in dull, pitted

stone all brightly painted, the consummate blending of two

arts rather than one. The figurehead is positively living and

breathing. Truly, it is incomparable ; and I do not pretend

to know how it could have been produced with the tools and

materials of what hitherto has been a sort of journeyman

art. I have no rule by which to estimate the merit, or appre-

ciate the faultless beauty, of this figure of paint and wood
which could guide me in placing it below the Venus de Medici.

I had no personal acquaintance with Praxiteles ; but I am
not willing to undervalue my young countryman because he

was not born as soon as the other gentleman of the chisel.
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I certainly never saw anything more lovely. I look forward

with confidence to the assumption by Hugh Murray of the

place vacated by Thorwaldsen himself, and shall be grievously

disappointed by any lesser outcome.

His pen poised itself for another stroke, then paused.

". . . No, better delay that till I'm sure of it. Of course she

couldn't have posed for it herself. But no wonder poor Hugh
didn't come to their wedding even, last Sunday ! Maybe the

whole thing's got something to do with the reason for their get-

ting married so suddenly. If Hugh can hold such a ravishingly

accurate picture of Mary de Peyster's—that is, Mary Mur-
ray's features in his mind, and reproduce them so beautifully,

it's obvious that he wouldn't want to see her made the wife of

another. Poor boy, I suppose he's suffering off in a corner some-

where all the hells of blighted love. Well, that should soon pass

by among the marvels of Rome. . . ."

He unlocked a desk drawer and withdrew from it the note

which Hughie had sent

:

My honored friend,

I have completed the figure, and am satisfied of its ade-

quacy. For several weeks I shall be engaged upon another

matter at a distance from home. I have written the Squire,

but pray have the goodness, dear friend, to lighten any
anxiety he may feel with a word or two with regard to my
ability to choose my own best courses, by which you will

greatly oblige me. I shall call on the first, proximo, for your

instructions concerning the arrangements which you have so

thoughtfully undertaken on my behalf with the packet agents,

bankers, etc.

And so be assured that I remain, dear sir,

Most respectfully and obediently.

Your servant,

Hugh Murray .

8th, December, 1846
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CHAPTER XXXIV

HONEYMOON VAPORS

ON the 16th of December, while his bride of four days enter-

tained female acquaintances at their suite of rooms in the Astor

House, Roger went to suffer a few lumbering witticisms from

his father. As these were being delivered, with appropriate

nudges, a messenger brought the following note

:

Captain R. Murray,

Pursuant to your contract, you will hold yourself in readi-

ness to sail for China in the packet "Cortlandt" on the 25th

December.

Cornelius Prescott

".
. . Christmas present, eh? Nice of you. And you'd send

this to Franklin Street, making out you don't know I'm really

married and anchored at the Astor. Well, thanks to Bennett's

scandal sheet you know it well enough. . . .

"Squire, where's the key to the safe.^"'

"Where d'ye s'pose.^" His parent pointed toward the desk.

Roger touched a spring. A bit of ornamental carving shifted

to disclose the key. The mechanism was Hughie's work, as was

the carven desk itself.

From the safe in Squire Murray's bedroom, the captain got

his contract and explored a thicket of shrewd whereases, upon

the twigs of which Mr. Prescott had limed several of the city's

best shipmasters. The triumph of the document was a subtle

bonus arrangement which bound its subscriber more tightly

with the increase of his own success : stock certificates equal to

15% of the net earnings of any voyage being issued to each

skipper, in addition to his salary. These could not be sold ; but

at legal termination of the contract would be exchanged for
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negotiable shares. Meanwhile, they were subject to the usual

dividends, and made it profitable for the master to buy and

sell as cannily as possible in foreign ports.

The binder was hidden in a clause which read

:

—the said shipmaster shall hold himself ready to sail again,

at the discretion of the said shipowner, not less than twenty

nor more than sixty calendar days from the date of such

registered arrival in the port of New York, except that this

regular schedule of sailings may be terminated by either

party giving notice within seventy-two hours of such regis-

tered arrival.

It was further stipulated that if the owner violated this

schedule, a j'ear's salary would be paid the employee willy-

nilly, while if the shipmaster were at fault, he would forfeit all

his bonus stock. Most skippers who flew the blue and yellow

house flag had a few thousands in such shares ; but Roger, in

eight remarkable voyages, had accumulated $42,500 of such

paper assets. Even with Prescott stocks at their present low

ebb, these would realize when converted about three-fourths of

their face value—a sum far in excess of his regular salary for

the same period. He had other investments. The Texas scrip

alone might make him rich; but it might also be repudiated.

His marriage looked to the bonus stock as nucleus of a fortune

which he intended to make in a few years of leisurely trading

ashore, before withdrawing altogether from mercantile affairs.

It was therefore vitally necessary that he keep to the letter

of his contract. He had arrived on the 30th of November. Mr.

Prescott thus was within his rights in ordering a sailing on

December 25th, disregarding Roger's recommendation that the

Cortlandt go into dry dock before sailing again.

A thorough rereading of the contract showed no loophole.

He had not expected that it would, but was intent rather upon
refreshing his mind as to its precise phraseology. There was

still an off-chance that Old Moneybags did not know of his
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marriage, which had been decided upon in expectation that the

stay in port would be nearer sixty than twenty days.

Nevertheless, the bridegroom thought it best to explain the

situation to his wife that evening, with a jaunty assurance that

Mr. Prescott would be brought to reason next day. While

Roger was with her she found no difficulty in believing this.

His very entry into the room roused her being to that strange

rebellion against its own mind which had made such a curious,

almost terrible wonder of the past few days. It was as if her

own will had become unnecessary in their life together. In the

wild evening, her body was a mere instrument under the magic

of his hands ; and he, skilled artist of the passions, evoked tides

of rhythm that were at once reluctant and past control. Yet,

when he slept, she lay cold and trembling at his side, fearing

to nestle to the needed warmth of his body.

". . . What is he.'"' she was asking herself next morning, as

she lay watching him dress before a gilded great mirror. "Oh

!

Oh ! I wish I could tell what he thinks, and what makes him

think it. Was it because of Hugh that he wanted to be mar-

ried right away.^* Did he think that I posed

—

? 'The tokens'.

Well, there was that for you, husband, for your proof. Hus-
band—my husband—It still sounds so strange. Maybe you're

wiser than we are, because I'm terribly fond of Hughie—but

not—oh, not this way. I can't imagine—him—Maybe you de-

cided about marrying because you knew that Gram and I were

going to move to uncle Dave's, Why, why am I in such a pother.'^

Isn't it enough reason that you loved me too much to wait.'*

I'm just having a conniption over nothing. Maybe you didn't

recognize the figurehead at all. . . .

"You're sure you can make Mr. Prescott be sensible, darling.'"*

"I'll use the surest method in the world, milady. Make it look

profitable to him."

Mary saw him give a sidelong glance to the contract on the

dresser, and fell silent again, at grips with a sudden unreason.

She had told herself that this marriage could not be as other

marriages, which fashioned from idyllic pretenses a cloak for
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jealousy and boredom. Yet jealousy had fastened green claws

upon her almost at once. It had arrived as a partner to physical

passion, that other newcomer into her life. Knowing neither,

she had failed to realize that one must be considered in any plan

advanced against the other.

"How will you make it look profitable?" she asked sus-

piciously.

"Eh? I told him the day after I made port that I'd make
just one more voyage. He won't be anxious to lose what I can

earn for him, this last time. What for dinner? Spack and apple-

jees?'*

"Mmmm. If you like it."

"But," he said, seating himself on the edge of the bed, "I

can't eat it with you. That new ship, the Sea Witch. We're

putting an extra thousand yards or two into her stu'n's'ls and

more depth to her t'ga'nts at the expense of her tops'ls. I've

got to run around between four sail lofts all day, to make sure

the bolt ropes aren't too slack or too stiff. Said I would, sweet.

And if we ask sailing day favors of Old Moneybags, we
mustn't fail him on this job. He wants her to sail in a week.

They've even started lightering cargo out before she's rigged."

After noting the green glint of jealousy in her eyes, he spoke

with his gaze fixed upon her hand, lying placidly in his.

"You ought to be thankful that he didn't offer me command
of the Sea Witch, milady. Hoodooed or not, I'd give up my own
funeral to take her out, this one last trip of all. She'll beat

everything afloat. But he's given her to Dodd. So that guaran-

tees us a honeymoon, and then a quick run in the Cortlandt,

and good bye to the sea forever. That's because I love you best."

"Why does Mr. Prescott hate me so ?" she asked abruptly.

"You're just imagining things," he said. "There can't be a

reason."

He bent for another long kiss, and then went briskly out into

the gloomy hallways of the Astor House.

The moment he was gone, wild suspicions crowded in upon
her again. Who was this hero whom she had married? He might
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be a god down off Olympus, who had stolen her as his mortal

Psyche, for all she could understand of his thoughts. Even when

his passion overwhelmed her, making her powerless if not wholly

willing—even then she could sense in the darkness the aura

of that smile which was above passion, being rather a symbol

of inhuman self-control.

Who was this fastidious gallant, that he could drive an old

ship remorselessly round the world and back, faster than the

best of clippers, with a whole crew at the finish and no whisper

of discontent? It was said that six of his seamen had sailed

under him every voyage for five years : loyalty unprecedented

in the merchant service. Did he operate upon their minds as

upon hers, banishing doubt by the simple expedient of being

near and seeming omnipotent?

". . . Omnipotent. But is he omnipotent? That ghastly Old

Moneybags person has a strangeness about him too. Gram! I

want you. Where are you? . .
."

Then and there Mary fell helplessly a victim to what the

young married friends, whom she had sworn not to emulate,

would have called a quite usual attack of honeymoon vapors.

She turned to beat her fists upon the pillow, and so lay for a

tormented hour with every nerve atwitch, until sleep came to

save her.

CHAPTER XXXV

STRATAGEMS

"GOOD morning, captain." The shipowner in speaking glanced

only cursorily up. "You will oblige me at noon by a report on

the rigger's work on the Cortlandt. Blake will also have fin-

ished lading the lower hold. I shall want your approval of that,

of course, before proceeding with the 'tween decks this after-

noon. Oh, and before you leave, will you kindly give Hunt a
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written acknowledgment of my letter of yesterday?" His ex-

pression indicated that the interview could be considered closed.

Captain Murray bowed, hands crossed upon the head of his

malacca stick. "The answer is yes," he said, all cheerfulness,

"yes,—and no."

Mr. Prescott looked fixedly upward, this time, out of sunken,

cold eyes. "Please be specific, sir."

"I was. Two yesses, one no, applicable in that order to your

three requests."

Mr. Prescott took snuff in a manner that ought to have been

disconcerting, without removing his gaze by the smallest flicker

from the bridge of the captain's nose. "Was my messenger cor-

rect," he asked, "in telling me that you took my letter of yes-

terday from him personally.''"

"Yes siree

!

". . . And moreover. Old Moneybags, if you think I'm going

to say a word about my marriage in this argument, you'd do

well to revise your attack. That's one stratagem I'm not count-

ing on : Which makes it all the better for me, because you think

I am . . ."

"Come captain, come to the point then. Do you mean to

break your contract by not sailing on the 25th as ordered?"

"You misinterpret my intention, sir. I came to suggest that

you have given me rather short notice of a chosen sailing date.

I understood that the Cortlandt was to be recoppered."

**You were never officially so notified." The shipowner's voice

had a new, mechanical twang to it, which seemed to betray no

emotion whatever, being as far from hatred as from love. "Last

trip, as I recall it, you made no objection to a sailing date an-

nounced a week in advance."

"I was under no misapprehension then about expected re-

pairs, sir," Murray pointed out, smiling as jovially as ever.

"May I refresh your mind with the fact that then, as always

before, I had charge of my own lading? This time you have

given me no notice that lading was contemplated until now,

when you inform me that it is more than half done." His smile
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broadened even more as he added, "It would be unfortunate if I

discovered that the cargo needed restowing to save her from

being crank. She has light cargo always, and needs all the

stiffening that proper stowage can give her. It's a point upon

which the underwriters are a bit crank themselves. Besides, she

sails best when trimmed about a foot by the head.

". . . Now ! do you still think you're up to trap this morn-

ing, Moneybags? . . ."

Mr. Prescott abruptly shifted his regard to the little jade

cup of shot. Presently he pulled a pen from it, paused for an-

other perfectly cold stare, and then wrote

:

Captain Roger Murray,

Countermanding my order of the 16th, instant, you are

hereby relieved of command of the ship Cortlandt, and placed

in command of the Canton packet Sea Witch, with full au-

thority to supervise stowage and all other preparations from

date, and are empowered to make upon this firm whatever

extraordinary demands for labor and assistance as are neces-

sary to be in readiness to sail upon the 23rd, instant.

For Prescott & Co.

17, December, 1846 Cornelius Prescott

"Here," he said, holding It out. "You've been my most profit-

able shipmaster, a point that I have never argued. Here's your

chance to see what you can do with what Silver assures me is

the fastest ship in the world. One tier of cargo is stowed. For

the rest, lade her as you think best, to balance the sail plan that

you yourself have devised for her."

Roger read the order with unpleasant admiration.

". . . Rooked," he observed in quiet self-admonition, "Rooked

before castling. And a sailing date two days sooner than ever.

Well, it's not checkmate. There's a move or two left. . . .

"I shall be glad to sail during the third week of January.

Even if it takes us a hundred days out, that will get us there

with time to spare before the first new teas come down.'*
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"Your advice is valued," the shipowner said, once more star-

ing at the jade cup. "But there are other aspects besides bring-

ing the first teas—first. As you know, I am replacing all my
ships with clippers of the latest model, as fast as the best

builders can produce them." He paused. His slant, bloodless

mouth twitched.

". . . Hol-Za/ To tliink that I should ever hear that, spoken

by old Pinchpenny Moneybags, Esquire . . ."

"This voyage of the Sea Witch," her owner continued, "will

guide the design of at least half of my new fleet. Mebbe I'll just

duplicate her, in larger sizes. But the report of the first ship

that speaks you after you cross the line is just as important

as a quick arrival home. Keep a duplicate log, and make the

first New York ship you see past the doldrums take it aboard.

If he won't back his main yard at your signal, take the wind out

of his sails."

". . . The old pouter's right. He'd be a fool to lay down an-

other ship till he finds out how this one behaves in the trades

and the doldrums. Old pouter hell ! Doesn't look so pouty these

days. He must have dropped three or four stone in as many
weeks. Hol-Za/ the rogue knows just as well as I do how much

I'd like to have just one fling at the clippers before I'm through.

Hang up a mark for the world to shoot at, and then sit by to

watch it shoot. But no. Milady couldn't be expected to under-

stand . . .

"An important point sir. But if you had really looked for-

ward to my help in it, you hardly would have ordered me yes-

terday to take out the Cortlandt."

"That," said the shipowner, "is quite beside the point. Your

default will make you liable to forfeit your bonus stock to date,

about $32,000 at market. Now captain, I am the last man to

underestimate your ability. You can be expected to bring back

the Sea Witch from fifteen to thirty days quicker than any

other available shipmaster. The effect upon auction prices for

the first teas would be very great. So will the initial showing
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of the first ship under this firm's new policy. Your default would

mean heavy losses to my firm."

They were staring eye to eye now, one seemingly emotion-

less, the other seemingly amused ; and Roger realized that the

change in this shipowner was even greater than he had supposed.

Cornelius Prescott had assigned him to the Cortlandt because

there was a little more of revenge in making him run the old

ship ; and now he was willingly retracting that part of his re-

venge, to make a hair-splitting bargain, offering the most de-

sirable ship in the world to a man who at that moment desired

no ship at all. He was actually allowing spite to carry him only

just so far as would be profitable.

". . . You old devil," Roger thought, looking into the pale,

cold eyes that were staring so evenly at him. "You know you

can only make money out of me on one trip more anyway, and

you figure that I'll make you just about $30,000 more than

—

say—Barton would. So you get your $30,000 out of me either

way . . ."

"Well, captain.?"

"I'll bring you my answer tomorrow morning."

"If you do not accept now, I shall consider that you have

broken our contract."

"Which would profit you," said Roger easily, "only if the

courts happened to agree with your interpretation of what con-

stitutes a breakage of contract. My orders call for sailing on

the 23rd. If I fail to comply, my contract is broken, not be-

fore, sir. Good day."

At the door he paused with a start. "Oh, I have been most

remiss. Please remember me to your wife and daughter. I trust

they are both in the best of health?"

But the cold eyes did not even flicker as they returned a

malicious stare. Cornelius Prescott had erected a barrier of

adamant between him and his past.
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CHAPTER XXXVI

A STATUETTE IN SILVER

TO be possessed of $500 all at one time was so odd a situation

that Hughie had fixed upon two rather odd means of relieving

it. After the swathed and padded figure was hoisted to its

mortise and bolted in place, after the wrapping was privately

removed and a boat sail rigged to shield it until launching time

next day, Hughie had carried his tools to a boarding house on

Houston Street. It was his plan to stay there in hiding, partly

to make one last secret work of art before leaving for Rome in

January, partly because of Mary's insistence upon being taken

to view the launch of the new ship.

He was still puzzled about the urge that had made it neces-

sary to carve his figurehead in Mary's likeness. The original

concept was impersonal—pure idea ; but during a clairvoyant,

slow time of seeking for it in the wood, his idea became pos-

sessed of Mary's features. Even after the justice of this hap-

pening was perceived, and the fact accepted, Hughie had fore-

seen no embarrassing consequences. People always had been

indifferent to his work; in a hurly-burly shipyard he had felt

doubly safe from intrusion. That Roger might ever see the

figurehead had not been considered, because Roger was not due

to return until a month after the scheduled launching time ; and

there was no reason to suspect that Mary herself ever would

chance upon this one of New York's myriad vessels. So the

work had become a communion, a soul's revelation, unham-

pered by any ulterior thoughts or fears.

Even after Mary's insistence upon being allowed to view it,

Hughie had consoled himself with the thought that Rome would

separate him forever from everyone whom he had known ; he

had no desire to return, nor any intention of doing so.

The removal to a rooming house, first of his two ways of
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ridding himself of surplus capital, was merely an advancement

in time of this intended break with old tyrannies and vexations.

The second expenditure was made at a refinery maintained by

Piatt & Brothers in Thomas Street. For $250 he purchased

there a truncated pyramid of solid virgin silver, 3" X ^" on the

base, and 6'' high. Thereafter, on December afternoons, his

chisels chipped at the soft lustrous metal, gradually revealing

a figure best described by the words which he cut around three

sides of the base

:

JOY, WHOSE HAND IS

EVER AT HIS LIPS

BIDDING ADIEU

Twice, while he was working at the window of his Houston

Street room, Hugh chanced to see his brother Will walk by

and enter a doorway on the other side, half a block away. Will

actually had made several such calls upon the widow Carrick,

during those two weeks. On Sunday, the 21st of December, he

came hastily in a hired carriage, and Hugh saw him drive, with

the widow, even more hastily away.

Young Carrick, after improving for a time, had suddenly

lost the power of speech. Cerebral hemorrhage was the doctor's

explanation ; the boy died of it soon after his mother arrived.

While taking the broken old woman back again to her tiny

room, there was little comfort for Will in the doctor's whis-

pered assurance that death actually had been caused by com-

plications of syphilis. The fact remained that any illness would

have been aggravated inhumanly by slave-driving tactics on

the packet. The boy might have been suffering from brain fever

even before Will hit him. That would account for his exas-

perating dulness, which had provoked the blow; but the fact,

if it were a fact, was an added condemnation of the brand of

seamanship that had to rely upon sick men in moments of quite

unnecessary peril.

Will spent his life's most miserable hours, that evening, in
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providing old Mrs. Carrick with silent, futile companionship.

There was no room for words in that little place. She sat moan-

ing, shaking her scrawny head, until Will felt his own reason

slipping and so emptied his pockets of what money was in them

and hastened away. Early next morning he obtained audience

with the manager of the Black Ball Line and resigned, giving

the full reason in blunt, honest words.

Pygmalion had quit his nearby room a little before Will left

the widow alone with grief. It would be the fourth "last" time

that Pygmalion had stolen forth from the shore in McDonagh's

skiff to commune with his Galatea in the night. On the first oc-

casion, under a hazily starred sky, the figure itself had exclu-

sively obsessed him; but a crescive moon, thereafter, extended

the magic of this communion to the entire ship, of which the

figure was a true, harmonious outgrowth. The sculptor for so

long had been used to seeing his Galatea dissociated, in the shed,

that he had quite forgotten how his original conceptual figure

came flowering from the lift model's own marvelous contours.

Upon these evening vigils, unity reestablished itself, between

figure and ship, growing stronger with her growth above deck.

The first night found only the lower masts taken in. Shrouds

hung slack to their channels, with untautened lanyard ends still

dangling from the deadeyes ; but on his next visit moonlight

silvered the bright tar of newly parceled standing rigging, taut

and trim ; the tops had been got over all three lower mastheads,

the topmasts were in place, their shrouds already ratlined : tri-

angular enormous cobwebs in the air.

Master spider had been spinning aloft, directing an army of

lesser spiders. The usual leisurely progression from bowsprit

to mizzen had lapsed before exigencies of speed, and each spar

received its own crew of riggers. On deck was incredible con-

fusion, toward the last, owing to the fact that stevedores had

commenced lading as soon as the ballast was in. Their hastily

invented .shears and tackles wrought confusion and woe among
the riggers. But, peering up from his skiff, Hugh saw nothing of

this, only a growing splendor against the sky.
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When for a third time he rowed across the cold ocean stream,

all three royal masts had been sent up, the last of the standing

rigging was as taut as new rope can be, and the lower yards

were crossed. Another viewer might not have understood the

symmetry thus betokened, in its formative stages. Hugh, how-

ever, being long used to the sight of unfinished objects ap-

proaching their ideal, understood it the better for watching it

grow.

On this, his fourth East River venture, the ship loomed up
like the long tuber of some cold, magical, water plant, with icy

splinters for branches, on which folded petals were clinging

ready to open with the dawn. He paused, leaning on his oars,

to marvel at her towering lightness, seemingly so frail that a

breeze would send her main truck crashing 180 feet to the water,

although ready in reality to defy the great winds of the world.

She was crossing three skysail yards, so far above him that

they appeared to be no larger than locofoco matches ; yet each

must be twenty feet in length.

Her hull, with its increasing cargo, had settled lower, until

the copper was scarce visible now. This too increased the magic.

More than half of her bulk was sunk below the surface; what

remained to view seemed lithe and dragon-slender. Hughie

rowed all around her, and was startled to find in new gold let-

ters on her stern the name which had been given her.

". . . Sea Witch . .
."

He rowed forward again to consult with his figure, but Gala-

tea registered no objection to the change of her name. A heavy

cloud drifted across the moon, so he arose to stand as before

with his back in the V of the two crossed cables. It brought him

much nearer now than at first, when she was riding without bal-

last or cargo. It seemed that he must be able to touch her, one

last time; but the effort caused his skiff to shift a little under

him. In bringing it back to place, his foot struck an oar that

banged loudly upon the thwarts. There came in answer a noise

of stumbling feet above. A bull's-eye lantern, shining full in

his face, blinded him. Someone's yawn ended in a snarl.
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"Smart, ain't ye? Up to trap at strippin' new copper, ain't

je? Nary a word outa ye or I'll let fly a loada buckshot through

ye an' yer dory both."

It had not occurred to Hugh on any of his visits that no ship

would be left at anchor without a shipkeeper on watch, probably

dozing, but capable of being awakened. The skiff drifted under

the bows. Curses of redoubled pungency spiced the darkness.

"Now then, come out, afore I climb on the sprit an' pepper ye."

"I'm not stealing anything," Hugh managed to protest, as

he gripped for dear Kfe at the ship's stem. "I was just look-

ing."

"Lookin'! In the dark, too. Thieves look in the dark."

"Moonlight," Hugh insisted, in futile explanation, for the

moon was quite hidden behind a dense cloud that had crept

across it before the shipkeeper's awakening. His lantern took

its circle from the water, and there was a scraping of boots.

Hearing it, the sculptor gave a frantic push, sending his skiff

outward and sternward. He crouched low, letting it drift with

the tide. A peep over the gunwale discovered the circle of light

running aft along the waterline ; but Hugh was floating beyond

its line of passage, and in another few seconds was catching

frantic crabs as he rowed toward Manhattan again.

This blasphemous intrusion, into a communion instinct with

wonder and sorrow, shocked even more than it frightened him.

Long after his heart quieted, he was still reflecting upon the

injustice of giving such beauty into the keeping of a ruffian.

Surely she would be as ill-fated as Mother Shipton had wished

her to be, if all her people were akin to the keeper, all using her

as he was protecting her, with no thought beyond her value to

those bent upon distrustful gain.

". . . If only I could sail in her, to show her that not every-

one was blind! She'll kill herself and all of them if they don't

respect her. Don't they realize what a tyrant is beauty? There's

more to her than wood and metal. Fools ! Fools ! Are they all

mad enough to think that such beauty is nothing but a shape?

Oh, don't they know that whenever beauty rises, foam born,
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the gods must be leaning near? Is it mad to think such things?

I don't know ; but I do know that McDonagh must be right.

There's a soul in her. They must respect it. Might it be the

hamadryad souls of all her trees, blended and made mighty in

one? I could tell that, by the way she acted in storms. I could

stow away, like Roger, that first time he went to sea. Oh, if I

dared ! But no, I must go a different way, to Rome. . , ."

CHAPTER XXXVII

EXCEPTING DAN CARMODY

CORNELIUS PRESCOTT stared at a note from the shipping

master, requesting $560 credit on account of advances tendered

to the crew of the packet Sea Witch.

". . % So he's taking her out after all. Didn't make much
difference which horn he decided .to skewer himself on. He'll be

driving her home so fast to get to his new bed-warmer that he

can't help booming the price of Young Hyson $30,000 worth,

above what anybody else could earn me. Well, joy to your

honeymoon, Captain Murray. Merry Christmas off Hatteras,

sir,—and keep your bonus stock "

A pair of busters from the shipping master's office had

bought Captain Murray his crew by paying their several debts

to boarding house keepers, and distributing two bottles of

whisky apiece to the seamen themselves. At one o'clock on the

22nd day of December, when these reluctant voyagers reached

the ship in a longboat, they had about a bottle apiece left.

Most of them lurched to their bunks at once, while the rig-

gers took kinks out of the cables, and rejoiced in their secret

hearts that they themselves had swallowed the anchor like in-

telligent human beings. One newcome seaman, however, stayed

on deck in a state of insufficient inebriation, watching the steve-
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dores stow a last lighterful of barrels and cases that represented

Captain Murray's private adventure; and presently, wander-

ing forward, he beheld a new bell being affixed to a frame at

the break of the fo'cVle deck. Upon it the ship's name was cast

in low relief. »

". . . Sea Witch—Sea Witch. . .
."

Gradually, into his fuddled wits, came memory of a yarn told

on Water Street after the Sea Witch was launched : how she

had been charged by a most potent sorceress to kill all her

people with the best possible speed. The seaman squawked and

made a rush for his fellows, fetching up in the paint locker

before he recalled that seamen's quarters of this newfangled

dandy were not in the fo'c's'le proper at all, but in the two for-

ward rooms of a low deck house, set just abaft the foremast.

It took some thumping to arouse interest in his news ; but each

convert helped convince the rest. Just as twilight sent,the rig-

gers toward their boats, the seamen gave battle, took posses-

sion, and soon were pulling erratically for shore. The mate,

haled up from a look at the pumps, signaled a passing ferry

to take off the irate riggers. When Captain Murray arrived

for a final inspection at five o'clock, his first officer met him

with the cheery news that it would be advisable to turn around

and get another crew.

The shipping master, a gentleman not used to trifling in such

situations, set out himself after supper on a round of the board-

ing houses to gather in the black sheep, and had the ill luck to

find one of them. The deserter was sent aboard in irons, a cir-

cumstance considered rather inauspicious by a second batch of

recruits who finally were gathered in to help him run the ship.

They found an opportunity to consult the culprit, with the re-

sult that an all-night powwow forward terminated in a second

commandeering of riggers' boats at daylight, the moment those

luckless mechanics came up over the side.

As the new mate watched the shoreward disappearance of a

second crew within fifteen hours, it occurred to him that an

old woman had opened her umbrella almost in his face yester-
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day, as }ie was leaving his boarding house. Whereupon this pru-

dent mariner concluded that enough was enough, by way of

warnings from on high. He repacked his dunnage, swallowed a

handful of pills chosen at random from the medicine chest, and

hailed the first passing riverman. Old Hunt, the only Prescott

employee on hand at so early an hour, was quite convinced

by the mate's self-inflicted symptoms that he belonged in a hos-

pital rather than upon a quarterdeck.

Consequently, when Captain Murray climbed up over the

side at nine o'clock, accompanied by young Mr. Patch who had

met him at the pier, he found no-one on board excepting Dan
Carmody, bucko second officer, sitting on the new locust cap-

stan, attempting to scratch the bewilderment out of his cropped,

Milesian head. Two pigs, whose pen had yet to be stowed and

lashed, sympathetically shared his state of mind.

"Sure, sir," he chirruped. "I've had only a hair of the dog

this morning, that spent all last night nipping me, just enough

to put an argument in the toe of my boot or the butt of a hand-

spike for them sogers for'rd. And it's a whole hour I've been

hunting and can't find a soul on board, flummixed if I can, ex-

cept them untidy old women of riggers, yawping and squawking

about their stolen boats sir."

"Where's the mate.'"'

"Sure, he must have gone booming along with the rest of

them, sir. The boss-Nancy rigger says he left an hour ago in

a bumboat."

Roger nodded curtly, listened to the boss rigger's grievances,

and put back for Manhattan, a thoroughly annoyed shipmaster.

". . . Ought to be tickled by the delay, oughtn't I? Would

be, if it didn't give old Moneybags a first chop reason for

thinking I'm in cahoots with those highbinders. He'll believe

to his dying day that I drove those two lots of them ashore on

purpose. . .
."

As he swung up to the Prescott pier a sailor advanced, tug-

ging in man-o'-war's-man fashion at his forelock. "Beg your

m
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leave, sir; but there's whispers that that 'ere's a Prescott ship

sir. And they're telling that you're in command, sir."

"I'd have said you .were right last night, Ned," the captain

admitted, "looking from his accoster to a group of five other sea-

men, who made gestures of deferent recognition.

"Well, 'erc's the fact, sir," said their spokesman. "We signed

on the Cortlandt again with the notion that you were a-takin'

'er out again, like always before, sir. We'm most of us been

a-sailin' with you for nigh onto six years, sir, and we're in a

way of bein' in the habit of it, sir."

". . . Let's see, I was instructed to make extraordinary de-

mands this trip and by old Moneybags himself, in writing. . . ."

The captain stroked his beard. "Tell me, Ned, would you

take an umbrella and chase a black cat with it under a ladder,

through the middle of an old woman's funeral, and so come on

board that howker there on sailing day?"

Ned squirmed beneath this fearful amassing of omens ; but

he nodded doggedly and said, "If you was to command her, sir."

"Well, I was meaning to brace away with the tide at two

o'clock, Ned. But, two crews have taken French leave since

yesterday. They say she's fated to be a killer. D'ye still want

to come aboard of her?"

Ned rubbed his nose with the back of his hand and said,

*'I'U lay aboard of her along with you, sir."

"And the rest of you?"

They sturdily nodded.

"Good," said Roger. "I'll arrange your transfer. Tell Muggs
I want him too. Tell the Cortlandt's people what's wrong with

my new one and then ask the rest if they want to come. Sup-

posing they don't, could you get me eight more seamen, four

boys, and a cook by one o'clock?"

They doubled their fists, inspected them, and nodded again.

"We'll get a omnibus an' go arter 'em, sir,"

"Do then," said the captain. "I'll have the shipping master

at the pier to sign them. There are donkeys' breakfasts aboard
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for all hands. You needn't bother with them. And there are

blankets in the slop chest."

As he walked up to tell Mr. Prescott that he was possessed

of a hoodooed ship, Roger reflected 'another reason for sailing

at once.

". . . Mary's apt to keel over if she has to keep smiling. She

has a backbone straight as a loon's leg, the way she stood it

after my circumbendibus method of breaking the news. Well,

own up. I misjudged old Moneybags. And I told her I'd stay

if she wanted me to, in spite of the loss. And that was nice of

me, wasn't it.''—Damned nice! making her make the decision.

Well, it's mostly for her that I want to hang onto those certifi-

cates. It would take me five or ten years to earn outright what

I can clinch with this one trip. . .
."

CHAPTER XXXVIII

A GRIP OF THE HAND FOR LUCK

"YEA," said McDonagh, "she'll sail in twa-three hours. D'ye

no read the journals, laddie.'"'

"No," Hugh confessed, "I don't ever even look at them. But
look—thanks for telling me. Aren't you coming to watch her

get under way.''"

"Nah," said the converter, jerking his thumb toward Mother

Shipton's wigwam. "The auld 'coof. I've an eident e'e to yon

hag, the noo."

So Hugh bid him.success of his guardianship, and hastened

back along South Street the way he had come from the main

Post Office, where he had arranged for the delivery to Mary,
by special carrier, of his silver statuette. It would be a bid for

forgiveness, if what he had done wanted forgiving; but he

thought of it also as a sort of advance wedding gift. The news
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of the hasty marriage had not found him out in his hiding

place, so he still thought of the event as indefinitely scheduled

for some date after Roger's next return from the orient.

This was a gray day of northeast wind, that bore "a whiff

of salt codfish from blowing past Boston" ; or so Will was prob-

ably saying, elsewhere in the city. As he walked briskly, peering

for a first glimpse of the Sea Witch, Hugh took occasional long

breaths of ocean-wandering air. An old recurrent longing took

hold of him once' more, sharpened by the realization that to-

night, were he to row out again across the river, his figurehead

would be there no longer ; and so he yearned anew for strength

to partake of the life that had made his brothers the men they

were. Many a time he had stood on shore to watch some vessel

spread her bright wings and gather way, off for miraculous

lands ; but not once had he felt the deck quicken beneath his

own feet. Bits of old boyish daydreams now came drifting

home to mind: stories in which he had made himself the hero

for his own gratification, swinging to the tops in a naval action

to spy out an exotic admiral and shoot him on his own quarter-

deck,—perhaps—or taking the blow that saved Decatur, as had

Reuben James.

". . . Look. Ah, look ! there she is. If only I could stow away
in her ! If only I dared. There's Prescott's pier. Better not go

too near it. Roger might come down to watch her sail. He'd

probably watch from there. . .
."

So Hughie paced up and down South Street, a few blocks east

of the Fly Market, watching his beloved ship. After awhile

he began to wonder whether McDonagh was right about the

time of sailing. None of her sails had been shaken out of the

harbor gaskets, yet surely she would scorn to be towed to sea,

with a favorable wind blowing—hauling around into the north.

A little before one o'clock a boisterous great roar and clatter

in Burling Slip turned his attention inland. Two omnibuses came

dashing down the street, wheel and wheel, a medley of songs

vying with the yells that issued from their windows. The near

one took the westward corner at full clip, swaying toward its
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partner's horses, which shied and almost climbed aboard a

packet advertised for Antwerp. Hugh leaped hastily out of the

way; but as the conveyance backed for a fresh start he had to

execute another jump to safety. The rear door was open, swing-

ing from the partner of a broken hinge. A big bearded fellow in

a seaman's blouse was standing braced in the entrance.

"Then a one girl she ran off, and a boy he ran arter,

And she fell down a-down, and he saw her pretty garter.

"He said 'I'll love you true, if you'll take me for your feller,'

But she said 'Go 'way for that's an Old Joe Miller.'
"

Thus he sang while the stamping horses were being urged

sidewise back onto South Street.

"How's 'at, young feller?"

"Fine," said Hughie. "Good luck."

"Give us a grip o' the hand for luck, then."

Hughie sprang to seize the paw of the jolly mariner. "I wish

I were going with you," he said.

"You are," replied the big fellow. "Number eighteen, Ned.

Joined voluntary, so he did. Thought we'd have to sail short-

handed."

Hugh felt a yank that almost separated arm and shoulder.

An instant later he was sprawling across six pairs of knees.

Gnarly fingers throttled his sharp yell of surprise.

"Nah then," someone said, "don't get your dander up, gos-

ling, or we'll go abaht making a seaman of ye before ye're on

board." By way of emphasis he slowly crunched his knuckles

against the captive's nose. As the pressure relaxed on his throat,

Hughie emitted another involuntary cry.

"Slue his gullet," said a nasal voice. "No, here."

Something came down smartly on Hugh's head. His body

jerked once and went limp. To make sure of things, Ned rolled

him over and poured his mouth full of whisky, with an extra

dash or two on his clothes. The vehicle stopped, and its drunken
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inmates were hauled out by their companions. In a close group

they lurched toward the pierhead, where Dan Carmody was

standing with the shipping master.

One new recruit, losing some of the effect of his liquor or

beating or both, suddenly yelled, "Bejazis, they'd a-be forcin'

me," and made a break for the crowd. Ned collared him with a

big free paw and swung him back into place.

"Shame, 3'ou bloody drunken deserter," he admonished. "Look
at 'im, my good citizens. Took a month's advance pay, 'e did,

and then went jumpin' ashore last night. The thievin' 'igh-

binder."

"Thot's a lie," howled the luckless one ; but Ned said, "Come
nah, hexplain it to the commissioner," and hauled him

through the middle of the knot of seamen. When they emerged

on the other side the protester seemed to have forgotten his

grievance, for he meekly allowed his hand to be guided in mak-

ing an X opposite a name dictated by Ned, who added, "A
bit soggy 'e is, sir. But 'e'll soon sober up with a caps'n bar

to lean on."

When the marks and signatures of the crew all were recorded,

such chests and seabags as had been brought along with their

hastily recruited owners were transferred to the waiting long-

boat. Several improvidents had only the clothes which they were

wearing. Ten minutes later they were all aboard.

Ned and his press gang, with two others who had joined

voluntarily, held themselves fully confident to work any ship

ever made, in time of need. So the others were deposited at once

in the starboard fo'c's'le and liberally plied with liquor. Hugh,
half dazed from the blow and still gagging on what had been

poured between his unconscious lips, demuri^ed; but rough means

were found to persuade him. The rest philosophically chose the

pleasanter of two evils, and drank themselves unconscious, in

which state they would best remain until after the pilot and any
other busybody who might accompany them down the bay had

been dropped over the side. Leaving three or four bottles within

reach, Dan Carmody clapped a padlock on the door.
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"For'rd now, you mangy hunks," he bawled. "Swifter-in them

caps'n bars."

Such language had the sound of health in it for Ned and his

cronies who, when they had brought the cable to short stay,

were promptly cursed up the ratlines to loose the topsails. Just

as the canvas sagged into graceful arcs, buntline to buntline,

Roger and his bride were getting down at Prescott's pier from

a carriage driven by Will. In each hand the captain held a

chronometer, and his clearance papers were in his pocket.

"Crew aboard.''" he ominously inquired, as the shipping mas-

ter came forward, wearing an expression of annoyance.

"Yes sir. I've sent a good cook, sir, an I-talian out of the

Taiwan. But the mate and steward haven't come sir. Said they'd

be here at one sharp."

"What mate.?"

"Jons, out of the brig Candace. Good officer, sir."

"I know, but where is he.'"' The captain glared at one of the

chronometers, and worked a mental formula. "It's quarter of

two. Has he signed .f^"

"No sir," the shipping master confessed, his glance falling,

"He was to sign here, sir."

Roger nodded grimly and walked toward the pierhead, still

balancing his chronometers. Mary paced gravely at his side,

with lips reposeful, forming their sad, bright trapezoid. Will

effaced himself. The others stood for awhile, chatting with Mr.

Patch from the Prescott offices, who would accompany the pilot

as far as Sandy Hook. Ten minutes passed. The tide already

had turned ; and, as the ship swung around on her single cable,

an impatient Blue Peter fluttered up the forestay. There was a

sound of stiff paper being crumpled. Roger turned toward the

shipping master, who was tearing an envelope that apparently

had just been handed to him by a disappearing messenger. The
unhappy man's expression was sufficient notification that an-

other mate had fallen strategically ill.

Mary saw the two brothers exchange a curious, slow stare of

understanding. Will nodded.
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"How long will it take to get your duffle?" Roger asked.

"How's the slop chest?" Will countered.

"Plenty of everything but oilskins."

"I won't bother with my bag," Will decided. "But what about

Mary, and the carriage?"

"Mr. Patch will see her home," Roger said decisively ; and

young Mr. Patch effusively acquiesced. Will raced away, shortly

to return with a bundle of oilskins under his arm.

"Au'voir, milady," the captain said lightly. "Teas won't be

down till early Ma}', however soon we arrive out ; so don't look

for us till August—the first of the month for a fast passage,

but that depends on quick lading."

While Will was scribbling in a book held out by the vastly

relieved shipping master, Mary's arms encircled her husband's

neck, and his managed to close about her waist, despite the

necessity of keeping the chronometers steady and level. Mary
had formulated several little farewell speeches, during the morn-

ing, fearing to trust the moment's impulse at the last ; but none

of them seemed utterable now. Not because she wished to, but

because it was the one thought filling her whole mind, she found

herself whispering, "Sweetheart, if—Oh ! if you're lonely, look

down under the bowsprit."

"I was planning to," he whispered back.

"Darling! then you're not angry at Hughie?"

"Angry? Hardl}' ! Very much obliged." As her arms tightened

desperately, he added, "Hol-Za/ careful of the chronometers,"

and she obediently relaxed.

All at once Mr. Patch, an obsequious young merchant, was

standing at her side; and a jolly-boat was bouncing toward the

ship, pulled by the pilot's apprentice, with Roger and Will in

the stern sheets, and the pilot himself in the bow. Roger's hands

were still extended, carefully leveling the two crucial* naviga-

tion instruments. As the topsails were sheeted home and hoisted,

Mr. Patch filled Mary's ears with amicable chatter, of which

she heard not two coherent syllables. They braced the fore and

mizzen, but laid the main yard to the mast. Far off and in-
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audibly, the seamen were straining at capstan bars, with a,

"Heave, ah, heave. Heave and bust her." The anchor broke out

of the mud and came up to the tune of "Ry-o".

"Now you Bowery ladies, list and you'll know,

Way, you Ry-o

!

We're bound to the south'ard—O lord, let her go

!

For we're bound to the Ry-o Grande

!

So hey, you Ry-o ! way, you Ry-o

!

Sing fare you well, you saucy young maids,

For we're bound to the Ry-o Grande."

With such misleading information do sailormen leave their

transient beloveds. As the anchor came snug to the cathead

they sprang to set jib and spanker. Then a main topsail haul

brought the Sea Witch heeling over. She gathered way, swing-

ing slightly toward Manhattan, but all too soon putting her

nose for Governor's Island and the Lower Bay. Sail after sail of

Colt's cotton duck—that snowy canvas which betokened an

American ship among the hempen-webs of any sea—was sheeted

home as Mary watched her dwindle with uncanny speed, to wear

suddenly from sight beyond the Battery.
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They that go downe to the see in shippes, & occupie

their busynesse in greate waters. These men se the

workes of the Lorde, & his wonders in the depe. For

at his worde, the stormy wynde aryseth, and lifteth

up the wawes therof. They are caried up to the

heaven, & downe agayne to the depe, their soule

melteth awaye in the trouble. They rele to and fro,

they stacker like a droncken man, and are at their

wittes ende. So they crie unto the Lorde in their

trouble, & he delyvereth them out of their distresse.

He maketh the storme to ceasse, so that the wawes
are still. Then are they glad because they be at rest,

& so he bryngeth them unto the haven where they

wolde be.

—PsALME cvi in Myles Coverdale's Bible
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CHAPTER XXXIX

TWO BUCKETFULS

CAPTAIN MURRAY still was dressed for the pavement of

St. Paul's as he stood at the taffrail, staring toward the little

white hills of Staten Island and the thin bleak line of Coney

with its pavilions all deserted to winter, five miles or so astern

over steely waters of the Lower Bay.

"She's clippin' along incredible quick, sir," the squint-eyed

old pilot remarked. "From a look by the side I'd a-said she'd

a-be reelin' twelve knots. But she's put better'n fifteen mile be-

hind her right now, less'n an hour sin' we busted the anchor."

The captain studied the faint wake, that receded in a blurring

ribbon astern. "Not much to tell from the disturbance she kicks

up, at that. Her lines are too clean." With his silk hat for a

desk on the weather rail, he finished penciling a note to Mr.

Prescott.

The Sea Witch was running before a strong breeze, with jibs,

all topsails, foresail, fore and main topgallants, and spanker

set: more canvas than such a wind normally warranted; yet

there was no sense of strain. When the mainsails were laid to

the mast, a little later, and the pilot's jolly-boat lowered from

the stern, Roger ended his note with, "—1 hr. 11 min. to the

Hook, an average rate of about 16 knots, tide helping."

"Quickest run down I ever heered tell of," the pilot said, as

he accepted the note with one hand and an amber bottle with

the other. "Thankee. Anybody that wants t' go home with the

pilot better sing out. How'bout you, cap'n?" Having relieved

161
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himself of this serviceable jape, veteran like himself of five thou-

sand such occasions, the pilot followed his apprentice down into

the jolly-boat and cast off.

Carmody came aft to ask, "How close is my course, sir?"

"Due east. Slack your lee backstays and brace well up. We
may as well learn at once how close she'll sail."

The second officer looked dubiously from house flag to com-

pass. It was blowing northeast by north. A course due eastward

meant tacking within five points of the wind. Mr. Carmody
never had been in a ship capable of doing that ; but like a good

subordinate, he gave his orders without comment.

Out of respect for an old tradition that "the captain takes

her out and the mate brings her home," Will Murray had left

execution of the pilot's orders to the captain's proper alternate

:

his second mate. He watched the bracing of the yards, which

could be hauled nearer fore-and-aft than on any previous ves-

sel because of her unprecedented slimness and the consequent

sharp angle of her shrouds and stays. As the ship gathered

way, he lingered on the poop, curious to note her behavior under

these extreme conditions. The helm was put hard down, but she

came up into the wind still gaining speed, and drove due east-

ward with helm actually to spare before she could be called

full and by.

Satisfied that she was the cleanest sailer afloat, Will went

below to rifle the slop chest for a suit of working clothes, and

soon came up again to attend to that part of the early work

aboard which undoubtedly was his business : the putting of gear

and tackle to rights before nightfall. Two seamen had been

heaving the log, to the count of 8 knots 3 fathoms as they hauled

it in again. He was walking forward with them in the waist when

a sharp call sounded.

"Mister !"

Will paused, surprised at the peremptory address in his

brother's tones, before realizing that blood had nothing to do

with rank, asea.

"Yes sir.?"
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"Fish and stow the anchors."

**.
. . What the devil do you suppose I was going to

do? . .
." was what he felt like saying, but he merely repeated,

"Fish and stow the anchors, sir. Shall I rouse out the rest of

the crew to help, sir?"

"No," Will was walking forward agairf when his brother re-

called him to add, "You keep out of the fo'c's'le, mister, now
and always. When anything's needed there, send a hand from

your watch, or send Carmody."

"Yes sir," Will acknowledged. ". . . Afraid I'll treat 'era like

human beings, are you? Well, see that your bucko's careful

when I'm in sight, Roger. . .
."

When the anchors had been boused up and lashed for the voy-

age it was nearly five o'clock. Carmody came forward and said,

"Captain wants that we chalk watches before coiling down,

sir."

"Well enough. Muster the men aft. See that you're civil with

them," Will ordered, and went down to the chart room for a

piece of chalk. On the way up again he paused for a good look

at the wheelsman, and then went to chalk a heavy line amid-

ships from the main hatch to the after house. As he straight-

ened, there was a stumbling clatter of boots. Carmody came

herding the crew, many of whom were being half-carried by

the sober minority who had been working the ship. The new-

comers. Will noticed, were tenderly rubbing their heads or but-

tocks. He saw a locust pin in the second mate's fist, and frowned.

"You," Will said, jerking his thumb toward the most likely

seaman, who stepped to port of the chalkline.

"You," Carmody decided. The leader of the press gang, Ned,

touched his forelock and rolled to starboard of the line.

"The wheelsman, whoever he is," was Will's next selection

;

and so they continued, making as equable a division as might

be. Even the most drunken stiffened into life, as they stood

with gaze fixed upon Carmody with the fascination of the

doomed ; and toward the end, each man taken by Will betrayed

an involuntary, vast relief. The only departure from the pro-
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gram of equal division of strength and seamanship between the

two watches came when Will noticed a dazed, sniveling lands-

man with LAST CHOICE writ obvious on his face.

". . . That'll give him to Carmody, because I had first go.

Well, I'll take him for my own last choice, and make a seaman

out of him. . .
."

However, when only five were left to choose, Will saw that

the last choice, by some error of mathematics, was going to be

his own. A quick recount showed that there were only seventeen

hands mustered.

"Where's the eighteenth man ?" he asked sharply.

"Sick as a horse," Carmody said. "He's the worst of the lot,

so I knew he'd be mine anyways, and I didn't want him pukin'

all over the deck. He's done the starboard fo'c's'le up for fair."

"All right. Don't work him till he gets his sea belly."

Just to make sure of rescuing the landsman from the sad

plight of being in Carmody's watch. Will chose him next, and

the wretched fellow looked almost happy for a time.

When the two watches were lined up. Captain Murray saun-

tered down into the waist to appraise them. Many jaws sagged,

as the crew looked him over in return, wondering what a Broad-

way exquisite might be doing aboard. None but the old hands

suspected him of being the skipper.

"Gentlemen," he said, tossing a bundle on the deck, "greet-

ings. It is our privilege to man the newest, handsomest ship in

the world. I am assured that there is not a single weevil in the

bread locker, and no buckles to endanger your teeth in the har-

ness cask. We plan to go pleasantly, watch and watch, all the

way. I trust there are no packet rats aboard, because they will

hardly feel at home here, in a ship which will permit a full

watch below on all occasions except hurricane or sudden squall.

Your time during your off watches will be your own. There is

a full slop chest, if you're short of duffle, and you will be asked

a most moderate fee for your tobacco. It is the custom, I be-

lieve, for seamen to give their knives to their watch officer to see
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that the points are blunt. Please acquiesce in this measure for

the general safety."

The Broadway exquisite paused, and a loud whisper sounded,
" 'Oo's 'e, mytey? Soopercarger? Son o' the owners .f"'

"Now," Roger continued, "Any grievances?"

Carmody chose this auspicious moment to take from the fife-

rail another greenheart pin which he tossed up and caught with

a jarring click in his teeth. Despite the warning of this bit of

jugglery, a man who had complained before swung out from

the starboard rail and shouted:

"Bejazis, there is, that ! I was forced."

"Forced, my man.'' Forced .? Who forced you, the commis-

sioner.'^"

"A whole gang ut was. He there, and thot one, and him."

"But tell me, didn't you sign articles.''"

*'They'd a killed me, sor. But I was forced, and I want to be

set ashore fer Christmas with me ould woman."

"I'm distressed to hear this," said the captain, grinning a

little too widely to betray the uttermost reaches of sorrow. "But
as this crew was signed by a commissioner in broad daylight in

a perfectly legal fashion, the best I can offer is to put you

ashore at the first port of call, with full pay—or, if you prefer,

I shall prosecute the commissioner upon my return and secure

full damages for you if your case can be proved by witnesses.

Anyone else.'"'

Dan Carmody loudly bounced a locust pin on the deck, kicked

at it with his toe, and dexterously reached up to pluck it out of

midair. Several mouths that had opened closed again. There

were no more complaints.

"You, Ned," said the captain suddenly, with a new harshness

in his voice that was no match for his suavity of apparel, "draw

me two bucketfuls."

Ned yanked at his forelock knowingly and leaped to seize a

pair of mahogany buckets from their rack against the break

of the poop. He chose a rope's end from the litter near the lee

pinrail and quickly had the buckets full of frigid salt water.
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Captain Murray took off his hat and sailed it far to leeward.

It would be out of date when he returned, anyway. The new

hands who had been perplexed by his bizarre variant of the

usual speech from the quarterdeck now were thoroughly thun-

derstruck to see his handsome overcoat follow the hat. One by

one, his other garments dropped into the hissing wake, until he

stood naked in the midwinter dusk.

"Wash the stink of the land off me, Ned."

The brawny seaman swung a bucket and soused his com-

mander from heel to crown.

"Cut that rope yarn."

One slash, and a shake, freed a pile of quite ordinary sea

attire.

"Souse the stink of the land out of them too, Ned."

Ned plunged the garments in the second bucket. The captain

laboriously drew them on without so much as wringing the water

out, until he stood in the freezing wind, fully clothed, but as

dank as ever was foremasthand who jumped too late for the

lifelines when a sea came green by the rail.

"Now, men." The captain walked to the chalkline between

the two muttering watches, "you'll all be wet and cold before

you wallow in Cow Bay again. I want no grumbling. Sea lawyers

will do better to slip over the rail tonight than be kicked over

it later, because there'll be plenty of blue fizzing Hades for them

in between. Sing out and jump when you hear an order. Now
go forward, and shift your duffle to your proper fo'c's'le. In ten

minutes the port watch goes on duty, and the others of you can

look in at the galley to see if the doctor's got his fires lit." He
turned to climb the weather companionway, then paused for a

final admonition. "If you see me off the quarterdeck again,

short of Whampoa Reach,—jump! because hell's anchors '11 be

dragging."

With something less than entire approval. Will had watched

closely these melodramatic proceedings. This was his first sight

of his brother on the high seas. He had known all along that

some sort of abrupt change was needful to convert a fop into
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the smartest of skippers ; but these tactics could reasonably

smack of madness to the crew : no help, on a voyage already evil-

starred. Will himself recognized the episode as merely another

phase of the love of acting that made his brother enjoy play-

ing the loquacious dandy ashore, among folk who expected

their shipmasters to be bluff and reticent. Even so, he was re-

lieved when Roger and the crew took their several ways to their

proper living quarters.

Dusk was deepening. Already Carmody had a man in the

rigging, affixing running lights. The flash of Navesink was just

visible, astern : last frail reminder of a world forsworn. Will

took advantage of the little remaining time of incomplete dark-

ness to look over all the sails, noting what ropes wanted sway-

ing off before they were coiled down.

". . . Carrying too much canvas. T'gallants ought to come

in," he decided, as the Sea Witch heeled over to a strengthening

blow that now was coming from north by east, nearly abeam.

"Snug her down a little for the night. . . ."

He walked aft to make sure that it was the wind shifting,

rather than the vessel falling off her course. Roger was pacing

the weather rail, allowing his soaked clothing to stiffen in the

gelid air.

"She hasn't got enough sail on her, mister," he said abruptly.

"Set the spencer and main royal before you coil down."

CHAPTER XI.

MADHOUSE

AS he lay shivering in semi-darkness, trying to make an aching

head work aright, Hugh at last found sanity sufficient to admit

to himself that he must have been thrown into a madhouse. He
remembered with a shudder the cold sweat, the diarrhea and
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vomiting that had racked his guts to exhaustion, leaving him

indifferent even to the soaking foulness in which he lay. A red-

headed fiend had tried vainly to make him stand, until at last

in extreme anger he had swung a little wooden club, mercifully

resummoning the singing wave of dark. Were the repetitions of

that action all memories of a first time? No, because once a

lesser fiend had accompanied the red-headed one, to strip off

all of the foul clothing, rub him with a rasping kind of cloth,

and haul away whatever soft tiling he had lain upon. Then
the red-headed fiend had raved and kicked at him, ending as

before with a finishing blow of the little wooden club.

And always, from somewhere nearby, curses had sounded,

which Hugh indifferently recognized as being directed at him-

self. "Stinking" was their key word, and perhaps their politest.

As mental clarity increased, his tongue seemed like a toadstool,

pulpy, clogging his mouth. The boards below him must be mov-

ing in some queer, independent way, for his cheek bone scraped

back and forth against them, to a rhythm slower than that of

his shivering.

A voice spoke, clear and real, after all the disordered dream-

ing.

"Here, now, you filthy caulkin' lubber. You can't soger all

the way to the line. If it's dyin' you're set on, come out and

die on deck. Where the bloody hell's your bag.? Answer, when

you're spoken to by an officer."

Jerked upright once more, Hugh tried to speak, recognizing

the red-headed fiend, but the muscles of his mouth were as rotten

wood.
" 'E's one as joined up sudden like, sir," explained the fiend's

understudy. "Didn't have but what was on 'is back, and we trun

that over the rail."

"Well, he looks as if he was puked dry. Bring him aft to the

slop chest. We'll fit him out."

Protected only by the blanket that had been covering him,

Hugh was dragged out where a cold wind drove through the

lees of delirium. Snow white canvas, towering aloft, told him
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in a shock of recognition all that had happened. His head

cleared suddenly. A lurching journey of twenty-five or thirty

yards along the lee rail proved more beneficial than all the

while spent below.

They bumped him down the fore companionway of the poop,

into a small place of doors. One, to port, bore a brass plate

with the letters FIRST MATE. The opposite one had SEC-
OND MATE upon it. They proceeded straight ahead through

a third, opening aft, and labeled DINING CABIN. Hugh was

propped on a bench while the seaman hauled a huge chest from

still another room adjacent: an unused passenger cabin. This

receptacle delivered up articles of rough clothing, into which

the sculptor's limp limbs were being roughly installed, when he

caught sight of a stoppered carafe in a rack fastened to the

table.

Painfully he whispered, "Water." They paid no attention

;

but the very sight of it was strength. He lurched up and

sprawled across the table, weakly striving to lift the heavy

bottle. A hot ripple of curses came from the head fiend, who

thrust a big hand under Hugh's chest and yanked him upright.

"Here, you filthy swab. That's officers' mess."

To make the distinction quite clear, his fist drew back and

drove against the boy's throat, knocking his victim backward

on the bench again. In Dan Carmody's scale of values it was a

gentle enough blow ; but, landing against swollen and retched

tissues, it brought a spatter of blood with the single, strangling

cough that followed, before Hugh slipped inertly to the floor.

"You !" a voice said harshly. They turned to see Will Mur-

ray, filling the doorway through which they had entered, one

hand pointing toward the fiend's understudy. "Go forward, you,

and shut the door."

When the man was gone. Will advanced, looking at the figure

clad only in trousers. One arm partly shielded the face; but the

mouth's lower corner was visible, oozing red foam. All the

wretched memory of another pale face, with a smear of red on
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it, surged up and made his voice unsteady as he asked, "Car-

mody, did I order you to be civil with the men?"

"You did. But that one's been sogerin' three days now, and

my watch is short-handed."

"Short-handed, sir! and what are you doing here when it's

your watch on deck.''"

"Captain's standing it. Told me to rouse out this lubber."

For the moment Will ignored that second reply without its

sir. "All right," he said. "Now once for all we're getting things

straight. If a man won't work, have him brought to me. I'll call

him sick or put him below in irons. You're to use violence only

when you're attacked. That means now, Carmody. Come over

here."

They went around opposite ends of the table, to meet in the

other aisle. Carmody waited, hands at sides. Will struck him

very lightly, on the arm. They closed in earnest then, with

short jabs to head and body, that increased their tempo to hard,

slogging blows as each discovered the mettle of the other. There

was no room for footwork in the narrow aisle, no feinting, no

attempt to dodge. Will grimly took what Carmody had to offer,

and found himself driven back at first. Then it was even for a

matter of minutes, until the more enduring constitution over-

came hardness and agility. Carmody's breath labored painfully.

Guarding, he paused for one real intake of air, but did not get

it. Will, sensing the letdoAvn, led instantly with a right, followed

by a left that whizzed beneath the guarding arm to Carmody's

jaw and sent him crashing to the carpet. He came up again

gamely, shaking his head, ready for the rest of his beating;

but it was not forthcoming.

"Now do you recall how to address your superior, Carmody.'"'

"I do indeed,—sir."

"And you understand my orders about treatment of the

crew .f"'

"Yes sir, I do sir."

"Go to your cabin then, tidy up, and report for the rest of
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your watch. I'll take care of your seaman, and if he's still sick

we'll turn the port passenger cabin into a sick bay."

Will wet his handkerchief from the carafe and walked around

to the victim of the second mate's discipline, whose eyes were

opening as his brother bent over him.

CHAPTER XLI

CRACKING ON

EACH day aboard the Sea Witch was divided into equal

watches of four hours, except for the period from 4 :00 to 8 :00

P.M., which was split into two short dog watches. This device of

chronology, as a little counting on the fingertips will prove,

shifted the more wearisome watches among all members of the

crew to an equal division for each two-day cycle. While standing

the death watch tonight, from midnight until 4 :00 A.M., a man
had some consolation in the knowledge that he would be snoring,

thanks to the dog watches, all through the death watch to-

morrow.

During the dog watches, work was relaxed as a matter of

common consent. That was why Carmody had chosen a time

early in the first one for another attempt to rouse out the still

ailing member of the crew. Returning to the quarterdeck at two

bells, he made no report, even when the captain's faint smile

indicated that marks of a conflict were visible. Presently Will

came up the companionway ; and when four bells sounded Car-

mody went promptly below.

"What's my course, sir.?" Will asked.

"Still east-southeast."

"East-southeast, sir," he repeated, verifying it at the binna-

cle. Then he fell in pace with his brother, next the weather rail.

"That sick boy in the starb'd watch. It's Hughie, sir."
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Roger's searching look satisfied him that there was no need

of expressions of incredulity. "The Grommet? What in Hades
is he doing aboard?"—and then, "Why didn't he bring the

squire, and make it unanimous?"

"Hughie doesn't know what he's doing aboard. When I spoke

to him he thought he was home. Thanked me for saving him

from the madhouse. Your press gang must have clubbed him
and shipped him unconscious."

"Hol-Za.^ sins of the elder brothers, visited upon the younger.

We could make a steward of him, hey?"

"Your bucko's nearly made a corpse of him. Better see if we
can keep him out of a canvas coffin, for the present."

"Oh. I was going to inquire about Carmody's complexion.

Good thing you had it out between you early. How'd he take

it?"

"Well enough," Will said, noting with trifling satisfaction

that Roger had no doubts about who had won the tussle. "We'll

get along now. You'd better go below and see Hughie. I've got

him in the port stateroom. The only right thing that fool did

was to give him no water, and that was just because he was too

lazy or callous. I've given him all he ought to have, and some

calomel."

"Carmody knows who it is? No? Then don't tell him, yet, at

least. It'll be time enough to scare the hard-fistedness out of my
bucko when those landsmen that Ned picked up are trimmed and

shipshape." Roger paused at the companionway and spoke with

a rising intonation. "I'll eat while I'm below, mister. Round in

your weather braces if the wind makes another point to west-

ward. Don't take any sail off her."

Will repeated the essentials of his orders, with a dissatisfied

glance to windward. It had been obvious for a day or more that

they were ramping into a circular storm of large area. The
barometer had been falling, slowly, but with increasing accelera-

tion. At first the free tip of the wind pennant streamed out

southeast by south; but it had since been swinging steadily

eastward at a rate to indicate that the storm center would cross
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the vessel's course before daybreak. It would be well to snug

down for the event.

". . . Got too much wash hung out to dry on her as it is. No
use blowing the sticks out of her. He's proved that she can do

fifteen knots by the log. What's he want, more than that? No use

tempting the devil. . . ."

Captain Murray had been trying his ship out, adding more
sail at intervals, watching the strain on new rigging, letting each

change prove itself for the duration of a watch before ordering

the next one. That was well enough while the wind held fair and

steady ; but inexorably it increased, hauling point by point

astern. Will hesitated to round in the weather braces, as or-

dered ; for as long as the sails presented an increasingly oblique

angle to the wind, its own increasing strength would be in some

helpful degree compensated for. He noticed as a result, however,

that the wheelsman's teeth were grinding in betrayal of the effort

needed to keep her from falling off as she raced at a small angle

across the crests of the waves. So far the ship had behaved

beautifully under ill treatment, pitching with an easy rhythm,

just enough to accommodate herself to the surges without those

plunging, jarring shocks that would have been the lot, under

like circumstances, of all other vessels in which Will had ever

sailed. He gave due thanks to Silver's skill, but wondered at the

same time whether even this sleek hull might not suddenly thud

down upon a seventh sea with enough force, abetting the lunge

of the stern wind, to send all three topmasts crashing as the ship

bucked her head up again.

"Need any help?" he asked he wheelsman.

"Noa, I've still got 'er. But I'll ask you to ring sivin bells,

in a minute, sor. I daren't spare a hand. Ow !"

The yell was occasioned by a curling sea that licked neatly

up along the lee quarter and soaked them both to the waist.

Because the ship was barely outstripping it, and traveling in

the same general direction, the wave came aboard with little

fuss, and the ship hardly felt it; but to Will it was the first

clear sign of trouble ahead. He struck seven bells, ran to the
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windward break of the poop, and shouted, "Main skys'l hal-

liards. Lower away."

Forward, all but the men who had sailed with him before

had been inquiring what the bloody hell the old man meant by

such cracking on of sail, and even the tritons had cast uneasy

looks aloft. So there was a rush for the purchase. All three

royals were snug in their gaskets, the main and mizzen top-

gallants were clewed up, when grim words sounded at Will's

shoulder.

"Did I order you to take no sail off her, mister.'"'

"Yes, sir. But I'm responsible for her when the wind—

"

Roger silenced him with a wave of the hand. "Then what the

devil d'ye call this ? I'll be obeyed on this ship, mister, d'ye hear ?

When I say take no sail off her, don't take any off, unless you

consult me first."

"I know my duties as watch officer," Will said stubbornly,

"and they're to remain on deck unless you're here sir, doing

what seems best for the safety of the ship. I have no business

below, with questions."

"Send a hand below for instructions, next time. And now go

below yourself, mister."

As Will swung around to the fore companionway he heard

his brother shout, "Shake out those t'ga'nts, lively. Man the

lee sheets."

". . . Well enough. Blow the sticks out of her, Roger. You
can't sink her by it, in this sea. Which is all I care, with Hughie

aboard. . .
."

Will stamped down to find Hughie sleeping, breathing easily

at last. The brother fetched a glass of water and sat beside

him, waiting for a natural awakening; but at the end of four

hours, the sleep was still unbroken.
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CHAPTER Xlill

PADLOCKS AND RACKINGS

WILL MURRAY'S difference with his skipper, over the amount

of sail to be carried in certain conditions of weather, was gov-

erned by something stricter than an individual's hunch. His

opinion was scientific, and was based upon the Beaufort Scale.

For a full understanding of the problem, one must remember

less scientific times that provoked Beaufort's measurements.

From uttermost antiquity until Anno Domini 1806, it was

well known that the winds came out of four bags kept in a cave

by one JEolus, a person of dubious ancestry who consequently

could never decide whether to obey the dictates of Poseidon or

those of Zeus. The resultant confusion early got him a reputa-

tion for capriciousness ; and long after both Zeus and Poseidon

had lost an active interest in mundane affairs, ^olus continued

to loose the winds in such quantities and vector combinations

as momently chanced to suit his whim.

The effect upon seafarers was appalling.

In the year 1806, being thoroughly out of patience with the

long havoc wrought by this doddering pagan demigod, Admiral

Beaufort of the British Royal Navy entered into negotiations

with the keeper of the winds, justly pointing out that for a very

considerable period Britannia, rather than Poseidon, had ruled

the waves, ^olus proved amenable. A treaty was drawn up,

by virtue of which instrument the winds have latterly been

divided into twelve separate bags for each and every point on

the compass card. As there are thirty-two points, there must

be thirty-two bags pointing in corresponding directions, for

each of the twelve wind velocities specified by the admiral. Thus
one of the uniform smallest bags is labeled ESE No. 1 {Light

Air), the vigor of its content being arbitrarily fixed at that

amount of corpuscular bombardment per square inch which,
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when directed against all plain sail of a British man of war,

would just give it steerage way. The largest corresponding bag
has ESE No. 12 {Hurricane) stenciled upon its six-ply bulging

side, denoting that other extreme of force, before which even

a British man of war could spread not so much as a first grade

flax storm staysail, but must turn and scud under bare poles.

ESE No. 10 {Whole Gale), for an intermediary example, pre-

cisely suits the needs of a British man of war under close reefed

main topsail and reefed foresail.

The benefits deriving from this compact were manifold. For
one thing, as mariners increasingly observed in the first half

of the nineteenth century, the opening and shutting of such a

plethora of bags—384 in all—soon proved so burdensome to

the aging ^olus that he seems to have adopted the practice of

propping some of them with their mouths open for half a year

at a time, or a full year even, in certain remarkable cases. At
the same season when the Sea Witch was driving toward mid-

Atlantic on her maiden voyage. Lieutenant Maury at the

Hydrographic Office in Washington was completing a five year

study of thousands of reports from all seas, leading to irre-

frangible proof of this long-suspected circumstance. Obviously,

an exact knowledge of the areas over which winds blew with

a steady strength and direction would be a boon to navigators

in plotting their courses ; and Maury's coordinative labors were

about to supply it.

But the first benefit had been knowledge of how many sails,

and which ones, to set when any specific JEolian sack was

opened. It hardly needs telling that this amicable arrangement

between the Demigod of the Airs and the Ruler of the Waves

was promptly turned, without even a by-your-leave, to the uses

of Brother Jonathan. True, to bring it into harmony with his

general exaggerative philosophy, Brother Jonathan's skippers

systematically exceeded the safe limits of the ^olus-Beaufort

Scale by one digit on all occasions, wearing canvas proper for

Sack No. 9 when it really was Sack No. 10 that had been opened.
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But even a rash young nation could muster a few level-headed

mariners who deplored such tactics. Will Murray was one such.

Experience had told him, as he looked over the windward

quarter, that zEolus, after using Bags No. 5 and 6 for three

days, was opening No. 7. That would call for nothing higher

than double-reefed topsails over courses. Yet the Sea Witch

was still wearing all her topgallants and royals, with her main

skysail for an ultimate gesture of insolence. These were pre-

cisely the tactics that had demolished the topgallant masts of

the Rainbow, on her first voyage, at a point not fifty miles

away. Quite reasonably. Will had felt it his duty to shorten

sail when changing conditions seemed to invalidate a general

order. Later, while sitting beside Hughie, he had waited for

the sudden lurch that would bespeak topmasts gone alee; but

it did not come. At midnight, when he came up to take the

death watch, he saw that the captain had at least compromised

with his mate's judgment. Only the topgallant sails had been

reset.

She was running straight before it, with two men breaking

their backs at the wheel to keep her steady. Carmody gave him

the course and went below. Will found himself marveling once

more at the behavior of the vessel as she overtook each great

black wave, sliced a way through it, and leapt free of the fall-

ing tons of water that toppled for a moment astern. He joined

his brother at the weather rail. "Was Hughie awake when you

went down, Roger?"

"No. I'll look in now."

"Better let him sleep."

"All right. I'd get a wink myself, if I thought my officers

were trustworthy." Will shut his teeth and said nothing. "D'ye

think they are, mister?" the captain persisted.

"If either of them proves untrustworthy in the future, sir,

I suggest that you break him and send him forward. You've a

seaman or two who can handle a ship, even if they can't navi-

gate."
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"Good idea, mister. We'll leave it at that. Don't shorten

sail. Call me when you come off."

The watch was eventless, except for several seesawing shifts

of wind. At the end of it. Will instructed Carmody to have him

called at the stateroom, where he disposed himself in an upper

bunk; but when time came to go on deck again, the sick boy

still had not awakened. Roger's going below for breakfast was

made the occasion for repeating his usual injunction against

taking in sail.

Will found a southwest gale abeam, and the Sea Witch ship-

ping water over her bows every third sea. With yards braced

up sharp she heeled well over, burying her lee rail under each

crest.

". . . All three t'ga'nts ! Ought to be under double reefs,

with maybe a brailed mizzen. Well, let 'em snap at the hounds.

Good thing. Then we can clear the wreckage and ship a jury

rig that won't stand such cracking on. . . ."

Forward they were saying it aloud. "Crackin' on, crackin'

on ! Takin' the papers to Davy Jones. Bundle o' papers fer

Davy, compliments of an old man with somethin' wrong in the

upper storey,"

The least tamable of the impressed seamen, who had earned

the shipname "Bejazis" for himself, was orating to a small

audience of off-watch malcontents by the scuttle-butt.

"Thinks he can drown us all, and ourselves do nothin' about

it, bejazis? Not by a long chalk. We had one o' thim crackin'

on johnnies skipperin' the Thetis. We can fix this bird, bejazis,

the way we fixed him. Let everythin' go by the run wance or

twict, bejazis, Ow ! Fer the love o' God, look theer !"

He pointed to windward, where a white line was visible be-

tween gray and gray. Will saw it too, with a sort of hard, un-

pleasant mirth. He hailed a seaman from the group by the

scuttle-butt and bellowed to the wheelsman, "Up helm. Full

and by."

The scared hand who darted aft was sent below to apprise

the captain that a hurricane squall was imminent ; but the ship
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heeled down even as he dived for the companionway, heaving

him into the Ice scuppers instead. By the time he had regained

the passage, sheets and halliards were flying everywhere by

the run, although no order had been given. Captain Murray
had sensed the change as the helm went up. He met the messen-

ger midway, brushing past him before a word could be spoken.

On gaining the deck he found the squall past, the ship five points

off her course, and half her sails thundering loose in the wind

with a riot that shook her like a gallied whale. The fore top-

gallant yard was already sagging, its weather lift having

snapped when the freed halliards let it come smashing down.

"Your orders, mister?" the captain inquired, with a gesture

toward the cannonading sails.

"No sir. Done without orders, while waiting for you sir. But I

would have ordered it, if I had a deck officer's proper discretion

on this ship."

"Sheet home and hoist away," the captain said curtly. "Clap

a preventer on that broken lift. Then muster the men aft."

This mild reaction was only a postponement of storm. Roger

went to his chart room and returned presently with a heavy

box under one arm. When the men were gathered at the break

of the poop he stood glowering down at them for an uneasy

while before opening the box and abruptly hurling its content

of heavy padlocks among their nimbly leaping feet.

The speech that followed was brief and scorching, ending

with an order to seize rackings onto all topsail and topgallant

halliards, and to padlock the corresponding sheets with metal

devices that would stop them from running out. Thenceforward

the watch officer's badge of office was to be the key ring on a

lanyard.
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CHAPTER Xlilll

CAPTAIN MURRAY'S NAVIGATION

AFTER land has disappeared sternward, and a ship gives her-

self to the fluid portion of the world, she can find her true posi-

tion only by having reference to certain heavenly bodies ; but

clouds may prevent such observations, sometimes for weeks

together. So the wise navigator takes his departure from an

object of known latitude and longitude on the seashore, trying

as best he can thereafter to compute the distance and direction

of his progress away from that object by keeping a careful

hourly account of the ship's speed and compass direction.

Entries in Captain Murray's journal, to the first midnight,

were as follows:

H K F Courses Winds
Lee-

way
Remarks, Sat., 23rd Dec.

1846

1

2 Under way at 2:20 P.M. To
the Hook in 1 hr. 11 min.

3

4

Cloudy.

Sandy Hook beacon, from

5 8 6 East NE by N 1%
which I take my departure,

4 miles due west at 4 P.M.

6 9

Telegraph station just vis-

ible. Chalked watches at 5

7 9

P.M. Set spencer and main
royal. Strong breeze.

8

9

8

9

4

5

EbyN NbyE
North

1%

10

11

10

10

ENE NbyW 1 Set main topmast staysail.

12 9 7 Set fore royal. Breeze fresh

to strong. Cloudy.
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Hours, after noon, were noted in the extreme left-hand col-

umn. The next two kept a record of speed in knots and fathoms

per hour, ten fathoms being the ecjual of one knot. The fourth

and fifth columns received, respectively, the course steered by

compass and the direction from which the wind was blowing.

The function of the column marked "leeway" can be arrived

at by pondering the plight of three earlier wise men of Gotham,

who went to sea in a bowl. However it may have been fitted with

spars and sails, the circular form of their conveyance made no

distinction between bow and stern. Thus it could sail in that

direction only toward which the wind was blowing—a circum-

stance contributory, no doubt, to the briefness of their recorded

history. More recent seamen, profiting by that martyrdom to

maritime experiment, have elongated their vessels, so that it is

easier for them to follow their noses than to progress crabwise

through the water. Even when the wind blows from a not-too-

sharp angle ahead, modern ships still can trim their sails in

such a wise that the rate of progress in the direction toward

which they are pointing will be more rapid than the speed with

which they are blown toward the wind's own destination.

But such tactics are at best a compromise with the wind's

will. If you look over the taffrail of a ship that is sailing in

any direction other than straight before the wind, you will

notice that its wake—the bubbly betrayal of the true path

which it has taken through the water—does not stretch in a

straight line astern, but always forms an angle with the ship's

apparent direction. This angle is the leeway. The navigator

records it in points of 111/4 degrees each, the measure between

any two adjacent marks on the compass card. When Captain

Murray noted at five o'clock that his leeway was ll/o points,

it was in recognition that the Sea Witch was being blown a

mile southward for every three or four miles gained in the east-

erly direction toward which her sprit was pointing.

To ignore so large a factor, when sailing by dead reckoning,

would be to invite an error of fifty miles or more at the end of

a single day's run. Wherefore the Sea Witch was being di-
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rected a point and a half north of her desired course to com-
pensate for southward leeway. Even so, it may seem strange

that her sprit should have been thrust due east for Portugal,

when there is nothing but open water between New York and
that first turning post on the road to China : the Cape of Good
Hope. It may seem especially strange, when northerly winds

promised increased speed and lessened leeway on a direct slant

to the Cape.

Dust off your globe and stretch a thread from Sandy Hook
to Cape Town. It safely avoids the Bermudas, lying some hun-

dred miles southwest of its nearest approach. St. Paul's Rocks,

near the equator, also are left comfortably to the south and

west as the thread passes midway between the Senegambian

shores of Africa and the northeast coast of the Brazils. It

comes nearer Ascension Island, but not too close. After that

there is but one other landfall—St. Helena—short of the Cape
itself.

With a fair wind, and an unobstructed seaway beckoning

southeast by east, the captain nevertheless was planning to

head for nearly a week in the general direction of Europe.

Essentially, this was done to make advance provision for the

fact that his vehicle must travel with part of its fabric im-

mersed in water, and the rest in air. Some thirty previous trips

across the equator had schooled him to seek a compromise be-

tween the very different distances to be traveled by these two

portions of his ship, each measured against the medium in

which it found itself. The stresses resulting made advisable a

roundabout course.

The blue-green road to Cape Town crosses seven climatic

bands, lying between predictable latitudes, in each of which the

winds could be expected to behave much as they had during

previous voyages. These bands, from north to south, were

known respectively to seamen as the Western Ocean, the Horse

Latitudes, the Northeast Trades, the Doldrums, the Southeast

Trades, the Calms of Capricorn and the Southern Ocean.

In the first of these, down as far as a line passing through
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the Bermudas and Madeira, westerly winds could be expected

to prevail. Next, in a belt perhaps 300 miles deep stretching

straight across from Florida to Morocco, would be found the

calm and squally horse latitudes. Then, by way of reward,

would come 20 degrees of ocean swept by steady winds from the

east-northeast, shifting hardly a point all year. After losing

these "trades", a ship would find itself in the doldrums, lying

near the equator but wholly above it, a band of sudden rains,

capricious airs, and calms. Below the doldrums, however, one

could count on another long dispensation of predictable fair

breezes : the southeast trades, until the calms of Capricorn

were encountered, a few degrees south of the parallel of Rio.

Thence a vessel entered the vast southern ocean, where western

winds were said to blow forever, all around the world.

Captain Murray knew that it was bootless to calculate what

would happen in the three variable bands ; but normal condi-

tions were worth considering in planning a course through the

Western and Southern Oceans, wherein the winds usually

favored a direct great circle course from New York to Cape

Town. Its general southeasterly direction also would bring

the northeast trades comfortably abeam. It would be most ac-

ceptable but for the lamentable fact that, once past the dol-

drums, the full sweep of the southeast trades—the widest belt

of all—would have to be faced, precisely contrary and oppos-

ing, for 3000 sea miles. Hence the compromise, and avoidance

of the shortest waterline course.

So her skipper had planned for the Sea Witch a sort of stag-

gered S-curve, sweeping a little above the great circle in the

northern hemisphere and well below it in the southern. It would

gain full advantage from the prevailing westerlies in the West-

ern and Southern Oceans ; it would cross the northeast trades

at a more favorable angle ; and it would encounter the southeast

trades near the coast of the Brazils, where they were apt to be

influenced by land breezes, tending thus to become easterlies,

abeam. Assumption of a thousand extra miles of deliberate

deviation, in this way, would probably eliminate a greater dis-
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tance surely to be lost in enforced tacking across the line of

the great circle, and would permit better speed almost through-

out.

Captain Murray's navigation was in one other respect sim-

plified by this procedure. You will note that the thread repre-

senting a great circle on your globe, between New York and

Cape Town, crosses each meridian at a new angle, and hence

an altered compass direction. To follow such a line in actual

navigation would deplorably complicate the calculations of

the navigator, and call for continual imperceptible shifts of

the wheel. Record of progress would have to be kept on special

charts, prepared upon a conic projection, and visually mis-

leading. But with the great circle rejected, there is every rea-

son for sailing according to the rhumb line, which is one that

crosses all meridians at the same angle, and consequently in a

constant compass direction. Mercator's charts thus become

ideal, as all their meridians appear as parallel lines, and the

rhumb line, crossing these meridians at a constant angle, al-

ways must be straight, on the chart itself. Between points mod-

erately near the equator, the rhumb line distance will out-

stretch the great circle course by less than one percent.

Such were the reasons why Captain Murray, with due pro-

vision for leeway and known currents, was following a rhumb
line toward upper Morocco for the first 1200 miles. After cross-

ing the 48th meridian, he would steer more sharply southward

to the equator, and thence straight for the nether pole, down
the 29th meridian to 15 degrees south latitude, after which a

series of shorter slants would find him presently turning at the

meridian of Greenwich for a straightaway run of 4000 miles

due eastward, below Africa and the Indian Ocean, before essay-

ing the calms of Capricorn again on the road to Java Head.

At five o'clock A.M., on the fifth day out, though there had

not been one glimpse of sun or star, the slate and log book of

the Sea Witch indicated by dead reckoning that she had reached

the 48th meridian ; and Will, whose watch it was, altered her

course to south-southeast. The wind, which had been nearly
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astern on the starboard quarter, thus was shifted to a similar

point aport.

". . . Now," he mused, "if this was the crack packet

Yorkshire, I'd be expected to rouse the off watch out of their

bunks to help man the braces. Maybe I'm expected to, here.

Well, if so, Roger can come up and do the ordering. . .
."

This was hardly just, for Roger had kept to perfection the

promise of his initial speech to the crew, that there would be

no rousing of the off watch except in cases when "all hands save

ship" meant what it said. In his cabin below, he opened his eyes

as the ship heeled from port to starboard. After glancing at a

watch affixed to the little lamp in gymbals near his bed, he

turned to sleep once more, aware that his orders had been

fulfilled.

The binnacle clock had been set by dead reckoning at about

nine. When it read eleven, a patch or two of blue had become

visible; and a few minutes before noon the sun blazed suddenly

down, seeming to scorch a widening oval rent in the clouds.

Carmody sent a hand below for his sextant, and the captain

appeared with one of his own. They took independent sights.

When the sun's lower limb touched the horizon in his instru-

ment, the captain said "Now," and the wheelsman noted that

the binnacle clock was hardly a minute fast. A little later Car-

mody handed the captain a slip reading "34° 19' n. lat. 47° 55'

w. Ion." Captain Murray's own result was the same, but for a

minute less of latitude. So the Sea Witch, after five days of

blind sailing over a log-line distance of 1330 miles, was hardly

half a dozen miles off her course, which by dead reckoning had

come out 34° 25' north latitude, 47° 58' west longitude. She

had been traveling moreover, for 117% consecutive hours at

an average rate of 11 %o knots.
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CHAPTER XlilV

PAYMENT FOR DREAMS

IT was to a curious stillness that Hughie awoke. Somewhere,

out of hearing, time must be flowing past. He had a sensation

of quiet flux that left no trace, as might a hunter who had

brought his birch through the roaring Ausable gorge, to find

himself at last in quiet waters that carried yet the ghost-lines

of tumultuous descent.

". . . Where's Will? He was here. Look, where is this, any-

way?" He raised himself on one elbow, then sank back giddily.

"Wish I could figure out how I got to be so sick. Delirious.

Maybe it's the cholera again. Hasn't been any in the city for

years, though. Is this the hospital? Must be. . .
."

For a long while he lay speculating, staring at the walnut-

paneled room, till even the sense of flowing time fell dormant.

Then came a lurch. Heels pounded above. The room trembled.

Through the walls transpired a roaring hum. In alarm Hugh
tried to sit up, but fell back again on the pillow at once, heart

pounding. The door opened. Will entered.

"Look, Will, what's that noise.? What's happening? The
house is shaking again."

Will smiled and set down a pitcher. "House? You're on a

boat, Hughie."

"Boat?" Then, as if from long ago in childhood, sprang the

memory of his enforced journey aft from the forecastle. "I

thought I dreamt that." He swallowed a proffered spoonful of

gruel and then said, "Funny. I thought I saw Roger in this

room. Must have been dreaming."

"No, you saw him. He's the skipper."

"What's wrong with me? My throat hurts. Roger's the skip-

per—of the Yorkshire? Then he can get me a letter of credit

in England, and I can sail from there to Rome."

I
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" 'Fraid not, Hughie, boy. We're headed for China, first

stop. Roger got shifted to the Sea Witch at the last moment.

Had to get an emergency crew. I went as mate. You got picked

up by mistake by an amateur recruiting gang. That make it

all clear.?"

"But—what's been the matter with me?"
"Mostly just seasick. Partly rough treatment by a second

officer who's going to apologize as soon as you're seeing

visitors."

"Second officer.'"' Hughie thought of the red-headed fiend.

The whole nightmare was all at once intelligible. Then came a

golden, rewarding memory. "But look

—

Sea Witch—you said

that it was the—What was it you said.'"'

"Just that. Sure."

"Then my—" He fell back on the pillow, smiling. Will nodded

his comprehension and smiled too.

When a judicious amount of gruel had been downed, Hugh
said, "You know. Will, I went to watch her sail, and I was stand-

ing there wishing I had the nerve to sail with her, and now

—

here I am. I got my wish, didn't I.'"'

After Will had gone, Roger came sauntering in.

"So! Decided not to die, Grommet.?"

"Thought I'd better not."

"Good. We're short handed. Need a steward."

"Steward.'' Look, Roger, don't you think I could—be a sea-

man?"
"Hol-Za.' Dunno, Grommet. As a matter of fact, you're signed

up as boy. Have to be that for a year or so first."

"Well, I mean—"
"Come to think of it, we need you for'rd more than aft. Get

along without a steward all right. Like to be a r'yal b'y?"

Hughie thought of the royals : handkerchiefs amongst the

stars. Boy's sails, he had heard them called; but his stomach

seemed to twist and seek a deeper hiding place as he visualized

the task of climbing to them.

"Well," Roger said, rising, "come to life and we'll see about
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it. Been in your bunk for six days. Time you took the air,

Grommet."

For the rest of that watch, the sick boy lay battling an old

timorousness. Fate had given him his wish. He was with his

Galatea, among hardy men.

". . . You come to the testing, whether you want to or not.

You pay for your dreams. All very well to lie at home dream-

ing of the Spice Islands, and silver Chimborazo, and sea battles

you're the hero of. All very well—if you stay in the library

with your dreams. I took mine to the shipyards. That's it. I

took my dreams over the border, where dreams begin to be

real. All right. Here I am. Do I dare be a royal boy—a r'yal

b'y? How far up are they? A hundred sixty feet, say.-* No, I

don't dare. I wouldn't if they were just sixty feet up. . . ."

In the limpid clarity to which starvation had brought his

mind, visions arose, all but tangible. The old habit of dreaming

long romances, with himself for hero, had left its vivid re-

mainders.

*'.
. . O what a coward I am ! wearing that glory in dreams

—stealing another man's heroism and wearing it in the dark,

so no-one else could know. And I used to be so sure I'd be a

hero if ever the chance came. The chance ! Coward. I don't even

dare do what thousands of twelve-year-olds are doing right now,

all over the seas."

Several times, as he lay thinking, the ship lurched strangely

to the accompaniment of quick heels running. When Will came

in as usual at the end of his watch, Hugh asked to know the

meaning of these phenomena.

"We're in the horse latitudes, Hughie, boy. Have to jump
around and grab at what wind we can get. For awhile this

morning we had a Paddy's hurricane, and then all of a sudden

the wind came and nearly took us aback."

"Paddy's hurricane?"

"Sure. Blowing so hard you could have dropped a feather

from the main truck and caught it on deck a yard abaft the

mast."
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"Oh ! Look, though, Will. I don't want to be a steward. I

mean I want to go forward again, where I started."

Will stroked his stubbly chin, noting the contrast of Hugh's

pale new beard.

"It's a hard life, Hughie, boy. You're cut out for better

jobs than us drogher drivers."

"Such as being a steward, Will.'"'

"fetter job than foremasthand. You sleep dry and warm.

More pay aft. And the way Carmody treated you is nothing

unusual, for'rd."

"I was thinking about that too. Will. I wish he didn't know
who I was. He's bound to make things easy for me, for fear of

you and Roger. I'd rather be just like one of the others."

"As a matter of fact, he doesn't know who you are—yet.

I'm going to bring him in and introduce him, next time Roger

stands his own watch."

Hugh sat up. "Please don't. I don't want special treatment.

They can all just call me—Grommet. Why not? It's a sea word,

and I'm used to the sound of it. I'd answer to it. Don't tell

anybody who I am. I'll just be Grommet to everybody."

"Well, wait till you get out on deck and have a look around,

and then decide."

"I'm all decided. Will," he said, realizing, as indecision rose

rebellious in his heart, why it is that notaries public are an

aid to oath keeping, and why the church demands a witnessed

ceremony to signalize conversions.

CHAPTER XliV

THE KRAKEN AND THE HAG

AT nightfall on January 28th, a dying away of the northwest

wind gave Captain Murray reason to think that he was enter-
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ing the vexatious horse latitudes. Sudden airs from the east-

southeast, after two hours of calm, confirmed it. He ordered

the yards braced hard up, with the upper ones checked in ; and
the wheel was put over to make what southing could be got

from this unfavorable slant.

Will, enjoying an after-supper pipeful as the second dog

watch neared its close, looked curiously to see whether the sheets

were to be kept padlocked through the unpredictable airs ahead.

He frowned as the first lock was snapped on again by Carmody.
". . . Skys'ls set. Idiot! Anyway," Will mused, staring up

the mizzen, "he's cheeking in. Wouldn't expect him to be so

sensible as that. . . ."

High against the mottle of clouds and stars he could see,

approvingly, that each yard was braced a little less sharply

than the one below it, so that the five of them gave a slight

spiraling effect. When sailing close to the wind in squally lati-

tudes, this device gives the steersman a chance to put his helm

over while there still is steerage way, in time to prevent a catas-

trophe ; for if the wind hauls ahead of the direction toward

which the weather spars are pointing, the sails will obviously

be taken aback, and the vessel may be dismasted or capsized be-

fore anything can be done to remedy the situation ; but if the

upper spars make angles less sharp than the lower with the

line of the keel, then the higher sails will begin to slat before

the propulsive force of the wind is wholly lost from the larger

ones below. This expedient postulates a slight loss of efficiency,

and so was not to be expected from the hard driving skipper

of the Sea Witch; but Will was glad to be surprised by it.

During the three days following he had need of such recom-

pense. Only two short slants were vouchsafed the vessel under

which she could make progress upon her proper course. For

the rest it was a matter of taking what ^olus sent, and making

either easting or southing, but never both.

After the Cortlandfs record-smashing spring homecoming,

South Street had invented several theories in the attempt to

account for Roger Murray's knack, canny or uncanny as you
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will of consistently bettering all other shipmasters in what-

ever kind of ship. A week's sailing under him teased Will toward

acceptance of one notion current: that Roger had sold his soul

to the devil for the return services of a special kraken who
swam always under the bows of his ship, and of a fiend in the

shape of a hag who sat invisibly on the main truck. It was the

kraken's purported charge to draw the ship through shortened

routes, avoiding rocks and shoals. The hag, although she could

not alwaj^s summon favorable winds, was instructed to temper

them in moments of crisis, thus permitting the captain to hold

always to the far margin of recklessness, unscathed.

At least there came to Will no less fantastical explanation

of the known fact that this notorious canvas carrier had

traversed nearly a million sea miles without loss of a sail or

spar. Whenever the captain was on deck, his ship seemed more

alert, more docile. Throughout three heartbreaking days in

the horse latitudes, with airs waxing and waning, hauling the

full compass circuit in half an hour, not one of a dozen perilous

moments came when Roger himself was on the poop. The Sea

Witch would be drifting listlessly under all plain sail, making

two or three knots, when a sudden squall would set her on her

beam ends. The sensation of cargo commencing to shift then

would rip from Will an order to let all sheets go which were

not padlocked; and Roger would come leaping up just in time

to find the ship righted, the squall moderating, and six upper

sails unmanageably banging about in the wind.

What would the skipper have done himself, had he been on

deck? Will waited vainly to discover,—vainly, because such

emergencies invariably occurred when the skipper was below

with his inquisitive nose in Gerbillon's Manchu Grammar, or

the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. More
than once this wretched first officer found himself staring toward

the main truck, half prepared to see a leering, shadowy hag
perched there on bony hunkers ; but if present, she never abated

her cloak of invisibility.
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CHAPTER XLVI

A WELCOME FOR HUGH

"REMEMBER," Will admonished, as Hughie started forward

along the passageway, "No work for the first day. I've told Car-

mody. You're still certain you don't want to be in my watch?"

The mate was a little relieved at seeing Hugh's affirmative

nod. He did not relish the responsibility of sending his inex-

perienced brother aloft in angry weather ; and the alternative

would have been a self-obvious favoritism, sure to be compen-

sated for by the other seamen in all sorts of hazing during the

watches below.

Hugh hauled his bag out on deck. Sunlight on sail and water

and scrubbed planking dazzled him for a little. It was the first

he had seen in more than a week, since solstice day, in wintry

New York. Now, on the latitude of Cairo and New Orleans, he

emerged from gloom into eternal summer. The thick wavy glass

of the stateroom's deck light had given him no adequate warn-

ing of this sultry brightness.

"Done wid yer sogerin', ah?" a voice snarled, as he closed his

eyes to ease the retinal pain, " 'Ere, clap onto this broom." A
rough hand shook his shoulder. Hugh opened his eyes to see

the slack-lipped sneer of a mouth wanting most of its teeth,

drooling tobacco juice from its sunken corners into a brown-

crusted scrub of beard.

"The mate's orders are that I'm still an invalid."

"Moite's orders ! Still a nynevalid ! Gawd syve us, b'ys. Hold
me elbows, five or tin of yez, to keep me from killin' 'im. We
mustn't kill 'im till the v'yage is near over, short handed as we
are. A nynevalid! Wot's yer nyme?"
"Grommet," Hugh said, looking uneasily from his accoster

to the three or four men lounging indifferently on the main
hatch.
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"Um. Grommet. Well, then, Grommet, stow yer bag an' be

back 'ere in two shj'kcs of a rope yarn, afore wc drag ye back

through the limber holes."

Cheered by this genial welcome, Hugh hauled his bag forward

along the lee rail to a door through which he vaguely remem-

bered having been similarly transported three days before. The
forward half of the deck house was divided longitudinally into

two "fo'c's'les", so called by habit, although the structure of

which they formed a part was set some ten feet abaft the break

of the actual fore castle. Except where the door itself opened,

the walls were lined with bunks in a double tier, twelve in all.

The upper ones seemed to be favored, for they all contained

bedding. Four lowers were vacant. The transverse one, for-

ward, while probably driest, was shorter than the others. Try-

ing it, Hugh found that there was not room to lie at full length.

So he chose one against the inner bulkhead, and heaved his bag

into it. Here a reaction of faintness seized him. After sitting

for a few seconds on the edge of his bunk, he pushed the door

open, and the warm salt wind renewed his strength. For a little

while he stood, arrested by the humid seascape. With one elbow;

supported on a water tank just forward of the door, he paused,

gazing through a lattice of shrouds and ratlines, out across the

little blue-green waves that retreated toward a blurred horizon.

"Hush—hush—harrush," they said, curling past. From aloft

there came a birdlike chirrup of sheaves, stirring a trifle in

their blocks to the variant tension of ropes that wove a medley

of humming notes throughout the peaceful symphony. High
over all towered three great pyramids of sail, hauled flatly

taut to catch every possible passing molecule of the fickle south-

southeast breeze, that wavered under a great ringed sun.

Hughie's throat, which had been hurting less today, ached

in a different fashion that spelt always to him the recognition

of new beauty. In consonance with that ache there floated on

the air the memory of a face which alwa^'s had possessed the

power to affect him thus, at sight. Was it because this far area

of sea itself somehow had learnt the changing, blue-green secret
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of a pair of New York eyes? He started quickly toward the

bow, where his Galatea must be poising.

Hardly a step later, a hurtling weight struck him on the

shoulders and crushed him breathless to the deck. A wave of

faintness returned, then lifted, as an ungentle toe turned him
over. The slack-lipped face of his earlier interrogator was grin-

ning above him, with imbecilic pride in his practical joke. In-

censed al seeing Hugh idling by the door, this man had craftily

climbed atop the deck house and crept forward to leap down,

cushioning his own fall with that of his victim.

"Still sogerin' ? We'll learn ye to soger from now on. Git back

an' lay onto that broom, Grommet, me b'y," and the heavy boot

swung again, brutally, to the ribs.

Hughie somehow scrambled to his feet, lunging at his tor-

mentor; but the blows were skilfully parried, and one jolting

response sent him spinning into the scuppers, where his head

struck heavily against the bulwark.

When consciousness returned he was lying on the main hatch,

chest and sides aching more and more with each revivifying

breath. He groaned without meaning to, and someone said

testily, "Ah, stow it."

Turning in the direction of the sound, he saw three men roll-

ing dice. They displayed not the slightest interest in his plight.

". . . Devils. They must be all devils. They're not human at

all. . .
."

As if in celestial confirmation, he heard a sudden desperate

screech, seemingly from above him, and a black object came

twisting through the air, to fall with a crushing thud on the

deck a few yards away. The dice throwers got coolly up and

walked to the prostrate figure.

"Nah, don't touch 'im. Call the myte."

Hugh then saw the red-headed fiend push them roughly aside,

seize the fallen wretch by his collar, and haul him to his feet.

"Ye clumsy coot! Caught the fever from that one, hey.'*

Tryin' fer a reason to lie in yer bunk all the way to Chiny.'"'

Then, pointing to a quid lying in a little pool of brown saliva.
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the fiend said, "Git some sand and a swab and clean up that

mess y'made."

To Hugh's amazement, the limp figure straightened and

shambled forward without protest. Soon he returned, cleaned

the spot, and limped away again, growling. Will appeared, and

said sharply, "Someone fell, the wheelsman says. Is he hurt.'"'

"No sir.'*

"Have you examined him.'"'

"No sir. If you do that, sir, he'll play hurt whether he is or

no, like that one." He pointed to Hugh.

"I'm not seeking advice, Carmody. Send him aft." Will

turned, then paused for a look at his brother. "Feeling better.'"'

he inquired, in an impersonal tone.

"Get up when you're spoken to," Carmody interpolated.

Hugh arose, in some surprise at finding the action possible.

Then came a curious, unexpected shame, as he contrasted his

own injury with that of the man who had just fallen thirty feet

or more, without complaint except for a few private curses.

"Yes, I'm feeling better, sir," he said, and Will turned back

to the companionway.

"If that's the case," said Carmody, "a little exercise will be

the best thing in the world for ye. Lay onto that broom and

sweep down the decks."

CHAPTER XliVII

FO'C'S'LE NICETIES

WHEN eight bells had gone, to terminate the afternoon watch,

a drizzling rain was falling. The relieved men sauntered for-

ward, with that fine indifference to rivulets down the neck which

marks your seasoned seafarer. Hugh followed, one hand press-

ing against his side, where the general pain seemed to center.

He wondered whether a rib were broken.
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When they had entered the fo'c's'le, he lay down, too weary

to change his wet clothes. One sweet moment of lassitude ended

in the explosion of an irate voice.

"Blind my eyes ! Look at 'im, Grommet, 'ere, in a man's bunk.

Fortiner 'e'll be sleepin' forninst the moite, the morrow, and

wid the ould man himself after thot." With which dubious

prognostication, Hugh's particular tormenter hauled him

roughly from the bunk, pointed a lumpy finger forward, and

added, "Thim two's the b'y's bunks, Grommet, me peacock.

Shift yer duffle into thot one, and be dom quick about it."

Anger seemed futile. He was too ill and tired to give vent

to it again. So Hugh tried a simulation of good nature and

said, "But I can't stretch out in that one. Too short. I just

thought I'd take one of these. They're empty anyway. What's

the difference?"

"Listen to 'im. 'E just thought ! Knows more thin 'is betters

about wot's shipshape and proper. Nixt week 'e'll be tellin' the

skipper to syle 'er wid 'er myne truck bumpin' bottom and 'er

keel in the air."

Whereupon this guardian of fo'c's'le niceties abruptly pitched

the offender into the designated smaller bunk and climbed curs-

ing to his own. Hugh lay for awhile with his face to the wall,

wanting to weep with rage, knowing that it would never do.

Presently he got to his feet in silence, changed the blanket, and

lay down in the destined inadequate sleeping place to ponder

with a kind of philosophic, bitter acceptance the pomp of caste,

on the sea.

"... Damned ignorant bully ! Well, I guess Carmody kicks

him around, so he needs somebody to kick himself. That makes

things even up, I suppose. Funny, that there should be minds

that can think that way. Guess I'd better do what they tell me
till I find out how things are—at least till I get well enough

to fight back. O Galatea, help me to be brave t . .
."

The thought of fighting back was sweet, however remote the

likelihood that he would put it into action. He fell asleep soon,

and no-one bothered to rouse him when the doctor hammered
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on an iron skillet at three bells to announce supper. But he was

hauled out to sit shivering in the rain through the second dog

watch, during which a "small pull" on the lee braces provided

the only excuse for exposure. What was the need, he wondered,

for keeping men idling in the rain, when they might be under

shelter, a few feet farther away? No better explanation was

in store than that to think at all about anything, on shipboard,

is a function entrusted to officers alone. It is the duty of all

others never to let logic interfere with the fulfilment of par-

ticular orders, or of immemorial routine.

And this is wise. A ship is an inordinately complex fabric,

with here a stress balancing a strain there, and a thousand

points of adjustment, all of which must be brought into the

closest harmony in order that manifold parts may function as

a unit. Over all there can be but a single ultimate intelligence,

to coordinate the myriad individual acts which make the sepa-

rate organs act as one body. Frequently it is imperative that

the men on duty spring instantly into the rigging. Thus the

logical station is amidships, around the main hatch. If there

were any single excuse in precedent for deviation from that

central place, a real emergency might find the hands elsewhere

at a time when thirty seconds could tick off the difference be-

tween a ship lost and a ship saved. Most deep water sailors had

experienced such crises, and recognized in them the reasons

for having to idle in the rain ; but a newcomer could not be

expected to realize the justice of this Spartan discipline for

some time to come.

He had perhaps a better cause to wonder why Roger, walk-

ing to the companionway for a clearer look at the set of the

canvas, stared full at him without a flicker of recognition. It

was taken as a sufficient hint, however, that kinship was in abey-

ance while he remained a foremasthand.

When the watch at last was over, he dried himself and lay

down to sleep, saving for a perhaps fair tomorrow his first

glimpse of Galatea, asea ; but at midnight they hauled him out

again into a steady downpour, for four more appalling hours
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of doing nothing. The incessant drum of rain, the lees of ill-

ness, combined to produce a torpor which in turn was exas-

peratingly balanced by shivering and the sharp hurt in his

chest. Thus, at wretched pause between pain and sleep, the

minutes dragged by to eternity.

Next morning, when the call to turn to awakened him, there

remained no memory of the death watch having ended, or of

turning in ; but he felt curiously refreshed, and the pain in his

side was bothersome only when drawing a long breath. He
pulled on dungarees and boots to follow the others out into a

bewilderingly changed world.

Sultriness had vanished, and with it the green cast of the

water, which now resembled one enormous fluid sapphire,

faceted with equal waves. Every vestige of haze in the heavens

had gathered into the scores of plump little clouds, each with

a trailing strip of vapor to indicate the southwesterly direction

of its journey. A fresh and constant breeze heeled the Sea

Witch down and kept her with her starboard scuppers barely

awash. She neither rolled nor pitched, but drove forward with

an exhilarating rush that seemed punctuated only by the pe-

riodic rainbow of flying fish, shimmering to leeward from be-

neath her bows.

Glancing aloft, Hugh sensed a vast change. When last seen

she had been wearing all plain sail, trapezoid above trapezoid,

filling the whole area between her transverse yards ; but during

the morning watch her weather stu'n's'l poles had been shipped

on the fore and mainmast yards, broadening her canvas spread

by fifteen or twenty feet.

"Flying-fish weather, my lads," Ned boomed; and they all

repeated that lovely phrase, loitering the little way aft to the

galley door, in spellbound contrast to their usual greedy rush.

Hugh looked more closely at the waves, and was astonished

to notice what seemed a veritable garden of strange flowers,

just below the surface: planktonic creatures of this magic ocean.

Featherstars, jellyfish, sea lilies, spread iridescent tendrils to

his sight as they swept quickly past, under the shadow of the
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ship; yellow, scarlet and tyrian ocean bloom. He had to be

called testily by the doctor to receive the muddy last cup of

coffee from a big black pot.

Twice, during the watch, he started involuntarily forward

toward the figurehead, and twice was roughly recalled. When
eight bells gave him technical release, his shipmates at once in-

vented more tasks for the new r'yal b'y. At the end of the day

Grommet had still to see his Galatea; and, while he pondered

a score of frustrations, it came to him that perhaps he was not

fit to view his own creation.

". . . Perhaps a wiser force has its way through all those

fools, with their foolish jobs they keep me at. What force?

Is it the soul of the ship? I'm part of the ship now. Perhaps I

can't do anything just for myself, any more. Does the ship

herself know I'm not worthy? think of me as a sore thumb that's

got to stay bandaged till it's strong again? Is that crazy? I'd

have said so last week, ashore. It doesn't seem so crazy now,

might be really true. Galatea, you're braver than I am. There

isn't a line of fear in you, anywhere. You laugh to the waves.

How is that? Can an artist give form to something he doesn't

possess in his own soul? Could I make something brave when

I'm a coward myself? I don't see how. But—Yes! you're the

dream of bravery, the dream of what I wanted to be. W^ell, if I

could make you brave, then I can make myself brave. I know.

Here's the way of the testing, I sha'n't look at you, Galatea,

not once, till I've shown that I'm not afraid. . . ."

But it was some time before even an opportunity to be brave

presented itself.

CHAPTER XliVIII

JAKE AND TAFF

THE functions of Grommet were defined as those which all

others scorned to fulfil. He was set at once to cleaning out pig-
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pen and hencoop, sheltered by the longboats atop the forward

house—services which became less repugnant to him by con-

trast when all other hands were ordered aloft to ship the lee

stu'n's'l booms. A glimpse of Jake, cavorting about on the fore

royal yard, no larger than a tree-top squirrel, made Hugh's

belly want to spin.

Jake, the only other watchmate technically rated as "boy,"

was abundantly indebted to Hugh already: as lone boy and
landsman, for the first week he had been the fo'c's'le scapegoat

;

but since Hugh's appearance, yesterday noon, the existence of

Jake had acquired a pleasant equanimity. For this he felt grati-

tude which it was not quite politic to express. When the fore-

noon watch was over, and the doctor served out a fricassee of

salt horse and potatoes, it was noted that Hughie's labors

among the pigs had left him unfit to stand to windward of his

shipmates ; so he was sent at once with his cup and pan back

to the ship's farm. Jake mistakenly joined in the general laugh-

ter ; but this too proved a violation of caste. "Ye're nuthin' but

a bleedin' b'y, yerself," they reminded him, and sent him off to

join Grommet, by way of penance.

"I didn' wanna laugh," Jake explained apologetically, as he

sat down. "Thought I better, but guess I shouldn't-a. No use

you an' me bein' sore at each other, though, is there?"

Hugh's smile caused the youngster to embark upon an ex-

position of his past career, which proved not unusual for the

son of a second-hand clothes dealer on Chatham Street. "—but

pop said I couldn' ever go to sea, anyways," he concluded, "so

when I knowed pop was up at a auction in Haarlem village, I

jest swarmed aboard the bus, and Ned pertended he was my
pop, and here I am."

"Never been on a ship before?" Hugh asked, recalling the

sight of Jake, so spryly jaunting about on the royal yard.

"Nah. Pop wouldn' lemme. But I learn fast. First time I had

to shake out the royals, gee, cripes, I w^as scared sick. But way
up, I couldn' see nothin', up er down. So what's the difference,

says I, and shook 'em out."
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Hugh noticed an increasing tolerance toward the youngster's

exuberant wliims. The man called Taff, Hugh's particular tor-

mentor, began openly to beam upon chubby-faced Jake, and

became his avowed mentor. He schooled the boy first in to-

bacco chewing, lauding a standard of dexterous and stainless

expectoration to which he himself was not always seen to con-

form. But here at least is something that can be said for Taff:

his real expectorations always were accurate. If the major part

of his salivary output drooled down his beard onto his cloth-

ing, that was a different matter altogether.

Taff's beard merits a special note. When left to work out

its own destiny, this appendage grew several times as rapidly

on the right side as on the left. The larboard hairs, moreover,

as if envious of their more virile complements, strove also in a

right hand direction, lying snug to the skin, while those to

starboard stood gaily perpendicular. The reason was explained

periodically by Bejazis, who had been Taff's shipmate in the

Cohota, a year or two ago. Taff, according to Bejazis, had

been born in a most leisurely fashion, requiring ten days—so

thoroughly did Taff's Portuguese halfbreed mother stay herself

for the ordeal with a paralysis of Hollands gin. From this

circumstance came Taff's predisposition toward slow movement

and much slumber. He belonged to St. Helena, wherefrom his

only known parent shipped him round the world at the tender

age of nine, for a fee of 24 more bottles of Hollands.

Taff was resentful of this unmotherly betrayal. Returning,

after five wearisome years, he took revenge by sitting immov-

ably in the dooryard of their cottage for the next half decade,

enforcing attention to his needs through the agency of a ship's

pistol, thrust in his sash.

Now it so happened that the cottage faced southwest. As St.

Helena is in the track of the year-long southeast trades, it fol-

lows that for the first five years of his beard's growth the wind

blew invariably against Taff's left cheek as he sat in the door-

yard ; and the little hairs on that side were blown back in again

as fast as they grew. At the end of the five year period, Taff had
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become so pleasantly adjusted to his chair that he proposed

an indefinite extension of the arrangement ; but his mother re-

belled. So Taff brandished his pistol and marched her down
to Dipsey's, in Jamestown, where she was installed at a com-

mission to Taff of 24 stone bottles of Hollands, a coincidence

of which professional moralists can make what they will.

Dipsey's at least was the most stylish of the island's three

brothels, so it could never be said that he had not done his best

by the old woman. While imbibing his commission of Hollands,

however, Taff had the scurvy luck to befriend a viper—a re-

cruiting officer for his Britannic Majesty's navy—so his return

to head-splitting sobriety occurred many miles at sea. Al-

though that was more than ten years ago, the vicissitudes of

his calling had kept him, all the intervening while, far from

those native trades that had taught his beard its peculiar

practices.

Such was the story told by Bejazis, while Taff sat grinning

and drooling down his beard, between occasional accurate

spirts of juice toward the sand bin. Another man might have

objected, whether they were true or false, to such intimate

disclosures of his filial relationships. Not Taff. He was some-

thing of a pariah in the eyes of all but Jake, and thoroughly

enjoyed being the hero of whatever dubious tale.

Jake continued, in his own phrase, "to cotton up" to Taff

for a few days. But one morning, when most of his messmates

were bottling up the trades in their favorite snoring places,

Hugh heard a scream of pain from the starboard fo'c's'le. He
jerked the door open in time to see Jake fall from Taff's bunk,

white and convulsive with terror. After that the youngster be-

came Hugh's shadow; and nothing would induce him to be

alone with any of the other men.
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CHAPTER XlilX

HONORABLE JOHN AND THE SPRINTER

FLYING-FISH weather lasted throughout five sapphire days,

with each its miraculous sunset of colors curdling the whole sky

over. Were it needful, Captain Murray could have told time by
the barometer, which climbed scrupulously to maximum at five

bells in the forenoon watch and sank to minimum at one bell

in the first dog watch, with a like cycle at night. The Sea Witch

had picked up the trades by way of celebration, early in the

morning of New Year's day. Barring water sails alee, noon had

found her wearing canvas at every point where there was room

to bend an earring. Day and night thereafter, blow high, blow

low, she scampered southward for 1400 miles without taking in

a single sail, reeling an hourly mean of 11^2 knots, sailing a

daily average of 276 miles. This was a slight improvement over

her record for a like period in the more blustery Western Ocean,

proving Silver's skill in designing ships to cope equally well

with diverse conditions of air and wave.

All around was the weather of which sailors dream through

blistering doldrum days, or while enduring weeks of frigid tor-

ture off the Horn. Once in a watch, perhaps, there would be a

small pull on the braces ; rather frequently a halliard, being

new and pliant, would want swaying off; but such attentions,

with an occasional spoke of the wheel, satisfied all the needs of

actual sailing. Captain Murray was not one to temper his crew

with hauls and bracings ordered as a matter of principle rather

than of advantage. Both mates conspired, in consequence, to

tidy up the work of the riggers, who notoriously leave Irish

pennants blowing about wherever there is a chance ; so all the

riggers' splices were drawn and neatly tucked, preparatory to

a thorough blacking down during the first calm.

So long as all sails remained fixedly set to these indulgent
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trades, Hugh had a respite for physical recovery before going

aloft; but if his body stayed below, his gaze wandered con-

stantly over all that singing miracle of new beauty. It was

something genuinely new in the world. The contrast showed

plainly when another ship was overhauled, or came up over the

southern rim of the sea. One such was an Indiaman, veteran of

the Honorable John Company's monopolistic heyday. As the

Sea Witch ranged alongside, on January fourth, Hugh com-

pared the two vessels, receiving an indelible image of what had

happened in a decade or two in this modern age of swifter ships.

The Indiaman looked for all the world like a portly and pros-

perous merchant, well-armed withal—like Cornelius Prescott of

a year ago, taking his complacent way through a world eager to

bear him tribute.

Here still were the old style enormous topsails, cruelly un-

wieldy, deeper than they were broad, with four plain rows of

reef points tapping in the wind. A master craftsman had made
them, having less regard for science than for art. Each fell

away to a graceful curving bunt, reminiscent of the bellying

sails of olden caravels. Hugh estimated that they were being

distended fifteen feet forward of their yards. Looking aloft, he

noted that the main topsail of the Sea Witch was inflated not

a third as far.

In that fact the full difference was symbolized. The India-

man's topsails had the exact contour of an old gentleman's

paunch, jolly with expensive living, whereas those of the Sea

Witch resembled the flat, tense belly of a sprinter; and the

paces of the two vessels varied in proportion. The clipper was

reeling thirteen knots three fathoms. The Company's ship, on

the same course but without stu'n's'ls, was making a scant seven.

From the first glimpse it took only three hours to overhaul

Honorable John. Four hours later the last glimpse of his canvas

blended with the horizon astern.

Yet it was a beautiful ship, harmonious at all points as was

the Sea Witch in her very different way. Hugh remembered for

a long time the sinister gun ports, the great arched stern with
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its wardroom balcony resting on carven caryatides, the rows of

big windows above, the plump bows, the general air of impreg-

nable grandeur. It seemed built for a world that would in-

dubitably hasten to make way for its passage. The Sea Witch,

in every fleet line, gave warrant that such a world had slipped

forever into the leisurely memory of things. She instead was

built taut and tense, to cleave her own way through a world of

no favors, no monopolies whatever.

Such was their symbolic passing, like mastiff and greyhound,

from the evening of the Indiaman into the morning of the

clipper.

CHAPTER L

THE STARBOARD WATCH

HUGH MURRAY had time for recuperation before essaying

the most hazardous of a seaman's duties ; but he found little

chance to join in the general practice of bottling up the trades

in sunny naps during the off watches, and was by no means

allowed to be idle while on duty. Aside from pumping, holyston-

ing, and other group tasks, he had unique ones of his own. Daily

he performed intimate services for the inmates of the ship's

farm, and rubbed the bright work with brick dust. He went

below to fetch coals for the doctor, and tended the simmering

pots while that aggrieved Neapolitan transiently became stew-

ard to carry aft the food for the officers' mess. At any moment
might come a call, from any messmate, for unnecessary services

which Hugh would have to fulfil in his office as scapegoat of the

starboard watch. It almost amused him to note the real mental

effort given by all hands to the task of keeping him free of idle

moments.

A hard-fisted street rat, ignorant of philosophical accept-

ance, would have been provoked to incessant rebellion under
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such treatment, until his spirit either was broken or had won
him the begrudged admiration of the crew; but this virtual

slavery found in the youngest Murray something nearer the

spirit of Epictetus than of Spartacus. Hugh tended rather to

accept with intelligence the acts of a fate against which it

proved bootless to rebel. Reason and all reasonableness soon

had shown themselves exotic to the fo'c's'le, where custom and

impulse ruled. So he did what he was told whenever it seemed

possible, and tried to laugh with the rest if someone's solemn

injunction proved a trap or a fool's errand. It was less servility

than a matching of his own patience against the multifold in-

genuity of the crew. There was a kind of inverse triumph in

besting them at their own game of provoking excuses for a

hazing.

Taff continued tireless in his role of tormentor, seconded by
Bejazis, or by Louie, a vindictive Portuguese. The latter was

discovered one day in the act of spaying a shrieking sow, for

no reason other than the indulgence of a morbid whim. Nearly

everyone was afraid of Louie Braga, because of the alarming

jugglery which he was wont to exhibit with a sheath knife, point-

less but razor edged. The only exception was Matt, a half-

breed French lascar belonging to Mauritius, whose speech was

action. Once, tiring of Louie's exhibition. Matt got suddenly up,

snatched the knife out of the air under Louie's nose, and per-

formed a quick slash that severed a love lock which long had

dangled seductively on Louie's forehead. Matt then restored the

knife and phlegmatically turned his back, ignoring a screech

of anger that would have put any other man on guard.

Hugh's heart quite ceased to beat as he stared, expecting to

see the knife strike deep into Matt's broad shoulders ; but the

lascar knew his man : Louie merely bounced up and down in his

bunk, screeching like a child in a tantrum, and then turned over

for a pretense at sleep.

It should not be inferred that Carmody, during this pleasant

gallop through the trades, relaxed in any notable degree his

function as Satan's understudy. When out of sight of the quar-
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terdeck, he would seize trivial excuses to bring his locust pin

cracking down on the head of Bejazis, Taff, or Jake. His special

target, however, was the almost spherical noddle of Herman
Kimmel, which seemed to give forth a thud peculiarly pleasing

in timbre to INIr. Carmody's ear. Dutch, as the unhappy Kimmel

inevitably had been christened, was a middle aged soap boiler,

emigrant from Anhalt, where he tearfully desired that he had

remained. The press gang had found him tippling toward Christ-

mas, a willing signer of papers at the behest of these jolly new

companions. Now he was undergoing bitter regret. These were

the first weeks of his adult life wherein Dutch had lacked his

daily gallon of beer, his nightl}' schnapps. Want of such con-

solers aggravated the wretchedness caused by faulty under-

standing of all English, and a complete bafflement at nautical

orders.

Carmody, with an obtuseness peculiar to martinets, expected

of all underlings a full knowledge of the duties pertaining to

their rated capacities, whether or not they had ever been af-

forded the chance to learn. Although irate toward ignorance, he

made no effort to correct it, beyond that will to knowledge im-

plicit in the plump butt of his locust pin. Each order which he

barked at Dutch gave consequently an excuse for chastisement,

and the second mate no doubt thought himself unduly temperate

for using the pin on only one or two such occasions out of every

ten.

Dutch made earnest attempts to learn ; but alas ! his watch-

mates took an obscure delight in giving correct and incorrect

information in about equal measure, when questioned. To his ex-

pressions of despair over the resultant confusion they would

genially reply, *'Wot's the use o' bein' Dutch if ^^ou're not

dumb?"

Hugh received a few more blows from the pin, nicely gauged

so as not quite to induce unconsciousness. His soul boiled with

rage each time, and the temptation to appeal to Will surged up

once more. None of the other victims carried their grievances
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aft; when Bejazis tried to whip up a deputation for that pur-

pose, Ned urged them on in suspicious terms.

"Right, then. Go abaht it, and see what happens. Maybe
ye'll get the old man to heave Mr. Carmody up on the grill for

a clawin*, eh? Forty-nine stripes o' the cat. Very lovely sight

to see. Roll along aft with it, by all means, me hearties."

But when they were invited to join, Ned, Swede, and the

lascar politely declined, pointing out that Mr. Carmody never

had been known to strike them. All three, in fact, were flawless

seamen who had given Carmody no cause for complaint. They
had signed on at their own insistence, knowing from many pre-

vious voyages both their captain and his methods. Carmod}''

was shrewdly willing to have them maintain between afterdeck

and fo'c's'le their cahoot hierarchy. Moreover, with the excep-

tion of Louie, they were the only able seamen in the starboard

watch. The others, as ordinaries and boys, would naturally

receive fewer favors.

So the deputation thought better of its trip aft, and no-one

mustered sufficient courage to stand up to Carmody alone.

Gradually all but Dutch and Taff discovered that a quick sing

out, and springy acquiescence to an order, would ward off the

locust pin. Dutch, poor fellow, was unable to avoid it because

he never knew which way to jump in response to some incom-

prehensible jumble of jargon—Taff, because he was congeni-

tally incapable of quick movement. His nickname, according to

Bejazis, came from the fact that, "Loike the tafferel, he's the

last bloody thing to be found on any ship."

Hugh found relative salvation in the fact that most orders

were group orders. Usually he followed Matt to the proper

rope, as the lascar seemed to resent him less than did the others.

Nevertheless, for a long time it was a matter of complete baffle-

ment how anyone ever could learn one from another of the in-

numerable ropes belayed and coiled on the pinrails. He had

counted 58 such running ends affixed near the mainmast alone,

each leading upward over a bewilderment of sheaves to its ob-

scure standing end. Yet the experienced seamen had a knowl-
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edge akin to instinct of the meaning of every hemp fiber aboard.

Hugh received proof of this on the evening of January 6th.

Ned brought from his last wheel trick news that the seventh

parallel had been crossed, spelling imminent loss of the trades

;

and soon everything was hauled taut as a bowstring for the

tedious work to come. The sky clouded over. In the midwatcli*

the ship was standing ahead through pitchy blackness, still

under all sail. Suddenly a dull roar sounded, not as of wind,

and the very atmosphere seemed to turn fluid. It was exactly

like standing under a waterfall which could pull the breath

down from the nostrils, and deny them more. Then, through

the thud of it, came ominous crackings and twangs. All ropes

and sails, hauled as tight as possible when dry, now were under-

going the inexorable further contraction of moisture. Car-

mody's voice, pungent with oaths, sounded above the uproar.

"Skys'l, r'ya'l t'ga'nt hall'rds. Ease away."

Hugh leaped to follow Matt to the port pinrail, lest a yard

of this wet darkness should lose him his guide. The lascar seized

unerringly a coil like any other one and threw it from its pin.

How did he know it for the topgallant halliard.'' Matt had not

counted from one end to reach the proper one out of eighteen

pins in that particular rail. He had driven straight for it

through utter blackness, and had seized it at once.

Such episodes, occurring throughout that troublous night,

renewed Hugh's old speculations about the mysterious personali-

ties of ships. Moments came when every man seemed a blended

part of this vessel's fabric. Three hands, tugging and shanty-

ing at the spanker sheet in the gusty dawn, seemed no more than

muscles of the Sea Witch, flexing to the commands of her quar-

terdeck brain.
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CHAPTER I.I

WHITE SQUALL AND THUNDER SQUALL.

WILL'S canvas worries were renewed in this indubitable dol-

drum weather. The afternoon air was oppressive and sultry : a

mottle of thunderheads. Evidences of squalls showed at a dis-

tance here and there. Coppery water, two miles astern, was

whipping to a spout. The sails sagged and tautened before

fickle airs, that might at any moment become a disastrous gust.

Will eyed the stu'n's'ls and frowned. He had orders to take

nothing off her. A dead shark, its belly ripped open and guts

trailing bloated behind, drifted by—with a live shark nuzzling

it, inquisitive, perplexed. Will wondered whether they could

have been mates. It was drearily hot.

The doctor had gone aft with Captain Murray's lunch, leav-

ing Hugh in the galley, sweltering. All at once there was a

clangor of metal utensils, a general sliding to port. In the midst

of attempts to save his watch's victuals, Hugh faintly heard the

cry, "All hands !" He climbed upward quickly, out of the galley

door, to find the air quite dark for noonday; but there was a

wall of whiteness that raced over the sea from windward, catch-

ing him in a shower of spray as it put the ship nearly on her

beam ends.

Will was barking quick orders from the quarterdeck. Car-

mody, in the waist, hooked curses to them. The men sloshed to

their stations, knee deep in surging water in the scuppers. Hugh,

as was his wont, became Matt's shadow ; but Carmody, upon this

occasion, had differing notions.

"You, Grommet. Skys'l clew'ne. Up slack.'*

"Skys'l clew'ne, up slack. Which is it, sir.'"' But Carmody had

jumped to issue other orders. Soon, however, he caught sight

of the banging clew of the skysail, as the sheet was slacked

with no corresponding tension on the clewline. Bawling the order
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over again, he seized Hugh and sent him with a heave and a

kick toward the center of the pinrail. Ned, for the ship's sake,

clapped Hugh's hand upon the proper rope. The squall lessened

then, as quickly as it had come. The ship righted, and her sails

once more were sheeted home. Carmody tramped past, seeming

in the greatness of his heart to have forgotten the dereliction.

Hugh, however, was prompted for one last time to champion

the cause of reasonableness aboardship. Forgiving the kick

that caused him to limp as he did so, he w^alked up and saluted

respectfully.

"Look, sir, there doesn't seem to be much good in repeating

orders I can't understand the first time. I want to do my best

for the ship, like everybody else. I just haven't had much time

to learn, yet. So if you'd show me what rope you mean, instead

of expecting me to find it by guess, the job would be done just

that much quicker. You can't expect me to do things right in a

pinch when I've never been shown how to do them at all."

During this apt exposition, the second mate's jaw had sagged

lower and lower, comically, until a quick glance showed him tha't

Will was on the far side of the mizzen. "Have ye finished.?" he

asked. "Well, here's the answer."

It was an answer felt more than heard: a belaying pin,

brought down with force ample to knock all heretical notions

out of any skull less resilient than a bullock's. Hugh awakened

on the floor of the fo'c's'le, to the conviction that his head was

cleft in two. Exploring fingers discovered instead an oblong

protuberance, an inch at least in height, and sticky with blood.

There might be a fracture beneath. When he touched it again,

pain, like a storm of little arrows, drove downward to his eyes.

Memory of the days of nightmare, when he had lain neglected,

came to him. Was there to be more of that fantastic cruelty .»*

As he wondered, there sounded again the cry, "All hands !" and
then, "All hands save ship !"

". , . Is it as bad as that.? Here's as good a place to die as

any, , . ." he reflected, oddly complacent before the prospect.

Then the thought of water, breaking in to crush him, made it

.
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seem better to be on deck. With head throbbing cruelly to the

quickened blood of this effort, he lurched through the door.

Lightning flashed through twilit air like the multiple wires of a

scourge, lashing the sea. Its nearness was told by the quick,

splitting crash that followed. Then lightning drove down again

:

a rain of lightning, a hundred flashes in one—and single flashes

that seemed to continue for many seconds their sulphurous

cataracts of flame. On the gray water, a little way off, two

globes of bright mystery jumped smoking from wave to wave,

then leapt and blended with a whirring snarl, and dwindled into

nothing.

Evidently the storm had been seen some time before. Most of

the sails were clewed up and the stu'n's'ls had been sent down
before the calling of the off watch.

As Hugh stood transfixed before the onrushing madness of

nature, experiencing a queer, unfearful fascination, Carmody
came racing forward, herding Jake and two seamen. "Aloft,

Grommet," he howled. "Fist fore skys'l and r'yal. Weather
arms."

Hugh was about to protest his bare ability to stand, thanks

to this officer's own blow; then the rain came horizontally, in

drops as large as cherries, while actinic flashes smote their fury

in an unremittent circle about the heeling vessel. A first top-

pling sea broke over the bulwarks and smashed them all against

the deck house. Hugh felt himself hauled up and urged forward

to the shrouds, with a final kick to speed his ascent.

Here was the long dreaded need to go aloft, arriving at a

moment when heaven and ocean both were raving mad. Looking

up the shrouds, Hugh saw a ghastly phenomenon : from each

masthead, and from the stu'n's'l boom iron of each uptilted

weather yard, there arose zenithward a great purple brush of

fire. He clung, tranced, on the almost horizontal shrouds until

something struck him from the rear. Ned, en route to the fore

topsail yard, had taken it upon himself to give the neophyte a

monkey ride at least as far as his own destination, climbing so

close behind that his arms caged the boy in their compass, while
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the swift upward movements of each knee struck sharply against

the backs of Hugh's own.

There was no chance even to protest. Together they went,

with the wild wind helping to speed them up the lower shrouds,

over the top, up the topmast shrouds. As Ned's toe groped for

the horse under the topsail yard, he gave Hugh a final upward
heave with his shoulder, an ultimate punch with his fist. Dizzy

and sick, the boy crept onward by himself, along the narrowing

path of ratlines. The ship was inclining so drastically that the

wind alone seemed to be propelling him along a horizontal

ladder ending nowhere. His broken head ceased to bother him.

All attention went to the task of clinging to this spidery sup-

port, while joints trembled and jerked, refusing to work aright.

". . . What's the sense of it? Look, it's crazy. What good'll

I be if I do get somewhere, up there? There's Jake. Look at

him ! . . ." Far above him he saw the youngster stubbornly

fisting the skysail, alone, with a great electric flare burning

almost at his shoulder. "... I can't ever get there. Look, the

ladder stops way below. How'd he get the rest of the way? Oh,

why don't I just jump off? . .
." The desperate grip of his own

fingers answered that, flexing still more desperately as each

cloud released titanic thunders. ". . . I'd better climb down and

tell Will I'll be a steward. I'm no use here. . .
."

The decision was followed by quick punches on his thigh. An-
other seaman was urging him out of the way. Up they went, to

the shrouds' ending, at the topgallant yard. Here one of Hugh's

feet was roughly seized and planted on the footrope, swinging

from its stirrups beneath the yard. As the man himself came up,

he yelled, " 'Smatter with ye?"

"Sick," was all that Hugh could think to answer.

"First time aloft? Come nah, out along it. One hand fer yer-

self an' one fer Mr. Prescott."

There was luck at least in having for driver this relatively

genial member of the port watch. With insteps pushing against

the horse, Hugh leaned over the yard and feebly tried to emulate

the other's pullings and punchings at wet unruly billows of
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canvas. It seemed utter idiocy to be there at all. As they were

working the wind hauled astern until it had completely reversed

its direction. At once the gasket whipped free, snapping like a

lash, and the sail bellied out again. A kind of despairing fury

came then upon the novice. His focus of the world narrowed to

that little heaving portion of rainswept air in which he swung
between sea and heaven. The very directions of all other places

were forgotten. The yardarm was a Ptolemaic world of its own,

having no reference to an outward gravity ; and with the for-

getting of gravity he forgot fear.

Fear came back only after the job was done, when it was
necessary to swing out once more upon the shrouds, and back

downward against a gusty wind, rainless now, that tossed him

until his numb fingers seemed sure to lose their grip. At last he

came to the deck, almost dead with nervous exhaustion, only to

be met with, "Aloft there, Grommet. Shake out fore t'ga'nt."

The thunder squall had died away, just as provisions for

coping with it were completed. It was time now to make sail

again. But Hugh had no memory of aiding, if indeed he aided

at all.

When next he wakened it was with a strange sense of triumph,

quite out of place after the full record of events past. His head

was still aching fiercely, and his chest seemed worse; but these

things hardly mattered beside the all-important memory that

he had been aloft, however unwillingly, and for a few moments

had conquered his fear, in high bellowing darkness, over a death

trap of wild water. Fear had companioned him both up and

down the shrouds ; but he had thrust it away at the most dan-

gerous time of all.

". . . Just what is bravery, then? Fearlessness? If that's so,

I'll never be brave. But it can't be just—not feeling fear.

Bravery must mean meeting fear in your soul, and holding it at

bay. . .
."

By the dim light of the fo'c's'le lamp he saw that his mess-

mates all were in their bunks : proof that this must be his off

watch, with which he could do what he pleased. Painfully he
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climbed from his bunk and crept into a darkness that now was

incrusted everywhere with big stars. Looking aft, he could make

out the dusky forms of men on duty, amidships. There was

no-one forward to interfere with his tryst.

From the topgallant fo'c's'le he climbed, to inch outward with

the round jib boom between his knees, and his inthrust toes

supported upon the big square-hewn bowsprint below it. Reach-

ing the cap, he bent cautiously down until a white arm could be

seen, warding the real spray that dashed up as the dolphin

striker dipped into an occasional wave; but this position was

unsatisfactory for an adequate view. Dimly, between him and

the water, showed a dozen or more ropes and chains, charged

with the duty of holding the fore-pointing spars straight under

the great tension of upper stays and sails. It seemed possible to

climb down into these; yet he hesitated, recalling tales about

the dangers of working on even the jib boom itself, from which

so many more men have been washed to death than ever have

fallen from the loftier spars. That occasional crest out of

rhythm might come even on a fair night.

His heart disagreed with his mind's stubborn resolve as he

crept out on the starboard whisker boom to swing down over

hush-hushing waves, until his heels hooked into a martingale

stay. He turned then, fronting his creation, and a quick cry

of wonder came to his lips. Surely this must be living flesh!

Spray had bathed her body until it glistened like that of a

nereid in the dark. As he swayed to the ship's motion, her hand

seemed to move from before her eyes, and cover them again,

and then once more permit sight of the mischievous, half-closed

lids.

A wave reached up at last to clutch with slipping fingers

at his heel ; but he paid no attention. In adoration he stood

there, fighting with disbelief that this arrested living thing could

be the work of his poor hands. One by one the stars withdrew,

and morning crept westward over the sea.
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CHAPTER LII

THE USEFULNESS OF MR. CARMODY

Dan CARMODY'S place in the society aboard ship was akin

to that of some buffer state contiguous to the Celestial Empire

:

a semi-lawless outpost diverting the focus of rebellion from the

center of things. Folk in the marches, however great their griev-

ance, at times require harsh dissuasion from attitudes imperil-

ing the culture and peace of the entire state ; and such dissua-

sions lay well within Mr. Carmody's concept of his duties. Rigid

authority, clothed in justice, had its home at the capitol: the

quarterdeck. Not once had Captain Murray relaxed in person

the principles of his speech made at chalking of the watches

;

but it should be recalled that one of those principles was his

own intention never to set foot forward of the break of the poop,

except as a warning that hell's anchors were about to drag.

All of Carmody's most robustious chastisements were executed

forward of the mainmast, which indicated that they could not

be blamed upon the source of ultimate authority. The men theo-

retically were entitled to carry their grievances aft. If such a

course seemed in itself imprudent, well, that was the seaman's

own affair. The bow paddler of the world's first coracle, no

doubt, originated the custom of taking a grievance aft; and

there exists no record that he, or any grievance-bearing, aft-

bound successor on later vessels, ever improved his status

through complaint.

When judging Mr. Carmody, it should be borne in mind that

there were but eighteen foremasthands on a ship designed for

twenty-four. Of the nine in his own watch, he had found Hughie

and Dutch incompetent, Jake at best a willing neophyte, Taff

a chronic soger, Bejazis and Louie unreliable. If you rebuke

him for failufe to instruct, remember first that he, as least of

the officials, had to take over the functions of several additional
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missing men. There was no carpenter, no lamp-trimmer, no

steward, no bo's'n—men of a semi-privileged class whose duties

could hardly be instrusted to seamen. As carpenter, for ex-

ample, the second mate had daily to pump into the scuttlebutt

a gallon of water for each man aboard, and to oversee its eco-

nomical use; as steward he was required to measure out every

morning the rations for both crew and aftercabin ; and a dozen

other intermittent matters conspired to keep him very busy,

on watch or off.

In the calm belts especially, where everyone was on duty most

of the time—hauling yards ceaselessly about to take advantage

of each slight change of breeze—Carmody had to be several

men in one. Even when the fourth day in the doldrums dawned

to a dry glassy calm, with no sign of a breeze the whole horizon

round, there was a special task in store for Mr. Carmody. An
hour after sunrise the captain, convinced that there would be

no wind for many hours at least, said curtly, "We'll black down
the rigging."

Half a barrel of tar had been standing in readiness in the

waist. As the second mate set about preparing it, the doctor

put two buckets of beef pickle to boil. Hugh, Jake, and Taff

were given pails of sand to strew liberally over the deck, while

others covered the painted portions of the ship with tarpaulins.

At nine o'clock (to the inexpressible grief of all hands) Mr.

Carmody poured six gallon jugfuls of Avhisky into the tar bar-

rel, followed it with four pounds each of litharge and lamp-

black, added the boiling beef pickle, and oversaw a vigorous

session of stirring. Then, after a trip aloft himself to be sure

that the dew had dried, he ordered the watch to rig bo's'n's

chairs. Mid afternoon saw the task finished, every rope a bar

of polished jet, the tarpaulins restowed, the sand swept and re-

turned to its bin, save for a light new sprinkling, over which

worshippers on their hands and knees were morosely pushing

great Bibles of sandstone.

Hugh, even though his head had mended in the days since

Carmody's attempt to split it, found that going aloft in bright
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still weather was as terrifying as in a storm. A deal of blacking

dribbled from his swab, calling forth objurgations from Car-

mody. Luckily, however, the second mate's chief ires were

merited by Taff, who started by permitting his blacking pot to

swing against the outer jib, further distinguished himself by
dropping his swab on Carmody's discarded shirt under the main

shrouds, and triumphantly ended in a tumble, pot, swab, and

all, from the main stay into the pig pen.

Toward evening, very light airs from due east set in, and

the ship was able to make a little southing, but not enough

easting to combat the current. Next morning at nine, she was

discovered to be in 31° 22' west longitude, having been drawn

by currents and the luck of the doldrums about 150 miles west

of her intended course. Soon after this observation, however,

a freshening breeze from the southeast gave reason for hope

that doldrum days were over ; and at noon she was merrily sail-

ing, full and by, across latitude 1° 21', with every prospect of

passing the equator before midnight, in the record time of 18

days.

Captain Murray, by standing away due south along meridian

31° 24' (when his plotted course called for the same tactics on

meridian 29° 00'), betrayed predominance in his nature of the

practical over the theoretical and indicated further his com-

plete faith in the ability of the Sea Witch to claw off a lee shore.

409 miles of southing lay between him and Cape St. Roque. If

leeway, and the strong westward current, should bear him half

that distance toward the west while running the southing down,

he would fetch up on the easternmost promontory of the Bra-

zils, or else would have to turn north of it into one of those

vexatious cubby holes of ocean where currents and contrary

winds have kept many a vessel prisoner for weeks.

In avoidance of these dangers, it is the common practise of

mariners to cross the line well to the eastward of St. Paul's

Rocks, thus making certain that they will weather St. Roque
and de Guya Point. Now, however, at noon of January 10th,

Captain Murray found a fresh breeze blowing exactly contrary
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to the line of progress toward that chosen point for crossing.

Most shipmasters would have turned eastward and spent a

number of days tacking against both wind and current, in order

to cross the line a few scores of miles farther eastward, thinking

the time far from wasted if it guaranteed them an easy weather-

ing of the Brazilian capes ; but Captain Murray took the bolder

course and stood due southward, with less than half the cus-

tomary provision of mileage for westward leeway and drift.

According to the slate, the line was crossed at 11:10 P.M.

The dog watches, however, had witnessed an anticipatory cere-

mony, with Ned for King Neptune, and six neophytes to be

given tar shampooings, latherings of parrel slush, and shaves

with a rusty hoop. Will, watching while he pretended not to,

noted that his young brother endured these indignities with

good grace, and was heartened by this finding. Although he had

no idea of the extent to which hazing had been carried, he had

seen enough evidence to realize that Hughie's lot was far from

satisfactory, and was surprised that the boy had stood it so

long. Semi-sedentary occupations always had caused him to

appear to the elder brothers as possessed of a delicate constitu-

tion. It was delicate, beside theirs, but was latently powerful.

In the first days of the voyage his vitality had approached low

ebb. Thereafter he had gained steadily in strength. Brutality

actually provoked in response a better health than he had ever

before known.

Then, too, as his fibers toughened to the rigors of salty life,

Hugh's mind regained a symbol of courage from his Galatea.

With Mary watching, he would have died rather than admit

fear; and this figure, this mystical blending of her image with

his love, was so real a thing in the mind of the creator that at

times he wondered whether something of her essence, the soul

perhaps of her soul, had not actually nestled at the figure's

heart to companion him oversea.

Never once, when going aloft, was he rid of fear. Always his

fingers sought that desperate, beginner's grip which forms the

reason why those who fall from the rigging nearly always are
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old hands grown careless. Often he found himself cowering, to

be roughly urged to his post by the man behind him ; but after

that perilous communion beneath the sprit, always in moments

of full crisis a thought of Galatea came to swing the balance

away from cowardly failure and toward a kind of bungling

success.

CHAPTER LIII

THE VINEGAR FISH

"THE vinegar fish ? Come naow, Grommet, ain't ye never heered

o' th' vinegar fish?"

Tom Pepper hooked his toes into the backropes, shifted his

numb buttocks to an easier seat on the martingale stays, and

spat brown disdain at one of several dolphins which he had

been unsuccessfully endeavoring to transfix, using a sharpened

boathook for want of a real harpoon. Hugh, standing above

him with an arm around the genuine dolphin striker, reaffirmed

his ignorance of that astringent viand. He was not much inter-

ested. His attention was divided between the piscatorial drama
below him and the never-ending marvel that laughed from her

perch on the stem.

"Lots of 'em, off Gay Head." Tom maneuvered for another

thrust. "Makes a bang-up meal, if ye kin ever git one kilt. These

slitherin' brutes here reminded me. Worse'n a lamper-eel t'kill."

He lunged a twentieth time, and luck was with him. Hugh
snubbed the rope around the bowsprit as the dolphin emitted

a calflike cry and dived. Tom had saved his apocryphal reputa-

tion as an old whaleman.

Soon the dolphin was on deck, moaning and quivering as its

blood trickled through the lee scuppers. Hugh regretted his part

in taking the poor beast, at the same time that he joyed in the

prospect of fresh meat. While the doctor was cutting it up,
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Tom Pepper relaxed against one of tlic bitts. He had been

relieved of his duties to make tliis attempt, and harbored no

intention of going amidships again until summoned.

"Good meat," he admitted, modestly nodding toward his

catch, "but it daon't huld a candle t' th' vinegar fish, Grommct.

In Africky, naow, they eat 'em alive. Too much bother t' kill

'em. Only one feller I ever see c'd git one kilt in less'n six, seven

hours. Very tee-nashious of life, the vinegar fish."

Hugh, feeling that it was expected of him, requested more

data.

"Wal, ye see, Grommet, the trouble is that these naow
vinegar fish can't be kilt quick-like with nary a thing but vine-

gar, seepin' through the stomach wall. Which makes it hard,

becuz mister vinegar fish daon't take at all kindly t' vinegar

as a diet. 'S no use even droppin' liim in a bar'l o' pickle. Bein'

ornery, he jest stops usin' his gills an' sech. Wal, the on'y thing

t' do is t' get the vinegar in his stomach by chicanery an' fraud,

'cause ef ye try t' pump it in, it takes 'baout 's long 's ef ye

clubbed him t' death, which is t' say, six, seven hours. So this

feller, Scammy Dildo, he was a Gay Header, half nigger, half

Injun, he studied the problem, an' figgered this larnin' aout.

Every Sunday, 'baout two bells o' th' mornin' watch, Scammy'd
set aout in his dory, an' when he heered th' church bells he'd

pick aout the biggest vinegar fish fer lunch, an' traipse daown
the aisle arm an' arm, so tew say, with him.

*'No sooner 'Id the reverend Ephraim Halley o' Chilmark open

his maouth than, quick's a wink, th' vinegar fish'ld open his

maouth tew. But whereas the reverend Ephraim 'Id be openin'

hisn t' preach, the vinegar fish'ld be openin' hisn t' yawn, which

was instinctive-like in Gay Head vinegar fish, they bein' well

acquaint with the reverend, he bein' a fisher o' fish hisself six

days aout o' th' week, an' a fisher o' men the seventh. Waal,

Scammy could alius see thet vinegar fish watchin' of him aout o'

the clew of his eye, an' he knowed it wa'n't no use bein' too im-

pulsive, considerin' th' six hunderd fathom length o' one o' th'

reverend's sermonizings. So Scammy'd wait fer th' vinegar fish
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t' get over thet fust yawn, an' they'd sit yardarm t' yardarm,

so t' say, each tryin' not t' yawn. Then, all t' onct, Scammy'd
see another yawn comin', an' he knowed this 'u'd be a whopper,

an' git all ready. Then, soon's the vinegar fish opened his

maouth in a real throat-stretcher, quick 's a flash Scammy'd
shove his arm right daown th' throat o' th' vinegar fish. An'

sich war th' powers o' th' reverend Ephraim's sermonifyin',

Grommet, thet Scammy'd find th' fish yawnin' clear back tew

his tail. So he'd grab him by th' tail, an' give one quick jerk

that'd yank him clean inside aout. Yes siree, an' there'u'd be th'

vinegar fish, with his stomach on the aout side, 'stead o' the in.

Then there warn't nothin' left fer Scammy t'dew but pull aout

a flask o' vinegar an' sprinkle a few drops on th' fish, an' he'd be

deader 'n a doornail of acute indigeestion, in the odor o' sanc-

tity, and th' hull trick not takin' more'n 'baout ten, fifteen

minutes."

It was generally agreed by the crew, during and after the

telling of such Old Joe Millers, that Grommet was a very gullible

landlubber indeed ; for always he attentively sat them out to the

end. So long as it was held right and proper for Grommet at all

times to be pestered in some way, however, it was hardly sur-

prising that he should have encouraged the least arduous form

of being gulled.

Regrettably this attitude further confused his eff'orts to learn

the lingua franca of the sea, as it invited elaborately incorrect

explanations in reply to all his queries. Once, when he was hold-

ing the reel for a cast of the log, the vessel fell off a little while

the line was running out, Ned, who was turning the glass,

growled at Matt, the steersman, "Keep her on Keblah, boy,"

and Hugh saw a look of rage flash across the face of the lascar,

who turned eastward away from them, and began to mutter

some rigmarole smacking of prayer. Hugh's query about the

meaning of Keblah evoked only a mysterious wink from Ned.

Two or three others whom he later interrogated ascribed it to

such several identities as the kedge anchor, a boat of the eastern

islands, and a kind of sea slug. Ned himself really was unaware
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of the meaning. He knew only that the word was sometimes used

hy Anglo-Indian officers to taunt a lascar caught drowsing at

the helm ; but for Hugh it became another one of scores of per-

plexing terms which he dreaded to hear barked toward him in

some dire emergency.

One day Pierre, Nova Scotian of the port watch, appeared

in a new shirt. Swede thereupon rubbed his hand up and down
the man's spine, remarking, "Yah! You bin sawin' dem off, eh?"

Spontaneous guffaws, as if in recognition of some wondrously

amusing sally, came from all hands ; but the unstated basis of

the jape seemed to be regarded as something that any man of

intelligence would know without needing to be told.

Such were the peculiar qualifications for unmolested accept-

ance before the mast. Fo'c's'le society was a kind of freemasonry,

whereof initiates were forced to puzzle out all ritualistic secrets

unaided, in the face of deliberate efforts to confuse. Intelligence

of a normal sort had no place. The pride of a foremasthand,

like that of a guildsman, lay in acquaintance with special mys-

teries of a trade ; it would not do to make them too easily avail-

able to the neophyte. All of Hugh's wizardr}^ with chisel and

mallet could compensate in no degree whatever for certain plain

evidences of being a dunce—such as his inability to discover

without instruction that the skysail halliards were belayed at

the after terminals of the larboard fiferails.

In spite of discouragements, he did learn quite rapidly with

the aid of Jake, whose progress was not so thoroughly opposed.

As the Sea Witch drove southward past the Brazils, Grommet's

lot became less miserable. Here again, in the South Atlantic

trades, stu'n's'ls were set day and night. For nearly a week the

only man who went aloft was Will, making his unfailing inspec-

tion of the rigging, with special attention to the foot ropes,

upon which the very lives of his seamen depended.

Hugh still received diurnal kicks and cuffs, as exasperating

as ever to the soul ; but they no longer were attended by the

idea of physical incapacitation. He had learnt of his own
strength, and was even daring to foresee a not too distant time
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of relative satisfaction in his task ; but that was a hope bred of

flying-fish weather, when at whiles he would pause to stare up-

ward, marveling all over again that these wide-stretched wings

could gather from the trifling breeze virtue enough to stir a

thousand tons of burden and cause it to move like a whispering

shadow forward through the sea.

CHAPTER LIV

23° SOUTH IN 25 DAYS

TWICE after crossing the line Captain Murray backed his

main yard and lowered a boat to forward messages in ships

bound north from Rio, including a note to reassure the squire

as to Hughie's whereabouts, and the duplicate log requested by
Mr. Prescott. The usual friendly news exchanges told of prog-

ress at a rate that made the receiving shipmasters privately

decide to check her departure date from home before believing

that the Sea Witch had averaged the 215 miles a day claimed

by her commander. They would have disbelieved it outright, but

for the disturbing sight of her low freeboard, her leanness fore

and aft, her somewhat rakish masts that towered out of all pro-

portion to sane practise, her general air of having been stripped

to essentials for a race. This jet black hull wore but a finger's

width of gold striping, where on every other ship afloat would

be seen gunports—real or vestigial—outlined in enormous

checkers of white. Even the Rainbow, the clipper she was built

to beat, carried the gunport striping of frigate days.

A deep significance lurked in this matter of a few gallons of

paint. Many an island strait was pirate haunted yet, safe only

for armed merchantmen with guns untampioned. Trading ves-

sels, therefore, were still holding as a group to the fiction of

gunports, whether any real ordnance was aboard or not. The
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sea rover, glimpsing a ship seemingly pierced—like the Rainbow

—for eighteen guns, would stroke his beard a few times before

darting from the shelter of his cove. Hence the Sea Witch, first

of all eastern traders to forego the pretence of being armed, by

that token, made declaration of faith in her own fleetness : her

ability to out-maneuver in any weather even the burdenless,

knife-like proas of the East Indies.

Her conduct off the Brazilian capes vindicated her captain's

bold decision to make directly south from the equator: St.

Roque was weathered with a hundred miles to spare. On Jan-

uary 14th the vessel's helm was put over slightly for the first

of a series of slants that would bring her eventually below the

Cape of Good Hope. Three days later, just before noon, she

crossed the parallel of Rio, and hailed upon it a Briton west-

ward bound from St. Helena. He too proved skeptical of the

reported paces of the Sea Witch; but it was no sign of undue

crabbedness to query any vessel's claim of running from New
York to 23° south in 25 days. He had never heard a previous

boast of fewer than 33 days, in all the history of the sea.

Close hauled, for another 48 hours, the prodigy drove east-

southeastward. Sunset, on the evening of the 19th, had a new

hazy character. The airs became fickle with evening. Shortly

after midnight a thundersquall noisily announced the calms of

Capricorn, bringing Hugh and his watchmates out of bunks

into which they had tumbled a scant ten minutes before.

Continuation, from this point, of a direct slant to the Cape
would require an initial thousand miles of progress through the

baffling weather of these southern horse latitudes, whereas 300

miles of direct southing should bring the Sea Witch into the

strong prevailing westerlies below. So once more Captain Mur-
ray chose the longest way round, surmising that conditions on

the hypotenuse would be far less favorable than the average

for the other two sides. There was no hope of crossing these in

three days, as he had the true horse latitudes. It had been mid-

winter off the Bermudas, with no prolonged calm. But since then

he had been racing southward on the heels of summer, and had
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caught her at her lazy southern prime. It was not likely that the

vessel would escape a day or two at least of dead calm.

Nevertheless, her charmed luck held. Gentle airs became

squalls, and went yawing round the compass ; but they blew

almost without pause. Between noon of the 20th and that of the

22nd, 194 miles were logged. Late afternoon whipped up a

strong breeze from the east-northeast, steady with small varia-

tions until, at daylight, it had driven them past 31° south, to

the very edge of the westerlies, just one month to a day from

New York. At that rate, the Cape should be passed in fewer

than 40 days. Everyone was rejoicing except the skipper, who

had noted that the mercury was tumbling a little faster than

seemed proper. He went up, in consequence, to stand his own

watch. The clouds were louring, making a storm.

"Stu'n's'ls in," he commanded, "Unship stu'n's'l booms."

While these were being sent down from the yardarms and stowed,

the wind hauled south of east, taking the checked-in skysails

aback.

"Keep her full," he ordered sharply ; but to do so the wheels-

man soon was having to steer west-southwest toward Cape Horn
instead of toward the Cape of Good Hope. Captain Murray
stood tapping his fingers on the binnacle; and Dan Carmody for

the first time descried indecision on his commander's now heavily

bearded face. The problem was obvious to the underling as well.

To put the ship on the other tack would doubtless bring her

nearer her easterly destination ; but it would also drive her back

to some extent into the calm belts, where the wind might jocosely

lessen, leaving her becalmed.

"Keep her full," the captain repeated, having decided to hold

his southing and make up the lost easting later on. He turned

then with a nod for Carmody and went down to have another

look at the glass. What he saw brought him up again quickly

;

but there was as yet no visible sign of danger : merely a strong

breeze from an inconvenient direction.

In justice to the long-suffering Will Murray, the storm broke

during his watch below. It came with a fury suggesting divine
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impatience at a man-made thing that so insolently could tri-

umph over immemorial usages of ocean and of air. The captain

saw the gray-white squall-front approaching, in time to clew

up skysails and royals before it struck. Topgallants were let go

by the run to bang as they chose, while the topsail yards were

lowered and all hands, including the doctor, swarmed aloft to

save the major sails. Hugh, on the fore topsail yard, had no

idea in the large of what was occurring. Jammed between Louie

and Matt, he emulated their poundings at a curve of canvas

that might as well have been solid wood. Someone at last pinched

a wrinkle in it, and Hugh tried to aid. Just as he achieved an

aching grip the rainy wind shrieked suddenly, the wrinkle

slipped, and three of his fingernails were ripped off halfway

down the quick. At home, this would have been ample excuse

for giving up work for a day or two. Here he won furious curses

for pausing an instant to contemplate the big, sudden crescents

of blood.

When next the sails were spread, blood marks were discernible

everywhere for Muggs to scrub off again. It was the first real

test of furling in a gale. Transient squall-fistings had been

child's play by contrast. Nearly three hours of unrelenting

combat had left Hugh past all sensation as he weakly ambled

forward to get his coffee cup. All down the sides of his fingers

strange slanting cuts had opened. They had been there since

the doldrums, painful, but not deep. Now some of them seem-

ingly were open all the way to the bone. Sea cuts, the other

men had called them; no-one who handled wet canvas was im-

mune. Outside the galley the men were dipping their scarred

hands in a pail of hot beef pickle set out by the doctor. All

winced, but when Jake's turn came he roared with pain. Taff,

seeing a rare chance to combine kindness with cruelty, held the

boy's hands under until they ceased to burn. This prepared

Hugh for the ordeal ; but an involuntary convulsion of muscles

yanked his own hands out from what seemed like liquid fire at the

first touch. Taff's leering approach caused him to reimmerse
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them of his own accord. It took all his will to hold them under

until the pain went away.

The wind was working around toward the south, while the

Sea Witch quartered a continually rising sea. Presently, per-

ceiving that he was making almost no southing to compensate

for a rapid loss of easting, the skipper luffed and lay to under

storm staysails, hoping thus to hold his latitude without being

driven so rapidly into the west. The changes aloft had scarcely

been accomplished when renewed furies, as of a full hurricane,

heeled the ship down, sending sea after crashing sea completely

over her. The helm was lashed alee ; and she staggered up out

of each vicious burial, shaking her back like a hound, but keep-

ing her nose doggedly eastward. Captain Murray glanced more

than once at the royal masts, and pondered the advisability of

sending them down, before ^olus did it for him. The decision

was negative.

So until midnight, near the center of this freakish storm, she

gallantly fronted the assault of giant waves. Presently the wind

was blowing from west of south, and lessening in fury. Captain

Murray set his topsails, and steered south of east. The heavy

sea would not permit her to sail very close to the wind without

falling off ; but by daylight she was beginning to make southing

again before a moderating gale.

Will Murray smiled secretly at the waggishness of Neptune

in providing this adverse, wintry reception where midsummer
should have lain: but now that the storm was over, he joined

the others in expecting of the westerlies a quick run to the Cape.

Alas for vain dreams ! Noon found their vessel wallowing in a

high sea, over which there stirred scarcely a breath of air. At
nightfall she was becalmed on long smooth rollers, as uniform

as parallel tubes of glass.

An exasperation of endless hours followed. The sun at noon

and the stars at midnight of the 24th indicated a northeast

drift of nearly fifty miles. A light southerly breeze permitted

recovery of much of this lost southing during the death watch

;

but it died with sunrise, and the northeast drift commenced anew.
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At last, early in the morning of the 26th, a fresh breeze set in

from the west, and Captain Murray steered southeast by south

under all canvas. The airs were fickle for two days thereafter;

but they kept blowing from somewhere ; and at noon of the 27th

a strong blow called in the stu'n's'ls. In the next 24 hours he

covered 229 miles, and final preparations were made for a

straightaway rush across the bottom of the world, on rhumb
line tangents to a great circle that would not cut up into the

calms again for more than 4000 miles.

CHAPTER liV

THE GREEN SOUTHERN OCEAN

FROM his perch in the main top, Hughie looked aft under

the curving foot of the mizzen topsail at the great green jewel

of the sea.

". . . There aren't ever any two places where it's quite the

same. . . ." he mused.

House-high, and at a gallop, followed the giant swells, with

samite crests of foam. For whole days together they had come

like this ; and the deck below him for as long a while had been

a seething welter: the Sea Witch was not a dry ship. Rather,

she seemed like one of the pelagic fishes that at times followed

her, content to spend all their lives on the surface or just barely

below it. Old hands, out of puffy-cheeked vessels, betraj^ed con-

tinual nervousness over her habit of nonchalantly piercing a

tremendous wave, to rush through it before ten thousand waver-

ing tons of water could descend and smash her forever from

sight. A ship, to their way of thinking, should have lift to her

bows, and not go tunneling in this outrageous fashion, day after

day.

Lacking a memory of other craft, Hugh felt no nervousness
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on that score. Her sense of rhythm in itself reassured him. If

anything were at fault, surely there would be stresses and jolts

to tell of it, in place of this even, gentle pitching—on, on, and

on. The bulging lines that for ages had been seesawing ponder-

ously up and down the seas were best eliminated, as they had

been in her. Here, among gigantic combers, the boy felt in his

ship a similarity to the bright dorados that amid warmer seas

had fascinated him in a glistering pursuit of flying fish. With
their bodies wholly exposed in the troughs, wholly buried in the

crests, those great fish had traveled as if on taut, invisible wires

through little sapphire rollers, just as the Sea Witch now was

slicing these cold, translucid hills of green. Sometimes a wave

actually seemed to be chasing her until it toppled astern, monu-

mental, and broke in discordant thunders ; but always she

slipped from beneath it with a fathom or so to spare.

This was February 13th. Ten days ago they had crossed the

meridian of the Cape in a mist of wheeling sea fowl. Thousands

of tiny petrel had been running on the surface of the water,

questing for brit. Scores of albatrosses went lumbering and

lurching from beneath the vessel's bows, suddenly to become

white angels of grace upon the air. The lesser birds all were gone

now ; but four albatrosses still accompanied the ship. Ned said

it was they that had brought good luck, permitting the con-

tinual average of 248 miles for the past ten days. Perhaps ; but

the run from the calms of Capricorn to the Cape had been ac-

complished in almost as rapid time, without convoy. That last

exasperating while of storm and calm in 31° south, had shat-

tered the dream of passing the Cape in less than 40 days. It

took seven weeks, almost to the hour ; but even that was better

time by five days than any shipmaster had ever dared bruit

before.

More than two-thirds of her plotted course had now been put

behind in 52 days, with an excellent chance in prospect of beat-

ing the Helena's record, set last year at the same season, of

74 days to Anjier. Captain Murray was not sure, however,

whether he would try to do that, for it required passage of the
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coastal seas against the monsoon. Better time usually could be

made in spring on a longer route through Molukka Passage and

east of the Philippines. Final decision could await recrossing of

the tropic of Capricorn, next week; but he was shrewdly ex-

amining the records of old log books in advance.

His problem swung upon the same impalpable hinge that

turns the trade winds into seasonal monsoons along the shores

of Asia, owing to an extensive aridity inland, which disturbs

the world-wide habits of tropic airs. In summer they sweep west-

ward through the Java Sea, and then turn northward along the

shores of China, making that season happiest for the conclusion

of voyages toward the treaty ports ; but in autumn the airs

reverse their direction, to blow contrariwise all winter long.

This circumstance was of great aid to early traders in their

junks, which can make fair progress only before the wind. They
would let one monsoon blow them to the harbor of their choice,

and some months later would ride merrily home on the opposite

monsoon. Such methodical oriental tactics, however, have found

no favor among the hard-driving skippers of the west, as witness

the fact that Captain Murray was due to arrive in these vext

waters at that baffling time when the unfavorable monsoon would

be making way for the favorable. During a month or two, while

that was happening, no-one could rightly say from where the

wind would blow—if it blew, indeed, at all.

The question, then, was whether it would be better to beat

up through the South China Sea in a series of slants against

the northeast monsoon with a prayer that it would last until he

sighted the Asses' Ears, or to sail perhaps twice as far along a

great outward arc that with luck would shift as the monsoon

itself shifted, keeping the wind always abeam. In the end. Cap-

tain Murray elected the former procedure, trusting in his ship's

ability to sail close-hauled, with the additional reason that

spring typhoons usually were confined to the outer waters, east

of the Philippines.

On February 18th they entered the calms of Capricorn again,

and after five exasperating days bade them evil bye, for a dash
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northward through the trades. Guessing that these unvarying

breezes would be disturbed by the west monsoon at about 10°

south latitude, Captain Murray kept the wind on his starboard

quarter, heading west of Cocos. When the monsoon was felt,

at midnight of the 28th, he put his helm over and drove directly

for Sunda Strait,

CHAPTER liVI

TELEGRAPHY

ON the evening of March 2nd, Mary experienced a curious tran-

quillity of mind as she sat before her bedroom mirror, doing

mysterious things to her hair that would insure tomorrow its

ringlets. After turning out the gas, she lay in bed for a few

moments, musing upon the notion that this happiness perhaps

was caused by some sort of telegraphy from the Sea Witch, say-

ing that the ship also was in the midst of happy hours.

". . . Perhaps they've sighted a landfall. Could it be Java

Head.'' It's only seventy days since they sailed, but Roger said

the Sea Witch would be the fastest of ships. . .
."

At whiles, since the departure of the ship, she had felt an

inexplicable unease, sometimes for a few moments—sharply,

sometimes less acutely, but for hours together. This was the

first instance of a kind of inexplicable exaltation. With a mind

serene, she drifted into slumber.

Presently she awoke, trembling, listening. There was no

sound, no memory of a dream. She lay down again, but found

it impossible to sleep. The blue flame of a match showed her

that it was half past twelve. She lit the gas, took her diary from

the drawer of a bedside table, and recorded the incident, finish-

ing with the words

:

"—and, as it is midnight here, it must be near midday on

the other side of the world, where my dear one is. For this I
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give thanks—he will be the better able to see what danger it

is that I am sure is even now besetting him."

Despite this communion of pen and page, she found it difficult

to court slumber. Just as her eyes closed, at last, she started up
once more, clutching the quilt to her throat, heart thumping,

body cold with perspiration.

". . . Oh! Oh! What is it? Why must I feel, and still not be

able to know? . .
."

She tried to calm herself with a logical insistence that the

whole matter was fantastic—the self-induced result of too much
thinking about the fortunes of her far-away beloved

; yet, even

when oblivion seemed to be hovering near at last, for a third

time she awoke, with cold fear gripping at every nerve. All her

will power was needed to keep her from screaming aloud.

After several minutes, the seizure passed as suddenly as it

had come. She fell back exhausted, and slept quietly until

morning.

CHAPTER LVII

IN SUNDA STRAIT

"JAVA! Java Head!"

Ned's exultant call from the trestletrees brought his mess-

mates swinging like a flock of baboons into the shrouds. Save

for a hazy mirage of the coral reefs of Cocos, this would be the

first landfall in 70 days. Vagaries of the doldrums had prevented

a sight of St. Paul's rocks in the Atlantic ; and at no other point

had the vessel sailed within a hundred miles of any coast.

"Java Head, bejazis ! Ut is Java Head," howled Bejazis, who

never had seen it before. Hugh could make out only the faint,

wavelike outline of a wave that did not move with the rest. All

about him the men were clinging entranced, beatitude trans-
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figuring their coarse features. Minutes later they slowly climbed

down again ; but all morning, at intervals, there would be other

spontaneous runs aloft to watch the lavender headland grow
and spread eastward its long finger of shore. At five bells of

the forenoon watch it was bright purple, softer in outline. The
starboard watch, clustered on the fo'c's'le head, were so pre-

occupied that they forgot even to plague their scapegoat.

Slowly, like a great chameleon, the purple mound shifted to

green, and its outline became feathery with palms. A few miles to

westward another mound had risen : Mount Rakso on Prince's

Island. Between was a gateway to all the spicy east. Old hands

kept sniffing, as if they still believed legends of the perfumed

seas; but there was no odor save the familiar saltiness of a

southwest breeze, bearing up against the land.

Eight bells went with Java Head two miles to starboard and

the ship making for Prince's Channel, both sheets aft. Will or-

dered up lead and line, which he deposited under the foremast

shrouds. "I'll want one of your men a minute, Carmody," he

said, and beckoned to Hugh, who followed down to the chart

room. Out from a great chest came two flat boxes. The boy

felt hairs on his arms and neck standing suddenly aquiver as

the unlocked lids were lifted to reveal two dozen cutlasses. One

by one, without comment. Will removed and flexed them, tug-

ging at each handle to be sure that it was not loose. Then he

took a pair of smaller boxes from the chest, each containing

half a dozen Colt's Patent revolving pistols.

"Help me load these, Hughie. See, like this. I'll put in all the

caps, after this first one, and you measure powder into the

chambers. Try one.

"There," Will added, as Hugh correctly used the little meas-

uring well at the bottom of the powder flask, "That's the way."

The first two revolvers went into Will's pockets. When they

carried the armaments on deck, Roger and Carmody took each

a pair, and the rest were reserved for issue to the six veteran

able seamen. Will walked forward with Hugh. When out of ear-
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shot of the poop, he said softly, "Stick by me if we have a

brush."

"Do you think we're going to?"

"Don't know. Roger thinks maybe." Then he raised his voice,

"You, Louie, in the chains."

The Portuguese climbed to the little platform to which the

foremast shrouds were affixed. He knotted the end of the line

around his own waist, passed it through the shrouds for safety,

gathered the coil in his left hand, and swung the lead back and
forth until Will ordered "Cast !" The next swing brought it up
over his head in a great arc; and it fell, far out by the jib

boom, into the water. Coil after coil of line looped away until all

were gone, showing no bottom at 20 fathoms.

The channel narrowed between a heavily wooded island and

the Java shore. Despite its shallower approaches, Captain

Murray kept near the latter, knowing that pirate craft were

most apt to lurk in the offshore islands, from which they could

dart either into the Great Channel or into the narrower one

chosen by the Sea Witch.

As Hugh stood idling by the fo'c's'le door, a new smell came

to his nostrils. He sniffed suspiciously. Then, all at once, the

air was magical with odors.

".
. . 'And lucent syrops tinct with cinnamon' . . ."

Wavelike it came, lessening, strengthening : a music of scents

rather than of tones. He drew so long, so ecstatic a breath that

the old hurt in his side stabbed him ; but it did not matter.

"Malays ! In the Carpenter's Rocks," yelled Ned, from aloft.

At first the men on deck could see nothing. Then a sharp brown

bow shot out from behind the island, half a mile ahead.

"By da dip, eighteen," Louie called, as his lead for the first

time felt bottom.

"Keep it swinging," Will ordered, and then, "All hands aft."

There was a rush for the waist, where Carmody distributed

cutlasses and pistols. With Roger navigating, the mates sta-

tioned their watches in the waist and on the fo'c's'le head. The
Sea Witch, holding her course, found the proa sailing directly
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across channel, toward First Point. Even when right ahead of

them, and a scant hundred yards away, the brown Dyak at the

steering sweep indicated no change of course, but continued

placidly toward the Javan shore. Tension relaxed. Gripping his

cutlass in a hand that trembled the more because danger had

passed onward, Hugh studied the strange craft. It seemed only

half a boat. The windward side was flat as a board, from stem

to sternpost. Two outriggers held a smaller, extra hull parallel

to the main one. Propulsion came from a single lateen sail,

masted amidships.

With the ship surging northeast at a rate of twelve knots

and the proa quite as rapidly driving southeast away from her,

there was brief opportunity for inspection. "All right, men,"

Will said, "Pile your cutlasses at the break." But the clatter of

discarded weapons brought a furious cry from Roger, and all

looked instinctively toward the Malay rather than toward him.

As yet the brown steersman had not changed his course. He was

now several hundred yards distant, off the starboard quarter.

Despite that, the skipper leaped forward, cursing. "Serve out

those sabers, mister. Station your men. Wait for orders."

The words were scarce spoken when a curious thing occurred.

The proa's sail came suddenly about. The outrigger sprang high

out of water. Way slackened. For a moment she pivoted with

her slender mast bowing from the strain. Then, as if a bow
were releasing its enormous arrow, the bamboo snapped straight

again and the proa leapt backward, gaining sternway with

amazing acceleration. The rudder oar had been unshipped, and

another now was protruding from the vessel's identical other

end. Hugh saw then that there was no distinction at all between

bow and stern. She could sail either way with equal facility, so

long as the outrigger was kept toward the wind.

And sail she did—but so did the Sea Witch. A maneuver that

would have taken an ordinary ship completely by surprise,

bringing the pirate alongside in a minute or two, was in this in-

stance the commencement of a race. For several miles they main-

tained their relative positions, until Bejazis was all for spilling
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air from the stu'n's'ls and permitting the enemy to draw within

potshot range.

As they ran before redolent breezes, along a wooded shore

that glistened with threads of white beach and lifted to cloud-

gathering peaks beyond, it was difficult for Hugh to conceive

that death might be dogging their heels. At first the Sea Witch

drew steadily ahead. Then, past a lower, second foreland, the

breeze lessened under a clouding sky, and the Malay began to

gain. At four bells of the afternoon watch a sudden rain clove

the increasingly fitful airs, seeming to drown them, and the proa

thrust out a dozen great oars. The ship still was reeling some

seven knots ; but that proved insufficient against a combination

of sweep and matting. Five bells found Captain Murray between

the proa and the shore. A few minutes later the Malays braved

a first nervous volley of pistol shots to dart in under the stu'n's'l

booms aport, and grapple them.

Backed by a notion that they had drawn the enemy's fire,

thirty wet, naked pirates came swinging up to the booms from

bow and stern of their craft, w^hich was only ten or fifteen feet

longer than the distance between the ship's fore and mainmasts ;

but the sea-raiders' confidence of winning, blade to blade,

ignored a factor become increasingly important in the conquest

of the orient. Novel equipment of western gadget-devisers here

as elsewhere upset the age-old tactics of the east. Men who

lunged at the holders of pistols still wispy with smoke were met

by another ball from the same weapon. None of the attackers,

for all their ape-like agility, succeeded in crossing the bulwarks.

Hurt, dead, or merely confounded, all thirty tumbled into the

proa or the waves. The attackers cut their own grappling lines,

hauled a few comrades to safety on the outrigger, and drifted

astern. For half an hour they followed at a safe distance ; then

a warning shout betokened a second attack. They ran in under

the bows, this time, where there was far less room for the de-

fenders to use their weapons, and came swarming up the sprit

so quickly that several were clashing their short, heavy swords

against the cutlasses before the pistols could repel them. A few
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seconds later, another group came up by way of the port cat-

head for a flanking attack.

"Sabers," Will bellowed, as the men began to fire among
themselves. "Put up your guns."

Hugh found himself backed into a niche between the port

watertank and the forward house, from which he made des-

perate, short thrusts at a dancing figure. All at once his fingers

turned numb, and the saber went flying over the rail. His brown
attacker jumped forward, sword upraised; but another saber

met it in midair, and then thrust to the throat. Hugh found

Will's shoulders in front of his own.

The fight lasted only a few moments longer. More than half

of the Malays had been disabled or killed, in their two attempts

to board the Sea Witch, before the fight on deck commenced.

Although the more skilful fighters, they were outnumbered; a

shrill cry suddenly called the survivors over the rail again.

Tom Pepper of the port watch had been killed, and almost

everyone could show a small wound to grumble over; but the

manly beauty of Bejazis had been marred forever. As he gripped

a coir brush and went down on his knees with the rest, his own
blood dripped down to join that which he was attempting to

scrub away. From the tip of his uptilted nose, alas ! a swinging

kris had deleted at least a pennyweight of gristle and skin.

CHAPTER LVIII

AGAINST THE MONSOON

AT sunset the Sea Witch backed her main yard off Anjier, in

the roads, and hailed a Dutch vessel that happily proved to be

lading for New Orleans. While Will dickered with a brace of

bumboat merchants for mangosteens, pomelos, and a crate of

squawking fowl, Roger briefly visited the Dutchman to deliver
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dispatches and personal letters. Talk over tables at the Chum-
mery, ashore, that evening, was to run high over the reports

left by this rakish, lean vessel that had loitered for half an

hour at the crossroads of the world. Was it gullible to believe

her claim of a day's run logged at 302 miles in the Southern

Ocean, with a top speed of fifteen knots? Could she have come
the full distance from New York in 70 days, 17 hours, as her

skipper said she had? That would mean tliree days sliced from

the Helena's performance of last year, a record only recently

authenticated itself, and locally regarded as the result of such

unremitting luck with the winds as could never happen twice in

a century.

Leaving the transplanted burghers to boggle as they chose

over these advices, Captain Murray stood northeastward

through the twilight, into the Java Sea. There the winds be-

came baffling with nightfall, and a stray current forced him

to anchor in 9 fathoms off St. Nicholas point. Late in the

midwatch he got under way again, making for Billiton Strait.

This most easterly as well as widest of the three usual alley-

ways into the South China Sea seemed more desirable than the

Banca and Gaspar entries, through which the monsoon would

be blowing in direct opposition at such a season. Although

treacherous with shoals, a route should be discoverable through

Billiton on three or four slants at the most, whereas either of

the deep and narrow channels would require a mainsail haul

every twenty minutes, with consequent loss of way.

A wide sun came vertically out of the sea, giving roseate

edges to three cottony columns of smoke that rose gigantic

from Javan volcanoes, mile upon mile through the motionless

upper air. As Hugh stared at them, and at the corrugated pink

cones from which they issued, he knew indeed that he had crossed

the sill of a different world; such was the refraction of this

bright atmosphere that the volcanoes were still visible at sunset,

although more than eighty miles astern.

Two days later they entered Billiton fairway. Thereafter a

man was heaving the lead in the forechains throughout every
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watch, while the ship felt her way among sand banks and reefs.

Once she went aground where the chart indicated no danger

;

and throughout forty terrible hours of calm she had to be

kedged over oozy flats while the shantymen sang their throats to

a painful whisper, and choristers tramped a never-ending circle

at the capstan bars.

Kedging long seemed to Hugh the worst of all trials of the

voyage, because of its unbearable monotony under a pitiless

equatorial sky. An anchor would be ferried out and dumped two

cable lengths ahead of the ship, which itself would then be

hauled to the anchor. Meanwhile, a second had been carried out

on the relaxing free end of the same cable. No sooner was one

broken out of the mud than the pawls would be kicked over and

the capstan reversed to haul the ship up to its other hook.

At last the kedging ended, and on the 76th day they crossed

the equator to enter into a wide, islanded expanse of sea, with

Canton only 1500 miles away. Even the forced seamen were

cheery in the hope of making port in another week or two

;

but this prospect, regrettably, did not make due obeisance to

the slackening monsoon. Gods of the ocean, doubtless in the be-

lief that she had garnered enough honors already, decided to

chastise the Sea Witch with one weapon against which she was

utterly powerless—a dead calm. She scarce had crossed the

equator when ^olus fell fast asleep, and all the whistling of all

hands could not get from him so much as a far away snore.

Slowly, day after day, the ship drifted west by south, back

across the line, too far removed from any major island to catch

even the unfailing tropic land breeze at morning, or sea breeze

at night. Lines from the Ancient Mariner chanted themselves

through Hugh's mind until he thought he would go mad with

the breathless monotony. There had been rollers, at first ; but

they soon subsided to a surface flat as window glass. The ears

buzzed and shrilled with silence. Dutch suff'ered sunstroke and

lay babbling in his bunk, beseeching someone to kill him until

Louie leapt to do it and had to be restrained by Matt.
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Methodically the decks were sanded and holystoned. Several

times a day all tlie sails were wet down. It was better to do some-

thing than to idle, in such weather. A derelict junk, with one

painted eye staring upward in death, was descried two or three

miles away from the Sea Witch. These two vessels, the live one

and the dead, approximated steadily, as if by a magnetism.

When they were a few hundred yards apart Will, on his morn-

ing inspection of the rigging, made out a huge teak log in the

water. It had come to equilibrium a foot or two below the sur-

face, precisely midway between the vessels. All three objects,

moreover, had their major axes in the same straight line. He
mentioned the fact to Roger, who requested an hourly report

of their relative positions. The vessels continued to approach

each other, with the log between. Late that afternoon all three

touched at once, with a barely perceptible shock. Roger entered

this phenomenon in his personal journal, for the edification of

such curious folk as Lieutenant Maury, ending with a note

:

Is it simple gravity, acting at right angles to the pull be-

tween each object and Earth's center, and thus independent

of it? The log, remaining for a full day with its extremities

indicating the two larger objects, like a compass needle

turned to north and south poles, would seem to argue some

such explanation, and disprove an ascription of the cause

to currents.

Later he noted the fact that for three days the vessels ad-

hered in actual contact until, on the eighth day of calm, a

breeze came again to permit a north-northwestward slant close

hauled, between the Tambelan Islands and Singapore. This

wind gave the ship 400 miles of northing in three days. Then

the monsoon reasserted itself, and blew fitfully from the precise

direction of Canton. Back and forth she doggedly tacked,

making easting for a while, then northing with a westward lee-

way, from March 20th until April 3rd. Under the Annam coast,

noon always was calm. The 100th day felt a strengthening wind
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hauling around into the west, and found the Sea Witch a scant

300 miles from the estuary of the Pearl River.

Conditions seemed to presage a swift termination of this final

stage that had added such mockery to an otherwise miraculous

voyage : but yEolus was not yet fully appeased. As one final re-

minder of his prerogative, he relaxed pressure on the mercury

;

and Captain Murray, noting this polite barometric warning,

ordered in the kites. At midnight his vessel was lying to under

storm staysails while the first tentative typhoon of the season

drove him southeast again. As he stood by his helmsmen in the

shrieking rain, the captain grimly bethought himself of the laws

of chance. He was too old a hand to expect spring favors of the

South China Sea. His decision to buck the relaxing monsoon

had been gambler's choice, with a knowledge of the odds. On
the far longer way round, outside the Philippines, he could not

possibly have bettered the Rainbow^s port-to-port record of 92

days. On this direct route he might have done so, if the north-

east monsoon held steady a little longer than usual. He had

chosen the shorter way with a realization that it spelt either a

miraculously short passage or a rather long one; and it was

turning out to be the latter. Yet it seemed too much of a bad

thing to encounter a typhoon, when such storms in April come

only once in three or four years.

Sensing a slight change in the angle made by wind and wave,

he shouted in the ear of the lascar, "Keep her southeast," but

could not hear his own voice. Neither could Matt, so the cap-

tain tried again in Malay : "Padoman ! Tanggara," and the

wheel was wrenched over a spoke or two.

". . . Sea Witch. Fastest ship in the world, and I bring you

out in slower time than the old Cortlandt, that never did more

than twelve knots in her life. Hol-Za/ Old Moneybags'll think I

did it to spite him, 70 days to run the first 13,000 miles, and

30-odd more days to cover the measly last 2000. Serves him,

the old buzzard. Well, as for myself, I'd rather quit the sea with

something a little better, for a final showing. . . ." Then,
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bending toward the nearer helmsman, he bellowed, *'Timor-

tanggara."

So through the storm he stood until, on the morning of the

102nd day, the wind slackened to a steady northeast breeze

and they steered undamaged north-northwest again over con-

fused rollers for the mouth of the Pearl.

CHAPTER LIX

A TARRY-BREEKED MURRAY

HUGH leaned his elbows across the windward sling of the main

skysail yard, hooking his fingers under the jackstay—an emer-

gency hold if the footrope were to fail. It was unlikely that

Taff would molest him here, at the ship's uppermost station.

He was wearing only trousers and boots. Wind and morning

sunlight blended to an exquisite sensation of health on his

tanned back, at once shivery and warm. Overhead the sky was

full of mares' tails. The water seemed a luminous pale blue.

". . . There's China, just over the edge. What'll it look like?

All yellow, maybe, and temples and pagodas all along the shore,

and people in yellow silk gowns. Oh, green things to eat ! 'Oats,

peas, beans, and barley grow.' Hang the oats and barley.

Chicken ! Think of chicken—roast chicken, all juicy under the

skin. . .
."

Two or three days of fresh food got from the bumboats off

Anjier had onl}' tantalized appetites grown more exasperating

than ever during the past exasperating month.

". . . Look, there's a sail—two—three. . . .

"Sail ho !" he called, "two points on the port bow."

Through the interstice between mizzen topsail yard and the

foot of the topgallant sail he caught a glimpse of Will, lifting a

telescoTDe to his eve.
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". . . China! Maybe we'll dock by tonight. What's a Chi-

nese pier like? Bamboo, I suppose. Oh, it's almost over ! Galatea,

I've won. Now, if I can only stand it on the way home. I'm so

sick of Taff's face, and Louie's. I like Matt. He's the only

gentleman in the sta'b'd watch, and he's a lascar. Look, there's

another sail. We must be getting near port. Nobody could have

told me a couple of months ago that I'd ever climb up here of

my own accord. . . ."

As he looked down again, his stomach's behavior told him
that he would not be on the skysail yard even now, if there were

any place on deck where he could feel safe from annoyance.

There was less downright hazing, nowadays, but the finding of

needless jobs for Grommet persisted.

". . . Yes, I'm still afraid, and I always will be, in places like

this. But I'm not as afraid of height as I am sick of Taff . Maybe
he'll desert in China. Maybe all the worst ones will. They keep

saying they're going to. Look, that looks like land. . . ."

He waited for a few minutes to be sure, and then yelled,

"Land ho !"

Like echoes in a mountain gorge the call went from mouth
to mouth. Two seconds later the rigging was aswarm with

figures watching a blue peak, as it lifted on the starboard bow.

Another, westward from the first, was visible an hour later;

and six bells of the forenoon watch found the Sea Witch stand-

ing in toward a hundred tawny sails of the fishing fleet, near the

smoky blue peaks of the Lemas. From her lower yards a clear

view could be had of Man Shan, the Great Ladrone, 20 miles

toward the west, and of a dozen other sprinkled isles off both

bows. None seemed at all yellow. Instead, the blue tint of dis-

tance appeared also to be basic, and the smoke real. The near-

ing islands proved to be barren mounds of clay and stone, with

fires burning in the coarse gully grass that was their sole vegeta-

tion. Matt said that fisherfolk of these shores and islands were

wont to cut most of the grass for fuel each year in the fall, and

to fire the rest in spring as manure for a new crop.

Carmody busied himself overhauling cables for the anchors
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that had swung at tlieir catheads since Sunda. When noon

changed the watches and Hugh went on duty, the Sea Witch had

entered Lcnia Channel and was making northeastward to avoid

a pair of sharp rocks visible off the point of a rugged island to

port. After rounding them, she steered northward with the wind

abeam, toward what seemed a closed shore. It proved instead

to be a pair of large islands with a passage between.

"Nusa Hongkong," Matt said, nodding toward the towering

gray peak to starboard. "Hongkong gunong—that's mountain.

Good to see. Ghaut serang, there. Ha !"

Hugh did not inquire into the nature of a ghaut serang. He
watched the lascar's body, sensuously moving in a kind of leg-

less eastern dance, and made his own deductions.

". . . Hongkong ! Nothing very exciting about it yet, except

that waterfall," he mused, staring at the barren shore with its

occasional cluster of cottages, enlivened only by one white

cataract that came leaping over a great bluish rock into the

very sea. "There must be a bigger town somewhere to account

for all the boats. . .
."

Hundreds of little moonshaped fishing craft studded the

long channel and perplexed the wheelsman's task as the Sea

Witch approached a sharp point of land, tacked around it, and

crossed the bar of Hongkong harbor in midafternoon of the

10-lth day out from New York. At first Hugh's attention was

held by the yellow cast of the water, over the bar. Then, as the

new shoreline became clearer, he stared eagerly ahead, trying

to make out his bamboo piers and pagodas of porcelain.

But here again he was disappointed. If one ignored the

topography beyond, Hongkong might have been mistaken for

any minor settlement on New York's Upper Bay. The sharply

rising clay hills, scarred with gullies and rocky toward

their summits, seemed to have tumbled a row of nondescript

buildings down their sides, to lie in a disordered heap on the

beach. Here and there a few tiers of houses clung perilously

to the lower slopes ; but most of them were spread thinly at the

water's edge—squat, unlovely warehouses preponderant, with
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granite, prison-like walls. The roadway itself was more pictur-

esque than the shore. In deep water a score of British and two

American vessels lay at anchor, yards meticulously squared, sails

in plaited harbor gaskets. There were perhaps a hundred junks,

of all sizes : so many great wooden ducks, they seemed, heads

submerged in search of water weeds, tails high in air. Water-

men's hak-kows with tunnel-shaped awnings were sculling grace-

fully between shore and shipping. A crowded ferry threaded its

way toward Kow-loong on the mainland. Ten or twelve bum-
boats converged upon the new-come crew of foreign devils,

magnanimously eager to shrive them of that seed of all evil:

their money. Clustered to the banks at every point save directly

before the warehouses were a horde of Chu-ka-teang—each one

a home, ferry, and fishing boat, all on a single hull. These vessels

were the East ; but Hongkong itself was anybody's city, drab-

ness overlarded here and there with pomposity. Its Chinese ma-

jority of residents all were immigrants from the mainland. If

there was anything of Chinese art or charm in their dwellings,

it was successfully hidden from a viewer in the harbor. Nothing

resembling a pagoda or a temple rose to challenge the ugly

steeples of the Episcopal church and the American Baptist

chapel, capping a municipality built at the best of English

tradesmen, and governed by the Crown.

As soon as the anchor took hold. Captain Murray went

ashore in his dinghy to acquaint Lieutenant Pedder, R.N., with

his ship's papers, and to arrange lighterage of a portion of cargo

consigned to Mr. Dhunjeebhoy Rustomjee, the Parsee mer-

chant who represented Prescott interests in Victoria. This gen-

tleman, having received advices by semaphore of the approach

of a ship flying the blue and yellow house flag, was waiting at

the Harbor Master's office, east of town, with a proff"er of his

home's entire resources, to be at the captain's disposal while in

port. The wealthy Zarathustran was dressed with a severe sim-

plicity common to all classes of his sect. Over his gown of

loosely knit muslin he wore a wide scarf of plum-colored silk,

striped longitudinally. It was akin to a bishop's stole, and the
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religious effect was in harmony with his hat, contrived also of

muslin, upon a kind of halo.

Captain Murray made gracious acceptance of a gracious

offer. When they were outside, standing before Jardine, Mathe-

son's offices, he broached a matter that could be arranged tact-

fully because of the great influence and power of the Parsee.

Whereupon the latter returned and spoke briefly with Ibrahim,

Lieutenant Peddcr's interpreter. That wily go-between, given

an appropriate cumshaw in private, presently divided it with a

member of the constabulary. As a result of these transactions,

nine recalcitrant seamen who took French leave of the Sea Witch

that evening were not apprehended by the port authorities until

after their former vessel had cleared for Whampoa, some eighty

miles up river. In the meanwhile of 36 hours her skipper, demon-

strating b}' log that he had sailed shorthanded in the first place,

was able to gather and to ship in a perfectly legal fashion six-

teen lascars from a wrecked lorcha, who had gallantly squan-

dered their charity purse at Victoria's ghaut serang.

On the second afternoon of anchorage off Hongkong, Hughie

saw Roger loitering in the waist, politely conversing in

Manchu with an underling of the late Commissioner Lin, who

to avoid transportation to "the cold country" had found it ad-

visable to seek employment with the British in Victoria. Some-

what timorously, the boy approached his brother and requested

permission to go ashore in the next lighter.

"Ask your watch officer," Roger said curtly, and turned his

back.

". . . Thank you, my dear brother," Hugh reflected. "You
could hardly have forgotten that you sent my watch officer

ashore for the afternoon yourself, no more than half an hour

ago. . .
."

Such was the result of his first attempt in months to address

his brother ; but later in the afternoon, when Carmody returned

in a merry mood, he gave all his men a dog-watch leave. Once

ashore, Hugh separated from the others and went poking about

in search of China, evidences of which he found here and there
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in the side alleys, where balconied houses wore coats of red and
blue paint, and flaunted long yellow signs inscribed in both Chi-

nese and English. He was standing in such a spot, seeking

earnestly to convince an armless beggar of his own quite penni-

less estate, when a shout sounded from the alley's end:

"Hol-Za/ Grommet, got a minute to spare?"

Dignity and suspicion strove for control as he stepped back

upon Victoria's single thoroughfare, the Queen's Road, and

found himself being introduced to a placid personage whom
Roger called Dhunjeebhoy Rustomjee. The great merchant,

sensibly indulgent toward the quaint habits of the west, shook

Hugh's extended hand.

"This is the sculptor who cut the figure you were so admir-

ing," Roger explained. "Came out with us as a foremasthand."

The Parsee smiled pleasantly and began speaking in low,

musical English, oddly accented. "The high-born youth of your

country are more adventurous than those of any other that

sends us ships. Had he been a Briton, with such a man as you

for brother, I should have looked for him in the wardroom, as

midshipman, or in the saloon, as supercargo. But it was thirty

years ago when first I learnt that the American ordinary sea-

man often is better educated than the master mariner of other

races."

"True enough, of thirty years ago," Roger admitted, "in

the days when most of our shipmasters took the sons of men
who belonged to the same church, and made mariners of them.

But the young fellows turn inland, rather than seaward, now-

adays. My crews, the last few years, have been more than half

foreigners. This lad did it by mistake."

Hugh started as his brother's arm was laid affectionately

across his own shoulders.

"Will and I didn't think you'd last the voyage out, Grommet.

Now you're one of us. You're a tarry-breeked Murray, now.

Hol-Za.^ can't figure out whether the squire'U be glad or sorry."

Presently the arm relaxed from across his shoulders ; but

long after Roger and his friend had continued on their way,
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Hugh remained standing on the clay road, while emotions

churned themselves to a tasty butter of bewilderment within

him. Out of it came presently a feeling of power and of self-

fulfilment that was quite new to him. Unconsciously, during the

voyage, the scapegoat had improved his status until it was no

worse than that of any other royal boy. He had fallen in with

the usages of caste, that made even so poor a seaman as Taff

the overlord of the most competent boy in the crew, and had

ceased activelj^ to rebel, even in his own heart, against a condi-

tion as old as Tyre. He had come to realize that, in taking

orders from Taff, he was not obeying that slack-lipped non-

entity, so much as he was acknowledging the necessity of King
Neptune's hierarchy, even when its will was expressed through

an unworthy and minor incumbent.

It was a glimpse of Taff, rolling down the Queen's Road with

a sea bag dragging behind him, that brought Hugh back to

himself,

"Nah then, Grommet, clap a hand to me duffle and foller

along." Taff heaved the neck of the bag toward Hugh, who let

it fall in the mud.

"You can carry your own bag when you're ashore, Taff."

"Wot's 'at.^"' Taff had just enough Peruvian Pisco aboard

to feel Napoleonic. He seized Hugh by the shoulder and bro-

ganed him toward the bag. But Hugh had graduated, that

afternoon, from a large part of his old timorousness. An arm
grown ample with sinew, from the very tasks Taff had set it,

swung its fist to the tormentor's scrubby chin. Taff collapsed

to sitting posture in a puddle, while a look of grievous surprise

overspread his face. Slowly he got to his feet, and closed with

the cunning of a fair boxer ; but the salt sweat of victory was

on Grommet's lip, and he found its taste good. The seaman*s

blows aroused a long-dormant mettle. Though he was less

schooled in technic, justice powered his arms. A wild swing pres-

entl}' connected, and Taff went down full length in the same

puddle. Before he could rise again, two British troopers stalked

up in elegant, skin-tight breeches, swinging little burnished
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canes. A glance at the combatants decided them as to the rights

of the quarrel.

"You'd better be off to your ship, nah," one of them advised

Hugh, "Is this 'ere one off the syme? Then tell your bleedin'

skipper to arsk for 'im at the 'oosegow."

The bleedin' skipper was not aboard when Hugh came up
over the side, and Carmody showed marvelously small interest

in the matter of reclaiming Taff. Hugh did not come within

speaking distance of Roger again, until next day, when the

Sea Witch had catted her anchor and was making back across

the bar for Kapsingmoon passage into the Pearl. Having held

reel for the invariable hourly (though here quite unnecessary)

casting of the log, he paused to voice the words that had not

come before.

"Thanks, Roger. I'm glad to be a tarry-breeked Murray,

too."

"Roger?" The captain's eyes hardened. "Who's Roger?" he

inquired. Then, turning to Carmody, he ordered curtly, "Mis-

ter, log this man of yours for insolence to an officer."

1
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Oh, give me again the rover's life—the joy, the

thrill, the whirl ! Let me feel thee again, old sea ! let

me leap into thy saddle once more. I am sick of these

terra firma toils and cares; sick of the dust and reek

of towns. Let me hear the clatter of hailstones on

icebergs, and not the dull tramp of these plodders,

plodding their dull way from their cradles to their

graves. Let me snuff thee up, sea-breeze ! and whinny

in thy spray. Forbid it, sea-gods ! intercede for me
with Neptune, O sweet Amphitrite, that no dull clod

may fall on my coffin ! Be mine the tomb that swal-

lowed up Pharaoh and all his hosts; let me lie down
with Drake, where he sleeps in the sea.

—Herman Melville in White Jacket





BOOK FOUR: THE SECOND VOYAGE

CHAPTER LX

DIARY LEAVES

A FROWN creased the broad serenity of Mary's forehead as

her fingers turned the pages of a diary bound in orange velvet.

When closed, it was guarded by a hasp and heart-shaped pad-

lock, both of gold ; but now the padlock was being tinily marred

by the impress of her teeth.

"... I should be switched for worrying. But oh! oh! why
doesn't he send some word? Seven ships in from the Pearl this

month, but not a whisper of news. Is this God's punishment for

my having doubted our love, when he sailed away? Why must I

suffer so, loving him more and more with every lost hour? No
news since the fifth of June. . .

."

A warm breeze through the netted window brought odors of

honeysuckle and mown grass, and a lustful noise of bees. She

turned back the cardlike pages to read:

'*.
. . 'June the sixth (the one hundred and sixty-first day

of severance) Praise God, for there is word at last from my
beloved, brought in the clipper brig "Nan", which docked yes-

terday with the Anjier mails. My beloved writes strange letters

—all wind and tide and current—all canvas and chronometers,

latitude and longitude. I am proud to be able to understand all

such references. I rejoice to learrt, by his postscript, that he

was within ten miles of Java Head, in seventy days and nine

hours, thought a time to better former runs by about three

days. This is the first dispatch since March the second, when a
ship docked that had spoken him off the harbor of Rio. I take

253
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it as proof that his voyage already has been satisfactorily

terminated, and that he is undoubtedly at this writing well on

the way home to my heart. All through April the strange sense

of far-off things never came to me. But it started again in May,
so I take this to mean that he arrived on April fivst or near it,

and sailed again early in May. How hard it is to describe that

feeling! yet I have it indited, hour for hour, to compare with

Roger's log. Is it mad to suspect such intelligences, such clair-

voyance? I know not. I know only that I felt it strongly, and

these records I have kept will tell if it be true. At least, if he

passed Anjier in the evening on the third of March, the dangers

which I sensed in the dark first hours of that morning

must have been successfully passed. Now I can be blissful

again.' . .
."

She elected not to read on, through the following pages of

rhapsody, upon which too often already she had fed her

troublous heart, but turned instead to the entry of a week ago

:

". . . 'July the sixteenth (the two hundred and first day of

severance). Before daybreak this morning, says the Evening

Post, the ship "Calcutta Maid" anchored off Old Slip, one hun-

dred and one days from Hongkong, carrying mails and bulletins

from all China ports on the Chu Kiang (Pearl). Yet there was

no letter in the afternoon distribution. I can scarce await the

morning. O my beloved, your word was plighted not to go to

sea again after we were married. If you had to go, why did you

suddenly so want to marry me, before going? A dutiful wife

should not question your judgment, beloved. But I am also a

jealous wife—jealous of the sea. If ever you do go to sea again,

in the years to come, I shall go too, to fight against my rival

and keep you safe from her. . . .

". . . 'July the seventeenth (the two hundred and second

day of severance). There being no letter in the morning post, I

tryannized over Gram, requiring her to accompany me to the

offices of Prescott & Company during the luncheon hour, when

Mr. Prescott, hateful man, would be out. Mr. Patch was most

cordial, but had nothing of news to give. He had but a moment
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before completed perusal of all the journals from China,

brought in the "Calcutta Maid", and showed me a letter from

some unpronounceable heathen whom Mr. Prescott fittingly

chooses to represent him at Hongkong, The letter was dated

April sixth, at which time the "Sea Witch" had neither arrived

nor been reported at Victoria. I dare not think what this may
mean. Yet—seventy days to Anjier—that figures out to the

third of March. And he had not arrived at Hongkong on the

sixth of April, thirty-four days later.' . . ."

Her head inclined upon an unstylishly tanned forearm that at

once was wet with tears. Only a few minutes had passed, this

afternoon, since her return from yet another vain quest, pathet-

ically aided by young Mr. Livingston, appraiser at the Custom-

House and her sometime suitor. His search of all recent bulletins

from a dozen possible eastern ports had uncovered no clew ; and

the end of the interview was even more distressing because of a

suspicion that the lovelorn youth was struggling to conceal

hopes that his own suit for her hand might someday, if the

Sea Witch were lost, be renewed.

Presently the tears stopped, and she lifted her head in a

gesture of imperious self-discipline.

"... I shan't be such a zany ! He said not to expect him

until early August. He might have put in at Manila, or—or

Taiwan ! that's it, Taiwan, about the alicorn. Teas don't come

down till early in May anyway, so he sailed right past Hong-
kong to Taiwan, looking for a superstitious sultan. Of
course ! . . ."

Hastily her fingers found a January entry in her diary

:

". . . Here it is— '—and there is still, I grieve to say, no

news from Hugh, who was to have sailed last Saturday, but

never appeared for his ticket and letter of credit, which are

still being held by Mr. Hone. Having nought else to occupy

my idle wits, I shall indite before I forget its details the true

story of that mysterious cane with which my beloved set the

town wondering last spring. Having in the "Cortlandt" a con-

signment of fine liquors to be lightered to the Keeling Islands,
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he found the consignees unable to pay in monies, owing to an

unbalanced trade that year with these unfrequented isles. So

he took in lieu of silver some cases of "opium dirt", as the Chi-

nese proscriptions call it. (Gram says my father, who used to

deal in opium, claimed always that it was a beneficial and

necessary drug for persons so restricted in diet as the Chinese.

But Roger thinks otherwise, and prefers not to handle it. I

fear that his reasons, alas, are commercial rather than moral.)

In this case he acquiesced through necessity to indulge in the

traffick, with an order to deliver the opium to the sultan of

Billybiling ( ?? some such name) on the Straits of Sunda. After

signals had brought out the dignitary himself in his fleetest

proa, a calm befel them both, and at this unfortunate moment a

small lorcha of the Dutch Customs, equipped with sweeps and

ordnance, came rowing around the nearby seaward cape,

making it needful to rid the "Cortlandt" of her contraband at

once, lest the vessel and her entire cargo be confiscated, the

calm, of course, putting her at the mercy of an armed craft

with sweeps. So Roger had to strike a quick bargain. This port

too was drained of silver that season (Too much buying and

too little selling, I suppose) and the petty sultan had come

out to find out what would be acceptable in its stead. But he

had brought nothing else. So he proffered the alicorn as a

pledge of payment when the ship next passed by, homeward

bound. It was suspicious, of course, when such a man was will-

ing to part at all from a talisman against the daily peril of

poisoners: but the jewels of the knob, if genuine, should be

worth the agreed price of several thousand Spanish dollars.

But the jewels, alas, proved paste, and two attempts to have

the alicorn redeemed both have been unsuccessful, owing to the

labors of a resident missionary who has experimentally dis-

proved the therapeutic uses of such talismans (or talismen?

which?) So now Roger thinks he must find a remoter potentate,

on Taiwan or some other less frequented island, who will value

the alicorn for its own sake. 'Tis said they once commanded in-

credible sums in the east' . . .
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". . . Yes, oh ! oh ! that's what he must have done," she

thought, peering at her father's great globe and verifying the

position of the island of Taiwan, north and east of the tea

ports, "sailed on past Hongkong to Taiwan, because there

would be a month or two to waste in port anyway . .
."

And—as we sustain life by the strength of dreams rather

than of truths—this explanation satisfied her for another

crucial forty-eight hours, until a tall ship with rakish masts

came soaring up the Narrows to bring word at last of the safe

arrival in China on April 7th of the Sea Witch. This first

harbinger, despite a stay of precisely four weeks in the waters of

the Chu Kiang, had passed on her homeward journey all vessels

that had cleared during the intervening month. The harbinger

was the Sea Witch herself, first to bring back news of her own
arrival out at Hongkong.

CHAPTER liXI

MR. PRESCOTT'S REACTIONS

PLACING an ivory finger on the last page of the logbook,

Cornelius Prescott looked up coldly to say, "Is not this boast,

aside from being unnecessary, obviously incorrect?"

Roger bent to inspect the climactic entry in his journal of

occurrences on the run from China to New York

:

Time, Canton to New York {anchorage to anchorage)

80 days '23 hrs.—The quickest on record!

!

"I detect no error," he said, "unless I have confused sidereal

time with absolute. That is altogether unlikely, sir."

The shipowner ignored this taunt, couched in philosophies

beyond his ken. "As we were already possessed—through your
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own skill, captain,—of a still unequaled China passage of 78
days in the old Cortlandt, I see no cause for jubilant punctua-

tion marks over a passage three days longer in a ship of vastly

improved mold. I had expected a better performance of this

combination of man and ship. 104 days to go out and 81 days to

come home hardly gives us reason to boast of the Sea WitchJ'*

Captain Murray thereupon bent calmly to add the words "—
against the monsoon—" in qualification of his claim to a new
record. While he was returning the quill to its cup, old Hunt
knocked and announced Captain Barton.

"I'll see him," Mr. Prescott decided, glancing without com-

prehension at the postscript. "Perhaps he can aid you. Cap-
tain Murray, in explaining how a passage of 81 days in a fast

ship betters your former achievement of 78 days in a slow one."

"There is no doubt of his being able to, if he has patience for

such elementary treatises in physical geography," Roger negli-

gently replied, flicking a wafer of cheroot ash from the rough

cafe-au-lait silk of his jacket. "For myself, I have other busi-

ness. If there are no further questions concerning details of the

manifest, I shall bid you adieu until three o'clock."

Mr. Prescott merely stared as Captain Murray made his

smiling exit. The captain's smile, however, relaxed to an expres-

sion of unmistakable annoyance as he strode up Maiden Lane
to Broadway.

". . . Confounded old buzzard! Albino turkey buzzard.

White wattles. Can't weigh eight stone, nowadays. Twice that,

a year ago. Twenty-five years in the China trade and can't

tell the difference between a run out of season and a run in

season. Didn't I put enough new marks on record, even this

time.'' Anjier to the Cape—twenty-six days. Anjier to Sandy

Hook—sixty-two days. And the ones going out—twenty-five

to Rio—forty-two to the Cape. And all the thanks I get is that

I wasn't able to buck the monsoon faster than somebody else

could run dead before it ! . .
."

Remembering nineteen days at outset of tacking against the

southwest monsoon, blowing precisely contrary to his course as
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he threaded the myriad reefs of the China Sea, Roger privately

consigned all stay-at-home shipowners to a locker somewhat

deeper and less cordial than Davy Jones's. During that most

difficult stage of the crucial homeward run, he never had left

the quarterdeck for an instant. While Cornelius Prescott pre-

sumably was snoring, if his conscience would let him, Roger

throughout three tense weeks had subsisted on cat naps, caught

in a wicker chair lashed to the taffrail,

".
. . Well, Barton's the man to tell him about winds in the

Cliina Sea, at that. He spent seven weeks beating from Macao to

Singapore, once. . . ."

Barton, just then, was waxing eloquent on the subject, and

quite decently applauding the eighty-one day run. After an

examination of the abstract, he called it equivalent to a seventy-

five day passage made in the northeast monsoon. The owner,

however, was less ignorant of such factors than he elected to

pretend. What he really had hoped for was an out-of-season

run in which his new clipper would equal the best in-season per-

formance of former vessels. The result really could be con-

sidered as having fulfilled his desire : none but his own Cortlandt

and the Rainbow (herself a clipper) ever had made the home-

ward run in fewer than eighty-nine days, even at the height of

the favorable monsoon ; and it was written plain on the record

that, with Sunda Strait behind her, the Sea Witch had covered

the remaining nine-tenths of her journey faster than it had

ever been accomplished before by anyone at any time of year.

Her best day's run, in the southeast trades, had chalked up 312

miles on the slate; for ten consecutive stu'n's'l days she had

averaged 26-4 miles per diem: two records that bettered her

own collateral performances of the outward run.

Mr. Prescott's true reaction to the maiden voyage of his new

clipper was indicated, not in what he said to Captains Murray
and Barton, but in two telegrams that set the relays clicking in

Boston and Portland a few minutes after noon. Each authorized

the immediate laying of a keel, one at East Boston, one at
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Damariscotta, according to plans similar to those of the Sea

Witch—plans already scrutinized and approved by the com-

pany's consultant, Isaac Silver.

CHAPTER LXII

MAGIC FROM JAPAN

THE ire that had been aroused in Roger by his brief meeting

with Mr. Prescott lessened during a brisk walk up Broadway
to the park. The last trace of it was mollified by soft, excited

whispers, and by the glances—half bold, half shy—from other

occupants of an omnibus into the last seat of which he presently

settled himself. His fellow passengers all bore parcels and were

feminine, facts that failed to surprise the Captain at all as he

noticed, across the way, the huge plate glass windows of A. T.

Stewart's new store.

". . . Wonder if old Hone was right. Insisted the town

hoodlums wouldn't leave a pane of it unsmashed by New Year's

Day. Well, at least he was wrong when he claimed A. T. would

replace 'em with smaller casements. How big are they? Six feet

by twelve, solid glass, I'd judge. Hol-Za/ my pretty miss, ring-

lets for you too, almost the color of milady's. But your eyes are

brown. I prefer blue, thank you, so look the other way. Hone
said those windows cost $500 apiece. It takes more faith than

I've got left in the goodness of your fellow man to put up
brickbat targets at that rate. Hi! here we go. . . ."

As the horses leaned against their collars the vehicle lurched

on its springs and a warm shoulder pressed his own. Its owner

rather tardily recovered her equilibrium, and the captain's

pulses added an extra few beats to their normal rate. ". . . Not
for you though, minx. You're nothing but the abstract spirit of

femininity. I'd have you know, abstract spirit, friend o' my
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youth, that R. Murray, Esquire, for the first time in some

twenty years, entered and cleared from oriental ports without

making another useless search for the reality that you're the

spirit of. Whoa ! For all I know I'm about to suffer the pangs

of fatherhood. You're in love, Roger. Holy matrimony's giving

you all the excitement that you used to get out of secret ren-

dezvous with some drunken consul's forlorn bride. Carlotta. I

wonder if he did slip a knife under that breast of yours. 'Breast

like a little, whiter Taj Mahal.' You told me I was a poet when

I said that. Hol-Za.^ me, a poet ! Well, for utilitarian purposes,

at times, perhaps. He had plenteous cause to kill you, Carlotta.

I shouldn't have blamed him. . . ."

Such were the gaudy recollections of Captain Murray as he

rode northward, with a sensation of immoderate virtue, toward

the arms of his bride. He alighted at 21st Street and walked

two blocks west to the suburban address of Mary's uncle, under

whose roof she and her grandmother had been living during the

past seven months. The iron gate's protesting outcry, as he

moved it on joints long innocent of oil, was echoed by a quick

wild sound of joy. Mary came running on the narrow grass

border between flowerbeds, lifting her green calico skirt above

the yellow masses of jonquils on either side.

Their mouths were aching with the long pressure when she

relaxed in his arms at last, that her eyes might have their solace

of him in turn. His own sense of virtue, accompanied as it was

by an eager rush of passion, caused the arms that still enzoned

her waist to tremble. She leant back against his clasped hands

and lifted slim fingers to touch reassuringly the golden brown

of his cheeks. Then doubt flickered at the corners of her mouth.

"What's wrong, milady.'"'

"Nothing. You—I—it's just so long—oh ! oh ! so very long,

since I've seen you. You seemed to have changed."

"Been building pictures in your mind of a hero that never

was.? I thought I'd perhaps been doing that myself, about a

goddess who never was. But I haven't. Milady's more beautiful

than I dared remember." Looking critically up and down her
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slim body, he mentally added, ". . . No buttons to be twisted

off my coat this trip, evidently. . . ."

Mary, as she continued to stare at him, had her own private

thoughts. ". . . Whatever is it that's so different about him.'*

The more I look, though, the less changed he seems. Why yes,

he's hardly changed at all. Whatever was I thinking of? . . ."

The strange feeling passed as they chatted together ; but

next day, when they went to dine with the squire, a reason for

this weird reaction abruptly confronted her. Roger had fol-

lowed his father down among cobwebs and dust to choose a

vintage sufficiently sacred for the occasion, abandoning Mary
to the conversational oddities of aunt Nance. As that singular

lady maundered half-intelligibly, the curtains parted and

Hughie stepped into the room. Mary rose, lips parted, brow

perplexed. He seemed taller. The face, so fair in other years,

now was as brown as Roger's. More assurance, if still not

enough, showed in his manner as he bowed without speaking.

"What an adventure you've had !" she found herself saying.

*'Mr. Hone was so puzzled when you didn't come for your

tickets and things, but he showed us a note you wrote him. And
he kept telling us that you were all right, wherever you were.

And then the news came in February, in the Clarissa. She spoke

the Sea Witch on the line."

She paused, still needful of quick things to say—anything to

fight off the necessity for acknowledging what she so plainly

saw. A flash of merciful memory aided her. "Why, goodness ! I

never thanked you for the statuette, Hughie. It was solid silver

!

It was awfully naughty of you to give me something so expen-

sive. What I love it for is what you made of it. 'Joy, whose

hand is—ever at his lips—bidding adieu.' Mr. Hone says it's a

real masterwork, but I didn't need to be told that, really. And
I do love it."

During this almost childlike outrush of phrases his eyes, which

had dared regard her gravely and steadily at first, turned side-

long in their orbits. "I didn't want you to be angry with me,"
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he whispered. "I thought the little silver thing might make you

forgive me."

"Angry? Forgive you? For what?"

"Then you didn't see the resemblance?—the figurehead?"

Her chin sank upon her breast, then lifted. "Yes, Hughie.

Oh, 3'es, I know what you mean. I did see it. It made me very

proud, and sad, not angry."

"Oh Mar}', if I'd known it would make you sad I'd never—

"

"Of course you wouldn't have, so it's good j^ou never knew."

Boots sounded on the cellar stairs. Aunt Nance got hastily

up to wrap wine bottles in their napkins. The conversation had

not impressed her. She seldom listened to others, perhaps in

compensation—poor lady—for being so thoroughl}' ignored

herself. Roger came in, wiping cobwebs from his fingers with a

square of Shantung silk, figured with a microscopic cipher in

Chinese characters—reputedly of great use to students walled

up in their cells during the literary examinations.

"Well, Grommet, got your shore legs yet?" he queried, clap-

ping a hand on his brother's shoulder.

"The street still heaves a bit," Hugh admitted.

"What d'ye find to do with yourself, ashore?"

"This afternoon I went with Will to see Dutch's wife and

family."

Roger frowned slightly. "I hope our eleemosynary brother

was discreet." To appease Mary's plain curiosity, he added,

"One of the seamen chose to celebrate journey's end by poking

his head in a loop of cable that the anchor was taking down
to the East River mud."

Mary's face went white. "Killed?" she inquired, and her hus-

band nodded.

"Shouldn't I go and see his widow, poor woman?"
"It would be awfully kind," Hugh agreed, but Roger frowned,

amending, "And rather foolish, milady. Will's doubtless got us

into a suit at law already. Old Moneybags is less apt to insure

the interests of his officers now than he once was."

"... I mustn't be such a zany," Mary scolded herself, as
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the vision of an old hag's bulging, warty cheeks refused to de-

part. "Such things happen on any ship. Curses or no, seamen

are always getting themselves killed. You could safely say every

ship afloat was cursed, on that evidence. Anyway, Roger won't

be sailing her any longer—whether she's a killer or no—Roger
—and Hugh. . .

."

The former was bending an inch or two of pale gray wire

round the tip of one finger. He held it up with a mysterious air

and said, "Exactly one pennyweight of solid sunlight," as if

expecting Mary to ask questions about it ; but she seemed pre-

occupied, and was looking with a puzzled expression from hus-

band to brother-in-law.

". . . Nonsense," she told herself, as the squire, with some-

thing of the courtliness of a grizzly bear, extended his arm and

grumbled about the probable coldness of the roast. "Nonsense.

I mustn't be such an idiotic zany—head all full of witches and

magic and clairvoyance . . ." and she tossed that brown head,

as if to free it of phantasms ; but no such simple procedure

could shut out the figment that had been staring at her from

a point midway between Roger and Hugh. All through the

agonized months of severance she had addressed that figment of

her mind's eye, calling it "Roger," thinking of it as Roger's

image; but, when Hugh entered the room, for a frightening

moment the remembered face had seemed to be his. All through

dinner she stubbornly fought in her heart against recognition

of the obvious fact that this beloved phantom, hovering yet be-

tween Roger and Hugh, was the face of neither, but rather was

a composite of both their faces. At some time during the ship's

seven months' absence, her impossible cavalier of old had taken

ideal shape once more. Being impossible, he had needed all the

virtues of two real men for his substance, and none of the weak-

nesses of either.

During this puzzling meal the squire was his usual garrulous

self; so at least no conversation was required of her except

such as could be compressed into amiable yesses and noes. When
the last cork was drawn, freeing the liquid ruby of Madeira
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which it had guarded for thirty-two years, squire Murray
merrily pronounced a toast to his hypothetical grandchildren.

Roger, while still on his feet, drew forth from a pocket a small

mirror, about three inches in diameter, and handed it across the

table to his bride.

"For beauty," he said, with a touch of the wine in his accents,

"to bathe in."

Mary turned the disc in her hand. Its reflecting surface was

slightly convex: burnished metal instead of coated glass. The
bronze back was embossed with a quaint representation of a

Japanese lady kneeling before her dressing table, arranging

her coiffure, while in the background two men faced each other

in exaggerated postures of rage, each flourishing a short,

square-ended sword.

"Look at the mirror side," Roger said. "Does it seem quite

even .''"

She examined it closely, at various angles in the candle light.

"It doesn't distort the merest trifle, as far as I can see."

"Put your chairs over here," the captain then ordered, and

the wondering company suffered him to arrange them along one

wall of the dining room. Next he thrust the bit of gray wire,

which he had been fingering before dinner, into the reinserted

cork of an empty wine bottle, drew the portieres, and began to

blow out the candles. When only one flame was left he set the

bottle on a chair, so located that his bit of wire was shielded

from the adjacent bare wall by the back of the chair itself, and

from the eyes of the spectators by the table beyond which they

were seated. Taking the mirror from his wife in one hand, and

the last lighted taper from the chandelier in his other, he bent

to touch flame to the inch or two of wire. An intensely white

light was at once apparent. Roger blew out the candle and

held the mirror at such an angle that it reflected a disc of light

on the shaded wall.

Mary gasped. Within the bright circle were three far brighter

ghosts, clearly outlined in comparative shadow. Light, re-

flected from the frontal surface of the mirror, showed perfectly
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by some magic the pattern on its reverse, with an inexplicable

weirdness of effect that had no counterpart in any camera

obscura show she ever had seen. After a few seconds the bit of

wire was consumed and utter darkness drove its contrast over

the room. But three ghosts seemed yet to be burning on the wall.

She turned her head and they followed the direction of her gaze.

Even a closing of eyes could not obliterate them. They still

burned, blue now against the dark red of her eyelids : a lady,

kneeling, pressing deft fingers to arrange the great mass of her

hair, while in the background two lovers crossed infuriate

swords.

CHAPTER I.XIII

APOLOGISTS

THE arbiter was not feeling at his best. He had returned only

yesterday from a journey of seven weeks through the midwest,

and, when Captain Murray entered, had just finished writing

in his diary, "—the waters of the lake have produced in me a

distressing diarrhoea which continues unabated. I was very ill

during the night." Four thousand miles of comparative hard-

ship were a harsh climax for 67 well-fed and leisurely years.

"I trust my solicitude did not—ah—offend?" he said, irri-

tably realizing that he was only making matters worse.

"Offend.'* Certainly not, my dear sir. Why, you used almost

the exact words of at least a score of other leading citizens.

What could I be but flattered at having the entire town sympa-

thise with my ill luck in the China Sea.? I assure you that I am
deeply touched," and he smiled broadly down upon a copy of

yesterday's Herald, wherein J. G. Bennett strove for half a

column to explain why the 81-day passage of the Sea Witch was

really a more remarkable affair than the figures indicated.

".
. . The whelp ! I want no apologists. How I'd like to pack
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'em all in the 'tweendecks for a run out to see what it's like to

buck the monsoon in a seafuU of shoals. . . ."

His wife sensed the anger which he strove not to reveal. He
seemed a little less the demigod now. Was that because she knew

him better, or because he was really beginning to relax his

marble calm? When they stepped out once more into the warm
sunlight of Broadway, she inquired whether the ship could be

seen from the waterfront.

"Easily. She's at the Prcscott Pier now, unloading the last of

her cargo. Shall we watch .'^" She caught a note of eagerness in

his voice.

On their way to the pier, they passed a young woman clad in

neat but cheap stuffs, with a market basket on her arm. She

chanced to be window shopping, and so failed to see Roger, who

noted with some satisfaction that the former Dorothy Prescott

looked healthy and in good spirits, despite her penurious lot.

They found Hugh swinging from a bo's'n's chair, carefully

repainting his figurehead to the ribald encouragement of wharf

rats and their betters.

"Prescott's orders ?" Roger inquired.

"No, my prerogative," Hugh answered, nodding diffidently

toward Mary; and Roger smiled more jovially as he said,

"You've been reading up on your duties, Mr. Grommet Chips."

"Why is it Grommet Chips, now?" Mary asked over a silken

shoulder, as her husband followed her up the plank. "I thought

'Chips' meant the carpenter?"

"Chips does. Hughie went out as foremasthand, but when we
shipped a crew of lascars he came back in the capacity of Chips,

so it's his job to keep the figure in trim. I may say that he was

more successful as Chips than as r'yal b'y. Carmody tells me
that the world has known only one worse seaman than Grommet.

We had him with us too : the one who stuck his head in a loop

of cable, by way of proving the accusation."

As Mary accompanied him on a tour of inspection, facial hints

of which her husband may have been unaware strengthened the

conviction in her mind.
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".
. . Yes, he's terribly unhappy, giving up the sea. Like

growing old all at once, I guess. I ought to let him go again.

Oh ! but I couldn't endure it—the never knowing, especially now
when I've proved that I can feel when the vessel's in danger.

Maybe he'll take me with him. Some captains do. Besides,

Hughie isn't going to Rome till next January, so I don't think

I'd dare to stay home. No, I mustn't even think about that. Why
not though, if I feel it? It's as if I were in love with both of them.

Queer, to hear myself say it. I feel all torn apart. If I didn't

see Roger—why—Oh! no, I wouldn't dare let it be that way.

Love must be whole of heart. Gracious, anybody to read my
thoughts would think I didn't love Roger, But I do love him. I

love them both. Well, that's admitted. Now I've just got to see

to it that I love Roger as one loves a husband, and Hughie as

one loves a brother. Why not.f^ Perhaps that's the way it is,

anyway. But I'd feel safer if Hughie weren't near. . .
."

She looked about her husband's cabin, neatly arranged, but

crowded with books and instruments of natural philosophy, on

shelves with guardian lattices to prevent damage when the

vessel pitched. One would have had difficulty in judging the

main predilections of the owner of this library, if it were come

upon ashore. The nautical texts were all in the chart room ; but

here there were French novels cheek by jowl with treatises on

ordnance and books of empirical philosophy, A complete set of

the transactions of the Royal Society for nearly 200 years filled

several shelves ; and there were labeled boxes of books in the

Manchu script,

Roger stooped to open a chest. "You'll have to do without my
company for a few minutes tomorrow, love, while I get these

things packed and out of here. Moneybags will have to get her

to sea again within a few days if he doesn't want the other end

of the run to overlap into the wrong monsoon again."

"I don't think I'll ever understand what the monsoon busi-

ness is all about, darling."

"Neither will the rest of New York," he said, with just a

touch of bitterness, exchanging the Malacca stick he had been
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carrying for a singular one of hollow steel, more suited to his

mood.

"Oh, what's become of the alicorn?" she inquired.

*'Not sure, milady. But I hope the Holy Empress Filial-Pure-

Bright has added it to her collection of curios in the palace of

Earth's Repose. I surrendered it to Wanglik, a Chinese mer-

chant who stands in well with some unusually impoverished

princes of the blood. Wanglik opined that they may coax the

old hag into coveting it to the extent of say ten thousand taels,

if he set a thousand dollars worth of real stones in the knob.

The impoverished Manchus can have ten percent apiece, for

doing the coaxing. If they fail, there's always Barnum. Hol-Za.'

it's four o'clock. We'd better trundle up to the company and

give notice."

"Notice of what, darling.'"'

"Notice that I'm not 'prepared' to take the Sea Witch out

again 'in not less than twenty or more than sixty days from the

date of such arrival.' If I don't give formal and actual notice

before the expiration of this third day. Old Moneybags once

more would most certainly refuse to honor my bonus certifi-

cates. He's not above pretending to assume that I was taking

her out again, despite what I told him when last I was in port."

"Roger," she laid a hand on the blue seersucker of his sleeve.

"If I were to go with you, would you take her out again, and

beat the world coming back.^"'

He ran a reflective forefinger along the line of her chin.

"Would you like it, milady.'"'

"I think I would."

"Let me see your eyes when you say it."

A kind of triumphant mirth came into those blue eyes as

they looked steadily up at him while her lips said, "I've always

dreamed about a voyage to some romantic place, darling. And
what's more romantic than China.'"'

Thus it came about that Cornelius Prescott, as his first offi-

cial act next day, indited an order, with an expression that

might have been called pleasure, enlivening his grim face:
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Captain Roger Murray,

Having received no notice of contrary plans within the

three days of arrival, I shall expect you to supervise lading

of the Sea Witch, commencing on Monday next, and to be in

readiness to sail in command of her at noon of the 21st

proximo, for a port on the Choo Keang.

For Prescott & Co.

29th, July, 1847 Cornelius Prescott

A few hours later the answer was delivered by special carrier

:

Cornelius Prescott, Esquire,

I take pleasure in acknowledging your letter of even date,

and shall be ready to lade and sail as ordered. In the best in-

terests of the voyage, however, may I commend to your con-

sideration the virtues of an earlier sailing date, if at all

practicable, for reasons Barton will surely be glad to explain.

I shall hold myself in readiness to sail whenever lading is

completed.

I am, sir.

Your obed't servant,

29, July, 1847 Roger Murray

—and once more, in reading it. Old Moneybags found himself

suffering his recurrent affliction : inability to decide whether he

should be rather angry or rather pleased.

CHAPTER LXIV

SHIP'S COMPLEMENT

DAWN, breaking behind them, etched with blade-like sharp-

ness a row of houses on the Brooklyn shore; but the figure,

facing westward, still was soft with shadow as Hugh addressed
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it silently from his place beside a bollard post on the Prescott

Pier.

". . . What does a man do in his soul when even the ends

of the earth can't make him stop loving? I'm afraid for her,

Galatea. What will she think when she sails with you and

watches what the sea does to Roger? Will he change, this voyage,

for her sake? Or will he stay on deck for days again, like

Canute in his chair, defying the waters? What's to become of

her while he does that? And the seamen, what if they

should— . .
."

The unthinkable concept hovered be^^ond the borders of ad-

mission to his mind; but its implication bulked more fearfully

because of that.

". . . They might mutiny, and kill the officers, and then—Oh,

look, Galatea : that's one way my love can help her instead of

hurting her. Yes, Pve got to go again. That alone would be

reason enough. They talked mutiny last time. I guess all sailors

do. But there'll be one time when they'll do it. And I'd have

a better chance of knowing than anybody aft would. They'd

want my tools for weapons, and to break into the cutlass cases

beforehand, maybe. Oh, my brother, you must be different, this

trip, for her sake ! But if anything happens to you, I'll guard

her with my life. And perhaps, years after— No, she'll never

want to marry again. But I could always serve her, and that

would make it worth while to have lived. . . ."

When the day was deepening toward noon, Roger, arriving to

check the competence of the boss stevedore, found Hugh await-

ing him with a question.

"Was my work satisfactory as Chips, Roger?"
"Well, you were something below a godsend, Grommet. But I

guess I'd go for you, if you ever needed a recommendation."

He spoke in jest, and showed a flicker of surprise when his

young brother said, "That's what I do need."

"Hol-laf decided to work your way to Rome, eh? Good enough.

All right, I'll write you out a chit. I'll 'fess up. After Will had
taught you your duties there wasn't anything to complain of."
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"You'd take me yourself again, as Chips ?"

"Guess so."

"Then I'd like to sign on the Sea Witch again."

Roger fingered his beard, and studied his brother's expression.

"What's the secret, Grommet? What about Rome.''"

Hugh's gaze fell. "Look," he said, after a little reflection,

"here's how I feel. Maybe you can't understand. But it's just

that everything I've learnt so far, I found out by myself. And
I'm older already than most students. And well—I just figure

that I ought to learn some more all by myself first, and then

maybe go on to Rome with the idea of executing my—concepts

—instead of learning somebody else's methods that might get

me all mixed up. I think I can learn more about anatomy and

muscles from studying men around a ship than by looking at

some model who stands still by the hour. Last trip I got the

ideas for some heroic groups of sailors. I did some small models

in the clay you got me at Canton. Would you like to have a

look at them?"

"Later on I would."

"And, well, look : my money's been paid for Rome. Mr. Hone
has it, and I can still go there later, maybe next year. So—

"

"Good enough sense," Roger decided quickly. "Go down and

sign the book on the cabin table, when the commissioner arrives."

As Hughie watched his brother ascend the plank, it occurred

to him that all which he had so hastily fabricated was literally

true, and would bear following as a program for the months to

come.

Will Murray had spent the few days past in seeking a berth

as master in the coffee trade; but after learning of Hugh's

decision, he too surprised the captain by making acceptance,

when, as a matter of form, his services were acknowledged satis-

factory by Prescott & Company in an invitation to renew his

contract. The old guard of six able seamen likewise reaffirmed

their allegiance to Captain Murray ; but all the lascars except

Matt took a coaster for Boston, terminus of the Calcutta traffic.

In consequence, when she sailed on August 14th, the Sea Witch
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had eighteen of the usual riffraff of all nations among her crew

of twenty-four foremasthands, purchased by crimps for the

price of their overdue bills at boarding houses, and sold to

Prescott & Company for the equivalent of two months' advance

wages.

Old Captain Nat Palmer went out in a dinghy to inspect her

just before her anchor came apeak. "You'd better be faster this

trip than last," he warned Captain Murray, in a good-natured

rumble of words. "My ship launches thio afternoon. She's got

yours skinned, cap'n. She's fifty tons bigger and just as sharp.

We'll clear within the month, and be on your heels all the way.

Watch out. I'll beat you on the way home, cap'n, in the Samuel

Russell.*^

Next morning, still exuberant after a successful launch, Cap'n

Nat found news in the Herald which told him that he would have

to do well indeed to match his opponent's speed at starting

:

"REMARKABLY QUICK SAILING—The Canton Packet

Sea Witch, as the whole world knows, has made a remark-

ably quick passage to China ; but the rate at which she sailed

yesterday beat anything she ever performed.

"She left our port in charge of Mr. John Hyer, of the

New York pilot boat John E. Davison ; and, incredible as it

may appear to persons not acquainted with her, she got to

sea, a distance of nineteen miles in the extremely short time

of one hour and three minutes."

CHAPTER L>XV

THIS QUILLY PARAGON

ISAAC SILVER, had he accompanied her, would have been

gratified by all details of his masterwork's performance on her

second outward voyage to the Canton River. With due allow-
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ance for an exchange of seasons between the two polar hemi-

spheres, the log book very closely paralleled that of her maiden

voyage. She was two days longer in reaching the line, but re-

covered one of them off the Brazils, to cross the latitude of Rio

within one day of her own record. Better luck in the calms of

Capricorn, however, brought her to the Cape within four hours

of the elapsed time of her run during the preceding winter. On
October 12th, the 69th day from New York, she had recorded

a mileage equal to that which had brought her previously in 70

days to Java Head.

The last comparison must be qualified, because Captain Mur-
ray for several reasons had elected not to attempt the inside

route again during a change of monsoon. Instead, he drove east

of Java, to cut up through the Spice Islands and round the

Philippines. Daybreak of November 7th illumined the Lemas,

rising from a sea covered with octopus' bones. Before noon he

had let go his anchor in the roads off Hongkong, 85 days from

home, breaking by a full week the Rainhow^s record for a run

from New York to the China coast.

During this second of two voyages over almost identical

routes, Will Murray felt more at ease as executor of his

brother's policies. Will was by no means a fogy. Had he been

master of her, the Sea Witch doubtless would have made con-

I sistent fast passages, without upsetting any records. It was
'' Will's lot to be a thoroughly competent officer whose virtues

were inevitably dimmed by contrast with those of a brother hold-

ing, in their common profession, the place of a Phidias in sculp-

ture, a Genghis Khan in war.

After studying his methods for 280 days asea. Will was

convinced that no mariner of any age could have been his

brother's superior in maneuvering within that dubious area

lying between standard practise and wilful recklessness. If he

always exceeded the safe limits of the former, Roger was equally

successful in avoiding the palpable stigmata of the latter ; and

the more Will saw of that critical mind in operation, the more
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firm was his conviction that there was no essential difference be-

tween genius on the quarterdeck, and genius in the atelier.

". . . Yes," thought Will, "that's all it is. Somewhere there

must be born of two strains of—well, human breeding stock, you

might say—one fellow, who has the luck to inherit sensitive

nerves in the fingertips and ears : such good ones that he can

bang on a box full of springs and hammers and strike a difficult

pattern of notes more rapidly than any other living man—do it

with precision too, over and over again. Well, Roger's just the

equivalent of that musician, in another art. He scared me at

first, because I didn't believe anyone had the right to feel sure

of risks like those he took. But they weren't risky, or we'd

have heard from them. Carmody and I are just too clumsy with

our eyes and ears to do what he does. He just happens to be

the millionth shipmaster, the best the world has ever seen, so

here's where I stop worrying. . . ."

All the veneer of dual personality had been foregone, this trip,

by the skipper of the Sea Witch. It had been his pleasure to

follow, upon the quarterdeck, a pattern of behavior entirely in

consonance with his manner ashore, issuing orders with an

ironic condescension of manner, correcting derelictions with

patience and restraint. Only when this attitude was abused in

return by his underlings did he lash out with the hidden whips

of his temper. Both mates and several steersmen felt them upon
occasion, but each individual only once.

While Will was surveying the maze of vessels in Hongkong
fairway, a proa came dashing from behind Stonecutter's Island,

gathering from her single enormous sail twice the speed of a

full rigged ship that was standing arrogantly in under skysails.

The ship might be doing eight knots, the proa, sixteen. The
contrast set Will to wondering what Roger would do with such

a vessel, if given it for the homeward run. ". . . He'd bring her

to port, all right. But would he be able to do it faster than in

this sweet ship? She's never reeled better than sixteen knots

herself, at her fastest, and they say some proas can do eighteen.

But could a proa do five, off the Cape, in those seas.-^ Was there
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ever a better craft than this to make something close to her

top speed in all kinds of weather? I think not. That's part of

Roger's secret, too ; not so much a matter of extreme top speed

—Dyaks beat us all at that—as of keeping near top speed, day

in, day out. 8V2 knots average, the whole 9000 miles from New
York to the Cape, through every kind of air including dead

calm. Three stretches of a week each when he never let her fall

below 11 knots. Silver made the perfect ship when he made you,

Sea Witch. It's funny, I never felt the love of a ship that all

sailormen are supposed to have, until midway this voyage.

Strange feeling ! I wonder if old Prescott would let me have her,

when Roger settles down and swallows the anchor. Small chance,

I guess. Look at him clip ! . .
."

The proa sped past and brought up beautifully at the end of a

stone pier. Coolie stevedores, marshaled by a slim Briton in

scarlet, helped to hoist heavy black boxes from the sleek hull.

Mary and Roger walked up, swinging a spyglass between

them.

"Benares," said the captain, looking through the glass at

certain marks on the chests. "The Honorable John Company
hasn't much mended its ways, since the opium war. But it does

seem to have bettered its equipment. I never saw a proa in the

trade before, in these waters." Then, handing the telescope to

Mary, he explained, "A little opium smuggling in broad day-

light, by the most enlightened race on earth, milady. Great

senders of cannonballs, pernicious drugs, and missionaries to

the heathen."

"That's quite as hard to understand as monsoons," she said

with a sigh, "harder, in fact. I do understand about monsoons

now, but I can't decide about the opium traffic."

"A like uncertainty," said her husband, "must be the main

soporific of a lot of her Britannic Majesty's servants. If you do

indulge in the trade, you're breaking the law. If you don't, you

get no specie to buy other goods with for shipment home. Opium
has to be sold for silver, money in advance, or you'd never
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collect—and just about all the silver in China is used to buy

opium up at Lintin and near the Junk Fleet Entrance."

"But what about the customs officials, if the Chinese are so

anxious to keep it out? Can't they do anj'thing, dear?"

"Oh, they're very obliging. They carry the opium from the

receiving ships up to Canton, to the consignees. So it isn't quite

fair to blame nobody but Honorable John. It's the Chinese

buyers, not the sellers, who bribe the mandarins to bring it in

for them. Well, milady, the fircworshipper is waiting to feed us,

ashore." Turning once more to Will, he added, "You'll oblige

Mr. Prescott and me by battening the fore hatch as soon as

those nutmegs and hides are out, Mr. Murray. I should like the

dinghy to be at the Company wharf at ten o'clock. If we should

decide to spend the night at old Rusty's, I'll send one of his

dinghy boys down to say so then."

As the captain's boat pulled over the dancing harbor waters,

Will looked with much approval upon the silken back of his

sister-in-law. She was sitting erect under her parasol in the

stern sheets, glancing eagerly toward an oriental-occidental

city that probably would disappoint her expectations, as it had

Hugh's. Will Murray was grateful to Mary for her unconscious

triumph in humanizing this voyage. The main hatch conferees,

of course, at first had grumbled over the presence of a woman
on a trading vessel ; but successive steersmen, after watching her

take sights beside her husband with a little silver sextant, had

marched forward to spread the gospel that she was as good a

seaman as the next. In order to spare Roger the burden of over-

attentiveness, she had asked Will to make a daily examination

of her own personal journal, correcting all nautical errors and

supplying omissions. On several fair days in the Indian Ocean,

the skipper had permitted her to stand his watch for him ; and

her orders, executed by Carmody, had required few supple-

ments or revisions.

". . . Wish there were such a one somewhere for me." . . .

Will murmured. Years ago he had promised himself never to

marry until he had a command of his own, which private agree-
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merit partly accounted for his diffidence in the presence of the

other sex. Yet circumstances proved his quiet strength and

modesty attractive to women. Often on shore, while sitting alone

at table with his temperate glass of porter, he would be seen

by some wistful drab who, disposing herself opposite, would

seem to forget her trade in the first minute of converse, but

would later solicit him in a shy, embarrassed way, with the stipu-

lation that she would accept no money. It was as if he repre-

sented renewal of a long-vanished faith in the possible good-

ness of man ; it happened many times. Occasionally Will would

courteously accept. More often he as courteously refused. In

either case the unsought gratuity found its way somehow into

the purse of the girl.

" 'Al-lo, A-mi-li-ko szip !"

Will left his reverie to look down upon the grinning brown

face of an old bumboat woman who held up in jabbering triumph

a fat and multicolored fowl, upon the virtues of which she dis-

coursed confidently in a virile pidgin. Will shook his head and

motioned her away ; the larder already was groaning with

edibles ; but this valiant tradeswoman would bow to no such

hasty defeat. Out of the small portion of her eulogy which he

could understand at all, Will gathered that the egg from which

this quilly paragon had leapt forth had been fertilized by a

silken rooster with long and lustrous hair instead of feathers

—

fertilized exactly at daybreak, moreover, of the birthday of the

Son of Heaven himself. The shell had been spheric and luminous,

easily mistakable for the largest of all pearls ; and she had

much debated with her conscience the advisability of sending it

to Peking as tribute; only the descent upon her limbs of a

wintry rheumatism had prevented fulfilment of so commendable

a project. The golden beak of this first among roosters had

pierced the shell at the fifth hour of the Feast of Lanterns—and

so on, and so on.

Will presently became its owner at a cost of one silver six-

pence and a string of cash.
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CHAPTER LXVI

WATERFOWL

THE Pearl River estuary opens on China's southern coast like

the mouth of a fabulous beast. Macao is the blunted fang of its

lower jaw, Hongkong the keen one of its upper, while a great

moist tongue of swamp land stretches back from between them

to where Canton lies, deep in the throat.

A curious imperial benevolence dictated the location of this

great city, some eighty miles inland, at the apex of a system of

waterways tangling through the delta to the sea. Originally the

metropolis was coastal, a natural circumstance of its dedica-

tion to trade with the sea-borne barbarians ; but its exposed

character made it the especial joy of freebooters, who had to

be enormously bribed for security. Petitions for military protec-

tion from these "foam to the sea'* went northward to the regnant

Son of Heaven on every post, until at last one such benevolent

despot, tired of skirmishing up and down the innumerable in-

lets of the coast, ordered that the city be razed by its own in-

habitants and rebuilt at a distance of at least 200 li from the

shore line. So runs a legend that attempts to explain why the

coasts lay untenanted but for dauntless fisherfolk until the

Portuguese attained an equivocal toehold in 1577, after fifty

years of trying. Their settlement of Macao remained the sole

true seaport until Britons, in 1841, strewed the city of Victoria

along a beach at Hongkong.

Both of these are marts of exchange and reshipment, rather

than of distribution or consumption—a fact accounting for the

immediate eclipse of Macao by Hongkong. The inner harbor of

the Macaenses had been silting unchecked for centuries, and

now was impossible for large vessels, most of which at once

transferred to the new free port all business that could not be

conducted directly at Canton.
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Thus it was to the granite jetties of Victoria, rather than to

the Praya Grande of Macao, that the Sea Witch lightered her

flour, hides, nutmegs, and rum. The hatches were promptly

battened ; but a long day of intense thundershowers delayed her

departure. At dawn, after a night of heavenly pyrotechnics, the

sky cleared rapidly and the vessel made sail for her run up river.

Victoria peak and the adjacent hills were clad in transient

cataracts, all gold and silver in the morning light, as Captain

Murray sheeted home his royals and stood rapidly for the Swift

Water Gate. Owing to rumors of shifting sands along Kongsu
Bank, a swart river pilot was taken aboard near Lintin. His

first shrill words to the steersman betrayed his English teacher

as being not of the missionary schools. Mary quickly relin-

quished her desire for instruction in piloting, and walked down
into the waist.

". . . Roger's never forbidden it," she reminded herself, thus

questionably justifying a course of which she knew he did not

approve. "I'd be happier if he did dictate to me a little. Yes, it

must rather awe the seamen into thinking the quarterdeck's

sacred, if he never deigns to step off it, down here among com-

mon mortals. There's Hughie ! Heart, heart, why doesn't he

speak to me? But I can't think of a word to say, either. . . ."

He had recognized her with half a smile and turned to stare

with great interest at an utterly uninteresting clay shore.

Presently a strange whirring drowned the noises of sail and

block. They both looked up as immense numbers of geese came

flying from windward in an undecipherable mass of V-s. The
very sunlight vanished during their going over. Here was some-

thing about which two people could safely speak.

"Millions ! All the geese in China come to meet us all at once,"

she said ; but Hugh pointed toward another black cloud of

feathers, a mile or two ahead, and a third coming up the wind.

There could be no hunger in China, it seemed, while a myriad

myriads of great birds swept back and forth over the estuary

:

geese, teal, and ducks, forever filling the air.

". . . Here I am, standing beside him, with nothing to say,

—
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or is it too much to say? Never out of calling distance, for three

whole months, and I don't suppose I've said a hundred words to

you . . .

"Is this really a river," she asked presently as the conical

peak of Lintin—beacon of opium ships—dwindled astern. "I

can't see anything but little rocky islands, miles and miles and

miles away."

"Those are hills in the paddy fields," he said. "Most of the

shore's too low to see from here anyway. But look, that's what

they call the Junk Fleet Entrance, where you can just barely

see those hills. It's twelve miles, I guess. The river must be

twenty miles shore to shore, where we are, in what they call the

outer waters. There won't be much scenery for another three

hours."

Presently a native boat drifted by, full of genial idiots ap-

parently bent on sinking it by smiting the bottom with boards.

Mary asked what might be the purpose of this suicidal barratry,

and Hugh indicated the long ropes dragging nets astern. His

artist's eye, aptly seeking the significance of new scenes, had

prepared him during the last voyage to answer her questions

on this one.

"The hammering is supposed to scare fish into the nets. Does

it.'' Who's to say? Matt says that at night they sink flasks with

candles in them, and keep them lit by blowing air down a tube

waxed into the neck. The glow attracts the fish. But I think the

Chinese are mostly clever at inventing procedures rather than

devices. On the way home last trip, Carmody got me to forge him

a kind of shark hook that came together like pinchers, and held

tighter the harder the fish pulled. But it took the whole crew-

half an hour to kill the only shark we ever caught with it. When
we were off Macao, though, our Chinese cook got one with a

hot melon in five minutes, with no fuss at all. Just an example

of the different ways the orient and Occident have of doing

things. We're ingenious, yes, but they're wily."

*'Got one with a hot melon, how?"

"Just boiled a melon and tossed it over to a shark that was
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sitting around waiting for slops. He swallowed it at a gulp, and
the heat killed him."

Hugh was silent for awhile, remembering with regret how
ferociously twenty of his shipmates had attacked the other

shark. Swede had been sick at the time, and the rest of the crew

had said that he would not recover unless they could catch the

shark that had been following the ship, waiting for his body.

When it was got on deck, Ned, with a lucky swing of the

doctor's cleaver, had severed its tail ; but there had been time for

him to nail it to the jib boom end and return to the fray before

the wretched creature had been subdued, literally hacked to

pieces. The hide was quite useless, but Hugh whittled himself a

set of little chessmen from the teeth.

Presently, under assurance that there would be nothing of

interest at hand for some hours, Mary went below to write in

her journal. After the noon meal she joined Hughie again, just

as another sky-darkening flock of waterfowl thrummed over

the ship. They were at point now to enter the Boca Tigris, famed

locus of the Battle of the Bogue.

"A quarter less seven" called the man in the chains, as his

hand lead touched bottom. Off the starboard bow a hill with two

sharp peaks uprose, on one of which a tall watch tower loomed,

like some bleak feudal outpost engraved for frontispiece in a

romance by Scott. On the lower slopes a battery of gray stone

bristled its guns, over drab lines of earthworks set back from a

silvery beach. For all that they were half a mile distant, Mary
deplored the idea of staring into the mouths of cannon, and

walked to the port bulwark beyond the deck house. There too

she was confronted by granite batteries, shining white against

the hills of Tycocktow; but they, being four or five times as

far off, did not seem so alarming. None of these blunt struc-

tures gave any hint of a distinctively oriental architecture.

Seven junks, like ducks marching to water beak to tail, were

cheating the tide in a channel by the distant shore, but most of

the score or two of craft nearby preferred the eastern passage.

At Anunghoi, a barge of the customs signaled. The useful pilot
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rushed forward, bawling a staccato of monosyllables. Where-

upon the officious, blue-clad person standing amidships, be-

tween rowers and awning, motioned the Sea Witch languidly on

with something that might have been a folded fan. Mary shivered

at sight of him. All the Chinese at Hongkong had seemed nearly

as brown as American negroes ; and their eyes, although set in

shallower orbits, had not been the slant almonds of her imag-

inings. Her faith in Gram de Peyster's China was renewed by

this lesser civil official, with his sallow face, his narrow, ex-

pressionless eyes, under an upflaring cap surmounted by its

round button of horn. As he turned to reenter his little cabin,

she saw a braided tail of hair dangling to within an inch or two

of his thickly soled, embroidered shoes. This was China indeed

!

She peered eagerly forward, seeking additional glamours.

Past Tiger Island they sailed, crouching with its riven forta-

lice for claws, and back arched to the snarling head that hung
from shoulders hundreds of feet in air. Poor powerless monster

!

—the Chinese had put a superstitious faith in its ability to

charm away invaders, until the British broke all established

rules of warfare by taking its batteries from the rear.

"By the deep, six," sang the heaver of lead.

Now the river expanded again, between flat alluvial miles of

paddy fields, with here and there a village of peaked roofs. Mid-

afternoon brought the Sea Witch to Second Bar, where the

Water Lily Pagoda could be seen on its bluff of red sandstone,

at the end of an avenue of plantains leading from the landing.

The river was shoaling dangerously. "By the mark, three,"

yelled the man in the chains.

"I thought pagodas were made of porcelain," Mary objected.

"That one doesn't look as if it were. Oh dear, nothing but that

mandarin has seemed quite right—for China."

"That's what I thought too, first trip," Hughie admitted,

trying on his thumb the edge of a chisel which he had been sharp-

ening. "I expected it to be hotter than it is, and everyone to

have a yellow face ; but that's true only of the aristocrats, espe-

cially the ones sent down from Peking."
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*'But what is that pagoda made of? It looks like just brick."

"It is," Hughie said, choosing another chisel to sharpen,

while in his soul he yearned for a talisman that would turn all

Chinese faces yellow, for the sake of her dream, and all pagodas

to porcelain. "All the ones I've seen were made of brick, and are

about to fall down."

In projecting his journey up river, Captain Murray had
anticipated favorable tides through the Bogue and over Second

Bar ; but the flow was turning now to ebb, and the Sea Witch

swung into the shallower western channel where the adverse

movement would be less severe. Even there, tide and current con-

spired to cut four knots from her speed. Mary noticed that little

boys in their padded jackets could keep pace with her on shore,

without running. Above First Bar the bowsprit turned directly

toward a sinking sun, while the leadsman called, "And a quarter,

three."

Thereafter the vessel felt her way carefully through a tor-

tuous channel, until she came to the raffish structures called

Bamboo Town, assembled on the eastern end of the island of

Whampoa. Here she dropped down into American Reach, let-

ting go her anchor at a point where the tide would swing her

into a vacant hundred yards of the long string of vessels riding

stem to stern, like an extended necklace, beside the narrow

channel. As she did so, a last flock of geese went thrumming

above her in the twilight; and two pairs of eyes that did not

quite dare to look full upon each other by day exchanged glances

half-knowing, half-perplexed.

CHAPTER LXVII

FANKWEI ! FANKWEI

!

DAWN flashed over the ricelands as Captain Murray assisted

his wife down a ladder of broad steps, thoughtfully made by
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Hughie to hang from the stern for this exclusive purpose. Her
small shoe momentarily unsettled the equilibrium of a native

boat swinging from the rudder chain. For a first trip to the fac-

tories the cool of the morning had prudently been chosen, as the

noonday sun of Canton, even in November, might prove discom-

forting. This was the second morning after arrival at Whampoa.
". . . 'AVith silver bells and cockle shells.' What a cockle

shell this is for fair. I'm feeling quite contrary this morning,

husband mine . . .

"But where are the oarsmen, Roger.''" she added, aloud.

"This young lady is our sole source of propulsion." He indi-

cated the brawny girl who stood in the stern sheets, fingering

her sculling oar. "Go long fautau, girlee. Fiddlee Shui. Lob
Siau ho. Can do.'"'

The girl giggled over his attempted improvements upon

standard pidgin and nodded. "Can do, ca-an," she affirmed,

between gurgles, "My savvy."

"She won't take us along very fast," Roger admitted, "but I

figured that would be all the better, for sightseeing. There's no

hurry. We've got to wait our turn for the teas, it seems—weeks,

maybe. Everybod}^ and his aunt sent a tea ship out, this year.

Even the Bostonians are giving up their beloved Hooghli in

favor of the Chu Kiang."

The girl tucked up her coarse blue skirt, spread wide her

bare brown legs, and addressed leisurely energies to the oar.

Swaying gently in rhythm, the sampan moved downstream.

From beneath their arch of matting, Mary could see the octag-

onal Whampoa pagoda, a mile or so ahead, lifting its nine

tiers of identical brick eaves from the summit of a little wooded

hill. It reminded her of the old cordie vendor on Chatham Street

in the springtime, balancing a dozen hats on his head.

At the juncture of Fiddler's Reach, the sampan turned up-

stream into that narrower waterway. Thereafter Mary measured

progress by the pagodas. One very tall one arose from the cen-

ter of the island of Whampoa, with a more modest confrere
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beyond. Far over the paddy fields to the south a third could

be seen, lonely in the midst of vastness.

"What are they for, Roger? What do they do in them?"

"Nothing, apparently. I have a sacrilegious notion that they

were put up in the first place just to help out the river pilots.

The oldest one, in Canton proper, was built by Arab traders,

time out of mind gone by. Come to think of it, that's the one that

is used. A whiskery mullah goes up it every so often and calls the

faithful to prayer. But there's no way to get up most of the

rest of them. The insides have all fallen down. Nothing left but

walls."

"Oh look, what's he doing?" Mary cried. A man in a queer

little boat just ahead was uttering peculiar, piercing cries, at

sound of which some score of ducks answered and came pad-

dling valiantly to the gunwales of the boat, over which they

flopped in frantic haste. The last arrival, although he churned

along like a good fellow, was ten feet behind all the rest. The
boatman personally lifted this one from the water and smacked

him for his tardiness. When assured by her husband that this

was not at all an unusual sight, Mary lost her last doubt of the

thoroughly alien character of even the flora and fauna of

Cathay.

Presently the stream divided again ; and again the brown girl

chose the narrower, left-hand passage. This was Lob Creek.

The swaying of the sampan caused Mary to stare in disbelief to-

ward a bewitched pagoda rising ahead on the southern shore.

"Yes," Roger assured her, as he noted her perplexity, "it's

leaning. Not quite as much as the tower in Pisa, but then, it's

narrower, and just as tall."

Near the pagoda, the girl suddenly shot her sampan across

the stream, as far as possible from a reedy inlet covered with

feeding waterfowl. Roger motioned her to go slowly, and pointed

toward a human figure emerging from the water at a point

shielded from the feeding birds by a tall clump of reeds.

"Whatever has he got around his waist?" Mary whispered.

"Ducks," Roger said, as the man dexterously removed bird
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after bird from a system of nooses belted at his middle. For cer-

tainty', he wrung each neck, laid the prey in a pile, and beckoned

a boy to stand guard. Then the hunter slipped a big painted

gourd over his head and carefully lowered himself once more into

the water, until only the gourd was visible, looking exactly like

any other duck.

"Keep your eye on it," Roger whispered.

She followed the progress of the spurious fowl until it came

next a real one and paused. As soon as the victim thrust its head

under to feed, its whole body sank suddenly from sight and did

not come up again. "See," Roger whispered, "he waits till the

head is under, where it can't do any yelling to frighten the

others, and then grabs it by the neck and feet at once, and pulls

it down. In a minute or so it drowns, and he ties it to his belt, and

gets another one."

Mary watched with confused emotions the progress of this

shocking deception, until the false duck lost its identity among
real ones. It seemed at once so ruthless and so tidy a method of

slaying food for the ultimate parasite: man. She wondered

whether drowning was less cruel than shooting. Roger motioned

the sampan girl on again.

As it receded, Mary looked back toward the leaning pagoda.

Bushes grew from its crumbling cornices. A sizeable pine tree

somehow found nutriment among the bricks of the topmost roof.

All at once it seemed to her that this must be a civilization drift-

ing back toward barbarism, when trees crumbled a holy temple

and primitive hunters practised their sly devices upon wild fowl

at its very foot.

". . . Maybe Gram's wrong. Perhaps it isn't the flower of

civilizations. It's too careless, and at the same time too

wily. . .
."

A few minutes later they emerged from Lob Creek into the

main river. Here the Chu Kiang ran from west to east, dividing

at Napier Island, beyond which the White Cloud hills uprose to

northward, studded with their innumerable tombs. Villages, each

beside its orchard, were more frequent now. The river was
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aswarm with small craft. Some of the waterfolk seemed genial.

These doubtless lived by traffick with men from overseas ; but as

many more turned eyes of outright hostility toward the lady in

her short, fur-trimmed jacket, the gentleman in his loose box

coat.

"Fan kay, fan kay, why do they all say that?"

"Fankwei," Roger amended. "They're calling us names, my
darling. That means 'foreign devils.' You soon get used to the

sound of it, hereabouts. I suppose it started in the days when

the Portingales used to eat plump little Chinese boys at Macao."

*'0h, but they never did !"

"Well, I rather doubt it. But you can't convince the average

peasant that it wasn't their favorite delicacy. And it would be

the easiest thing in the world to convince them that we'd do it

today, if we dared."

"Well, if they're so insulting and ridiculous, why do they want

to trade with us at all?"

"They don't, as a people. They want to be left alone. It's the

west that insists on trading. When the Chinese stop all trade, as

they did five or ten years back, the British bring up their

squadrons and threaten to blow the city of Canton over the hills

and far away, after having previously blown the Bogue forts to

pieces to show that they mean business. From the orthodox

Chinese point of view, all traders are bearing tribute to the Son

of Heaven from the barbarous uttermost dependencies, and are

given return presents as a reward for their show of fidelity. It

took the opium war to convince them that they might have to

accept tribute, so called, at a cannon's end, and pay good silver

for a return, so called, present."

"Did England really fight that war to make them buy opium

they don't want?"

"Not exactly. It was more to make them buy opium that they

do want. That is, the rank and file want it, but the emperor

doesn't like to see his people debauch themselves. Opium's like

alcohol. Some people take too much, and it's harder to shake the

habit."
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"Well, do you think it's right then to make them buy it?"

He fingered his fringe of beard and eyed her solemnly. "Right

and wrong, milady, are never written down on a ship's manifest,

except in terms of profit and loss."

She was silent for a time, striving to reconcile this additional

perplexing factor. It had been necessary to make her life over in

so many ways, during the months asea, that she had lost old

assurances, and was feeling her way in a land of ethics alien as

the surrounding paddy fields. The grim hierarchy of the quarter-

deck, so inhuman and yet so necessary, still repelled her. Yet

she had seen it in its mildest form. Always, in the back of her

mind, lurked the old question : "Who is this man I'm married to ?

What does he want of me.'' Only my body for his comfort .'' Is

that all.^ . .
." The question might lapse from consciousness

for days together ; but at length she would find herself looking

half fearfully toward her husband ; and the element of fear was

increased rather than lessened by his unvarying meticulous

solicitude.

". . . Oh! Oh! if only I could make him angry with me, or

sad, or wildl}^ happy ! but he's never any of those things. Always

the inscrutable mariner, and always right—that is, in a prac-

tical kind of way. 'Right and wrong are never written on the

manifest.' That makes it right to ignore right and wrong, I

suppose. . .
."

"Fankwei."—"Fankwei."—"Hwa-kifankwei."
*'.

. . Do we ever really know our neighbors? Oh, you poor

heathen, you think I'm a devil because you don't know my heart.

But you know more of my heart than I know of my own hus-

band's heart. I can't go on living forever with a man who neveif

shows his heart to me. Hughie, oh Hughie, why don't you ever

speak to me? . .
."

The river broadened again, but the effect was hardly notice-

able, owing to a continual increase in the numbers of boats

thronging it from shore to shore. Mary did not realize that they

had reached the City of Canton until a lane through the maze of

barges and sampans showed the Imperial Landing with the
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gates beyond, opening into the heart of the metropolis. A cool

morning wind, that so far had swept sweet air from the rice

fields over their course, now fell quiet. Nauseating odors arose

from the river. More and yet more filth drifted by. Mary cried

out, with mingled pity and loathing, as what seemed to be the

corpse of a small baby floated past, its bloated belly uppermost.

"Oh, what was it?" she asked, hoping to be told that it was

really a dead animal; but Roger mistook the purport of her

question.

"There's no need to look. Boys get buried. It was a girl."

Thereafter Mary did no more sightseeing until her husband

pointed toward four flagstaffs on the northern shore, from

which drooped the merchant colors of Denmark, the United

States, England, and France. As the sampan sculled to a land-

ing below the American flag, Mary looked with a feeling of safety

and relief toward the row of stuccoed buildings extending two

or three hundred yards along the river bank. At the left they

extended down quite to the landing. The central edifices were set

back beyond a park or garden. Another wing at the right came

halfway to the water's edge, leaving room for a small square of

greenery.

"The American Garden," Roger said, indicating the larger

park as he assisted her to the wharf. "If the trade lasts long

enough there'll be some shade trees for the exiles. Everybody

was too busy grubbing money to think of planting anything

until a few years ago. This is all reclaimed land."

Mary hazarded another glance, right and left, at the general

aspect of the river. It seemed, from this vantage, merely a basin

designed to contain as many craft as possible. Along the banks

were the moored houses of the tankia, or boat people, tens of

thousands of whom spent all their lives afloat. Cheek by jowl, in

triple and quadruple rows, their little dwellings were crowded as

far as eye could see. On shore, beyond the foreign settlement, a

disordered maze of peaked suburban roofs extended to a larger

and taller structure, of which too little could be seen for her to

realize that it was the city wall. The wings of the factories ex-
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eluded most of a possible view from that point of Canton proper.

"I can arrange for us to stay here at the American hong, or

Mingkwa's, if you like," Roger offered. Pending an inspection,

she deferred decision.

They walked up between little trees, sering with autumn, to

the tunnel-like entrance of the American factory. Beside it, a

lusty young mendicant was defying all laws of western Newtons

and Galileos. He had a large copper bowl, brimful of water, and

affixed to a cord. This he kept whirling in air or crawling up and

down his arms and legs, spinning on the shaven dome of his fore-

head or upon the tip of an upheld finger. Now and then, with a

sharp 3'ell, he would fling the vessel ten feet or more, then whirl

it back as the cord wrapped around his waist. Throughout all

these contortions, although the bowl often was upside down, not

a particle of water was seen to spill. At last, after spinning the

vessel furiously, he tossed it up straight in the air, inverted,

where it seemed to hang static for a notable space of time and

then descended, spraying its contents in an umbrella of shining

drops all around him. A following shower of cash struck the

sidewalk, as those clustered about him, and others watching from

the four big windows above, made tangible their applause. The
performer scooped the coins deftly into his girdle and stepped

back into Old China Street.

Mary felt more bewildered than ever as she entered the

gloomy arcade that led to both offices and dwellings in the com-

pact structure of the American hong.

CHAPTER LXVIII

AN ENVOY FROM MANCHURIA

NO sound transpired through the casement giving upon Old

China Street, as Captain Murray arose from beside his wife.
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with a seafarer's instinctive conviction that it wanted ten

minutes of the end of the death watch. The most enterprising

shopman had yet to take down his shutters in the narrow way
below, the most insomnious of beggars to lift his first doleful

wail. Roger broke a vesta from the block on his wash stand and

lit all the candles he could find, sticking them in dribbles of their

own grease along both ends of a shelf under the toilet mirror.

After honing and stropping his favorite razor with unusual

thoroughness he took shears from his dressing case and cropped

off, not only his beard, but also practically all of the other hair

on his head, exempting a portion that he normally wore quite

long at the back of the skull. Thorough lathering, and a few

minutes of quick, sure strokes with the razor, brought him to a

crucial operation for which he sought aid of his wife's hand

mirror. Holding this before him, and standing with his back

toward the larger glass, he carefully trimmed the only patch

of hair remaining to a circle three or four inches in diameter.

When the depilated areas were rinsed and rubbed with eau

de Cologne, he poured the dark contents of a small vial into the

wash basin, added a measured quart of water from the pitcher,

and laved the resulting jaundiced mixture over head, neck, and

arms, drying it with a fan. Next, from a small painted chest

which Wanglik's flunky had delivered at midnight, Roger took

a tail of human hair, five feet long.

". . . Now fingers," he said, lifting the tail to the circular

patch of his own hair, "have you forgotten the rudiments of

seamanship? . . ." Fingers proved that they had not been thus

remiss ; after several false starts a very creditable splice re-

sulted, wedding the borrowed hair to the genuine. With his wife's

mirror, and a match by way of handspike, he tucked the free

strands. A little quick-drying lacquer, sparingly applied, com-

pleted the task, making the juncture strong at the same time

that it darkened his own hair to match that of the queue.

". . . There, now I'm a true Yankee tar, pigtail and

all. . .
."

Roger next replaced his shaven eyebrows with two narrow
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strips of tissue-like skin cut from a bat's belly and cured with

the hair still on, gluing the outer corners a quarter inch above

the point to which the real ones grew. Bending now over the

chest, he drew forth silken undergarments, and the robe of a

civil official of the fifth rank.

Half an hour later, Mary opened her eyes to blink in per-

plexity at the sight of so many candles. A kind of unspecific fear

quivered among the hairs of her scalp. The sensation of being

watched caused her to turn slowly toward the far corner of

the room, where stood a tall figure, motionless, magnificent.

". . . Dreaming? I'm not dreaming, but—I must be. Roger.

Please wake up, Roger. AVhere is he? He isn't here. Roger ! . . .

"Roger !" the word broke from her lips with an imperative,

earnest tone, calling for reassurance rather than for protection.

Conscience twinged within him as he answered, "Yes, milady?"

". . . Then I am dreaming. It spoke like Roger. . . ." Press-

ing the quilt to her throat, she sat up and stared at the appari-

tion, which said, "My disguise seems to have stood the first test.

I should have warned you, milady, but then it would have been

less conclusive. Besides, I was quite sure you'd awaken before

the transformation was even under way."

Mary found herself shivering with a scarcely controllable

anger when, minutes later, the tall being at last convinced her

that it was her husband.

"I'm sorry," he explained. "You see, it was past midnight

when I got in from Wanglik's house. I didn't want to wake you

then, after your long day. And when I got up, before four

o'clock—well, I didn't want to wake you again, for the same

reason. But this had to be done before daylight nevertheless."

"Then why did you insist last night that we ought to go in

European dress?"

"One must, for policy's sake, near Canton. I'm forced to go

elsewhere, milady. Hughie's coming up this morning to help the

comprador select some sets of china ware, and he'll go out with

you to the hills. You'U be absolutely safe with Parker."
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"Oh ! and who will you be absolutely safe with, if Dr. Parker

is the only one of his kind?"

"My old friend Wanglik. He wants to return a favor I did

him years ago when I stood by one of his junks off the Celebes

and saved his son and some chests of specie before it sank.

Wanglik's got wind of a spite feud between the silk jobbers of

Fatshan, and he thinks we can sign up some merchants who've

been selling so far to nobody but Honorable John. Silk's been

devilish hard to get, the last few years, like everything else. But
the negotiations can't be transacted anywhere near the fac-

tories here, and he needs a Manchu gentleman along to prove

that the silk's destined for the court and not for Honorable

John. I'm merely to look over the pieces and patterns and ap-

prove such as might suit the imperial menage and all its ten

thousand country cousins, ostensibly leaving the vulgar barter-

ing to Wanglik. You see.'^"

"Fatshan?" She was still struggling with the fury in her

breast, striving to be noncommittal until sure of a considered

attitude. "Didn't you tell me that was a forbidden city?"

"Likely, because it is one. Some white man visited it a few

years ago, though, and came back scatheless."

After her nerves had quieted, Mary found herself regarding

her husband with a curious, cold appraisal. It was obvious that

the appeal to his sense of the dramatic had been irresistible;

but would he be able to deceive the natives? As far as she was

concerned, he had put aside the last precarious reason for seem-

ing to be her husband at all, having quite transformed himself

into a copy of the customs officials who had come alongside at

the Bogue and at Whampoa. He wore a bowl-shaped cap with

flaring, upturned brim, and topped by a crystal sphere slightly

larger than a musket ball. On the breast of his pale blue robe

there stood in silver needlework a conventionalized pheasant,

seen between the open lapels of a sleeveless, dark purple spencer,

quilted, and bound with fur. A few inches of yellow legging were

visible between the robe and each dark blue, boat-shaped boot

with its enormously thick felt sole. At the right lapel dangled a
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string of fragrant beads, supporting a wrought snuffbox from
which he took a sample pinch and savored it.

". . . What if he's discovered? What will they do to him? He
does look exactly like those Tartar officers. But a dressed up
Chinaman might look like an American to another Chinaman,
and still be an obvious fraud to us. Anxious? Oh, why should I

feel anxious, Hughie? Is it just because of the way he acted, not

caring about my feelings? He's my husband. No, he's a Tartar
scholar. What is he? . . ."

She scrutinized him for a time, less angry, more perplexed.

"I don't suppose it would be any use, Roger, if I asked you
not to do this."

"On the contrary, milady. One word from you, and I'll tell

Wanglik it can't be done. You know that."

".
. . One word ! I know that, j^es, but oh ! oh ! it's you who

know that I wouldn't ever speak it, not ever. Don't you? Well,

go then. Stick your head in the tiger's mouth. I'm not altogether

sure, my lover, that I should mourn you forever if 3'ou, if

you— . .
."

But after he had gone, Mary prayed God to forgive her that

half-acknowledged, unnatural thought.

CHAPTER LXIX

THE WHITE CLOUD HILLS

UNDERLINGS at his hospital had persuaded the amiable Dr.

Peter Parker of his need for a day of exercise and country air.

Thus it was that Mary and Hughie received as guide the one

man in China whose presence gave better guarantee of their

safety than could be afforded by a banner of the lieutenant-

governor's lancers from Tartary. His excellency Sii Kwung-
tsin, appointed only a few months ago, had jet to demonstrate
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in action the sincerity of his benevolent verbal attitude toward

barbarian traders from the Occident; but if it should confirm

that of the able Kiying, anyone venturing outside the factory

limits would have to be his own defender. Executives of Canton

were famed for their obliging provision of "culprits," to be de-

capitated at the potter's field by the imperial landing, in atone-

ment for the murder of fanJcwei. Under Chinese law, an official

killing satisfies a lawless one, whether or not the scapegoat is

guilty ; and there is always at hand at least one hypochondriac,

who, for a pension to be paid his dependents and a guarantee

of honorable interment, will suffer loss of the head that has not

distinguished itself particularly in coping with the woes of an

overcrowded world. In short, the overlords of Kwangtung
province found it less expensive to give satisfaction for murders

done than to set up a police for their prevention.

But Dr. Parker's effort to cure all the ailing of Canton had

made his name known and revered even among cutthroats, who
doubtless sent him for treatment a larger percentage of their

whole membership than did the shopkeepers and boat people of

the City of Rams. Wounded freebooters, forsooth, had nowhere

else to apply for relief from occupational mishaps. Hence the

self-assurance of Captain Murray in intrusting his wife to an-

other's care on an expedition to the edge of bandit country.

At dawn a government salt junk weighed anchor and drifted

southward past the Bird's Nest fort for Fatshan, concealing

under its aftercastle a spurious Manchu. Several hours later,

three lacquered sedans bore the impostor's wife, his brother,

and Dr. Peter Parker through the western suburbs to a prome-

nade atop the city wall.

"Take no offence, no matter what happens, remember," the

doctor admonished them once more, as the six bearers rested

briefly after their climb. "Most of the people are only trying to

put themselves right with their pleasanter deities by reviling a

devil when they meet one. That's hardly to be wondered at. It's

just our racial misfortune that from the beginning of time

Chinese artists have portrayed their devils with pale faces, light
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hair, and blue eyes, which of course you never see on a native.

Perhaps that's why the Portuguese held their monopoly of the

trade at Macao for two centuries, while the Dutch and English

couldn't even get an audience. All were barbarians, but the

Portuguese weren't devils to boot, and the others were."

"Oh, I'm so worried about Roger," Mary said impulsively, in

reaction from her anger of earlier in the morning. "What if the

officers should happen to stop him?"

"He'll carry it off," said Dr. Parker reassuringly. *'He

speaks and writes Manchu better than I, and to the local offi-

cials it would be really a foreign language. No westerner could

fool them in the Canton dialect. But Wanglik will present him

as a true Manchurian Manchu. He looks rather like one, you

know. The bella donna will help, that I gave him."

This reference was to a vial of the drug, containing an im-

mersed feather with which Roger would touch his eyeballs every

second hour, maintaining a dilation of the pupil—doubly virtu-

ous in making the irises seem darker and in causing him to

squint for protection from the consequently increased admission

of light.

As the bearers shouldered again the shafts of the chairs, a

group of middle class Chinese paused and glowered at the three

fankwei. Mary was reassured when a word or two from their

guide changed the sullen expressions to broad smiles.

Along the wall at their left ran a shallow ditch, reeking with

all the unimaginable filth that low tide can reveal in inlets lack-

ing a regular flow of water. Beyond it stretched the western

suburbs, differing little from the city to the right except where

a ruinous swath betrayed a very recent conflagration. In purity

strangely universal, Chinese architecture still revealed on either

hand the nomadic pattern of its origins : a tent. Every roof

sloped concaving to its eaves, surfaced with semi-cylindrical

earthen tiles. Because it would not do to offend the Feng Shui,

spirits of the air, few of the dwellings were more than one or

two storeys in height. The streets were so extremely narrow that

it was futile to guess the course of any but those retreating at
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right angles, and then only in passing. Canton, from the window
of a sedan on its walls, seemed like a level sea of choppy red and
gray waves, rising to break more steeply against the northern

wall, but elsewhere presenting a monotony relieved only by
ceremonial flagstaffs in pairs, and by two spires, one plain, one

tiered with octagonal eaves like those of pagodas on the river

bank.

Later, a tall structure with five superimposed roofs could be

seen, on a little hill beside the principal northern gate. It was

far stouter than the usual pagoda. Beside it they descended

from the wall ; and Dr. Parker spoke with a corporal's guard at

the gate. "We'll walk now," he said, casually assisting Mary
from her chair.

The weather was sweet and clear, over a thousand little

gardens tarnishing toward harvest. No crowded suburb flanked

the northern wall; but hamlets studded the plain, set in their

groves of plantains or bamboos. The villagers were less hostile

than city dwellers. A few even smiled. Gradually the fields sloped

upward to the White Cloud hills. Two hours of leisurely climb-

ing among the tombs set the three sightseers atop the highest of

nearby eminences. Occasional passers-by, come to leave papers

inscribed with prayers upon the remains of revered ancestors,

had not offered to molest them.

"There's Fatshan," the doctor said, pointing southwestward

across the city to a point where the alluvial plain seemed darker

than elsewhere. "Your husband may have arrived, ere this,

though it's a roundabout way. See?" His finger traced the zig-

zagging silver from Canton basin through a series of streams

and canals to the city of silkweavers. "Ho ! What d'you suppose

these fellows want.?"

Several ugly bravos, armed with bamboo rods that might

contain swords, were dodging upward between the tombs. As
they came nearer they pretended to be seeking an inscription.

One, who passed within a few yards, turned every few seconds to

stare at a particular companion. The doctor's affable greeting,

expressed in Cantonese, was ignored. The man did not even turn
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his head. Mary saw then that his ears had been shorn : perhaps

a sj'mbol of complete deafness.

Hugh detected unmistakable signals of the hands, communi-

cated between two of the newcomers, and turned quickly toward

the doctor for instructions. Their guide, however, had fallen

upon his knees, muttering, "Kwan's deaf men." Hugh turned

about once, in time to see the six bandits closing in around them,

making a ring-like fence of their staves. Mary's face was ashen

under its tan. She saw that all the men were earless, and felt

somehow cheated of the right to appeal for justice, even if there

would be no meaning in her words.

Two of the men thrust their staves between her and her com-

panions. It was then that blood seemed to boil in Hugh's brain,

turning all the air crimson, making of portentous silence a

sound like a wasp's attack. There was no plan at all to his

fighting, only an impassioned lunge toward the desecrators, im-

pelled by such fury that it crowded both of them back a dozen

paces down the hill. He paused, with sight clearing, half puzzled

to find himself possessed of one of the staves. Metal showed at

an interstice near one end. As he drew out the concealed blade

and confronted the still-armed bandit, Mary threw both arms

about his neck, shielding him with her tremulous body. His free

hand sought to disengage her hold. He had forgotten the other

bandits. The one before him, advancing with unsheathed blade,

took all his attention.

The bandit paused, with a puzzled air.

From behind him, Hugh heard Dr. Parker say, "Careful, Mr.

Murray. It's all right now. Please give the sword back to its

owner. We're lucky. Kwan, anyway, could read."

The leader was bending over characters, drawn in the dust.

". . . So that's why the doctor knelt down. . . ." Hugh per-

ceived, nevertheless keeping his grip on the sword as tenaciously

as Mary kept hers about his neck.

"Roger once dared call j^ou a coward," she whispered. At
these words he began to tremble in every muscle. They both sat

down on the slab of a nearby tomb. The owner of the sword
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stood vainly and sullenly awaiting its return until Dr. Parker

retrieved it for him,

"I'm extremely vexed with myself, Mrs. Murray," he con-

fessed. "A word from me will turn any enemy into a friend. But
I'd forgotten Kwan. He's a deaf Robin Hood, by repute. You
noticed they offered no violence, really. I simply couldn't reach

him with words to say who I was till I'd drawn a few intricate

characters for him to read. All these poor fellows were tortured

during the opium war. The penal code tolerates twisting the

ears in a mechanism, to get confessions. It doesn't say when to

stop twisting, though, and the process often tears them off and

destroys the ear drum too. These chaps were suspected of hav-

ing shown the Wilder Passage back of the Bogue to the British.

Apparently they were innocent, so they carry something of a

grudge against both English and Manchus. If you don't mind,

I want to talk to them for a bit."

He beckoned the men to a wider patch of dusty ground and

began to draw characters again ; but Mary and Hugh sat

shoulder to shoulder, still shivery from the experience.

"And Roger said you were a coward."

"Guess he's right. Look." Hugh inspected ruefully a lifted

hand that shook before his eyes. Impulsively she pressed it to her

lips. Hugh glanced toward the doctor, who was obliviously

sketching ideograms in the dust.

". . . Oh, why is this?" she wondered, still holding the re-

luctant fingers of her protector. "What makes the touch of your

hand so far more dear, against my lips, than all the kisses Roger

—No, no ! it's not true. I can't believe—Oh, but Hughie, when

you move your shoulder from mine, you tear part of me away
with it. I love you best. Yes, I've always known that. Now I

must admit it, and face it. I love you best. I love you best of

all. . . ."

Hugh felt as if he were about to suffocate. In all heaven there

was not enough air for his need. Her thoughts burned through

the little space between them, magnetic, tangible. The accepted

hopelessness of his own love, and its very greatness, had ob-
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scured any spindling notion that it might be returned. Well

enough to worship the impossible goddess, life long! but such

fealty is offered without thought of recompense.

"I love you, Hughie."

"Yes, I know."

Neither thought his answer strange.

"What shall we do now, Hughie?"

"What can we do .?"

There was a movement among the brigands. For a long in-

stant the lovers stared into each other's eyes, then turned to see

that Dr. Parker was arising.

"We must go down now," he called.

"Yes," Mary answered. "Yes, now we must all go down."

CHAPTER LXX

IN THE AMERICAN GARDEN

EVEN the sunset was alien, full of lean dragons, sinuous in the

red-golden air beyond a wintry thicket of junk masts. Mary
turned home-sick eyes away from it, to stare obliquely across

the river toward the old temple of Honan, lifting shabby

cornices into the weird, crosshatched light that struck through

leafless hedges of mulberry trees.

"No," she answered, to Hughie's most crucial question, "he's

never in the least unkind, except in thoughtless ways, like this

trip to Fatshan. He wouldn't have gone if I'd asked him not to.

But he knew I wouldn't ask him. You see? Or maybe he didn't

know. That's it. I'm never sure whether it really is carelessness,

or an assertion of his rights. He certainly has a right to do the

things that are best for his profession, and I can't put myself

up as judge of such things. He knows more about them than

either of us, Hughie. All I could do would be to play the female,
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and coerce him in the ways all women instinctively know about.

But I don't feel that I have the right."

It was Hugh's turn to be puzzled. "Oh, please tell me all the

truth," he implored, after a while of silence. "You must."

"I have, Hughie. In every way, in all his actions that have

anything to do with me, he's gallant and courteous and atten-

tive. He's never said an angry word to me, not one. And there

have been times, too, when I couldn't help showing that I was

angry with him. At such times he's very patient—horribly

patient, from a woman's point of view. Oh, that's just it. There's

something unearthly about the way he controls every action.

Remember the Cupid and Psyche story? I feel like that, as if I

were married to a being who can take any shape he likes. And I

want to light the lamp, and see what he really is. Yes, oh,

sometimes I do think he's some kind of fiend playing at being an

angel. No, don't believe that. What I mean is that I have to find

some excuse in my own mind for not loving him, when he does

act angelically toward me every bit of the time, except when it's

a matter of business that gets in the way. Even then he always

tries to show me why it's necessary. He never takes that horrible

male pose about some things being quite outside woman's sphere.

Yes, Hughie, he's always kind."

Hugh clenched the fists that were pressing deep into his

pockets.

"Then why, why, why don't you love him? Look, I'd have

some right to interfere if ever he—did anything—Oh, you

know—

"

His virginal lips faltered. He had never even approached an

intimacy of conversation with any woman before.

". . . Poor darling," Mary thought, as she stared at the

stone landing underfoot. "I know what you mean. I can't speal(

it either. Yes, my husband takes his marital rights whenever he

wants to, if I'm not ill. But all husbands do that, every woman
knows. That's their right, according to law, Gram says, and

according to the church, too. Well, men make laws, and men are

the church, so what else can women expect? You wouldn't,
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Hughie. That's one reason why I love you so. But oh! oh! I'd

never want to refuse you, beloved. . . ."

Cold streamers of mist arose from the river as dusk deepened,

but the two lovers had no measure of the passage of time.

"We've got to do something, think something," he said at

last, in a desperate effort to face the upsurging of a love that

made all else in the world seem puny by comparison. "Mary,
what do people do when love and honor are so mixed up? If he

weren't my own brother—If we weren't on the other side of the

world, with no-one for a friend, and nowhere to flee to—Oh, but

even so, would you ?"

"Hughie, I'd do anything you wanted, if it meant dying the

next day. I would ! I'd dare."

"Yes, of course," he said, half impatiently, as if these things

were too obvious, too fundamental, to wast-e time over, "but we
have to think beyond that. Wait.

". . . Silver, Isaac Silver, help me. You know how to see the

concept behind the mess of foolish things that little people have

left in the way—all the clutter of half-successes, and almost-

failures. What is it here? It's a great love. That's the only

thing that's sure. It's a great love, and must be treated as such.

There can be no clutter of half-success or almost-failure about

this. It's to be treated greatly, somehow. But how? . .
."

Now it was wholly dark. Overhead the sky curved its spangled

tapestr}", patterned with hints for the weaving needle of man's

vision. Above this wintry China stood forth the constellations

of summer at home. Gazing upon their familiar immensity, Hugh
found the words to frame a stern conviction growing within his

mind.

"Here it is, sweetheart. I don't know why some people are

brave, and some cowardly. But it's the way of the world for the

brave man to see his chance and take it, and for the coward to

lose his chance. And after that he never has another chance for

the same thing, with honor. Maybe that isn't fair, but it's so.

I had my chance before Roger ever saw you, Mary. And I was

afraid. Roger had his chance, next, and took it. And because of
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that, the only way for me to win another chance is by being

dishonorable. Don't you see, dear? We love each other. But we

should have found it out sooner, before it was necessary to be

sneakthieves for the sake of our love. So this is what I think. I

think love is greater than everything else, if you accept it with

your whole heart and mind and being. I think it's worth while to

have a day of great love and die for it, no matter what the

treason. But I think it dishonors love and the lovers to do any-

thing less than that. It's got to be all or nothing. If I betray my
own brother, I've got to do it openly and without hiding, and

give him his chance to kill me. There are three of us. The way
things will be, from now on, none of us will be really happy. He
can't be happy if you're not. So there would be a kind of right-

ness if you and I could be happy, at his expense, and at the risk

of his revenge. It sums up this way : either you've got to break

with him, and come to me, and both of us stand willing to take

whatever the consequences are, or else this is the last of it."

She stood in the darkness, a yard away, listening to the

earnest, eloquent grief of his voice, hardly understanding what

he said because of her heart's tyrannical imposition of the all

important idea : ". . . Love me. Love me. Love me. . .
."

"Yes.f"' her voice said, when she felt the pause in his words.

"Well, which are we to do, because there can't be a com-

promise. It's all or nothing."

"Where could we go, Hughie.''"

He stared up and down the dark stream, back at the boxlike

factories, and over the river to Honan. For a while, under skies

that were so like those of home, both had forgotten the en-

croachment on all sides of China, subtle, fanatical. Not many
hours ago a party of Englishmen had come back from a futile

search for six compatriots who had gone up the river to Hwang-
chuh-ki on a pleasure excursion, an afternoon's outing, and had

vanished without trace. It would be fantastical to approach Dr,

Parker, their guide of three days ago, for aid in running away.

Yet there was no other in whose company they could travel an

unmolested hundred yards in any direction from this little plot
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of ground that was both haven and prison for all foreigners in

southern China. Here it was not even possible to have a stolen

single day, that would be worth dying for tomorrow. To both at

once it became evident that the only seal and crown of this love

would be to sink together into the dark waters at their feet.

"There's nowhere for us to go, nowhere at all," he said. "We
can't even stand here very many more minutes. The watch will

be coming around to herd us all back into the hongs."

She turned to look rebelliously toward the row of coops into

which fankwei were crowded like barnyard fowl. While her hus-

band was away she was sharing the bed of a missionary's daugh-

ter. Hugh slept on a bench in Wanglik's counting room, in

Mingkwa's hong. The room that had been placed at Captain and

Mrs. Murray's disposal for the first two nights now was shelter-

ing another shipmaster and his lady. Mary could not even be

alone with grief.

"It's true," she said. "There's nowhere we can go, nothing we

can do, here. But perhaps, when we're home again—

"

"And what of the time between.'' No, you can't go on being

Roger's—wife, unless—unless you mean to be his wife always.

Sweetheart, it must be all or nothing. We can't let him carry us

home, in his ship, to a place where we can fool him more easily.

You can't pay passage by—by—not telling him till later. If

we're to do that, we must tell him now, and let him do what he

sees fit, and you must be free of his love, if you don't want it."

"Yes, you're right," her voice said, while her heart cried,

". . . Love me ! Love me ! Love me ! . . ."

"So I guess this is—a kind of—good bye."

"Kiss me, then. Kiss me good bj^e, lover."

When their lips parted, each turned involuntarily toward the

dark water. Then they went slowly back toward the factories,

each for the other's sake.
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CHAPTEB LXXI

THE SHANTYMAN

ON Christmas day, scrambling dragons came down the river at

last, deep laden with chests of tea for the Sea Witch. More than

six weeks had gone over while she lay idling at Whampoa, wait-

ing for caravans in the outer provinces of Shensi, Sz'chuen, and

Yunnan to gather in late firings, and special lots diverted from

inland trade routes by prodigal offers from Canton. Tea acre-

age, throughout the Middle Kingdom, was being expanded as

fast as plants would grow ; but three years at least must pass

before the first harvest ; and new treaty ports had increased the

trade past all supplying. Thousands of peasants were selling

their personal stores and gathering wild buckthorn leaves for

substitute, as in the years of blight ; but still the godowns gaped

insatiate.

Captain Murray chuckled as he thought of the reception in

store for the Samuel Russell. Old Nat Palmer, her skipper, would

strew his beard in handfuls upon the wind, and go roaring up
and down Fiddler's Reach like the veriest fankwei of them all,

when he discovered the state of the tea market. Roger wondered

when Cap'n Nat had sailed, remembering the veteran's promise

to be on the heels of the Sea Witch. There was no word yet of

the Russell, from any eastern port.

During his adventurous week in Fatshan, the master of the

Sea Witch had contracted for an unusually large proportion of

silk manufactures, including 1200 of the finest parasols, to

enliven Broadway next summer. Current price levels also had

prompted heavy investment of his credits in quicksilver, ver-

milion, and cassia lignea. These purchases comprised a third of

his cargo's worth and a quarter of its bulk. Even so, all the nine

sorts of tea secured by his comprador would be insufficient to

lade the space yet remaining. That distracted Chinese tacitly
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betrayed, moreover, what he dared not admit : the likelihood of

additional weeks of waiting before discovery of a last unspoken

lot of fifty tons.

Christmas dinner witnessed, therefore, an alteration in plan.

While Chinese stevedores, subservient to other holy days, lab-

ored prodigiously under the hatches, Roger inquired of Hugh,
"Would it offend your notions of this sacred occasion, Grom-
met, if we took a commercial trip up river, this afternoon, and

picked out twelve hundred or so extra cases of china?"

Hugh acquiesced with real relief. It was not pleasant for him

to sit watching the hard, downthrust angles made by Mary's

mouth as she looked toward her husband's still shaven head,

incongruous with his young features and occidental clothing.

Nor was it reassuring to note the brooding rebellion that seemed

to darken her eyes whenever they turned in his own direction.

He strove to hold the belief that it was only his actual presence

which made things so difficult for her.

". . . No, my beloved, I shouldn't have come here, even for

Christmas dinner. You shouldn't have asked Roger to let me.

One of us must be strong, to live up to our bargain. There are

some things too pure to spoil with half measures. Even this is a

half measure. If Roger is ever cruel, then—then—But he never

is. You swore he was always kind. So you must love him again,

and you can, when I'm away. Oh, I've sinned as I never knew,

by making my Galatea in your image, Mary. That was what

told you how much I loved you. So it was my fault from the

beginning, and now I've got to be strong to atone. . .
."

As soon as the meal was over they hailed a fast sampan that

covered in two hours the eight or ten upstream miles to the

foreign settlement. The brothers ambled through a succession of

godowns, across the creek from the English factory, choosing

immediately available sets of chinaware to fill the last gaps in

the ship's hold. Meanwhile the stevedores, full of an oriental

genius for fitting together the parts of a puzzle, stowed ten

chests of tea where New York's cleverest would have put nine.

For a few extra cash they worked at top speed in relays, night
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and day. Toward evening on the 28th everything was laded and

ready for the Hoppo's men to make their final inspection. Roger
accompanied them back to Canton, got them his comprador's

indorsement on a customs and tonnage bill for 9051 taels, 8

mace, and secured in return the grand chop on his clearance

papers. He returned at midnight with this crucial sanction but-

toned inside his coat.

Next morning, on a flooding tide that would lift her over

First Bar and thereafter ebb to increase her speed, the Sea
Witch catted her anchors to the tune of a liner shanty

:

"A Yankee ship came down the river"

bawled Ned, the shantyman; and the rickety walls of Bamboo
Town echoed back the chorus

:

**Blow, boys, blow!"

"Her masts and spars they shine like silver,"

Ned interpolated; and the expatriate cattle on Dane's Island

lifted mournful faces toward their whilom brethren, now im-

mersed in the ship's harness casks, as the capstan heavers

grunted and roared:

"Blow, my bully boys, blow!"

At such times, when activity aboardship was intense, Mary
often found herself marveling over the sheer power of music. If

the strength of seamen's arms failed, in whatever task, recourse

was taken always to a shanty. Nobody would have ever at-

tempted the heavier duties without one. It amused Mary to

think that she could have lived for more than twenty years in a

great seaport, believing all the while that sailors sang for love

of their work. Now she knew better. They sang because singing

lightened their quite uncherished tasks.

Music hoisted at least a quarter of the sheet anchor's 4,500

pounds to the cathead in American Reach. "Poor old Reuben

1
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Ranzo's" deprecated ghost hung to the ship's halliards as he

had never tugged in his lifetime, if the song is to be credited.

When she stood through the Bogue and caught a more pros-

perous wind in the Outer Waters of the river, half the weight of

her yards was brought around by the tune of Shannandore.

Music squired her through the Great Western Channel, between

Macao and the Ladrones, as the men sang runaways about the

drunken sailor, while they tailed onto soggy cables and disposed

them fore and aft to dry in tomorrow's sunlight, before being

stored in the forepeak. Music was the coordinator of all effort.

Five seamen—five unit muscles of the ship—might be giving

each his utmost strength without budging a yard on its lifts

;

but at the first chorus of Boney it would hoist step by step with

little apparent effort. It even proved profitable, in many tasks,

to relieve one man of manual work altogether, making him

singer or improvisator of solos to which his mates would add the

choruses.

This, Mary soon realized, was owing to the fact that the

utmost power of any muscle can be delivered for no longer than

a moment. Only a mediocre flexing can be long sustained. Music,

in the hearty and unmistakable beats of a shanty, defined the

exact moments when from each man was expected his utmost,

when all five must grip in unison, like the five fingers of a single

great hand. Thus, in a series of short concerted heaves, work

became easy that was quite impossible without the governance

of the shantyman ; and thus it was that when the work was

hardest the ship resounded with a bluff, weird music all day

long. Even at night, Mary would sometimes be awakened by

mournful melodies, loud choruses between which it was just as

well that she could not hear the solos.

Ned's right as premier shantyman was unchallenged; but it

remained an oddity to see his hulking shoulders atop the cap-

stan, where he balanced expertly and roared away while many
a slighter figure wheezed and struggled at the long bars. More-

over, it was odd that he, a Briton, should so prefer the true

shanties—songs of the shanty-dwelling New Orleans roustabouts
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—over the more intelligible sea songs of his native land. Yet it

was shrewd of him too, for those songs of the shanty negro of

the Mississippi Valley, adapted by the shanty Irish of New York
to serve the needs of Liverpool packets, were ringing acr jss the

waters of every harbor and seaway in the world, by right of

excellence preeminent in fulfilling their important function.

CHAPTER LXXII

HATTERAS

WITH the northeast monsoon strong and steady on her port

quarter, the Sea Witch drove due south. Daylight on the 31st

discovered her midway between Macclesfield Bank and the

Paracels. At six bells of the forenoon watch, January 1st, 1848,

Captain Murray made his course south-southwest to skirt the

long sub-aqueous mountain range that lifts a hundred peaks in

the midst of the China Sea, from North Danger down to Char-

lotte Bank. Thence he proceeded southward again, between the

Anambas and Natunas, west of the Tambelans, and into Banka
Strait. The fair monsoon, sweeping through that narrow gut,

carried him swiftly onward across the Javan Sea to the neck of

Sunda. He was off Anjier on the tenth day from Whampoa:
refreshing contrast with the nineteen days of his previous out-

ward battle from the Chu Kiang. Moreover, he had made this

rapid passage without resort to such grim driving as had char-

acterized the last run, directed all night and every night from a

chair lashed on deck. This time he had stood his regular watch,

interfering with his brother's only when the ship was skirting

known hazards.

*'.
. . Nine days saved so far," he mused, as the Anjier bum-

boats cast off and he stood into the main channel again with a

fresh supply of dainties for his lady. "Nine days less than last
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time. But we're like to run into trouble off Hatteras, in March.

Lose a day or two up the coast, no doubt, and two more in the

calms. Rest of the run ought to even up with the last. So with

luck we can hang on to six of those nine days gained already.

That's seventy-five days to New York, compared to last time.

Well, it's possible—and it's about the best that is possible, till

somebody invents a steam wherry that won't have to stop for

fuel every three hundred miles. Even one of Ike Silver's screw

propulsion boats wouldn't carry half our cargo home from

China as fast as we can, considering stops for fuel. Steamers are

all right for rivers, and they may win out on the Atlantic, with

a couple of million a year for subsidy so they won't have to

carry anything but fuel and passengers, but they'll need a lot

of improving before they can chase you and me off deep water,

Sea Witch, my pet. Well, I can credit old Moneybags with this.

He gave me a ship to love, to end my sailing days in. . .
."

He stared back toward Anjier town, passed so many hasty

times—perhaps never to be passed by him again.

". . . The way milady's acting, this really is my last voyage.

Well, all the more reason for setting a mark that nothing but

a steamer without cargo can ever beat. Milady. I wonder how

long she'll be, recovering from her pet.^* I used to think I knew

women, but each one's different. You never know women. Won-
der what it is I do that annoys her so. You'd think I beat her,

the way she looks at me, some times. Well, they say the first six

months is heaven, and then it takes a while for a love affair to

turn into a marriage. Guess that's what's happening, now. We
must be extra nice to her. Sea Witch, you and I. I'll be a model

husband, and you must cut down on your rolling a little, under-

stand.? . . ."

He passed a hand over his hair, bristly as that of a newly

released convict.

". . . Guess I shouldn't have played Manchu, all that while

at Canton, Sea Witch. She didn't like that. Well, it was good
fun. . . ." He chuckled at the memory of fellow fankwei who
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had been taken in, one after another, by his disguise. The elegant

costume now was stowed away in a locked chest, together with

the unlucky alicorn, which had not been successful in arousing

the acquisitive instincts of that wrinkled and most holy dow-

ager, Filial-Pure-Bright.

As the Straits of Sunda widened before him. Captain Murray
cast disapproving glances toward the western skyline, wishing

there were more kites in the sail locker, and spars to bend them

on. The monsoon, broken by land breezes, wafted him gently

along at about seven knots. There was little chance of clearing

Java Head before the storm broke in uncomfortably cramped

surroundings. An hour past Anjier the wind died altogether.

The west yellowed, and darkness grew deeper elsewhere, all

around the sky. Will overhauled the cables, and Roger gave

reluctant orders to take in the kites. A small tide rip quickened

the surface, turning the ship end for end, and then around

again. When the wind came it was from southward, forbidding

progress. Captain Murray cast anchor and snugged down. Sev-

eral times, during thirty vext hours, the Sea Witch circum-

gyrated her anchor, while a hurricane littered the straits with

palm fronds and exhausted birds. More than a day had thus

been lost when, in a golden unreal evening on the 9th, she ran

beyond the heavy scent of bruised spice groves, carried over

from Sumatra on a fair west wind, and stood away close hauled

for the Keeling Islands.

Thereafter, as if to atone for unfair conduct in the straits,

^olus acquitted himself handsomely. His southeast trades

bested the monsoon in time to permit a rhumb line course for

the Isle of France, running north of the Keelings. In the very

midst of the Indian Ocean, with Mary standing two of the

watches, 289 miles were logged in a single day. The skipper

designedly kept north of the calms of Capricorn until he had all

but reached Madagascar, and then cut through them quickly to

beat against strong westerlies to the Cape. As he crossed merid-

ian 20, his log received this item

:
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3rd, February, 1848, I pass westward through the haunts of

Adamastor on the exact anniversary of this ship's first east-

ward crossing of this meridian, a year ago today, my present

passage from Sunda to the Cape is made in 25 days, which I

believe to be the best time on record for this leg.

Six days later the Sea Witch reentered the southeast trades

and laid a course straight for St. Helena, wing and wing, pass-

ing it with a pause for signals of the 13th, 46 days from China.

Washington's birthday was celebrated by crossing the line at

25° west longitude. As there was no neophyte for King Neptune,

the captain graciously invited all hands aft to splice the main

brace, using for that equivocal task a spike of good Medford

rum.

With an eye to holding the northeast trades as long as pos-

sible, and thereafter to meeting the westerlies of the North

Atlantic on advantageous terms, Captain Murray steered from

the doldrums toward Florida, brushing the outer Caribbees.

Dawn of the 72nd day found the Sea Witch in the latitude of

Charleston, S. C, with a southwest breeze driving her homeward

at a rate of thirteen knots. A scant 470 miles separated her

from Sandy Hook, with more than three days yet remaining in

which to accomplish the 75-day run which Roger had aimed for

as the last dramatic gesture of a triumphant career. All day he

paced the quarterdeck nervously, ordering a yard trimmed

every few minutes as the wind hauled into the west. If it blew

its circuit quickl}^ enough, there might even be a chance of

making it in 74 days ; but Hatteras lay ahead.

Doubtless there is a special madness reserved for the cham-

pion of champions, doomed to race against time because no

other competitor can ever best him. Some such aberration took

charge of the mind of Captain Murray during these last days at

sea. By comparison with his former passages in the Sea Witch,

and with abundant knowledge of the quirks of JEolus, he had

logically evolved the figure of 75 days as the best that this ship

and its master could do, with a minimum concession to adverse
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luck, on a run from the Chu Kiang to the Hudson. It therefore

became imperative to beat that mark—his own mythic best—if

only by an hour, as an ultimate derisive gesture. So, in the

evening, with 320 miles yet to go, he stood into the Gulf Stream,

planning to make full use of its extra two or three knots, ignor-

ing the fact that if the wind should chance to blow steady from

the northeast. Cedar Island and Hatteras would become a most

perilous lee shore.

^olus and Neptune found it impossible to ignore this bold

challenge. Throughout the first watch the wind slyly conceded

an offshore tack ; but in the early morning it hauled rapidly

into the northeast, leaving no choices except the equally unsatis-

factory ones of steering east by south, losing some of the north-

ing already gained, and the Gulf Stream as well—or north by
west, directly toward the hazards of Hatteras.

While his wife tossed restlessly in bed, Captain Murray glow-

ered into the binnacle, watching the needle creep below due east,

even though Ned, his ablest steersman, held the vessel full and

by to a nicety, with shivering royals.

"We'll put her on the other tack, Mr. Carmody. All hands."

The second mate sprang forward, bawling orders for bracing

the mizzen to windward and letting go the fore staysail sheets.

The ship staggered and groaned as her great sails were taken

aback ; but she did not lose way, and promptly was brought close

hauled on her new course, toward Cedar Island. The wind having

shifted half the compass circuit, it was natural to expect the

process to continue, and this maneuver was performed in such

expectations ; but with a perversity that made the skipper stare

skyward as if toward a tangible antagonist, the wind crept back

into the north just far enough to render a run past Hatteras on

that tack quite impossible, if the slate's dead reckoning of the

ship's position was to be trusted. Laboriously she was put about

once more; but no sooner was the vessel back on the offshore

tack, than the wind yawed east again.

So, hour after hour, with handline constantly heaving from

the weather chains, wind and sea played an exasperating game
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against the man who had done more than any other living to

negate their wills and bend them to his own uses. As a gray

morning broke on the 73rd day, the Sea Witch was in sight of

the lighthouse at Old Topsail inlet, twenty miles west of her

position by dead reckoning, and thus boxed in by the Cape Look-

out shoals. A full gale was blowing from the east-southeast,

making it suicidal to proceed before picking up at least thirty

miles of offing in the wind's eye; and there was no easting avail-

able while it blew from its present quarter.

With his teeth shut tight on his opinions, the captain turned

southward under full topsails, beating offshore for fifty miles,

and then wore ship to have another try at Hatteras before the

daylight failed. Tacking back and forth with a heavy sea run-

ning, over waters where the Gulf Stream splits into streamlets

with contrary currents between, made the position by dead

reckoning still sufficiently uncertain to prohibit a night weather-

ing of the cape. As darkness closed down on a cold afternoon, an

intermittent line of breakers was visible from the skysail yard,

extending northwest and southeast, marking the Outer Shoals.

Near the extreme end of the visible surf, several stranded vessels

formed the usual monument to Diamond Shoals, three points on

the port bow. The ship had been making two points leeway. If

the wind hauled no farther northward, she could slip by with

just enough room to spare.

"None too much water under us, sir," Carmody said, noting

how the enormous waves rolled up and broke, even here, several

miles off shore. Dissatisfied with the way the steersmen were

bringing her out of the troughs, the second mate thrust one of

them aside and took his place, with a nod of approval from the

skipper. Thereafter she hung grimly to her course, though seas

foamed continually over the waist, and at times buried the

fo'c's'le from sight.

Roger leaped to the port shrouds, the better to judge his

leeway, and was staring shoreward under the cro'jack, when

the whole ship seemed to whine with anguish aloft as a gigantic

roller struck her broadside, burying even the boats from sight.
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She came up out of it yawing crazily, making straight for the

cape. The captain swung down into water still knee deep, roar-

ing, "Bring her up, you bastards !" but he was addressing no-

one. The quarterdeck was swept clean.

Seizing the wheel himself, he bellowed at men swinging from

the lifelines amidships to heave over a buoy and muster aft. It

took all his great strength to make her stagger back to her

course, while a crossfire of conflicting duties raked his wits. Hat-
teras still perhaps could be weathered; but his officer and a

seaman might be clinging to a buoy, astern. Was the slim chance

of saving two lives worth a grave risk to thirty, to say nothing

of the ship and cargo ? If he were to wear ship at all, it must be

done at once. A few more minutes would bring her too near the

shoals to come about without being driven ashore.

"In the shrouds !" he barked suddenly, leaping himself to

swing from the spanker sheet as another titanic wave buried the

vessel. He was back at the wheel, fighting in waist deep water,

before she had fallen off very much ; but the loss was enough to

decide the main conflict. She had too small a chance now of

weathering Hatteras.

Captain Murray remained at the wheel himself, alone, venting

his chagrin against the rudder's terrific bucking while all hands

hauled upon the sheets. As the ship came about he stood inshore

as much as he dared, with the men at the yardarms, looking for

the missing officer ; but no-one sang out. Presently the safety of

the ship demanded that she be put upon the southern tack,

against a storm of constantly increasing violence.

Dawn of the 74th day rode eastward on the brow of a hurri-

cane. For many hours the only question on board the Sea Witch

was whether she could hold enough canvas to claw off shore.

Passage within the hoped-for time was now out of the question.

Therefore, as the hurricane relented during the night, the cap-

tain won all southward offing he could get, and at ten A.M. of

the 75th day stood once more toward Hatteras. Now, as if

ironically satisfied, ^olus hauled into the northwest, permitting

an easy passage of the cape; but, lest the contrast prove too
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enervating, the seas continued mountainous and the winds averse

all the way remaining, as the ship lunged grimly northward,

sheer poles dipping, to round to inside the Hook at last, on a

raw blustery morning: the 16th of March.

As she stood up through the Narrows, setting for vanity's

sake the royals and skysails which she could not have worn

outside, another white tower of canvas bore down toward the

Sea Witch. It proved to be her rival the Rainbow.

"What was your time from China?" shouted Captain Murray.
"88 days, under Cap'n Marshall. What's yours?" bawled

Captain Hayes.

"77 from Whampoa," megaphoned the younger skipper.

"I'll be back in 76," Hayes promised, as he magnanimously

dipped his colors and sailed onward to join Dan Carmody at the

port of missing men.
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—a sea career of less than ten years by all odds

the most remarkable ten years of sail in the history

of the world. Before her brief life had ended the

Sea Witch had broken more records than a ship of

her inches had ever broken, and in company with

other clippers had established the majority of sailing

records that still survive. She was the first vessel to

go round the Horn to California in less than one

hundred days. Twice she broke the record for speed

from Canton to the United States, and neither of

these passages have ever been equalled by any ship

under sail.

—Carl C. Cutler in Greyhounds of the Sea
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CHAPTER liXXIII

MEGRIMS

SQUIRE MURRAY was in his cups. Reckless alike of gout and

the remonstrances of his unhappy sister, the old Knickerbocker

went lurching down to the wine cellar, to emerge with a bottle

of port under each arm and a poultice of dusty cobwebs half

covering his polished crown.

"Leggo ! don't ya touch me, Nance, old girl," he rumbled

belligerently, as she made to remove the odd toupee.

"Land sakes. Squire, look at yourself," she begged, steering

him toward an oval mirror, framed between gold cornucopias,

with an eagle atop. Her brother peered at his own ruddy reflec-

tion.

"Like 'em thataway," he decided. "Leggo ! Go 'way. I put 'em

there a-purpose. Hoo-raw !"

"My saints ! There's no fool like an old fool."

"No fool like an old fool. Ta ra ! Ta ra !" he agreed. "Old fool

Nance, won't take a drink. Old teetotaler. Hoo-raw !—fer my
daughter-in-law. Sent her away married to a Yankee Murray.

Comes back married to a pigtail Chinaman. Ta ra ! Ta ra

!

Where's the corkscrew.'' Nance, you damned old fool, 'd you hide

the corkscrew?"

"Yes, I did, whilst you was down cellar."

"Hmmm. No fool like an old fool," said the squire, reflec-

tively. "Ta ra !" and with magnificent, careless accuracy he

knocked the neck off one bottle against that of the other. A
flying spirt of wine splashed the face of Aunt Nance. The squire

321
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contemplated with shocking glee her discomfiture, as she gagged
and sputtered and stuffed half her apron into her mouth to

remove all traces of the sinful fluid. Thereupon he poured some

into a glass to toast her, with a gallant gesture, and a most

ungallant song of his own contriving;

"Old fat Nance
Like a bale o' hay.

Middle hoop tighter

Every day."

The lady lifted helpless hands and plodded gibbering from

the room. Hughie and Will, coming in together, noted the color

of her face. "Megrims for sure, this time," Will predicted.

"Wonder what the squire's up to."

"Ta ra ! Ta ra !—O, Co-lum-hya,r the gem of the yo-shun—

"

came the voice of their erring parent, trailing off into a series

of forgetful "a-hums."

The sons exchanged worried glances. Dr. Francis long had

forbidden him to take more than a pint of light wine per meal.

Will went to jolly his father into surrendering the bottle, but

the effort was futile. He was not able even to wipe the cobwebs

from the squire's brow. Just then, "Hoo-raw !—fer my daugh-

ter-in-law," was the sole reply offered to whatever question or

suggestion. Presently, however, the old gentleman cocked a bale-

ful eye toward his second son and inquired, "Wha'd the papers

say about him this time, Will, hey?"

Will pulled a folded copy of the Herald from his pocket and

indicated the pertinent item

:

Shoppers who were fashionably late on Broadway, yester-

day, were astonished to see a genuine Chinese mandarin in

silks and furs, with a button on his hat, and a tail dangling

behind, come walking out of Maiden Lane with a young Amer-

ican lady on his arm. He entered Stewart's store, and, in

what was considered pretty good English, ordered costly
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articles that caught the lady's eye, some being such as a

gentleman could only buy for his wife, or equivalent. All who

witnessed this strange pair, we suspect, went home to gossip

about how an American woman would go in a Chinese harem,

and there was some talk about such a marriage being pro-

hibited by law for free women of the home of the brave. When
news reached the Bowery, a mob formed to "rescue" the lady,

some saying she looked as if under a spell of mesmerism, a

science widely practised in the east. But the couple had taken

a bus and disappeared up town. It is assumed they came as

passengers on the splendid clipper ship Sea Witch, that

docked yesterday after having made the fastest run yet from

Whampoa. See Marine Intelligence.

While his father was reading. Will surreptitiously stretched a

hand toward the bottle. The maneuver proved vain: the squire

reached it first. "Where's Marine Intelligence ? Find it for your

old pop," he demanded, thrusting the journal back toward W^ill,

who returned it folded conveniently again. The old man squinted

over the finer print, and shook his head till the cobwebs slipped

to hang over one ear. Again Will tactfully strove to remove

them.

"G'way, g'way. Like 'em thataway. Tired of 'em on top.

Here, you better read this out loud."

Will amiably took the paper and read, " 'The China packet

"Sea Witch" has completed her second voyage in 162 sailing

days, arriving yesterday with mixed cargo, mostly teas, in the

best time so far, of 77 days from Whampoa, despite being held

up for three days south of Hatteras in the hurricane. Her best

day's run was 289 miles, and, having done better than that on

several days, first voyage, this only proves how Capt. Murray
must have kept her clipping all the way to beat his former time

by four days. For eight days together, from 5° south to 21°

north, she averaged 275 miles, across the doldrums. The cap-

tain himself, at this writing, has not shown his latest sartorial

notions to the beaux of Broadway, but the Herald will be first
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to tell when he does. We interviewed him at the offices of his

owners, just after arriving. He was wearing a melton uniform

then, and said he would have something to surprise us later in

the day. But as we go to press he hadn't yet. The voyage was

marred by the loss of second officer Daniel Carmody and a sea-

man, swept overboard in the heavy seas off Cape Hatteras.' "

"All that's right, hey.? Bennett ain't lying? All true?"

"All but the part about Roger's plans changing. The great

Mr. Bennett just hadn't figured out the disguise, yet. Still

hasn't, as far as I know."

"Who's Roger? Isn't any Roger. Pigtail Chinaman. Ta ra!

Ta ra ! Will, if you was d little bit older, I'd let you have a

glass o' port."

Will found himself a glass. That was one way to reduce the

squire's potential absorption of an interdicted beverage.

"Where's the tombstone maker, Will? He here?"

"Yes, but he says he can't stay for dinner."

"Damn brat. Thought I had one brat wasn't fool enough to

be a sailor. One sensible member of the family. Now there's

nobody but me's got any sense. Woosh ! blow home from Chiny,

and can't even stay to dinner. Why not, hey?"

Will veered the conversation to other matters. He had read

too often the trouble in Hugh's eyes when Mary was near.

Grommet's reason for not wishing to attend a dinner in her

honor had needed no explaining.

Upstairs, the youngest brother was writing a letter

:

Mary, my dear sister.

If love is the overwhelming force it seems, which I fear may
be true for both of us, then it can withstand our greatest

efforts to put it by. But for proof we really must make those

efforts.

So here is my plan. We must both be far apart for a long

while of striving not to desire the things we forfeited our

right to long ago. Because you insist my brother is in every
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way chivalrous, I hope you will be able to find a way to love

him attain. I know too little to understand how you could

cease to love him, if 3^ou loved him at first and he has always

been kind and loving. I think noone has a right to interfere

between husband and wife unless the wife is wronged, so I feel

helpless—wanting with all my heart to serve you, but know-

ing that the only possible succour would prove calamitous to

you yourself. Divorce is possible, for us freethinkers, but one

party has to wrong the other grievously, in all cases, I find,

so you would have to take upon yourself the burden of wrong-

doing, which is not to be considered. But neither can you live

forever as the creature of a man you do not love.

So here is a plan that honors Roger's apparently fine love

for you. Sail with him on a China voyage, while I go for a year

to Rome, and you must try, oh try beloved with all your heart

for all our sakes, to win yourself back to his love. If you

cannot, then write me, and we can make a new plan.

Mary, do I sound like a schoolboy as I write this.'' I feel

like one. Whilst I try to be wise it comes to me that all these

ideals must be out of books. And I do have another self. Oh
Mary, in my dark hours I lie and hope that Roger will com-

mit some monstrous sin, and give me the right to take you.

But whilst he is kind, you yet may love him, if you will only

forget me. Surely I have not proved myself worthy of re-

membrance !

Will says he will go out in the Sea Witch again. I suppose

it's from thoughts of what he would do, that I draw most of

my inspiration in this twisted time. He knows, I think, about

our trouble. He will keep better watch over you than I could.

And you know how much Roger wants to go again after the

bitter disappointment of those days lost off Hatteras.

Send me a note at the Academy, if anything remains that

must be said. And of course you must burn this one at once.

But allow me yet to remain.

Ever your devoted servant,

Hugh Murray
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Wax dripped slowly upon the letter. Into the red pool, flecked

with charred patches, he pressed a seal of the Murray arms,

which he had engraved on the polished end of a shark's tooth.

When Will came up to wash for dinner, Hugh gave him the

letter.

"It's nothing you can fear to handle, Will. Read it yourself,

first, if you like."

"Don't need to, laddie. I'll give it to her when she's alone,

after dinner. The squire and Roger are sure to talk for awhile."

"They're not staying here.'"'

"No, at the Astor Hotel, so Roger can throw the lobby into

an uproar every time he wears his silks in and out."

"I'll be back late tonight, then," Hugh said.

Will watched from the window as his younger brother went

down Franklin Street with more than a hint of the rolling sea-

man's gait. Two years in the shipyard and asea had changed

him from a hesitant boy, immature even for his years, into a

man—and incidentally, into an excellent ship's carpenter.

Later, at dinner. Will unobtrusively studied Mary, wonder-

ing how much of her evident rebelliousness was chargeable to

dislike of her husband's foible, and how much to more important

disaffections. The squire, still wearing his cobwebs over one ear,

elaborately ignored Roger's robes of a Manchu nobleman, to

spend most of his time in badgering Aunt Nance, whose reac-

tions swept Mary back and forth between amusement and in-

dignation, thus obscuring from Will her more private reactions.

Almost until the end of the meal. Aunt Nance ignored like a

Spartan the japes of her befuddled brother. She had been ill

designed, however, for attitudes of classic calm : Nature appar-

ently having had one eye on an hourglass during the process.

Years of lacing had contrived to accentuate the effect, restrain-

ing her waist within its original dimensions, while aloft and alow

she was abundantly increasing. The resultant bosom resembled,

in Will's sight, a loose topsail, clewed up and billowing to the

tune of quick gasps that were all the breathing permitted by a

diaphragm quite atrophied within strict frames of whalebone.
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"Let's sing about Nance," suggested the squire.

"Nance, the old sozzle,

Sell 'er fcr a stiver.

Take a look at the behind

The good Lord give her."

This addition of insult to blasphemy was too much. Will saw

her eyelids twitching, while words without any group meaning

whatever issued protestingly between spasmodic yawns. Her
head wagged and slowly purpled. Knowing the symptoms, he

gestured to Mary, and between them they assisted the stricken

lady up to her room.

"Ease her stays," he directed. "There's the nux vomica.

Knew he'd have her in the megrims before the day was over. Oh,

and here, you'd better take this while I remember." He extended

Hugh's letter. She started, but quickly slipped it inside her

bodice, saying, "So you know.'"'

"I don't know anything, Mary, but I trust Hughie, and I'm

good at minding my own business."

She favored him with a secret smile.

CHAPTER liXXIV

CONDITIONS OF TENURE

DR. FRANCIS quit with but one unorthodox regret the man-

sion that a few minutes before had belonged to John Jacob

Astor, and now was the property of his heirs or assigns. It was

a little after eight o'clock on the morning of March 29th, 1848.

All night the good doctor had drowsed by a bed in which the

Croesus of America was petulantly dying of sheer old age.

". . . Should have done it, dammit. Would have made myself
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famous. They'll soon all forget I was a minister to the ailing.

But they'd have remembered that in the year 1948. 'Dr. Fran-

cis.'' Oh, certainly. He was the wag who put copper pence on

the eyes of Astor, the multimillionaire.' Ah well ! 'Thus con-

science doth make cowards of us all.' . .
."

As he stood at the mounting block, waiting for his buggy to

be brought around, jingling coppers that might have made him

immortal, the doctor thought, . . . "I'd better have a look at

the squire before I put myself to bed. The old idiot. One more
such spree and he'll be dead too. . . ."

Finding the squire improved and irascible, he bled a gill or so

to quiet him, and stepped yawning into the hallway, where aunt

Nance intercepted him.

"Oh doctor, just before you go, if you'll be so good as to

speak to Roger's lady? She don't want it, but I'm afeared

—

That is, she was taken faint last night, and we tucked her in

bed here."

A few minutes later he was looking sternly at his new patient.

"It seems to me, madam, that you should have had the sense

to see me the minute you landed."

"But I don't ever think about doctors," she protested, with

a grave, bewildered smile. "I've never had a doctor since the

days of chicken pox. So I honestly didn't know. Nobody ever

told me, not even Gram."
"Then Gram should be thumped," said Dr. Francis. "I shall

go thump her myself, after I've had forty winks. Remember
now, no more tight lacing. You wouldn't have fainted, but for

that. The fuss you civilized creatures make ! Go about your

business as usual. The female human is quite as competent as

any other animal when she's carrying a child, if she uses as

much sense as, sa}^ a dormouse would, under the circumstances."

"Well, but doctor, will it be all right for me to sail with

Roger.'* It will, won't it.'' Because he's agreed to go again, you

know."

"Sail with Roger ! Are you out of your wits.'"'

"But I've just got to. There are reasons."
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"You'll do nothing of the sort. I've brought all the Murrays

into the world since the day I was licensed, and I'm going to do

the same with this one. So no more of that. You're quite mad.

High seas, indeed, in your condition ! I'll be around again to-

morrow."

He snapped shut his little satchel—that last unanswerable

argument of the tyrant physician—and marched from the

room. Mary lay quietly, with hands folded over her breasts,

while all her blood seemed to tingle richly as it responded to its

increasing task.

". . . Oh, now it's all clear. Everything's all right again,

Roger can go to China, and Hughie can go to Rome, and I'll

stay with—with you

—

you! You are real. And we'll all grow

quiet, and I'll have you to love best. And because I love you

best, maybe, when he comes back, I'll love Roger again because

he's your father. But he must go. And you'll be growing more

important all the time, till you're the most important thing in

the world. Why didn't Gram ever tell me, or Roger? I guess they

both thought I must have found out from other young ladies

—

female animals—dormice. Six or seven months from now. Oh,

Hughie ! I was so vext with you for being so strong. Now I'm

glad. What if we'd—Oh ! Oh ! I guess God does watch over his

sparrows. . . ."

While she lay under the sobering excitement of these thoughts,

Hugh was receiving news quite as shattering to his own plans.

"I'm dreadfully put out," Mr. Hone was saying, "but while

my—ah—sympathies are all with you, I must confess that their

point of view is valid. If you had come to me before sailing, last

time, instead of sending me a letter that arrived too late, I

could have warned you."

Hughie picked up the old florid missive that had notified him
of his success in winning the Rome Award.

". . . 'If the said appointee violates the conditions of tenure

heretofore stipulated, the said governors, by a two-thirds vote,

may terminate this fellowship at once, withholding all emolu-

ments unexpended at that date.' I ffuess there's no appeal from
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that. I didn't realize they'd hold me to the letter of the time

limits. Well, it's too late now. . . .

"I suppose they didn't know I was back in town," he said

aloud, "if they appointed Steele in my place only yesterday."

"I'm sorry to say they did know, Hugh. They took it as

additional evidence of what they called your—ah—complete

indifference to the honor they had bestowed upon you, that you
should have let two weeks go by without reaffirming your inten-

tion to use the award. After vainly trying to find you, I argued

your case, but to no avail. I should like to make up the sum
personally—but my fortunes—you know—since the fire of '45

—
'. In fact, I am forced to seek political employment myself, at

this very moment. However, I think it likely that I can secure

for you a number of—ah—lucrative commissions."

Hugh thanked his benefactor and, despite embarrassment,

promised to call again. The blow was less severe than the old

man had assumed. Two years of postponement, and the example

of disappointed expectations in China, had lessened the prospec-

tive glamours of Rome. Moreover, through long lonely medita-

tions in the off watches, a change in the concept of his task had

grown slowly upon the sculptor. His first boyish dreams of Rome
had been colored too much by things that had nothing whatever

to do with it: the squire's mockery, Stewart's store, a general

dissatisfaction with New York. In those days Rome had been a

vague but exquisite antithesis to everything he had theretofore

known, a shrine where art was life and life, art ; but the Eternal

City could hardly have accorded any statue a homage to equal

that which Gotham, in recent months, had given Hiram Powers'

Greek Slave. Here was proof that America suffered, not so much
from want of appreciativeness, as from lack of objects to appre-

ciate. Her notorious neglect of artists, caviled at by Mr. Feni-

more Cooper, could be ascribed in considerable measure to the

fact that all her best ones hied themselves off to Europe as soon

as their genius became apparent. West, Stuart, Greenough,

Powers, Cooper himself—all had been guilty of this flight over-

sea. The American people should not be too much excoriated,
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Hugh now thouglit, for refusing to venerate the third-raters

who were forced to stay at home.

Moreover, from Isaac Silver he had drawn triumphant sup-

port for an inherent conviction that form in art was dictated by

utility first of all ; Isaac Silver's Sea Witch had proved the con-

tention past all doubting. His own task therefore should be to

give artistic form to the fabrics of everyday. Yet, while the Sea

Witch was affirming this concept, she was affecting him in still

another way. Familiarity with the beautiful ship, in all her

moods, under all skies and weathers, had bred an increasing love

for the whole structure. It was as if an adoration always lav-

ished on the figure beneath her sprit had crept slowly from that

key point, cleansing away all traces of the sordid miseries

encountered in her service, and imbuing each timber with love.

To every true sailor the gods of the sea grant one vessel for

memory's sake. She may have been a crank howker, at first;

but, left to the mutations of the dog watches, her yarn-spinning

champion corrects the errors of her builders for his audience,

and so, at last, corrects them for himself.

In the case of the Sea Witch, however, no such process was

needed. Isaac Silver had conceived her perfect for her uses, and

McDonagh had wrought as well as a human being can in realiz-

ing the mathematical concept in wood. So the spell of her beauty

was immediate, and owed nothing to Time's forgetfulness of

defects. In the midst of Hugh's broken prospects the vision of

her grew, calling him seaward the more poignantly because it

now seemed unlikely that he ever again would answer her call.

". . . Well, I can make other figures, here in New York, or

go to Boston, maybe. Will says they're beginning to catch up
with us, up there. Seven hundred ton packets. Even trying the

clipper mold on some barks, to see if it works ! What's it Will

likes to say.? 'Give a Down Easter plenty of time and he'll get

there, if you guarantee his profits in advance.' Guess I'll go

down and see Silver. . .
."

The ship designer could offer him no immediate commissions.

Peace with Mexico had released from government charter so
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many vessels that a number of merchants had temporarily halted

construction on new ones, which lay half-planked in the silent

yards. Only Cornelius Prescott, of all major shipowners, was

going ahead in '48 with '47's plans ; and it was openly bruited

on South Street that Old Moneybags was fast becoming a fit

inmate for one of the public institutions from the boards of

which he had recently resigned. Even the unprecedented profits

earned at the auction last week of cargo brought by the Sea

Witch on her most recent voyage did little to check rumors

that Prescott & Company, with four clippers launched and a

dozen reputedly building up and down the coast, was sailing

both sheets aft for bankruptcy. Some went so far as to say that

steam had won—that it was folly nowadays to build a large

ship without engines.

Roger himself was a trifle unsettled by such talk. Having
deliberately failed again, at Mary's instance, to give the re-

quired notice of resignation within three days of making port,

he was faced once more with forfeiture of his bonus stock (now

nominally increased to $55,000) if he did not make another

voyage. On the other hand, a return home next winter might

find the stock worthless. At one time Prescott shares had sold at

treble par. Now they could be had at a discount of 40^, despite

efforts on the part of Cornelius to buy them in as fast as they

were offered. Everything, in short, depended upon his gamble in

fleet ships. If the trade in perishable goods continued to in-

crease, if orators in Parliament at last effected abolition of the

noxious British Navigation Acts, if steamers continued to need

subsidies, then a fleet of clippers could find employment no mat-

ter how many blunt cargo carriers went begging for a charter.

A major part of Mr. Prescott's faith in his gamble was owing

to secret advices from his London agent that repeal of the

Navigation Acts was a foregone conclusion in the seats of the

mighty, and awaited only the slow shifting of conservative opin-

ion among the lesser legislators.

Finding himself party to a continually straiter bargain,

jeopardized by the astuteness or lack of it displayed by the
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other signator, Roger decided on a bold retrenchment. The
value of the Sea Witch, where she lay at anchor, was indicated

by a bid of $40,000 unsuccessfully advanced by an agent of

Jardine, Matheson, a few da^^s after her record run. Therefore

Roger, in a blunt negotiation, offered Mr. Prescott the right to

tear up two-thirds of his bonus stock in return for a half inter-

est in the vessel. The shipowner at once recognized virtues in

this arrangement, which would so greatly increase his hold upon

the ablest of shipmasters, but he demurred at the thought of an

outright division of profits contingent upon joint ownership.

The bargain therefore was struck on the condition that Roger's

interest be decreased to 49%, and be leased to Prescott & Com-
pany for five years at a fee of 8% per annum on an arbitrary

valuation of $24,500, to be paid in full at the end of that period.

Thus Roger, in event of the bankruptcy of the firm, would be

entitled to about half the price brought by the vessel at auction.

This new arrangement may have been the reason for Mr. Pres-

cott's decision to send her to China by way of Valparaiso,

leaving to her captain's genius for barter an exchange of cargoes

in that intermediary port.

A less charitable motive was possible. Aunt Nance, poor wit-

less lady (selecting for confidants only such folk as would

certainly never breathe a whisper about it), had quickly spread

word of Mary's interesting condition. The excitement following

Roger's mandarin hoax had left Gotham eager for any further

gossip concerning her favorite mariner. It is unlikely that the

news could have escaped the ears of Captain Murray's own
employer.

Obviously, the Captain would want to see his child as soon as

possible. A direct run to China and home, by way of the Cape of

Good Hope, might actually bring him back to New York before

the infant was born ; but the Cape Horn route, with a stop at

Valparaiso, would extend the voyage to a minimum of ten

months. Hugh, having no knowledge of the reason for Mr. Pres-

cott's hatred of his brother, looked upon the change of clear-

ance as merely another evidence that business men never per-
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mitted personal considerations to soften their metallic outlook

upon affairs. When he himself heard that Mary was to stay in

New York, Hugh went flying to the after cabin of the Sea

Witch, to place his name once more upon the roster of her

people. He wondered at his brother's quizzical stare, while he

was signing.

". . . Does Roger know? Does he think— .'' Well, if he does,

this ought to prove that I'm not willing to stay home to be near

her—even when—Oh, will it change her? Some women give all

their beauty to a child. But how can he bear to go, and leave

her, now, at such a time? . . ."

Even Roger might have found difficulty in answering that

question, to himself, now that most of his bonus stock was con-

verted into a more tangible asset. Let it be enough reason for

once to remember that from childhood he had been bred to the

sea : salt water slogged like shot in the hollows of his bones.

CHAPTER liXXV

A CERTAIN PETREL

SCATTERED flocks of the Wilson petrel, migrating north-

ward from Antarctic winter, scampered past the Sea Witch

between Cape St. Roque and Rio ; but their stormy brethren

waited her coming to colder seas. On the sixth of June, 40 days

out from New York, she cut the 40th parallel, which was farther

south than she ever had sailed before.

The skipper was taking no pains, this voyage, to conceal his

impatience. He drove his ship remorselessly toward the dark

pole, standing watch and watch with Will, while O'Brien, the

new second officer, found himself no better than a bo's'n, so far

as responsibilities were concerned. He grumbled, but was pri-

vately thankful, remembering the first mad week spent in dis-
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covering the standard of ability which Captain Murray expected

of his lieutenants. O'Brien was almost a match for the late Mr.

Carmod}' at serving out belaying pin soup, but his concept of

bravery did not include the carrying of royals in a gale. He had

seen too many topgallantmasts go crashing in the Black Ball

Line; and always Mr. O'Brien had been the one who climbed to

cut away the wreckage.

From the Calms of Capricorn, Roger had laid his course

parallel with the coast, in order to pass inside the Falklands.

Gloom descended upon the watery world. Nights lengthened and

the cold mists increased, until five hours of dubious daylight

alternated with nineteen of appalling, utter dark. Only the

stormy petrels, tiniest and most valiant of sea birds, braved the

chill bosom of this grisly sea. Over the waves the}^ came twin-

kling, out of the mist, with the excited, lonely cries of lost waifs.

Always, when he heard them, Hugh yearned unreasonably to

gather them to his breast, under the lapel of his reefer, to show

them what warmth was like.

One iron day, he stood by the fore shrouds, watching a line

of sooty little creatures skitter on the changeless surface of a

wave curling from the stem. With feet twinkling, they stayed

a few inches beyond the white streak of foam, to dart forward

occasionally, seize a morsel of brit, and fall back in line again,

as the ship furrowed up their primordial food.

"Poor little chaps."

It was Will who had spoken, coming down the ratlines from

his inspection of the rigging, "Have you got yours chosen.'"'

he added.

"Mine.?"

"Yes, your petrel."

"Why—no. What do you mean.'' What for.?"

"To carry you to the Great Ship."

"Oh. Do petrels do that for you.?"

"Yes. There's a special one for each sailor. It's his job to

be on hand."

"I didn't know that." Hugh laughed and looked at his
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brother; but Will was staring soberly toward the little birds.

"You don't believe it, Will?"

"Oh sometimes I like to, laddie. Those fellows back there

in the waist, they believe it to a man."

"Maybe that's why I never heard of it, till now. It's only the

doubtful things that can raise an argument. They're funny,

aren't they, Will.'' A bunch of far-downs with nice ideas like

that to believe in."

"The sea does it, Hughie, if you stay with it long enough.

Everywhere people believe in the right kind of heaven and

angels for their own neighborhood. You don't poke into many
ports before you find that out. Up in Boston, where they go

out in weather like this most of the year to take cod, why
they naturally have to have a fire-and-brimstone hell to warm
up in, don't they ? And his old hunks the Bey of Tunis wouldn't

find much sense in leaving his five hundred fat young wives for

a heaven full of skinny virgin incorruptibles—from Boston, say

—all playing harps ; so he has a heaven full of houris to go to.

And for us tarry-breeks, there's the Great Ship, and Davy
Jones's Locker, and Mother Carey's chickens to show us the

way."

"I don't suppose it's any harder to believe in than the virgin

birth, or Peter walking the waves, and such, is it.'"'

"No. In fact, that's where they got the name petrel—little

wave-walkers, like Peter. We can watch them doing it, but I

have my doubts about St. Peter ever having done it, and also

about his pearly gates. I think I'll go on believing in the Great

Ship, and a certain petrel."

Five hours of daylight became a scant four, as the Sea Witch

stood in between Staten Island and Tierra del Fuego, on the

12th of June: a course which should aid her in holding her west-

ing, and would postpone a meeting with the immense Antarctic

waves as long as possible. The next day found her under goose-

winged topsails, struggling against sleety hurricanes from the

southwest for an offing to weather the Horn.

Throughout nearly a week the gale blew incessant, cruelly
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edged with flying bits of ice. Each sea that broke across the

vessel added to the rime that enveloped her, ton upon ton. There

was no day at all : only a ghostly twilight for an hour or two

assured her people that the clocks really were keeping time.

No-one, not even Roger, could guess at the true position of the

ship in this unrelenting shroud of night. He kept her standing

grimly southwestward, trimming the goosewinged sails as

shrewdly as if they had been set flat and entire. Again and

again the terrible cry of "Lee fore brace!" sent men who were

almost weeping with anger to stand half buried in icy combers,

forever hissing over the rail. Aside from watery dangers, the

brace itself might whip them all overboard if numb fingers

missed a turn of the pin. The very life lines, when left untended

for an hour, became a mockery, solid with ice. There was no dry

clothing aboard. Not a man but suffered with bone-deep sea cuts

on every finger, and salt water boils from wearing, awake or

asleep, the same cold wet clothing. The mercury stayed below

20° Fahrenheit; yet the men, for sake of their own safety, went

always barehanded. Hugh joined in the work, even when not

called upon, from outright shame in being idle when his fellow

humans were suffering so. It seemed that every man should be

dying of pneumonia ; but not one of them had even a cold.

At last, on the night of the 18th, a strip of stars appeared,

crisp and amazing in the winter sky. Working quickly, by simul-

taneous altitudes. Will and Roger discovered that they were

in latitude 57° 51', somewhat more than 100 miles south of the

Horn. With longitude uncertain, it would still be safe to stand

on the northern tack for eight or nine hours, and advisable, as

the wind was holding south of west. They did so, and then turned

about once more. For a time next evening the sky cleared en-

tirely. An observation of lunar distance gave the longitude as

68° 28', a safe 20 leagues west of the meridian of the Horn. Old

Cape Stiff was beaten. When they reached his latitude again,

his tutelary spirit acknowledged it with a more moderate wind

from the southwest, against which they stood close hauled into

the Pacific.
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Once again, before the real northern run could be attempted,

a hurricane blew from the northwest, assaulting the Sea Witch

with wave after giant w^ave; but she worried her way through

it at cost of a single casualty, to win by way of recompense

thereafter a pleasant run to Valparaiso. Each day the sun

inscribed a higher arc. The ship's lower rigging was full of

drying garments. Ladies of Valpo were the theme of the dog

watch conferees.

But in the narrow haven where Chips kept his tools and his

dreams, there was no gaiety at all. Something strong and genial

and immeasurably kind had gone out of the world, leaving it

too much the poorer for thought to endure. Although the Sea

Witch made port in eleven days of smart sailing from 56°

south, Hugh hardly noticed the aspect of his first Latin city.

It was hard to know what to do about anything; for the only

person in the world whose heart's sustaining greatness Hugh
ever had intimately shared was gone now. Will Murray had

found his petrel west of Cape Horn.

CHAPTER LXXVI

PENANCE

SNUGGED down to her staysails, the Sea Witch had been

riding out a hurricane, southwest of Desolation Island, when

a tremendous sea broke just as she was mounting it. For once

in his life the ocean had caught Roger Murray unaware, to

slam him into the scuppers and knock him unconscious. As
Will struggled to his assistance, the backwash had again swept

the poop, carrying the inert body overboard. It being O'Brien's

watch. Will, without an instant's reflection, had leapt after his

brother into the sea. Suddenly O'Brien, at the taffrail, had seen

the skipper's body swirl close in an eddy under the counter.
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and had seized it just in time. Then another wave had broken,

burying Will from sight ; and no-one ever saw him again.

Roger, after coming to himself and learning of the tragedy,

had put the ship about under incredible conditions for a perilous

and vain search, before standing westward once more. Covertly

watching in the days that followed, Hugh had thought him

utterly callous ; but the younger brother had been forgetful of

that lonely self-discipline which is the stuff of command; later

he found reasons to revise his judgment.

Upon reaching Valparaiso, Captain Murray was vexatiously

confronted by a legal attachment on the account of unhonored

bills issued by the last Prescott shipmaster to leave that port.

In consequence, when his cargo was sold, he was unable to se-

cure clearance papers until he had settled the former account,

which left him without sufficient credits to secure even the

cheapest and bulkiest of goods for the orient. With this gloomy

portent of the approaching ruin of Prescott and Company
for companion, he proceeded to Callao in ballast, hopeful that

the once proud name of his employer might not yet have been

impeached in that more northerly mart. It was his good for-

tune to overhaul, off old Puerto la Mar, a dismasted barkentine

which was carrying the very letters that would have checkmated

him again, had they been first to reach Callao. He found Pres-

cott credits still good in Peru, and hastily got aboard a cargo

of niter for the fireworks manufacturers of Canton.

At Valparaiso, Roger had given Ned fictitious promotion to

satisfy the requirements for ships* officers ; but all the way up
the coast he had driven his ship practically unaided. Hugh was

unable to discover whether his brother made any effort, at

Callao, to ship a new mate. The town was in a state of dither

over the news brought down in brigs from La Paz, that Com-
modore Jones of the United States Pacific Squadron had sent

dispatches to Washington definitely authenticating the rumors

that had been filtering southward of important gold discoveries

in California. All seafaring men who happened to be on the

beach found themselves requisitioned by parties of adventurers
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who were willing to start northward in any conveyance that

would float. Roger might not have been able to find a mate at

all, let alone an acceptable one. Certain it was that he squared

away for China with Ned still listed as second officer.

It was plane and easy sailing, through the trades, as the

Sea Witch stood westward toward the Marquesas. For weeks

the breeze shifted hardly a point. Under all stu'n's'ls, the ship

reeled a steady ten or eleven knots, with no more handling

than the occasional swaying off of a halliard, a small pull on the

braces. Yet Roger Murray held to his quarterdeck at all hours,

standing two watches to O'Brien's one, silently pacing through-

out the night, uttering but the briefest words of command.
When at last they cut up through the doldrums, by Gilbert's

Archipelago, Hugh was convinced that his brother did not leave

the deck at all for six days. None of the wheelsmen had seen

him close his eyes. Among the squalls and calms he drove his

ship with inexorable precision, until the men staggered with

weariness from the constant shifting of sail. It was only then

that Hugh realized how terrible had been the effect of Will's

death upon the man whom he had died to save. Although the

younger brother could not have believed it, the loss had meant

more to Roger than to him, in bereaving a lonely man of his one

sympathetic contact with the rest of mankind. For all others,

even for his wife, there had been mask upon mask interposed.

None but Will had been able to pierce them—past the super-

ficial mountebank, through the gallant with tongue-in-cheek,

to a self-cultivated dilettante of philosophies and letters who

was quite sincere. Only Will had seen, beneath all these masks,

the essential man—the superb shipmaster—lonely with the

loneliness of all great artists, who must look in vain for com-

prehension from lesser men.

Of the three brothers, each in his way greatly gifted. Will's

less obvious kind of genius had not been in quality the least.

His gift for love—for a greatness of heart proof against the

strictures of even his ruthless trade—had embraced captain

and carpenter alike, being impatient of small human dififerences
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under the lofty stars. His intimacy with Roger went unguessed

of the world, because it was never referred to by either, even

when they were by themselves. The strength of it had been

amply proven during the first run out to China, when any

lesser tie would have parted under Roger's steely arrogance.

The integrity of Will's respect found proof at the end of the

second outward run, in an open-hearted acknowledgment that

Roger's triumphant seamanship was a function of supersensi-

tive perceptions, and not of luck.

Nowhere but in Will's sympathy had Roger found an outlet

of escape from that febrile madness which comes upon the

possessors of powers beyond the understanding of other men.

This brother alone had never been made the subject of his con-

scious masquerades. If Will had happened to be among those

present when the masks were being flaunted, a secret com-

munication of the eyes, humorous or defiant as befitted the

occasion, had come always to acknowledge the captain's realiza-

tion that to mock this brother would be like mocking his own

soul. In the loss of him, Roger realized that he had lost his very

conscience, his only stability in the world.

The fatal mischance left little reason for self-blame ; yet the

captain chose to consider the accident to himself, which had

precipitated the tragedy, an error of seamanship. As ship's

autocrat, personifying at once her intellect and instinct, he

saw no excuse for being put out of commission until everything

else had failed. It was the first time, in all his years as an officer,

that he had ever relapsed from conscious control of his vessel's

destiny while on deck. The terrible penalty for the only such

moment in a triumphant career had been his brother's death.

A month at anchor in the Chu Kiang gave opportunity for

rest and spiritual recovery ; but as soon as the Sea Witch

cleared, her commander once more resumed his schedule of re-

maining on deck, and on his feet, throughout every night and

at least half the daylight hours, driving his ship with the cold

passion of an archangel, faster than ever before.
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Watching the darkness circle his brother's eyes more and

more plainly as homecoming neared, Hugh could not decide

whether this mad driving grew out of Roger's desire to see the

child that would have been born in November, or whether it

was all due to grief over Will's death. Actually, as the scene

of one happening receded, and that of the other approached,

these two mysteries—a death and a birth—were becoming

mutually significant. To its director, the voyage now seemed

a penance between sin and absolution : the man who held him-

self responsible for one Murray's demise found a kind of solace

in the thought that he was responsible for the nativity of an-

other to replace him. He was fleeing death, as he went dashing

round the world, but also was hastening toward a new life.

CHAPTER LXXVII

GOLD!

"SHE'S a big 'un, sir, t' be comin' up from south'ard."

The signalman took a look for himself through the telescope,

as his nimble-witted assistant at the Sandy Hook telegraph

station ruffled the lists of vessels departed and due.

"There's only three skippers would be carrying stu'ns'ls wing

and wing, this weather, Bub, from the south. And one of them's

in New York. So it's Mumford or Murray, or else some cotton

carrier gone daft."

But her sides, as the telescope presently revealed, did not

tumble home in the kettle-bottomed fashion of the cotton fleet.

"It's got to be Mumford," the apprentice said. "The Isthmus

Post has Murray clearing fer Chiny October 16th. Couldn't

'a' got there much before Christmas—say the 20th. Couldn't

'a' sailed before the middle of January. Won't be here for two

weeks yet."
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"Damme if it isn't the Sea Witch." The telegrapher seized

his levers.

"Can't be. Wait," urged the apprentice ; but the semaphore

arms already were spelling her name. When she was two or

three miles in the offing, with stu'n's'ls collapsing like puffs of

gun smoke on a windy day, even the apprentice was convinced.

The Samuel Russell had sailed for the east only three months

ago. The Memnon was in port. The Rainbow was given up for

lost. No other large clipper afloat, except the Sea Witch, was

so heavily sparred as this homeward-bounder.

A blue and yellow house flag caught the wind, in final proof

;

and the crestfallen apprentice received, for his doubting, a

hearty bufl'et on the ear. According to an article published in

the Commercial Advertiser, after its proprietor had inspected

her log, the boy's calculations had all been too conservative

:

The splendid ship Sea Witch, Capt. Murray, arrived here

on Sunday in seventy-five days from China, having performed

a voyage around the world in 194 sailing days.

During the voyage she made the shortest direct passages

on record, viz. : 69 days from New York to Valparaiso ; 50

days from Callao to China ; 75 days from China to New York.

Distance run by observation from New York to Valparaiso,

10,568 miles ; average, 6 2/5 miles per hour. Distance from

Callao to China, 10,417 miles ; average, 8 5/8 knots per hour.

Distance from China to New York, 14,255 miles ; average

7 7/8 knots per hour. Best ten (consecutive) days run, 2,634

miles; average 11 1/10 knots per hour.

Roger Murray had clinched his every title to fame, setting a

world's record on each leg of the voyage. He returned, more-

over, at a time when the fact of speed was becoming tremen-

dously important, to the tune of a new hysterical synonym for

California : gold, gold, GOLD ! Bags of nuggets were piling up
in the assay offices : proof incontrovertible. More than 200 ves-

sels had sailed, bulging with goldseekers, since Rowland & Aspin-
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wall less than six months ago had started the rush with their

first Pacific Mail Steamer, California. A quick passage to the

diggings, before all the best claims were staked out, was every

emigrant's primary concern. Hence, when the newspapers of

March 26th announced the arrival of Captain Murray with

new proofs of the speed of Silver's novel kind of ship, a town

that was already well on its way to bedlam went quite mad with

efforts to do the skipper of the Sea Witch honor. Excitement

over his 69 day passage around old Cape Stiff to Valpo ob-

scured the more remarkable homeward run from China in 74

days 14 hours ; for that first leg of the voyage gave promise

that the traditional time of six months to California could be

lowered by one-third, through the employment of clippers.

Despite the gold rush, depression in the shipyards had con-

tinued well into the year 1849, while many scores of idle craft

were being recommissioned. No-one had foreseen the true po-

tentialities of this emigration, or made adequate preparation

of carriers. New building had been confined to Atlantic steamers,

on the theory that this last slump had sounded the knell of the

deep-water windship forever. Steam long ago had won out on

the rivers. The four 3000 ton Collins steamers, now on the

stocks, were expected to drive even the Black Ball packets off

the sea.

But the strategic arrival of the Sea Witch, just when the

requirements of the argonauts were causing charters to rise

sharply in cost, touched off a horde of wavering impulses ; and

men who had thought that the future of navigation was brew-

ing in steam kettles alone decided to order clippers instead.

The log of the Sea Witch recorded a run of 358 miles in 24

hours—more than 17 statute miles per hour, a pace which no

ocean steamer, even with the aid of canvas, had ever approached.

The Memnon had proved that other clippers could do almost

as well, by outstripping the sidewheeler Europe to Liverpool

on her maiden voyage. The Memnon had yet, however, to fulfil

Smith & Dimon's expressed purpose in building her, which was

to beat the Sea Witch herself.
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The long-deserted shipyards sprang suddenly to life, in the

closing days of March, as twenty windship keels were laid in

a week ; but through a clamorous New York, the man who had

turned this balance almost single-handed walked ungraciously,

with moody eyes. No sartorial innovation of any kind gave

Bennett material for exercise of his meretricious facility with

words. Five subscription dinners were projected by organizers

with varying motives—^but the guest of honor curtly declined

to attend any of them.

At last Mary saw her husband, not as a demigod, but as a

man. His body, strong as the cordage and wood of his vessel,

had found a way to outwear even its own great reserves. On
the homeward run he had taken hardly an hour of uninterrupted

sleep at a time. This second breaking of his own record from

China had been achieved at the cost of an inhuman vigilance

that had called forth an all too human reaction ; and the voyage,

a penance between death and birth, had ended in bitter mockery.

A new Brummell was needed to lead fashionable New York by

the nose. Captain Murray found it impossible to play the part

again, after learning that the son who should have replaced

his brother had been born a sickly hunchback, and had lived

for less than a month.

CHAPTER liXXVIII

THE RIBS OF THE BOSTONIANS

FANTASTIC news came northward in the coffee brigs, that

April: letters from stranded argonauts whose ill-found vessels

had failed them long before reaching the rigors of the Horn.

As he read them, reprinted in the journals or passed from hand

to hand on South Street, it occurred to Cornelius Prescott

that by now there would be at least as many more cripples re-
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fitting at Valparaiso, causing a brisk advance in the market

there for canvas, cordage, and naval stores. Mr. Prescott

shrewdly decided that with six big new clippers on the way to

the Golden Gate, and three more lading, he well might spread

his risks by sending one ship at least to Valparaiso, and thence

to China direct. There would be no question this time, he re-

flected with a kind of sour mirth, about his credits. Prescott

shares once more were being bid at triple par, with none offered.

Old Moneybags had bought them in himself at their lowest level,

though he tottered on the edge of ruin for half a year to do it,

until the first consignment of real nuggets from California had

arrived to send all mercantile stocks sky-high, and his own sky-

highest.

". . . ril send the Sea Witch" he decided. "Cargo of ship

chandler's ware ought to be exchangeable for—say—copper,

hides, and liquors. Won't need any credits. You never do, when

you have 'em. Murray's resigned—but it wouldn't take much
to get him back, from all reports on the way he's taking the

news about that chimpanzee brat she bore him. Heh ! There

won't be too many shipmasters around, in another few weeks,

at the rate they're sailing. . . ."

Hugh, in the meanwhile, had chanced upon a Boston ship-

builder, named Donald McKay, down for a conference, and was

hired at once to do all carving on ships from the McKay yard.

Thus was settled for awhile the recurrent problem which once

more was uppermost in his mind. After learning the fate of

Mary's baby, he had not dared to see her at all; and no letter

from her had been waiting at the academy, a fact which argued

her success in quelling an impossible love. Moreover, his mind

had been so obsessed with portents linked to Will's death that

it was overly easy for him to look upon the birth of a deformed

infant as a kind of judgment upon their ill-starred love. Dur-

ing this last penitential voyage, it was not Roger alone who
had found cause for self-blame. An unhappy conviction had

fixed itself upon Hugh as well : that the love which he and Mary
felt for each other was the primary reason for Will's death. It
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was as an added protector for her that he had urged Will to

sail again in the Sea Witch; and Will had signed on before

anyone was aware that Mary would not be able to go.

For novelty's sake, Hugh planned to make the trip to Boston

via the railroads, which now were offering a continuous service

between the two cities. Just before he left, however, his con-

science dictated a letter to Mary, noncommittal if intercepted,

yet containing instructions for communication in case of need.

In it he set down his regret that the haste of departure pre-

cluded a visit, and requested her to send pertinent news of the

family at her convenience, in care of the McKay yard, foot of

Border Street, East Boston.

The ship to receive Hugh's ministrations, although destined

for the California run, displayed the portly lines of a packet.

Noting Hugh's politely unstated surprise, when first he saw

her on the stocks, Donald McKay lifted aggrieved hands.

"I did my best to convince the mon that it was a sharp ship

he was wanting, but he seemed to know more aboot his ain mind

than I did. I'll build clippers before I'm through ! Mr. Prescott

talked to me, twa-three years ago, but when he ordered one some

months later my time for a year was all ta'en up with the Z line

and the White Diamond. The mon wouldna wait. What gave

him the hint, would you say.^* He's a fleet all clippers, just ready

in time for the gold scramble. If the news had come six months

later, he'd ha' been ruined. Weel, these Boston men are slow to

change, but I'll prove it by the rule of pocketbook to them.

Then they'll listen."

Never having known Will Murray, and his favorite pastime

of taking sly digs at the ribs of the Bostonians, Mr. McKay
was at loss to understand why sudden tears stood in the eyes

of his new employee. Next day the phenomenon recurred. Hugh
had been earnestly urging the elimination of trail boards, citing

the success of his similar suggestion to Isaac Silver.

"Impossible," McKay said. "Not that I'd not like to; but

how are the Bostonians to know stem from stern, withoot trail-

boards ? They'd sail her rudder foremost, from the launch."
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There were many things about the McKay yard that seemed

alien, including a lathe for trunnels that would have caused

McDonagh to sputter with disgust, and a newfangled steam box

from which planking came ready warped. The young builder

also had contrived a kind of steam derrick for handling the

heavier timbers, thus sparing the shoulders of his men.

In May a letter from Mary arrived ; and the almost unbear-

able pounding of his heart, as Hugh broke the seal, told him

with what similar ease this equilibrium of severance could also

be broken, even now, by one importunate word. It was a long

while before he dared read to see whether the word had been

written

:

Dear Hughie,

My husband needs all of me now, spirit as well. That never

was true before. In our double grief, we have discovered more

of each other. He is still very kind. What I most resented,

of old, was the thought that he asked of me nothing that

any attractive young female could not have given him. He
needs more than that now. We find we cannot endure this

city, just yet. We are sailing together, in the Sea Witch,

once more. I never knew what it was to love a ship, till after

you all sailed away from me in her. What kind of magic is

it.f* Oh, it is very strong magic, whatever kind. I am scrib-

bling this in the carriage, with a new gold plumbago pencil

that Roger has given me. So forgive me if the lines crawl

uphill. I shall mail this at the post office and then go on to

join Roger at the chronometer place, Negus's. We sail this

afternoon, with the tide. When the man on the tower at Sandy
Hook loses our skysails, I think we shall begin to find con-

tentment again.

Believe me, ever your affectionate sister,
Mary

Hugh walked nervously to a bookstall and glanced over the

Marine Intelligence in the Transcript, telegraphed yesterday

evening from New York. The Sea Witch was listed as having
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cleared, which was tantamount to having sailed, in the case of

any vessel coininandcd by his time-spurning brother.

". . . It's settled then. There's nothing I could do if I wanted

to. I couldn't have gone myself, to protect her, the way things

are. There's nobody else now. Now all I can do is wait for a

year . .
."

CHAPTER LXXIX

AN HONORABLE SETTLEMENT

DURING his year in East Boston, Hugh divided his energies

between the ships' ornaments that gave him livelihood, and other

concepts wholly his own : small intricate groups in marble or

bronze, showing in frozen action the life of men at sea. Of the

latter, a piece called Lee Fore Brace caught especially the at-

tention of McKay. One edge of an oblong block was chipped

to indicate a ship's rail, with waves foaming over it, and a line

of desperately struggling men beyond, waist deep in the marble

water. After staring at it for several minutes, the shipbuilder

asked, "What price .'^"

"I hadn't thought about a price," Hugh admitted.

McKay took out a wallet which happened to contain six ten-

dollar banknotes and seven ones. "Would these do.^" he inquired,

extending five of the tens.

"Why—yes, if you like it. I—I had no idea of a price."

Mr. McKay laid down the money, looked once more at the

piece of sculpture, and then quickly added the remaining bills.

As he walked from the yard with his purchase, he knew that he

had got a bargain, even considering the extra $17. It worried

his Scottish but scrupulous conscience all the way up Eagle

Hill, as he paused now and then to study the group. Its prin-

cipal magic, perhaps unconscious, was one shared by everything

that Hugh made—a feeling of tenseness, of action caught at

that stilled instant before the potential becomes kinetic. Classic
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and Gothic traditions were blended in it, realizing calm in the

sense of immediate immobility rather than of repose, yet never

fallaciously attempting to show action in progress. The working

of a ship at sea was studded with such moments, and Hugh
had observed them well: moments when elemental forces were

pitted evenly against human sinews, before the magic of a

shanty turned the balance in man's favor.

As he walked up the steps at 80 White Street, the builder

nodded his head decisively. When inside he went at once to his

secretary, wrote out a bank draft for $33.00, and slipped it

into an envelope which he addressed to Hugh. That brought

the price to $100.00, which was still too low ; but, being twice

what the sculptor had agreed to take, it seemed an honorable

settlement.

When Hugh received the draft he was already at work upon

another group, called Race, which was to show two men grip-

ping a great wheel, struggling to hold their vessel before the

wind, while a pooping sea curled up at their very backs.

June saw the launching of the Reindeer, the first ship upon

which he had worked for McKay. Her builder had done his best

to warp lines for fast sailing around the cargo capacity dic-

tated by her owners ; but for maneuverability she was chiefly dis-

tinguished by the inclusion of Forbes' double-topsail rig, calcu-

lated greatly to lighten the burden of reefing and the danger

from squalls. Next came the Parliament, a packet of about

1000 tons.

The year ended at mid-century. Hugh then was carving a

figure for the Moses Wheeler, a trading ship as large as the

Sea Witch, but showing no evidence that the lesson of Silver's

masterpiece had impressed itself upon J. P. Wheeler and Cap-

tain King of Boston, her owners. During the rest of the winter

there was much carving to be done on ornaments for a fairly

sharp packet of 1100 tons, which seemed to give promise that

the handicapped builder was actually beginning to convince his

Down East clients of principles that had been in practice a

few hundred miles southward for several years. Then the news
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came out that it was destined for Grinnell, Minturn & Company
of New York, and Hugh began to despair of the McKay yard

as a scene for clipper ship construction. Deep in his soul he

sensed a great difference between McKay's products and those

of Silver.

McKay, while his genius was being amply recognized in both

Boston and New York, did not as yet feel able to dictate to his

clients. As a minor result of this caution, Hugh spent irksome

hours of carving on trail boards—vestigial remnants of the

spritsail-yarder—which offended not only the esthetic but also

the technic of good shipbuilding.

So, when on March 8th his daily perusal of the Marine In-

telligence column recorded the arrival of the Sea Witch in New
York, 85 days from Canton, a longing too strong to be resisted

seized him. A week later, his work on the Cornelms Grinnell

completed, he took the railroad to Providence and continued

from thence by steamer to New York.

CHAPTER liXXX

THIS WHOLLY FEMININE PHENOMENON

MARY sat dreamily by a sunlit window, smiling over the mys-

tical secret of something that fluttered within her like the small-

est of prisoned birds. When Hugh entered she seemed hardly

to notice him. He paused, almost sick with surprise. Could this

be the body that had inspired his loveliest work of art? The
former pregnancy never had been real in his mind. He had per-

ceived no evidence of it ; and at sea there was always her beauty's

ideal pattern to consult—his Galatea—under the sprit.

There was a wordless pause, while he fought the revolt in

his own mind. Then Mary turned a calm, flushed face toward

him.
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"Hello, Hughie."

He nodded, and tried to smile. She turned back where the

sunlight once more could kindle a ghost of fire in the ringlets

against her cheek. Hugh felt his resentment changing to awe,

at the margin of this wholly feminine phenomenon.

"Oh, Mary, are you happy.?"

"Of course," she said, in a voice that implied the obviousness

of the fact. "Women always are, at such a time."

"I didn't know. How's Roger.?"

"I think he's satisfied, Hughie, at last. He's very different

now. Didn't even try to be fastest this time, or mind anchoring

off Table Bay and St. Helena to get me nice things to eat. He
has a conviction that nobody ever will better his 75 day pas-

sage home from China. He thinks it the best that could have

been made in any ship, and he says no-one can ever build a

ship to beat the Sea Witch over long courses."

"McKay thinks he can," Hugh said, grateful for a topic in

common knowledge that had nothing to do with mutual emo-

tions.

"Well, the Ra'vnhow is the only one that's come within ten

days of Roger's time in the Sea Witch, and the Rainbow^s lost,

you know. So he was content this time with an 85 day passage

himself."

"I know what he means. Will told me. He thinks the Sea

Witch has the best provision that could possibly be made for

all conditions on the China run for which she was designed."

"Yes, and has the best size too. A bigger ship has the advan-

tage in the heavy weather belts, but on a run that crosses all

kinds and is mostly in the trades, a small ship can hold her own.

He thinks bigger clippers will have the best of it going round

the Horn, but the Sea Witch was never really built for that."

Odd things, technical and remote, for lovers to be speaking

of at their first meeting after two years ! but there was safety

in the topic. Hugh asked, "Did you have a nasty time off the

Horn, Mary.?"

"No, it was just like a winter's day in the North Atlantic.
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We rounded it in full view, with a good frigid south wind blow-

ing. But two hands were shaken off the fore topsail lee yardarra

the next night, and lost."

"Roger really didn't drive her home.'"'

"No. He even talked about putting in at Charleston to make
sure of a good doctor in plenty of time."

"Then you think he's really through with the sea, this time.'"'

She regarded him from under drooping, quizzical lids.

"Is anybody, ever, Hughie.'* I want to go back again myself.

A week or two on land, with everything the same, makes me
want to be on the changing water again."

Hugh nodded. The emotion needed no explaining, after a

year ashore.

"But," she added, "he's handed in his resignation again. It

should be some while before he sails on the next voyage, at least.

I don't think the world or himself will ever let him really leave

the sea, any more than the world or himself would let a great

musician retire while he still could play divinely. You know
these farewell tours and concerts—and voyages."

"Yes. But the

—

". . . No. I mustn't say that to her, . . ." he remembered,

checking himself on the verge of remarking that most artists

had one farewell tour too many, after the magic was gone from

their fingers' ends. Instead of that, he asked quickly, "And you,

Mary.'' Are you really happy, aside from just now?"

"Happy.'' That isn't quite the word, Hughie. If it's happiness

to feel sure that you've done what was best for all the people

you love, and all the people who love you, why, then I'm happy
—and a little bit resentful because it was your idea. You were

too wise to be a good lover."

A sudden question came to fill the long pause that followed:

". . . What would some ordinary person have had to do, in

such a case? Someone who didn't have things to make, and love,

and forget the world and one woman over? No, look, it wasn't

ever forgetting. It was just learning to keep dreams where

they belong, and not let them turn half-real. Once I took my
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dreams to the shipyard, and then suddenly I was on the ship.

The dreams had become real, and I wasn't able to live up to

them. That's what taught me how to be wise about this more
important thing. It isn't fair to your dreams themselves to let

them come true when you can't live up to their own conditions.

The only way we could have bought a little while together,

would have been to die together at the end of it, and I couldn't

have let her. No. We'd have just fled from our fate after that.

Hunted. . . .

". . . Then what's life for? I guess it's to be valiant to take

the things you have an honorable right to, and more valiant still

to reject the rest. What's honor, then? I guess it means never

to hurt someone else for your selfish gain. Valiant to reject!

Oh, but think of the poor people who can't make other things to

love. Galatea ! Could I have conquered it without you to love,

Galatea? No, you taught me to be brave. But she had no Gala-

tea. Oh Mary, how terrible it must have been. . .
."^

It was so quiet in the room ! Mary sat by the window, eyes

closed, her whole face illumined now by the creeping bars of

sunlight. Had he really so loved this woman in distorted clothes,

sitting forgetful of his presence?—she, who would have risked

the world itself to be near him, two years ago? No, it had

always been Galatea, the changeless, the ideal toward which

this dreaming woman might someday, perhaps, return.

CHAPTER I/XXXI

AN ULTIMATE MODEST HORROR

PHILIP HONE'S diary contains the following entry, under

the date of April 8th, 1850:

I dined on Saturday with Mr. August Belmont, the agent of

the great house of Rothschilds, at his splendid mansion in
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the Fifth avenue. The guests were Washington Irving, Com-
modore Perry, Edward Jones, Rev. Dr. Wainwright, Wil-

liam Kemble, Captain Murray, and myself. We discussed the

lamentable demise of Calhoun, my belief being that the

north will suffer equally with the south, through removal of

this temperate if provincial genius. For the rest, piloted by

the two distinguished nautical gentlemen, we discussed the

current "worship of the golden Calif." as Dr. Wainwright

was jocosely moved to call it. The apostasy increaseth ever,

and the end is not yet. Commodore Perry intimated that he

had been insulted with fabulous offers to resign his honorable

commission and take one of the new steamers around the

Horn. This morning the notorious Bennett, ever with his

nose's end up scandal alley, insinuates that the underwriters'

association would do well to look well into claims for dam-

ages made by "even our foremost firms" in the next year,

owing to the clearing of vessels incompetently officered. If

that is not a direct libel upon the integrity of such friends

of mine as the Grinnells and Aspinwall, may I be called un-

worthy of the legal tutelage of my lamented mentor. Chan-

cellor Kent. But the warning should nevertheless be heeded,

as better than its source, in regard to the thousand and

one "co-operatives" setting out in ill-found vessels from

every port on the coast. If a commodore of our navy is im-

portuned to "take the helm" of a trading vessel, I marvel to

think what offers must be pouring in upon Captain Murray,

the most famous shipmaster in the world, bar none. He
modestly refused to discuss them, reaffirming his intention to

"swallow the anchor" for good, this time, and settle down.

When it came my turn to pronounce a toast, I gave them

William Murray, the captain's infant son, born Thursday
of last week. This time the fates have been kinder than last.

The newcomer is perfectly formed and robust, and the mother

is also in health. Captain Murray is much affected by his

good fortune, and during the dinner was more like his old

sardonic self again. Excepting poor Cornelius Prescott, I
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have never seen fate change a man so abruptly as it did Roger
Murray, this time last year. But he is mending again. Would
that Prescott could mend! What virtue is there now in his

mounting millions ? He goes about cackling like a gaffer over

his cleverness. His eleven fast ships that sailed for San Fran-
cisco last year earned 60% of their aggregate cost on the

first leg of their first voyages, making the run in an average

time of 128 sailing days, the best being 121. But his life is

soured. He no longer even enjoys old wine, drinks only min-

eral water. When that happens to a man, he may as well

knock his brains out upon the nearest hitching post. Hydro-
therapy indeed!

Old Moneybags had cause indeed to cackle over the success of

the clipper fleet with which he had caught all competitors nap-

ping. Twenty-five vessels (most of them ships) that had entered

the Golden Gate between September 1st and 17th of the pre-

ceding autumn were recently reported as having made an aver-

age passage of 198 days. The swiftest of them, the Andalusia

of Baltimore, had required sixteen days more than the slowest

of eleven Prescott vessels reported to date. Old Moneybags, in-

deed, had only one serious worry. The first three ships back

from California had been manned by kanakas, with but one man
apiece of the original complement. In two cases it was the mas-

ter, in one the first mate. All the rest had gone scuttling oif to

the gold fields the minute the anchor was down.

". . . What's to be the good of my fast ships," he fumed,

"with nobody but lubbers to run them? Have to get Murray
back. Kanakas are all right on whalers, Barton says, but they

just lie down and die if sail is kept crowded on. No sense in let-

ting Murray go at a time like this. . .
."

Next morning, the 9th of April, Captain Murray received

at breakfast a note by special messenger. It found him in a ful-

minating mood, quite ready to match his wits with those of Old

Moneybags, if only for sake of the contest involved. Under his

napkin lay the Herald, distinguished by another of Bennett's
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big ideas—this time in favor of the immediate establishment by
New York shipowners of a training ship for the merchant ma-
rine, to assure the city of an adequate supply of officers, there

being little likelihood that more than half of those who went

out to California would come home again. It was a sound sug-

gestion. What Roger found irksome was the concluding para-

graph :

There is of course the problem of finding a master and other

instructors for even a training ship. We suggest an up-to-

scratch retired skipper, with some old shellbacks under him.

The ideal man, of course, is Captain Murray. Even if deep

water voyages are no longer to his taste, he might be induced

to take young men on coasting voyages of a week or so,

which would not interfere too much with his new-found do-

mestic bliss.

". . . About time for me to give him a horsewhipping. He
hasn't had one for a long time, squire says. Domestic bliss,

quotha ! . .
."

He stared cryptically at his aunt, rolled the paper, and

startled her almost into the megrims again by bringing it down
like a thunderclap on the season's luckless first fly.

". . . Domestic bliss. Can't even touch my own son. Why,
I'm jealous of the young imp already. Can't even kiss my own
wife for fear I'll wake up the baby. How long's this to keep up.'*

What if the wiseacres are all true when they say a man's great-

est rival for his wife's love is his own son? Better not think

about that. Well, at least I can go damn Old Moneybags for a

fool if he thinks I'll run anybody's training ship. Hol-Za.' do

they think I'm crippled? . . ."

He strode out and walked briskly down Franklin and Roose-

velt Streets, intending to cut through Pearl to Maiden Lane.

At the junction a gust of wind blew from the waterfront, spicy

as the air of Sunda Strait. A ship unlading from Sourabaya,

no doubt. Without waiting to make a mental decision, Roger

automatically followed the scent to South Street, and threaded
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a familiar, ceaseless riot grown more intense than ever in the

booming California trade.

Though it was still very early, he saw a lady and gentleman

descend the gang plank of one trading ship and step hurriedly

into a closed carriage on the wharf. The shipkeeper grimaced

toward the wharfinger, who replied with a suggestive leer.

Roger had noted that the lady kept her face seaward, hidden

by a kiss-me-quick bonnet from any chance passer-by such as

himself; but as the carriage bowled past she was staring from

the window, full-face.

". . . Whew ! You've gone up in the world again, or else down
a few primrose steps, Mistress Dorothy. What would you have

been doing on board an Indiaman, to leave her at this hour.?

Oh, fie ! You're still very pretty. Well, if Mrs. Murray goes on

treating me the way she has this last year or so, perhaps I'll

ask you to have a look at my ship. . . ."

He had come to the Fly Market, where, at Prescott's Pier,

lay the Sea Witch, with a tarpaulin in her rigging, announc-

ing 300 barrel-bulk of space for San Francisco.

". . . Training ship master. Hol-Za.' I'll have to grow a home-

ward-bounder and get a wooden leg. They think I'm a fossil,

Sea Witch, my sweet, sweet girl. . . ."

When they were in the office, Mr. Prescott came to the point

at once. "Good morning, captain. You saw this.?" He extended

a newspaper clipping—an earlier insult by Bennett, published

a week ago

:

To cap this crying need for officers comes news that the great

Captain Murray has retired at the age of no more than 35

years. Evidently he thinks there is a tide in the affairs of men
which, if deserted at the flood, can't possibly lead on to ruin.

His Canton run of 75 days was the flood, for him. After

falling ten days short of that on his next try, he seems to

think it best to rest on his laurels, and take no chances with

the stiffer competition of the California run. Any private

citizen has a right to retire. But there's something to be said
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for the view that a shipmaster is in a way a public official,

and has no right to withhold his services when they are

crucially needed and he is still capable. The question is, there-

fore, why did Captain Murray retire? Is he still capable?

The public has a right to know.

"Yes, I saw it. What of it?"

"Would you like to give him the best of answers ? Bell's build-

ing an eleven hundred ton clipper for Piatt, and as you know,

Silver has a ship of the same size for me nearly ready to launch.

Lockwood will take the Piatt ship out. Would you like to race

him to California in mine?"

The ghostlike little man took snuff and critically eyed Cap-

tain Murray, who for once had nothing glib to say. There was

a proper answer— ". . . No thank you. I've swallowed the

anchor . .
."—but it stopped at the edge of his mind and re-

fused to be articulated.

"Well, captain?"

"Sailing when?"

"Late in June."

To end the next pause, Roger said finally, "There are con-

ditions under which I might race old Lockwood for you. The
first is that it must be in the Sea Witch, and be damned to any-

body who thinks there's a better ship afloat, or ever likely to be."

Cornelius Prescott rubbed the palm of one hand over the

glazed back of the other. The damnation included him: his

affections long since had turned to his newer and bigger ships.

"She's lading for prompt dispatch, captain. I expect to clear

her within the week."

"Good enough. Ocean races don't have to start on the same

day."

"You'll take the Sea Witch then?"

"I rather think I will, if you abrogate the lease of my half-

share in her, in favor of an equal division of all profits of the

voyage between us."

"Net profits?"
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"Net profits, New York to New York."
**.

. . Hmm. Wants to get back what he lost on that fool

lease, does he? Well, shipmasters are scarcer than beaver hats,

these days. The ones you can get can't be trusted to sell a

cargo in Frisco. Prices yawing to all points of the dollar there,

from one day to the next. I suppose Murray might sell just

enough more craftily to earn a half-share net, free and clear,

above what somebody else would get me for a cargo. . . .

"All right, captain, if you serve without salary and waive

the usual stock bonus."

After arranging details, Roger walked down at once to in-

spect the condition of the hold, into which a thousand kegs

of nails had been lowered, for stiffening more than for profit.

On the pier he found Hughie, scowling toward the figurehead,

which had been repainted in the calms of Cancer by a carpenter

who apparently had used for that delicate task a coir brush and

swab. Her complexion was pasty white and lumpy, her hair and

mouth an identical brick red, her half-closed eyes solid blue

streaks from corner to corner. As an ultimate modest horror,

a girdle of painted leaves crookedly enzoned her waist.

"Who did that?" Hugh asked grimly.

"Chips. Dunno his name."

"Did you flog him? You should have. I'm going to fix her.

Who's the captain now? You ought to be ashamed of yourself,

bringing your ship in looking like that."

"Hol-Za.^ so I should, Grommet. But I didn't see her till I

stepped ashore. This your first look at the mess he made? Oh,

yes. They had her over across the river, setting up the rigging

and lading the nails. As for her master, I'm still your man."

"You mean you're going next trip? Is Mary?"
"I haven't asked her. She can if she likes, and we'll moor a

mooley cow amidships for the benefit of young William. Bring

him up shipshape, with a sheave for a teething ring."

Roger swung jauntily over the bulkhead ; but the frown dark-

ened on his brother's face. ". . . Look, God," he whispered,

"aren't things ever over? . .
."
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CHAPTER LXXXII

MATTHEW FONTAINE MAURY

ANYONE with a sense of mechanics could see, from the way
the man walked along Prescott's Pier, how intensely clever was

the brain that had surmounted an impotence of shattered knee

and thigh. Other mortals, thus distressingly handicapped, would

have given themselves over to crutches for life ; but Lieutenant

Maury had won from atrophied muscles and arthritic joints a

new rhythm of locomotion, unnatural, but not wanting in grace.

"It's good at last to meet in person so old a friend," he said,

at the top of the plank, as he took Captain Murray's hemp-like

hand in his own soft one. "Ten years, isn't it, since I first just

missed you in this town? Yes, because I missed the Consort as

well. She was to have been my ship, you know, when—this

—

happened." He gestured toward his knee. "We've just been

missing each other ever since.'*

"To our mutual loss, I dare say."

"I see that we are both egotists. Your egotism, captain, is

what really brings me here. May we go to the cabin.'"'

Roger led the way, with the lieutenant following, talking all

the while.

"Do you know, captain, the logs that you have been good

enough to let me examine have almost invariably shown ocean

tracks holding within five degrees of the ideal ones deduced at

my office by pure mathematics from thousands of hit-or-miss

runs. So j^ou've never really needed my Wind and Current

Charts. But I must induce you to cooperate on your impend-

ing voyage. The data you have so faithfully sent me have been

so useful as a practical verification of my entirely philosophical

method, that I should like to make the only recompense I can."

The scientist hastily produced from his large cloth case a

folio volume bound in brown paper, a sheaf of engraved charts,
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and a fat bundle of ruled sheets covered with hand-drawn

symbols.

"You know," he added, "your conduct is the antithesis of

the usual. I give my charts gratis to all who will supply me
with logs kept according to my prescribed system. Most of them

gladly accept the charts and then forget to keep the log,

whereas you've always supplied me with your duplicate logs

and refused to accept my charts."

While the visitor was spreading his exhibit to advantage on

a big table built around the mizzen mast, Captain Murray
studied his slightly agitated face. It was fleshy, with heavy fea-

tures that seemed all to have slid down a little from their proper

places, just as his chin nestled far down in a wide collar with

upthrust points. Dark eyes, that continued their line sidewise

in a deep wrinkle running toward each ear, seemed exactly to

bisect the skull. Above them rose a broad forehead, bulging

sharply outward midway as if to provide for an enormous

brain.

". . . He'd better not walk back by way of Nassau Street.

Fowler ^ Wells, Practical Phrenologists, would haul him in and

keep him on exhibition forever. . .
."

"Now, captain," the naval officer said, finishing his arrange-

ments. "As you know, we have Pilot Charts engraved and avail-

able from the Hydrographic Office for both Atlantics. Unpub-
lished sheets are in hand for the entire Pacific as well, with

the Indian ocean nearing completion. But what I am concerned

with at the moment, of course, is the California run. These are

the original Pilot Sheets, which have been condensed into the

Pilot Charts for the Pacific. The master charts, themselves, are

in the engraver's hands. May I take time to show the way in

which this quadrangular system identifies with the concentric

'wind roses', as I call them, of the finished charts? Thank you."

He explained, with the undue detail of the monomaniac, how
to read the wind rose: a kind of little compass-card giving the

entire known history of the winds at any location asea. There-

fore, by corollary, it gave the directions from which the airs
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could be expected to blow in any month, at any point on the

ocean. Each circular wind rose was divided by radii into six-

teen sectors, indicating the principal compass points. All the

sectors were divided further by concentric circles, into four

spaces apiece, representing the four seasons. Within every such

unit space were three figures, one for each month of that sea-

son. Each figure indicated the number of times in which, by

actual observation, mariners had found the wind blowing from

the specific compass direction, and in the specific month, indi-

cated by the space in which the figures were written. In the

centers of the wind roses were corresponding figures for calms.

The corners outside the circles held the total number of ob-

servations for every month. Each entire wind rose gave the con-

ditions to be expected over the entire area of the space it oc-

cupied on the chart, 5° of latitude deep, and 5° of longitude

wide.

"You will observe, captain, that more than 1800 separate ob-

servations gave the material for this particular wind rose, for

example—from 36 to 705 for each month. And in such a case

as this, where 88% of the observations for the month of August,

which has most observations, show winds from the south-south-

east, south, and south-southwest, with less than 1% from all

northerly points combined, one can feel sure that only a miracle

would interfere with any northerly course. That, you observe, is

in the trade belt. Elsewhere the deductions are not so clear-cut.

But these wind roses give you your exact chances on a basis,

not only of your own past experience, but of that of thou-

sands of other shipmasters. Now, have you ever been to Cali-

fornia, captain.? You've sent me no logs of such a voyage."

"Not in command. I coasted the territory once, on a fur

trader, twenty years ago."

"Very well then. I'd not presume to instruct you as far as

Valpo. So far you have been my mentor. But if you will follow

my system from 30° south to San Francisco, I'll guarantee to

save you from five to ten days on that part of the run. What
time did you surmise might be required .?"
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"I should make Valpo in less than 70 days, as on the two last

voyages. From the logs of the three Prescott clippers that made
the run in '49, I deduce that the remainder of the passage can

be made, in this ship, in 35 days."

"Eh?" said Lieutenant Maury.
"Making 105 days in all."

"You know that there's been only one direct run under a

hundred and twenty-odd days? The Baltimore clipper Grey-

hound, with 119?"

"Yes. Now, with your guaranteed saving of five or ten days,

my calculation of 105 is reduced to 95 or 100."

"I trust you are not jesting, captain. It is easy to so impose

upon me. I am a man of science, somewhat wanting in humor."

"Well, here's the backbone of my jest. Ten thousand dollars

of my money against five thousand of yours says that I can

make the run, from departure to headland, in 105 days, with-

out your charts."

"I am an ill-paid servant of the people, captain. I never

gamble. I am inviting you to test my theory that the winds

and currents, month by month, follow fixed laws with far less

variation than has been hitherto supposed. Give me your word
that you really think the run from the latitude of Valpo can

be made in 35 days, and my guarantee stands. I don't care to

gamble. I want a test of my charts that will extend their useful-

ness."

Captain Murray stepped to his chartroom and returned im-

mediately with a daybook. He opened it to the page for the

second day previous, upon which Lieutenant Maury read a

series of abstracts, concluding:

Therefore, as the Prescott and the Knickerbocker both found

bafiling winds between the Galapagos and Clipperton, while

the Chancellor Kent caught fair easterlies ten degrees farther

west, I shall set my entire course here farther offshore. The
Kent and the Knickerh^ both found head winds running up
the 125th meridian, while the Prescott had the best five days
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of her run 500 miles farther off, so I shall make the best of

my way to the 130th meridian, standing for the Farralones

only after crossing 30° north. Allowing a general ability to

gain one day in ten on the average for these vessels (they hav-

ing averaged one day in ten more than my last two voyages,

on the part of their runs to Valpo) and subtracting three

days saved in each of the two sectors above noted, the entire

run should be made in one hundred and five days—and shall

be.

A chart of these regions unrolled in Lieutenant Maury's

mind ; upon it he visualized the intended course.

"Very well," he said presently, "but aren't you tempting

providence a little by announcing your exact time in advance.''

My philosophic method, I admit, aims to eliminate most of the

uncertainty from ocean travel, but not all. No shipmaster can

be certain to a day."

"No other shipmaster, I presume you meant to say, lieu-

tenant."

For a few moments the naval officer wondered whether his host

still was jesting, or whether it was merely that he had met his

master for egotism, at last. "Very well, captain, my offer stands.

Your deductions in general from these three former runs are

correct enough. But I have data from some hundreds of runs,

sufficient to provide two large additional modifications of your

intended route, which together should account for the promised

saving of five or ten days. Will you join me in plotting a more

exacting ocean track, and use it?"

"I'd rather you'd accept my wager. If you won't, I'll use your

charts."

For an hour they bent over the ruled squares of the pilot

sheets, evolving a course which proved to be almost an exact

rhumb line, far out in the Pacific, from a point 200 miles west

of the Straits of Magellan to another point 600 miles due west

of San Francisco, before turning sharply toward port.

"That's the important secret, that last elbow," the lieutenant
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declared. "Every log I've examined shows only trouble run-

ning up near the coast, most of all the last few hundred miles,

where the airs are invariably baffling. Apparently the horse

latitudes of the Atlantic repeat themselves here in a far wider

band, inshore in the eastern Pacific, in the same way that the

doldrums widen in the eastern Atlantic. What strong winds

there are, from the tropic of Cancer to San Francisco, are

nearly always from the northwest, in dead opposition to a coast-

hugging course. Therefore your slant from 30° north would

have kept you baffled until under a lee shore, almost certainly

necessitating another long offshore slant. But if you cut through

these Pacific horse latitudes far enough offshore, you will find

them even narrower than in the Atlantic, and then can drive

straight for San Francisco with the northerlies abeam."

Captain Murray pulled reflectively at his fringe of beard.

The extra elbow was no longer, in miles, than the probable ad-

ditional distance of an inshore arc that he would have taken,

rather than the long rhumb line ; and there was a certain fasci-

nation in contemplating this straightaway dash over 7000 miles

of open sea.

"I'll do it," he said, "but God protect you if you're wrong,

lieutenant."

"There will be no need of that," Maury answered, a trifle

stiffly. "My researches are concerned with the wise and con-

sistent laws through which God effects his will."

CHAPTER LXXXIII

ARMS OF THE WINGED VICTORY

BEAUTIFUL as of old, the figure laughed down at her maker,

as he lay on the pier's edge in the moonlight, bidding farewell.

In his pocket was a letter that seemed irrevocably to divide
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their ways: an invitation to join the foremost of shipbuilders,

as designer and supervisor of all carving for vessels produced

by the new firm of Silver & Gay. Additional payments were to

be provided for work which he executed in person.

". . . Good-bye, Galatea. For you, it's away, away, tomor-

row with the tide. I must stay here. It was a funny time, in

Boston. Neither of you—not either you nor her—nearby. A
sort of empty year. It doesn't matter so much what a man
makes or does. What matters is whether the things he makes

or can do, have a real life in the world. And I was away from

the thing I'd made that was doing most. Oh, if the sailors on

your ship only knew it, Galatea, they're the most important

men that ever lived. They're part of a great masterpiece. Do
you know what it is that makes men better than the beasts,

Galatea? It's art. That's the only thing. Silver, and McDonagh,
and I—yes, I !—made this beautiful ship. She'd have trail-

boards, if it hadn't been for me. But the men on her are part

of her. That's why they're lucky. It's as if the thews of the sculp-

tor himself could enter the Winged Victory and thus give

reality to the life of art. What good is art in a museum.? It's

only the bones of beauty there, only the map of a landscape,

the flat chart of a bending ocean. Philip Hone told me you

ought to be in a glass case, Galatea. But I'm glad you're part

of a living ship instead. The men who are part of a living ship

are the lucky ones, if only they knew! I guess they do know.

Why would they go back, always go back, else.'' Every voyage

they swear they'll walk inland with an oar—what's it Ned says.''—'and keep walkin' till I find a town where there's not a ruddy

soul can tell me what the thing is I'm carryin', and there's

where I'll settle down'. But they don't do it, Galatea. They
come back to the ships. They're the arms of the Winged Victory.

What's it you're saying? Why don't I come back? I could, you

know, because she is going to stay here, with her baby, while

Roger looks at California and decides whether they should go

to live in the land of gold. Do you want me to come with you

again? . .
."
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He lay half-smiling, thinking of nothing, as if awaiting her

answer. After a little while words seemed to blow musically

through his mind, words not of his own phrasing

:

". . . Come away !" they sang "Come where the green Sar-

gasso strews its weed in purple water, and the dorados go tun-

neling with a fan of flying fish ahead. Come run the easting

down ! Come where the trade clouds lace the air with gold each

evening, where every night great stars flit back and forth rest-

lessly, touching against the main truck as they pass. Oh, come

away ! Come where the bergs steal northward in the spring, white

mountains of the sea. Drive southward through Le Maire!

Come where the blue whale lifts his varnished back, and the

waves are flecked with Mother Carey's chickens, web-footed

atomies no longer than your hand is wide, and one for only you.

Have you forgot your petrel? Come away! . .
."

He knelt and stretched both forearms through the moon-

light toward the figurehead.

". . . Oh Galatea ! They shan't bring you home again like

that, painted like a clown. No ! Look, what could I do if I stayed,

and carved other figures for other ships ? I can't ever equal you.

Isn't it better to keep you perfect, on the one perfect ship ? Oh,

I've seen others, the Memnon and the rest. They've all thrown

away the rubbish about the bows, now. That's my doing, Gala-

tea. The Memnon and the rest. Beautiful, beautiful ships, but

only one perfect. What more could a man ask than to be part of

a perfect thing, life long.'' They tell me that you're strained.

Sea Witch, wracked by the driving of only three years. But I

can't see any change. . . ."

Under the moon, white spars, black hull, held all of their old

perfection, as on nights long ago when he had communed with

his Galatea in midstream, before first she sailed away.

". . . You and I are both part of this ship, Galatea," he whis-

pered. "Neither of us must ever leave her again. . .
."
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And there is no specious resolution of this paradox.

Would you call it the pathetic fallacy?—oh most

pathetic phrase! invention of dry-souled catalogue-

makers who have lived too little to brook mystery in

their neat indexes. Rather accept my assurance—you

who have gone to sea as passengers only, you who
never have gone at all—that the paradox exists: joy

and sorrow, forever cheek to jowl; courage and ter-

ror in one mutually nullifying embrace; beauty and

beastliness, inextricably mingled; and over all a

strong wind blowing, that is both life and death to

every venturer upon the sea.

—Robert Z. Melville in A Wind From Yucatan
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HELL'S ANCHORS

WITH her well-flexed old rigging newly set up, taut as a harp

for ^olus, the Sea Witch raced toward mid-Atlantic under all

plain sail. Twelve or thirteen knots of the logline ran out at

nearly every cast, day and night, till the calms of Cancer were

entered on the 20th of April, one week from New York.

Hugh's perverse exultation, like that of a runaway child, like-

wise endured through the westerlies, bolstered by memory of

Silver's odd approval. "Yes, go ! Don't be ashamed of it," the

builder had said, with a need for far headlands in eyes which

had looked too often upon logarithms. "You're living a whole

life from one end to the ither, Hugh. As for me, I've never sailed

on a ship of my own building, farther than the Hook. I shall,

though, before sail's done for."

"Do 3'ou really think the paddleboxes will win?" Hugh had

asked, surprised at finding such a belief upon the lips of the man
who had done most to make the new proud fashion in windships.

"No, laddie, not paddleboxes. But Ericsson's screw will, when

they've the dreary good sense to use it. Anither ten years, and

I'll be building nothing but screw steamers. You mark my words,

and remember who it was ten years ago that said all the best

ships of 1850 would have hollow bows. It's a finer thing that's

dying, though. I don't blame you for wanting to live with it

while it lasts, to watch its great death."

Free of the land now, far south of the steamer routes, the

remembered prophecy seemed fantastic to Hugh. From dawn to

371
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dark, sails were in sight always. No wraith of smoke uprose to

smudge a clear horizon. The Sea Witch was still young, still fit

to triumph over any craft in the world. She was out to prove it,

on a new racecourse.

Before she caught the trades, however, an unlucky omen ap-

peared. A few minutes at the pumps, each morning, to the tune

of "Stormalong John," always had sufficed to clear her of bilge

water ; but one calm morning she wanted nearly twice as long as

the day before. When Mr. Wilkes, the new mate, went below

with a bull's-eye lantern, he found that the nail kegs were

stowed in a fashion making it impossible to examine the lower

strakes. Hugh then was ordered to test the packing and valves

of the pumps, which proved to be in good order.

Next day, a few more minutes were needed to empty the bilges.

Chips spent stifling watches in the trades driving wisps of

oakum wherever a chance offered, and paying the seams with

hot pitch. While the need for pumping increased inexorably, all

hands made a curious effort to belie the fact by more strenuous

work at the brakes ; but they presently gave that up, when the

pumping time began to run over a full hour at the beginning

of every forenoon watch.

Captain Murray did not allow bilgewater to alter his plans.

The men grumbled, but, for reasons of their own, they know-

ingly allowed the ship to run past Rio without making any

formal request that she put in and be careened before attempt-

ing to fight through a sleety June around old Cape Stiff. Five

days later, upon learning from Matt that they were off Monte-

video, the raw portion of the crew began to talk of sending aft

an envoy, but were curtly told by the old guard that Ned would

go along as bearer of a minority vote of confidence in the skip-

per, inviting him to sail the young lady across the ice cap if he

liked.

This schism provoked bitterness, because the six veterans did

no pumping anyway. Mr. Wilkes had quickly discovered that

most of his crew, as on every vessel clearing for the land of gold,

were green hands intent upon a quick passage to the diggings.
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At first they were eager to work as hard as need be for a record

run, and Captain Murray gave them generous opportunity

;

but when pumping became the ship's principal business, Mr.

Wilkes made quartermasters of the able seamen, and applied

unskilled labor at the brakes, where the labor-lightening virtues

of "Whiskey Johnny" and "Stormalong" had to be urged

against their lubberly suspicions.

When the Sea Witch came abreast of Cape Watchman, half-

way down the Patagonian coast, the goldseekers were thoroughly

sick of delving for nothing but bilgewater from eight o'clock

till ten every morning, while waiting for the dawn to break. The
long nights also were a cause of unease and complaint. Why
should the world be so cold, so very dark, on the sill of June?

When some of the landlubbers seriously advanced the theory

that the compass had reversed itself (as compasses can) and

that they really were driving into the Arctic, the old guard

were so amused that they gloomily admitted it was more than

likely, neglecting to point out that the sun still was traveling

from port to starboard, as it had ever since their departure.

On the 41st day of the voyage, Captain Murray sent down

his royal poles and stood into Grand Bay toward the Straits of

Le Maire. Here he began to notice that the many thousands

of gallons which accumulated in the bilge between pumpings

had a consistent adverse effect upon the ship's speed during the

night. He therefore ordered the bilges cleared at the beginning

of every watch. At first the men favored these briefer and more

frequent sessions with the brakes ; but they soon found that the

pumps worked less efficiently when the water level was compara-

tively low, and that the total pumping time was nearly doubled.

Grumbling increased to such a point that Ned, coming aft to

stand the gravy eye with Swede in the midst of a shrieking

blizzard east of Cape Horn, laid a hand on his captain's sleeve

and shouted, "Beg pardon, sir. Not that I'd be a talebearer.

But I'd keep your pistol in your jacket, sir. Mr. Wilkes and Mr.

Crawford should too, sir."

"Any plans afoot?"
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"No, sir. Just the kettle seething, and the lid like to pop ojff,

any watch, sir. I saw one o' the lubbers slip an iron pin in his

donkey's breakfast. I just put it back where it belongs."

Captain Murray walked to the break of the poop. Four men
were ineffectually heaving at the pump brakes, which appeared

to be frozen. Crawford, his second mate, evidently had ordered

them there without first making an inspection. Crawford him-

self, with the rest of the hands, was forward, trying to take in

the foretopmast staysail, a task complicated by the finding that

the blocks of the downhaul were solid with ice.

The men at the pumps, after making a genuine effort to oper-

ate them, scuttled with one accord for shelter under the lee of

the deckhouse. Captain Murray strode ominously back to have

a look at the binnacle.

"Give her weather helm if she asks it," he ordered, and then

went leaping forward into the waist, quitting his quarterdeck

for the first time in five voyages. One after another the sogers

found themselves being hurled into the snowy wind again, to-

ward the pumps, stumbling in a surge of frigid water. They
were not struck or kicked; but there was no misjudging the

strength of the arms that threw them bodily forward.

"She's plumb froze, sir," one of the hands howled, as they

sullenly resumed thair stations.

"Did you report that to Mr. Crawford .f"*

They shook their heads.

"Tail onto this, then !" Captain Murray's words came like a

succession of little thunderclaps through the shriek of the bliz-

zard. "Never leave your work till it's done, or till you're relieved,

except to report at once to your watch officer if anything goes

wrong. Understand .''" They nodded. "You're to be logged a

day's pay. Now you—you with the smooth face—rouse out the

doctor and get a kettle of boiling water for priming. Jump !"

As the captain swung back to the quarterdeck, he was rather

more irritated with himself than with the shirkers.

". . . Crawford's fault. Should have tried the brakes first,

the fool. I'll give him a dressing down. Wish I'd picked a better
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occasion for jumping forward the first time on this ship.

Nerves? Me? Better get some rest. Standing too many watches

again."

But there was little enough of rest in store for anyone. The
blizzard had announced the beginning of a bitter fight for

westing. The latitude of Cape Horn had been reached on the

45th day. Thereafter, a thrashing, heartbreaking week of hur-

ricanes from the west and northwest held the Sea Witch under

storm staysails, now inching forward, now losing vantage be-

fore the triadic onslaught of strong currents, great waves, and

giant winds. Not even Roger Murray dared set a close reefed

topsail. The remorseless tumult of water tossed and wracked

and pounded the ship until she was filling at a rate of ten inches

an hour. The pumps did not freeze again. They were not still

long enough. Continuous relays at the brakes never got her

bilges entirely empty.

When the hurricanes at last relented, hauling northward and

blowing the sky clear, the Sea Witch found herself south of the

60th parallel, on the exact meridian of Cape Stiff. The fore and

main topsails were sheeted home, and a full-and-by course

brought her in two more days approximately to the point from

which Lieutenant Maury's rhumb line commenced. Here the

royal poles were sent up again. Strong breezes that went the

full circuit of the compass from day to day, proved baffling at

times ; but the ship made the best of her way northwest by

north, crossing 40° south at 89° west, on the 65th day out

from New York. Before nightfall a strong and steady gale from

the southwest set in, speeding her to the latitude of Valparaiso

early in the morning of the 67th day.

Throughout all this while, only the dog watches were immune
from the tyranny of the pump windlass. Excepting eight able

seamen, each hand spent about half of every full watch at the

brakes. A feeling of needs-must, for the sake of their own skins,

had quieted rebellion during the hurricanes. Now, upon learning

that the ship was nearly 1000 miles west of Valparaiso, the

lubbers came aft in a body during the first dog watch to an-
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nounce that they would work the ship to the nearest port, but

no farther until after she had been careened and made tight.

Captain Murray felt an outburst of passionate authority on his

lips, and walked abruptly toward his chart room without speak-

ing. He returned in complete control of himself, carrying a calf-

bound volume of statutes relating to commerce, navigation, and

shipping. "Here,'* he said, handing it down to the spokesman.

"You'd do well to be sure of your rights. Read especially the

act of June 20th, 1840. Is this your off watch?"

The man shook his head, waiting insolently for the expected

rebuke; but the master said, "I'll relieve you of duty, then, to

study what you're about. Bring me your complaints tomorrow,

at eight bells of the morning watch. Mr. Wilkes, send the rest

of these men to their stations."

This unexpectedly temperate conduct banked the fires of re-

bellion until next day, when the sea lawyer attempted to match

wits with his skipper, basing his case upon the fourteenth sec-

tion of the act of 1840.

"See, sir, it says here 'the master shall, in a reasonable time,

remove or remedy the causes of complaint, then the crew shall

remain and discharge their duty.' And that's all we asks. Put

her shipshape, and we'll go on."

Captain Murray mildly pointed out that the article obviously

qualified the second paragraph preceding, which restricted it to

complaints made to a consul while in port, before sailing, which

must be presented in writing, signed by one officer and a ma-

jority of the crew.

"But there's nothing in the book, sir, exackly about things

goin' wrong on the high seas."

"Which means that you have no case until we reach a port.

As soon as we reach San Francisco, you can bring me to trial

for malfeasance. Until then, it is my duty to bring my ship to

the port for which she cleared, managed according to my best

judgment. She is in no danger so long as she can be kept clear

with the pumps. If she commences to fill faster than she can be

emptied, I shall at once stand for shore.'*
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"Otherwise we have to go on breakin' our backs?"

"The articles which you signed provide for the usual watches,

four on, four off. When on deck, you've agreed to do 'whatever

tasks may be assigned for the safe furtherance of the voyage,'

which means that you've made yourselves liable to man the

pumps continually, for three alternate watches of four hours a

day, if need be. Until I make you pump more than half the day,

you'll have no case in court. Anything else.^"

The deputation of foremasthands stared at one another.

"Then return to your stations," the captain said quickly,

swinging back toward the taffrail again.

Thursday, which followed, was calm and squally by turns.

The men went about their business too slowly to suit Mr. Craw-

ford ; but he had orders to clap a stopper on his temper. Friday,

the 21st of June, was marked by a sudden increase in the rate at

which the bilges were filling. Although pumping was continued

through the dog watches, for the first time since weathering the

cape, still the leak gained. At eight in the morning the line and

sinker had shown ten inches of water in the well. Twelve hours

later it registered over a foot.

CHAPTER LXXXV

THE CAT SCRATCHES

ON Saturday morning Captain Murray was in his chart room,

seeking advice of Maury's pilot sheets on the relative merits of

shaping a course for Callao or Guayaquil, when Hugh knocked.

"I hear she's filling faster, sir," he said, and then stepped

back a pace upon seeing his brother's black scowl.

"And so I suppose you want me to run for shore too? Well,

you can spread the news that I'm going to."
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"That wasn't it, sir. I just thought you'd like to know that

I'm missing a butt chisel."

The chair went over backward as Roger leapt to his feet. In

a few seconds he had a Colt pistol out of the box and was rapidly

slipping caps into its already loaded chambers.

*'Left your place unlocked, did you?" he said witheringly.

"No, sir, or they'd have taken more. I missed it a few minutes

ago, but it may have been taken some days back. When I tried

to figure how they got it I was stumped till I found scratches on

the ventilator. They must have fished for it with a noose on a

stick."

"Light that lantern then, and come with me."

For the second time in a single voyage Roger Murray jumped
forward of the break of his quarterdeck, and strode to the car-

penter's cuddy. "Get an iron pricker and a maul," he ordered.

Thus equipped, they pushed back the fo'c's'le scuttle and went

below, ignoring a group of men off watch who sidled up curi-

ously.

"Bend down there and see which plank is loose."

Hugh pried at the planking until he came to a board bearing

marks of former such attentions. He pried it free of the molding

along the bulkhead, and flashed his lantern below. Within arm's

length he saw what the hush-hushing of waves outboard had kept

them from hearing: a hole through which water streamed in a

steady jet as large as that from either pump hose. Muffled

against the planksheer of the forepeak on the other side, it

gushed almost noiselessly into the hold. Roger knelt to observe

it.

"I can plug it, sir. In short order."

"Later. Come on."

Hugh followed to the men's quarters, where the skipper

barked, "All hands !"

Those who came out lined up with the rest against the weather

rail. Captain Murray stared at each in turn. "A chisel's been

stolen," he said. "I'll give the man who has it one minute to step

forward, and get It, and surrender It. He'll then be put In irons
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and stand trial at Frisco. If no-one volunteers, the man in whose

duffle it's found will be flogged in addition."

A pocket chronometer ticked out its minute. No-one stirred.

"Mr. Crawford, search the fo'c's'les with Chips, here."

Sea bags, chests, and bunks were ransacked in vain. None of

the straw mattresses had a hole in it. They were about to report

failure when Hugh noticed a line of brown thread dangling

from one of the disturbed donkey's breakfasts. Closer examina-

tion showed a portion of one seam stitched differently from the

remainder. He cut it and thrust in his hand, encountering a

bundle craftily swathed in rags and ropeyarns, undetectable by
touch from without. Within it was the missing chisel. The bunk
proved to be that of the sea lawyer himself. When confronted

with the evidence, he made tacit confession by an appeal for pro-

tection, addressed to his shipmates.

"Bring him aft," the captain said curtly to the second officer.

Mr. Crawford moved to comply, then hesitated, as several

seamen closed in around the culprit. At that the skipper

leapt forward, hurling them right and left with two sweeps of

his arms, seized the sea lawyer, and heaved him toward his irreso-

lute subordinate, growling, "Bring him aft, I said. D'you hear?"

Triced up to the monkey rail, with his face against the bul-

wark, the wretch was given an opportunity to name his accom-

plices and save himself a flogging ; but he was content to make
fearful threats of retribution at law.

To Chips was delegated the unpleasant task of fashioning a

cat—to the lascar the even less pleasant duty of wielding it.

This was not a flogging of naval standard, as the cat had knot-

less tails of thin cord; but although it drew no blood, the sea

lawyer's back was plentifully welted at the end of twenty strokes.

"Cut him down," the captain ordered. "See if he needs medi-

cine, mister. Now you !" he jumped down to confront the glower-

ing seamen. "Tail onto this, and don't forget it. Another such

job earns fifty lashes and steady pumping, or else tack and

water in irons from here to Frisco. Irons in the dark is the

penalty for refusing duty. And if there are any of you who in-
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tend to wear irons this trip, step forward now. The rest of you
go forward. Jump !" Still muttering, the men walked toward the

fo'c's'le. "You, Chips. Go fix that hole."

CHAPTER LXXXVI

THE GOLDEN GATE

NEXT day the Sea Witch caught the southeast trades and held

them for a ten day run of 2,599 miles at an average speed of

10% knots. With the hole in her port bow repaired, it was

possible once more to keep the bilges clear by pumping about

three hours out of every four. The sea lawyer would not work at

all, preferring irons in the stygian 'tweendecks. There were no

further attempts to damage the ship ; but in the heat of the

doldrums, west of Duncan Island, two more hands refused duty

at the brakes and went below to join him in the dark.

After picking up the trades of the northern hemisphere, Cap-

tain Murray began to congratulate himself upon having listened

to Matthew Fontaine Maury. As the Pilot Sheets predicted, they

blew consistently from the north-northeast, four full points to

northward of the equivalent Atlantic airs. Moreover, 800 miles

offshore, he found no trace whatever of the calms of Cancer.

Straight from the doldrums he held a course, full and by, for

two weeks, resolutely downing the temptation to stand on the

other tack for San Francisco until he was within 3° of the lati-

tude of that port. Then the wind itself shifted into the east and

blew a full gale, before which he still held on the northern tack,

full and by, wrestling with the storm to win 187 miles in two

days. A shift to the northeast on July 19th brought the long

awaited "raise tacks and sheets." The yards came around, and

he drove eastward for the Farallones.

Upon being informed by the steward that they were within
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a few days of port, the two men who had been in the 'twcen-

decks since the doldrums thouglit better of their sins and asked

permission to resume duty ; but the sea lawyer himself remained

techy. All three had been ironed to midship stanchions in what

amounted to solitary confinement, because of the closely packed

cargo intervening. As the pair of freed seamen were led past the

intractable one, he hysterically exhorted them to stand by their

principles, and fell back sobbing against the great beam when

they went cravenly on toward the glimmer of light astern. Hugh,
who had come down with the second mate to knock off the irons,

felt a kind of rebellious admiration for this poor wretch, who
clung so stubbornly to the notion that such a thing as justice

could really exist in their little society, which for better or worse

could be nothing other than an absolute monarchy. More than

a month of utter darkness, at the end of a yard of chain, well

might make anyone hysterical ; but it seemed that the hysteria

should be directed toward obtaining release at any cost, rather

than toward imploring others to stay. Next morning the steward

reported that the prisoner had spilt his water and hurled his

own biscuit out of reach.

"He'll think better of that by tomorrow," predicted the mate—^which was partly true ; for on the morrow the sea lawyer took

one swallow from his quart can before tipping out the rest of

its content. Biscuit he again refused.

"Going out of his way to look starved when he sees the com-

missioner, now that port's at hand," was Captain Murray*s

comment. "Well, let him. He'll have no other case."

On the 23rd of July, at seven bells of the afternoon watch, a

lookout on the fore skysail yard sang out excitedly for the first

landfall since leaving the Straits of Le Maire. Two hours later

the ship was standing a mile or so southward of a high conical

rock—the Southeast Farallon—with three lesser cones adja-

cent. Beyond it a tall bank of fog was hanging, straight as a

curtain, roseate in the rays of the late sun. It must have been

continually condensing over a warm current, and drifting thence

toward the shore ; for, though it seemed quite motionless the Sea
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Witch stood into it before an eight knot breeze, and continued

at a good pace for two or three additional hours, with lead

heaving and anchors ready to dive. As dusk deepened, and the

mist in no wise relented, Captain Murray cast anchor at the first

depth of less than ten fathoms. True to his boast, he had made
the run from New York to San Francisco, with the help of

Maury's data, in fewer than 100 days—97, from headland to

headland.

During the night the fog thinned. A gray-green dawn dis-

closed the fact that the Sea Witch was anchored on the bar it-

self, three miles due west of the Golden Gate. Point Bonita and

Point Lobos, the white jambs of this enormous portal, seemed

veritably filled with golden vapor as Captain Murray stood into

the blurred, orange sunrise between them. Presently, Alcatraz

Island appeared, lying like a great sulphur-bottom whale, belly

upmost, in the waters of the bay. The ship skirted a series of

steep hills on the right, lifting their house-covered sides to in-

visibility in the haze. Between Goat Island and North Point she

again cast anchor. Other ghostly vessels were all around them

in the mist. Mr. Wilkes mustered the crew in the waist.

"Men," Captain Murray said sharply, "you all signed on for

a voyage from New York to New York. How many of you in-

tend to carry out your contracts.'"'

Hugh and the lascar stepped forward.

"No others, eh? You, Ned, what about you and the rest of you

old hands of mine?"

With obvious reluctance, the veterans also stepped up.

"And you others intend to jump ship for the diggings? Sing

out, and walk five paces toward the bow, if that's your purpose."

There came a defiant chorus of "ayes," a shufiling of feet,

as all others stepped back.

"Very well, then. You seven men can come aft, draw your full

pay, and have 48 hours shore leave. Commencing at noon for

four of you, and noon two days from now for the other three.

The rest of the crew have admitted desertion before witnesses,

and therefore will be lodged in the local jail, in accordance with
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the shipping ordinances, until they have reimbursed the owners

of the vessel double the amount advanced when the articles were

signed. However, I'll bail out anyone who changes his mind, and

reinstate him. Mr. Wilkes, see that no-one goes ashore before

noon.'*

The captain took a pistol from his pocket and handed it to

the mate. Then he went below, disbursed $96.40 in wages, and

prepared the ship's documents, with which he set out for the port

warden's office. Hugh had drawn only .$10 of the money due him,

and volunteered to go ashore with the second group. At noon

his brother was back again with a steam lighter and a sheriff's

posse that looked far more scoundrelly than the men to be

jailed. When the lighter was about to cast off with its scowling

and threatening load of enforced passengers, Captain Murray
bethought himself of the sea lawyer, who had not been visited

by the steward since noon of the preceding day. Hugh went be-

low with the sheriff to strike off the man's irons.

They found him lying face downward in his own blood. Exam-
ination showed that he had honed a cutting edge on a link of

chain, and slit his left wrist. That he had thought better of it,

too late, was grimly proved by the fact that the wounded wrist

was held in an unbreakable death grip by the other hand.

CHAPTER liXXXVII

CALIFORNIA COMMERCE

OVER by Goat Island, the Samuel Russell was riding out her

second month at anchor, while Captain Low sought vainly a

cargo of any kind to justify clearance for Canton. He now had

added cause for exasperation in the fact that his splendid

record of 109 days—bettering by a week the best of former

port-to-port runs—should have been so quickly and so thor-
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oughly eclipsed by a smaller vessel, which his own had been

specifically built to outclass. All the new order of sharp ships

were acquitting themselves well, turning in passages of about

125 days to taunt the average of six or seven months made by

vessels of the older type. After the RusselVs arrival on May 6th,

local journalists had daringly predicted a 100-day passage for

the new giant clippers that were known to be building on the

east coast ; but the first of them was not expected to appear be-

fore fall. So a midsummer run of 97 days, in the oldest hollow-

bowed ship afloat, caused an uproar that diverted all interest

from the Samuel Russell and Captain Charles P. Low.

A dinner for the new idol was arranged at once, to be served

among the rustic splendors of the Parker House; but Captain

Murray firmly declined to present himself until those who vied

to do him honor had aided in the more practical preliminary of

securing stevedores and laborers to unlade and pump his rapidly

filling ship. Meanwhile, he put off clamoring brokers and made
a thorough investigation of the local market. Flour, which

comprised half his cargo, was no longer the article in greatest

demand. The market was fast glutting: almost every ship, in

response to the famine news of six months ago, was bringing in

a substantial quantity. He therefore accepted the first firm

offer, although it realized only 30% gross profit on an invest-

ment of $25,000. Complete parts for ten steam engines, worth

$3,000 each in New York, he sold en bloc for $78,000; and

various other items of manufactures brought more than double

their purchase price. The maddest vagary of the San Francisco

trade, however, awaited the lowest and apparently least signifi-

cant tier of cargo. The 1000 kegs of nails, which had been laded

principally for stiffening, he put up at auction for a quick sale,

after noting that the last purchases had been made at around

$20 per keg. Since then, however, two fires had nearly demolished

the new city, and everyone was too busy grubbing in the streets

for gold to search the ashes for mere iron. Local contractors had
exhausted their stores on the day the Sea Witch arrived. There
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was nothing to hold together the ten or twenty new houses called

for every day.

Therefore, although bidding for the consignment of nails

opened at $20 per keg, it soon soared crazily until the entire

lot was purchased by Skillen the banker for $115,000, at a profit

of over 1000% to Mr. Prescott and the captain of the Sea

Witch. The prudent purchaser resold his prize at once to

builders in smaller lots at about $140 the keg. Next day, three

ships arrived, chocked with building materials, and nails sold at

$20 a keg once more. Such were the hazards of California com-

merce in the summer of 1850.

Captain Murray's cargo had been purchased for $84,626,

alongside, in New York. Its total value on the pier in San

Francisco proved to be $275,500. Thus the Sea Witch, in one

voyage, had earned a gross profit of nearly four times her own

entire original cost.

While such pleasant disclosures added to the fame and for-

tune of one who was already acknowledged the peerless ship-

master, a subversive legend also was forming. As was their right,

the seamen imprisoned at his order made application for redress

to the shipping commissioner. At a public hearing they had

shocking things to tell of the manner in which Captain Murray
had managed his ship. Rumor embroidered their tale, as it spread

through the raw young city, until it was a matter of common
report that the swift run had been made possible only by re-

course to the most fiendish kind of driving. The nail auction

scarcely was over when bawling news-vendors, who had trans-

planted the Bennett tradition to this golden soil, were waving

papers that accused "Bully" Murray of having tortured and

starved a seaman to death in the hold. It was further stated that

this arch fiend had striven by almost hourly floggings to make
his crew desert, and—failing in this—had finally acted as agent

provocateur to trick them out of their just wages.

This accusation compared oddly with the fact that local

roustabouts, who were helping at the brakes while unlading pro-

ceeded, received as much apiece per day as a jailed seaman
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would have earned in a month, under the contract that they

supposedly had so unwillingly broken. The total of defaulted

wages for 23 hands was less than $400. It had cost more than

that to keep the ship pumped during her first week at anchor.

Moreover, the skipper^s offer to reinstate any repentent hand
had found no applicants.

Without awaiting the findings of a grand jury, the city's

floating population stormed the jail and released its inmates.

Thereupon Captain Murray demanded, and received, a sum-

mary trial; but in the brief interval before it was called, his

accusers all scuttled for the diggings. The state's formal charge

that he had proceeded in an unseaworthy vessel was considered

answered by the mere fact of an all-time record run. A man-
slaughter indictment in the death of the sea lawyer was nol-

prossed for lack of evidence, and the coroner's verdict of suicide

was permitted to stand. The captain filed suit for slander

against two newspapers ; but they were found to have changed

proprietors during the week, so nothing came of that.

Legal proceedings proved far less vexatious, in the long run,

than the task of putting the ship in condition to go to sea.

Captain Low, when finally he sailed for China with the Russell

in ballast, had the opportunity of laughing last at the sight of

the Sea Witch careened on a sand bar, with two lackadaisical

caulkers stripping copper from her lower strakes.

On September 22nd, Captain Gordon arrived in the Memnon,
the first sharp ship measuring over 1000 tons. She had also been

the first one off to California in '49, and on this second run

brought added laurels for reliability to the clipper mold, by

logging exactly the same time as on her earlier run—122 days.

She discharged, and sailed again on the 9th of November, having

naught except treasure for cargo. Still the Sea Witch lay

careened, with but three workers swinging their hammers. After

hiring more than one hundred men who stayed only long enough

to bungle their task, Roger had put his dignity aside and had

gone to work himself, with Hugh and Matt, to get the last of

the copper on her. Even the six veterans of a dozen voyages
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under him had found the lure of the gold fields too strong. None
of them but the lascar remained loyal.

When at last they got the ship refloated she was as tight as

a cask ; but this voracious port, eager to swallow the goods of

all the world, still had nothing to exchange for them except

punctilious gold ounces. During the four months of the Sea

Witch's enforced visit, the number of houses on hills across the

bay had doubled, and a dozen new towns had sprung up nearby.

Autumn, to which the sereness of summer had given way, was

curiously like a New York spring, with green starting suddenly

out of the burnt yellow fields and naked branches. October

showers brought memories of an eastern April. Early in Novem-
ber there was a week of torrential rain, followed by a few golden,

sparkling days that witnessed another, a human, cycle of

change : goldseekers in dispirited thousands, driven out by the

downpour, came slouching into San Francisco, some to await

better weather, some to refit, but some to take any means that

offered of going home.

From among the last group, Captain Murray found himself

a scarecrow crew, and cleared immediately for China. Matt and

Hugh, vastly to their own surprise, were booked as first and

second mates ; but the ship really was officered by her skipper

alone. He was hollow-eyed and thin himself before he reached

Macao, where he picked up two excellent Portuguese lorchamen

—Messrs. Barbosa and Cardozo—to act as mates on the

voyage to New York.

In one sense the delay in California had been more profitable

than many a trading cruise; for the captain had invested his

dust in land, at joint account with Mr. Prescott. While still re-

taining title to a ranch at Point San Bruno, he had turned

$275,500 into .$396,300 in four months. However, as so much
gold would have been an embarrassment in China, where silver

was the medium of exchange, he had put in at Honolulu and

Manila to buy a cargo's worth of Spanish dollars. These, with

the remaining gold dust and a few tons of Chile saltpeter also

found at Hawaii, were the sole cargo which he brought into the
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Canton river. With the silver he purchased opium at Hong-
kong; and off the Junk Fleet Entrance, by the connivance of

his friend Wanglik, he converted the opium into paper credits

acceptable for teas at Canton.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII

DESPITE DR. GOOCH

CALMS bedeviled the run from Whampoa to the Indian Ocean.

Although she sailed on the 18th of March, 1851, the Sea Witch

did not see Anjier until the 14th of April. Even then it was

necessary to wear her through the Great Channel of Sunda
against fitful last gusts of the westerly monsoon. Hard up
against Flat Point, with the open sea almost within reach, an-

other dead calm settled at mid-morning of the 15th ; and a strong

tidal current forced Captain Murray to anchor.

As he lay there in blazing tropical sunlight, cursing at large,

aware that not even the diurnal sea breeze could be expected

until late afternoon, a magnificent teak proa emerged from

Billimbing Bay, seeming to float far above the water in the

bright sultry air. A scarlet awning, and other showy appur-

tenances, belied the possibility that she was a pirate; but, to be

safe. Captain Murray issued cutlasses and stood at the rail with

a boxfull of pistols under his own hand. The nearer sweeps pres-

ently were stilled, and the proa swung around to walk toward

him like a great deliberate insect. When she was within a

hundred yards, he bellowed, "Sheer off. What's your business.?"

The oars rested, and a saintly person stepped from beneath

the awning. "A desire for news," he called. "The stars and

stripes seldom wave on this side of the straits. Have you any

Boston papers.'* I'm Dr. Gooch."

"I'm Captain Murray, of New York. Will you dine with me.''
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Invitation voided if the wind comes up. I've nothing but Frisco

papers."

The proa had drifted broadside, within thirty yards. As
Roger mentioned his name, the missionary started, then said,

"Er—ah—yes, I should like to at least speak with you. And
what is Frisco?"

While the sleek craft was maneuvering to bring its stern

under that of the Sea Witch, Roger caught sight, past the awn-

ing standard, of a remembered face. There sat the petty tyrant

of Billimbing, looking most untyrannical and ill at ease.

"M3' invitation includes the sultan, of course."

"Ah—he'd rather not come, I'm sure," protested Dr. Gooch.

"Nonsense. He'd be delighted," Roger countered promptly,

swinging boldly down into the proa. He bowed and extended his

hand.

"Fleeced. Ve'y pleeced," said the sultan, attempting an in-

genuous smile.

Roger gripped a reluctant hand and practically hoisted the

little potentate after him, up over the taffrail. The cleric, who

seemed to be self-made prime minister of the Sultanate of Bil-

limbing, clucked disapprovingly. Roger's Cantonese steward at

once was ordered to prepare a meal of the ship's best, and de-

parted galleyward, all smiles and smirks.

"Can't one of your people show—er—his majesty over the

ship, while we have a few words .f^" the missionary inquired, mop-
ping his brow.

When the regal little Malay was taken out of earshot by Mr.

Cardozo, the Macaense second officer. Dr. Gooch came to the

point.

"You brought a cargo of opium to the bay, some years ago,

and—"
"Hardly a cargo. A few cases, on consignment. They were not

mine."

"I have no interest in details of the pernicious transaction. I

only know that my ministry was practically frustrate for a
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year because of it, and I warn you that I will not tolerate any

further dealings in the filthy dirt."

"I'm happy to set your fears at rest. I've none to offer, to-

day."

"Ah—then why are you so anxious to have the sultan come

aboard that you practically—er—took him captive?"

"Because he hasn't yet paid for that last consignment. Since

you were good enough to deliver him into my hands, I intend to

collect my just due."

"Nothing is ever justly due for contraband, you know well."

"Yes, but I have collateral in the shape of a genuine uni-

corn's horn, which the sultan would doubtless like to redeem."

"Preposterous ! I'm happy to say that all such work of the

devil has been practically driven out of the bay by the light of

the Gospel."

"Does the light of the Gospel also drive out a sense of honesty

in commercial dealings? I accepted collateral in lieu of silver,

payable at my next call, when it was refused. Now I shall again

request payment."

"Then let me warn you, captain. If you practice coercion

upon this newly enlightened child of God, the Dutch govern-

ment will hear of it, and any ship under your command will be

barred from the straits henceforth."

"This happens to be my last voyage. But even so, I intend no

coercion. If he does not value the alicorn to the extent of ten

thousand Spanish dollars, I'll keep it myself. I'm rather fond of

the thing. You see, it's a genuine unicorn's horn, and they're

exceedingly few."

"Preposterous ! Genuine? Ha !"

"Genuine," he repeated gravely; but Hugh, standing guard

over the pistols, caught a wink betokening some sly scheme or

other.

It was fearfully hot, under the vertical rays of a springtime

sun. Dr. Gooch was glad to be invited into the cabin at last,

where, if no cooler, it at least was shady. After casting wistful

glances toward his beautiful proa, the sultan came too. Roger
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suspected that, the alicorn transaction failing, he could exact

$10,000 from the unhappy little monarch as a fee for taking

Mr. Gooch back to Boston again.

Hugh brought the box of pistols down to the chart room,

where the skipper lingered while his guests were ushered in by

Mr. Barbosa.

"You've got aqua fortis for your etchings, haven't you,

Grommet.'"'

"Yes. I've got a quart or so."

"Good, and you know where that Chile niter is ? Well, tail onto

this. Fill six quart flasks half full of niter, and add enough

triple-dilute aqua fortis to fill them three quarters or so. Then

put the bottles in this chart box, so, down both sides, and the

alicorn in the middle. Shut the cover tight. How long is that

going to take?"

"Twenty minutes, I'd guess, sir. Where's the alicorn.'"'

"I'll have it here in a minute or two."

Roger got the tusk from his own cabin and strode into the

main saloon. The sultan pretended not to recognize his some-

time prize, stared hard at a plate of turtle soup instead.

"Just to prove that it's not poison," the captain said genially,

touching the end of the alicorn to the soup. It did not sweat.

"Preposterous. Utterly preposterous," spluttered Dr. Gooch.

"Not at all," said Captain Murray ; and he carried the alicorn

back to Hugh, in the chart room. When he returned, Dr. Gooch

was speaking to the sultan in bad Low Malay, that was not

quite bad enough to keep their host from catching the drift of

the clergyman's advice, which was precisely and hypocritically

what Roger had hoped it would be.

From the way the sweat dribbled down all their noses, during

the long meal, it was a pity that the alicorn was not animate

:

surely it would have sweated with the rest of them. Roger plied

the sultan with Burgundy, which, in his new existence as a

happy convert from Mahometanism, was no longer forbidden

him—a fact found inestimably useful in the process of many
such conversions. At last came the piece de resistance, a roast
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pea fowl. When its bones were cleared away, and all but the

missionary were puffing cheroots over their coffee, Roger said

abruptly, "Fortunate you came to redeem your alicorn in per-

son, your majesty. I should not have dared leave the ship with

so valuable a thing myself, or trusted a messenger."

The sultan dynamically did not understand. Mr. Barbosa,

who, like most Macaense seafarers, was expert in the Low
Malay lingua franca, obligingly translated. Dr. Gooch stared

hard, and the poor wrinkled little monarch inquired, "How able

to know it t'e semm?"
"You're quite within your rights. As Dr. Gooch doubtless has

told you, we Christians often substitute false articles for the

horn of the true unicorn. It's well to test them. Mister, bring the

medecine chest."

From that repository, Captain Murray took the vial of bella-

donna last used on his mission to Fatshan, and passed it to the

cleric.

"Poison, you'll agree. Dr. Gooch?"

"What's this ridiculous play acting.? Pooh! Yes, if it's really

belladonna."

For proof, Roger touched the feather in the cork to his right

eyeball and displayed the immediately expanded pupil. Dr.

Gooch agreed testily that it must be belladonna, and therefore

a poison. Roger poured some into a saucer. Then, as an after-

thought, he put a carefully regulated single drop into a glass of

wine. "Guard that, mister, to see no-one drinks it," he ordered,

and walked to the chart room, from which he returned polishing

the alicorn with his napkin. "Just to make sure it's absolutely

dry," he explained, holding it quickly under the eyes of the

visitors. "Now we'll try it on some known poison."

He immersed the tip of the alicorn in belladonna. The mate

looked curiously on, the sultan uneasily, the missionary con-

temptuously. At once the polish of the instrument became ob-

scured. Tiny beads of moisture appeared, becoming larger until

they dripped from every spiral ridge upon the tablecloth. A
choleric expression overspread the face of Dr. Gooch, but the
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sultan was staring with eyes that all but stood forth on rods.

"Preposterous ! What mummery is this, in the Lord's name.'"'

exploded the missionary.

"Why should you call it mummery?" inquired the captain.

"The principle is recorded by some of the most trustworthy

antique authors."

"It's been disproved,'* cried the cleric.

"Such disproofs show only that the actual instrument tested

was a counterfeit. This happens, as you can see, to be genuine.

We'll try it again," said the captain. He wiped the rod dry and

touched it once more to the poison. Again moisture formed,

and dripped upon the linen. "Mummery, Dr. Gooch? Rather

valuable mummery for a man who fears poisoners, don't you

think? Or would you call it a miracle? This good gentleman has

told you all about miracles, has he not, your majesty?"

Mr. Barbosa translated again, and the sultan nodded, jab-

bering shrilly in his native tongue. "Give my. My try heem," he

managed finally to say.

After very thoroughly rubbing the moisture off again, the

captain said, "Try it on that wine, to see if it will show just a

single drop of poison." He held the knob end, wrapped in a

napkin, toward the Malay, who eagerly seized it and touched

the tip to the glass of wine. More slowly now, but unmistakably,

the moisture formed.

"Give me that devil's weapon," Mr. Gooch suddenly screamed

;

but the little Malay held it above his head, cackling with

triumph, and then relinquished it for safe-keeping to Captain

Murray.

Dr. Gooch made a painful effort to get control, first of him-

self, then of the situation. "Try it on something that's not

poisonous," he said, pushing forward his own wine glass. The
captain touched it, and was about to withdraw the implement

when, with a grim smile, the missionary pointed to a film of mois-

ture that was slowly forming. Captain Murray converted his

liability into an asset by explaining that the negligible film

doubtless was caused by the fact that poison was nearby. After
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pouring the belladonna back into the bottle, he ordered Mr.

Barbosa to remove the medicine chest from the room, and to

throw overboard the wine containing a drop of poison. All the

while he stood polishing the alicorn. When the first officer re-

turned, it received a last test in the clergyman's wine. The result

was negative. No moisture formed. After that, the expostula-

tions of Dr. Gooch were as naught. Captain Murray said flatly

that he must sail with the wind, and that if ten thousand Span-

ish dollars were not on board when it blew, he would have to bear

the priceless talisman away again.

"Stay heem," the sultan implored, and went scuttling up to

leap into the proa with the reverend gentleman in hot, but not

quite hot enough, pursuit. A long sweep thrust the proa off,

leaving the missionary with one leg over the taffrail of the ship.

Captain Murray consulted his watch. The sea breeze should

start up within the hour. As all plain sail was already spread,

he ordered out the stu'n's'l booms. When the proa returned,

there was a slight movement to the air, and the anchor was

apeak. Mr. Gooch threatened and beseeched his diminutive po-

tentate by turns, but to no avail. The sultan had spiritually re-

gained his royal manner. Ten heavy canvas sacks, containing

each a thousand dollars, were passed up out of the proa. With
the aid of Chips and the two mates, Captain Murray counted

them in stacks of fifty and then handed over the alicorn. Seeing

the transaction completed, the missionary hastily preceded his

backsliding convert into the proa.

"Break out the hook, mister," the skipper ordered, but a gust

of wind tripped it, saving that trouble, and the Sea Witch stood

away southwestward toward the Keeling Islands.
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CHAPTER LXXXIX

THE FAIR REWARDS

AS the ship proceeded homeward on the fifth and longest of her

voyages, Hugh's mind reverted frequently to those few strange

hours in the straits when Roger had turned magician. The
episode seemed to have been lifted bodily out of the past, mis-

placed in time. It served to remind him how much his brother

had altered since the death of Will. Constantly now he seemed

both restless and tired. The mates also were aware of this.

Barbosa and Cardozo proved themselves excellent ship's offi-

cers. Despite several years under lorcha rig, in these latter days

of Macao's decadence, they had not lost a sympathy for square

sail. Both had served as powder monkeys on Alcoforado's flag-

ship, the Inconquistavel, during the terrific engagement in which

six Macaense vessels had routed 300 junks, manned by Ameri-

can-trained gunners, and commanded by the pirate king Cam
Pao Sai. In their thirties, they had had lofty commands of their

own.

Hugh liked both new officers : quiet and courteous middle-

aged men with an air of resigned grandeur ever about them,

types of Macao itself—a city that had clung for two centuries

at the edge of hostile China, with a sword in one hand and a

bribe in the other. Chips noticed also that his brother trusted

them from the first, spending much of his own time below, brows-

ing among his curious books. He now dined regularly with one

or the other mate; but it was hard to decide whether this be-

tokened a new humanity or mere loneliness. Hugh wondered to

what extent separation from Mary might have effected it.

". . . He must know she doesn't love him. She couldn't con-

ceal that all the time, could she? What does he do?—just con-

ceal it from himself, and go on believing what isn't so, the way
—the way I do, about lots of things ? Maybe she gives him all he
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wants anyway, which isn't much, from any other person but

himself. But that seems to be changing, now . .
."

Hugh was right : there was a change, bred of the coincidence

of different causes. One of them was the reahzation that his

ship, though launched little more than four years ago, already

was growing old. Roger knew that he should have left her in her

prime and in his, at the height of their blended achievement. The
California run had proved this. To have bettered the average of

newer clippers by a month, to have lowered the time of the best

of them by twelve days, was not in his sight sufficient cause for

denying the evidence of his own log that port could have been

made a week earlier, with the same winds, when his ship was two

years younger. Leakage was not the sole cause. She was be-

coming watersoaked, logy. Lifelong, she would be able to show

foamy heels to almost all ships afloat. The 75-day China record,

made at her prime, would stand forever ; of that he was sure, be-

cause extra size would not help materially in the preponderantly

fair weather of that run ; but her mark to California should be

beaten by the larger clippers, as soon as Maury published his

Pacific charts.

Because she never again could do as well as she once had done

on this homeward run from China, Roger allowed his mates to

manage the Sea Witch with little interference, sailing smartly,

but making no grim effort to regain time lost in the dying mon-

soon. She had been the vehicle of his glory. It seemed better now

to bring her home in smart average sailing time than to smack of

having striven for a record missed by a week. Extremes of speed

from China no longer affected the tea auctions, in a town now

interested only in export time to California.

This forcible release from his old obsession—record passages

—brought Roger Murray face to face at last with a problem of

secondary importance, which all the while should have been first

:

his relationship with his wife. At sea it had been easy to forget

recent dissatisfaction and remember only the joyous times which

surely would reassert themselves at next meeting; but on this

voyage, with no prospect of a record ahead, he lacked crucial
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problems that could claim the mind*s whole use. Throughout

long watches he sat brooding in his cabin, while the ship drove

south of Africa and northward toward New York. Slowly a con-

viction grew upon him that he had practised self-delusion, and

could do so no longer. Henceforth his whole interest must center

in the good craft Matrimony, an auxiliary cruiser heretofore

commanded in his spare time from the quarterdeck of his flag-

ship, the Sea Witch. He was bringing home chests of treasure

which, with his interest in the cargo, should yield him over

$100,000. There was nearly as much more in New York. For-

tune had followed hard upon fame. Whatever money could buy

of felicit}^ should be his and his wife's.

But Roger Murray knew that money would not buy what he

wanted most of all. From childhood he had been a seafarer, allot-

ting his life in conformity with that proportion which divides

the surface of the globe into three parts of water to one part of

land. Early he had learnt every sailor's lesson: that the two

lives, afloat and ashore, must be supplied with different emotions

which it is perilous to intermingle. He had absorbed Jack's im-

memorial instinct for a riotous transition from labor to refresh-

ment, recognizing that long periods of gruelling work can be

made tolerable again only by reaction from enjoyments equally

intensive.

Waterfront girls understand this heart's hunger of the mari-

ner, mad for the silken touch of woman ; they receive him with

open-armed eagerness, home from the sea. Jack is not deluded by

his Jill. He knows fair weather love when he sees it ; but because

his shore leave is brief, he is able to find pleasure by deluding

himself. Always there are mental reservations to be recalled

later, when fair weather friendships break on the milled rim of

his last shilling. Meanwhile, he would rather enjoy the trumped-

up ardors of a personable Jill-flirt, avid for his wallet, than all

the honorably modest embraces of Lady Fair.

Roger knew just what such shillings would buy; but he saw

now that such pleasures had sufficed him for many years only

because—like Foremasthand Jack's with his Jill—they came and
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went too quickly to be appraised at their true tinsel worth.

What really faced him now was the necessity completely to re-

mold himself—all impulses, all instincts—before he could begin

a real married life with anyone, let alone a wife who was obvi-

ously no longer in love with him. The jumble of books in his

cabin could help him to acquire strange tongues, or to chill a

stick of sea ivory near the equator by mixtures of drugs ca-

pable of achieving "a very useful degree" of cold; but none of

his books told how a man could produce thaumaturgic changes

in his own soul.

Out of the slow weeks of travail came honesty at least. He
saw that he had used his wife as a minor appurtenance to his

own living, denying reciprocity. Even on their voyages to-

gether, he had expected her to be available when, and only when,

it suited his convenience. He had somehow come to believe that

an unfailing chivalry of manner would render attractive to her

an attitude which made no provision for her desires. His regard

for her had been like that of his friend Wanglik for a certain

vase, the color of oxblood, produced in the halcyon days of

Klang Hsi. She, like the vase, had been treated as an exquisite

but soulless possession, of which one should be immensely proud

and careful, reserved for enjoyment in those rare hours only

that are free from the distraction of mundane affairs.

But Mary had lacked the proper docility of a porcelain vase.

His idyllic moods had no assurance of coinciding with hers. He
recalled self-reproachfully his attitude of amused enthusiasm

toward her efforts to learn navigation and the working of a ship.

Her unexpected success had almost annoyed him, because he had

expended all his superlatives over the earliest stages of her

progress, as one might to a child.

And yet, was not the trouble between them partly her fault ?

He wondered, and even now shied from one explanation that

was too obvious to be true. Perhaps she had been unwisely com-

plaisant; for, just as he never had relaxed his chivalric manner,

whatever his thoughts may have been, just so she never had

denied him the usages of affection. Neither, in short, had given
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the other opportunity for a show of rebellion out of which a

happier adjustment might have come. Chivalry and complais-

ance had robbed them of love.

Looking homeward, he knew it was the old eagerness that he

wanted most of all—and that was not for sale anywhere, except

in transient shams. The tremulous upreaching of her arms, that

thrilled him yet in memory of their first days together, had

waned into a nervous habit of crossing her hands over her

breasts whenever he caressed her. The gesture of at once giving

and receiving, of straining their bodies so close that they be-

came one body by mutual desire, at some time had become one-

sided. He had not been repulsed, ever ; but neither had he re-

ceived invitation. Love seemed for her to have become an ac-

cepted, slightly distasteful routine.

On the morning of June 18th, in latitude 10° north, there

occurred a meeting to strengthen his decision that this time

there must be no further postponing of his retirement from the

sea. While making the best of his way through the doldrums, he

had been driven eastward of his intended course, into the out-

ward bound sea lane. All morning a fresh breeze from east by
south was varied by heavy rain squalls. During one such the cry,

"Sail ho ! a big 'un," brought everyone to the starboard rail to

watch an immensity of canvas bear swiftly down upon the Sea
Witch. The rain ceased just in time to show the newcomer in

her glory, with stu'n's'ls out to windward, and water curling in

two long wings from her extremely sharp bows. When they

hissed past each other, the Sea Witch snapped sharply upright

as the giant took all the wind out of her sails. The passer-by was

fully twice as large, and was making marvelous time, up wind.

Captain Murray recognized Captain Cressy on the poop, for a

hail and farewell.

Hugh, as he read Flying Cloud on her stern in gold, did not

realize that he might have cut a figure to take the place of the

rather silly angelic trumpeter that seemed the only feature to

complain of in her whole superb structure. He would have had
the commission automatically, had he stayed with Donald Mc-
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Kay. Roger's thought of the newcomer was only that she was

the new queen of deep water, that his laurels and those of the

Sea Witch would soon be plucked away by Cressy and his Fly-

ing Cloud.

Even so, the older ship made a run to match her best from

the doldrums to New York, driving in around the hook on June

28th, 102 days from Whampoa ; but, when he saw the shipyards

on South Street, Roger murmured, ". . . We're done for, Sea

Witch, my pet. The days of our glory are over. It's a ranch in

California for me and my lady, if she's forgiving. . .
."

CHAPTER XC

LUCILLE GAVREAU

YOUNG William Murray aetat. one year and three months, had
received a good start toward the title of Manhattan's most

thoroughly spoiled small child. Such, at least, was the opinion

of his father after not many hours at home. "Just a minute : the

baby,"—that phrase was spoken ten times an hour. Young Wil-

liam had no intention of being bored, if anything could prevent

;

and a lusty squawk had early proved itself a good preventer.

Boredom meant being left in the phlegmatic company of

wooden dolls and flannel rabbits. He liked human companionship,

with the single exception of that of his father. Whenever Roger

appeared, the squawk of boredom took on a tenor denoting

acute fright.

Aunt Nance was at fault. The child had been angelic until the

squire's sister was overpowered by maternal instincts thereto-

fore frustrate. Afterward, neither pleas nor threats proved

availing. "Did ums mama leave ums all alonely.'"' she would

maunder, if Mary stepped a yard from the cradle ; and that was

the end of young William's angelic disposition.
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So much, in justice to Mary; she agreed with relief when

Roger, on the second day after his arrival, suggested furnished

quarters on Washington Square. When they were installed,

however, on the 3rd of July, the phrase—"Just a minute: the

baby,"—was spoken more often than ever. For fairness sake

Roger waited a full week before facing the significance of the

cruel fact that not once had he invited his wife into even the most

casual embrace without encountering midway that damnable

formula—"just a minute: the baby." There was an imperative

strength in the way she freed herself and went rushing ojff to

answer a cry that in most cases was patently imagined.

On the evening of the 10th, he called from the doorway,

"Settled accounts for the voyage, sweet. About a hundred and
five thousand, net, for our share. Does that earn the skipper a

kiss?"

Mary came down the stairs, smiling uneasily, arms crossed

on her breast.

"Oh, a real kiss," he said, bravely attempting levity, seizing

her hands and slipping them around his neck.

"Is that the baby? Just a minute."

"No," he said, holding her wrists firmly. "It's not the baby.

There wasn't a sound."

"Let go, Roger. You can't hear him the way I can."

"I'm well aware of that. We'll go have a look together."

"No. He's still—afraid, of you,"

"Not if he's asleep. He'll have to get used to me, anyway."

He went with her, still holding one hand, knowing perfectly

well that he was injuring his own interests. When they reached

young William's room, the infant was obviously sleeping. "You
see?" he said, dropping her hand, "Now may I have that kiss?"

She stooped first to pull the sheet higher. Young William

opened his e3^es, fixed them on his father, and emitted a shriek.

"I told 3'ou so," Mary said, frowning. "Please go away."

After hesitating for a few moments, with clenched fists, he

said, "If you wish," and walked from the house. Emmeline, the

miraculous cook of his late friend Philip Hone, had come
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to Captain Murray's temporary establishment, bringing her

nephew for coachman ; so Mary would be safe.

Roger strode eastward. In Waverly place he paused, hands in

pockets. Under his right index finger an intermittent, satiny

roughness took his attention. It proved to be a line of copper-

plate engraving on a small neat card, reading merely, Madame
Argentina, 3'2 Tompkins Square South. A hard smile took

possession of his lips. ". . . You're someone to be sure of, old

horseface. I didn't think ever to see you again. But you knew
better, and had your card delivered to the ship every time.

Hol-la! you probably know a lot more about marriage than I

do. Perhaps you can give me my bearings. . .
."

A brisk walk eastward brought him presently to a neat brick

house, nothing different in general aspect from its respectable

neighbors, except that the narrowest of iron balconies would

have made it difficult to enter or to leave by way of the win-

dows. Madame greeted him with the old formulas, as if the lapse

had been a week of days rather than of years.

"Upon whom are you calling, for dinner, this evening, Cap-

tain Mhurray? Or is it that you call upon the good joogment

of my good self?"

"I'm open to suggestion."

"And my wines. They are dark, they are light. They shood

match the lady's hair. Shood you prefer moselle, or burgundy?"

"I think the wine will be dark, this evening, Madame."
"Ah, then, come. You must meet my guests."

She led the way»to the brunettes' parlor, in which four taste-

fully attired young women were perusing novels. Their response

to the introduction was modest and correct. After chatting for

a few moments, one seated herself at the piano, another took up

a violin, and the two remaining sang accompaniment to a Span-

ish air.

"Now, Captain, we must say au revoir to my charming young

friends."

In the hallway again, she repeated the names by which the

girls had been introduced ; but he stood irresolute, tapping his
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fingers on a table top. None of the four had particularly taken

his fancy; or was it that no-one would, in such a way, now?

"Such a pity Captain that my newest guest is indisposed

—

there, I shall have a surprise for you next time, a surprise in-

deed. Utterly ravishing. Perhaps even now, your name. Captain

—Hark how they whisper in there over your name.'' The dears.

Do sit down. I shall be but a moment."

The old sinner came back with her horse teeth in a wide grin.

"Oh, Captain, she is very beautiful, but also very coy. She

will accept an invitation, but only what is called sight-unseen."

"I like that. Present my compliments to the young lady. Her
name ?"

"Lucille Gavreau."

Roger was ushered into one of the tiny, two-room suites,

wherein he had a half hour for repentance. This he spent, how-

ever, in perusal of the latest copy of the Revue des Deux
Mondes. Presently there sounded a knock ; but it was only the

steward, with two bottles of Meunier '37. More minutes passed.

Then the door opened; there was a swirl of wide silk; and the

door closed again. The young lady stood with her hands on the

knob, her back toward him. "Mile. Gavreau ?" he inquired.

"Yes." Slowly she turned for his scrutiny the dark eyes and

petulant mouth of a girl whose name had once been Dorothy

Prescott.

During the excellent meal that was served them, Roger had

need of his old facility at acting. He punctiliously addressed her

as Mile. Gavreau ; and both avoided mention of earlier meetings ;

but, under a cloak of casualness, he studied her expressions and

words, as they chatted about The Caxtons, and of last season's

plays that he had missed. Her state of mind was not of a sort to

diminish her appetite ; she downed her bottle of wine with his,

glass for glass. Over the coffee she smoked a Cuban cigarette,

and seemed to enjoy it. Still their converse avoided realities.

At last he arose. Her breath, as she followed suit, was drawn

quickly inward: the first betrayal of anything less than self-
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command. Roger had been wavering between two possible

courses. Now he knew his way.

"It's been most pleasant," he said, bowing over her hand.

While walking toward the door he unobtrusively tucked some

folded ten-dollar banknotes under a saucer. Then silk rustled

sharply again, and her hand closed over his upon the knob.

"Roger, am I still so ugly? Anyhow, I don't choose to be

bought off, whatever your reason is." She extended the bank-

notes.

"Would you really care to have me stay, Dorothy.'"'

"Of course not. You don't want to."

He hesitated. "How long have you been here?"

"A few days, taking what Madame calls the course in eti-

quette."

"And before that?"

"No, Roger, you don't deserve any explanation from me."

"Of course I don't. I'm sorry."

"But there's one I'll give you, just because I want to. I may
have thought I loved other people. I guess women have to make

themselves think that, at least at first, about the people they

live with. But it never lasted, not even the thinking so. I think it

was you I loved all the time."

". . . Hol-lal Does she mean it? I wonder what it feels like

to have somebody love you? I can hardly remember, nowa-

days. . . ."

"So, good bye, Roger."

"Might I stay, Dorothy, if I very much wanted to?"

She stared into his eyes for a pensive half-minute.

"First show me how much you want to," she suggested, lifting

her lips.
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CHAPTER XCI

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MADAME ARGENTINA

THIS is the story, essentially veracious, that Roger heard from

the lips of its protagonist, after he had satisfied her of the

quality of his affection :

Dorothy remained faithful to Tim as long as they lived to-

gether. There had been so little to cherish in her old imprison-

ment that the carefree hazards of shanty town proved exhila-

rating by comparison. Before they palled, Tim advanced his

station to that of clerk for the Manhattan Gas Light Company,

and moved his bride into neat rooms on Avenue A, conveniently

abutting the Roman Catholic Cemetery. A year later he was

made inspector for the company, and as such stood upon the

sill of limitless advancement.

Regrettably, someone then told him about the Friendly Sons

of St. Patrick. Imbued with Fenian zeal, he soon resigned from

the gas company to put his glib tongue to work organizing the

American Irish, for emoluments scanty and erratic. Still

Dorothy did not rebel. Late in 1848, however, after the revo-

lution, he was honored with a secret mission to Paris and Dub-
lin, and left his wife to the charities of the organization.

The Friendl}^ Sons, a scatterbrained outfit at best, proved

handier with consolations than with dollars. When she had re-

ceived no word from Tim in six months, and was faced by a

landlady who would no longer accept promises in lieu of rent

money, Dorothy found it logical to succumb at last to the

blandishments of a certain O'Grady, secretary to the Friendly

Sons, whose own wife had wronged him unspeakably by increas-

ing her weight from eight to eighteen stone. A brief adventure

with a gallant ship's captain, met by chance on Broadway, ended

her none too happy months of fidelity to O'Grady of the
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Friendly Sons. Something half-consciously seductive in her

glance made invitations frequent enough whenever she went

strolling alone, while her speech and manner belied the original

impression, raising her at once in the estimation of her ac-

costers. With these ingredients, she discovered in the case of the

ship's captain that she could afford to be particular, and thence-

forth was.

The third such chance lover, a moneyed youth of seventeen,

wished to monopolize her affections, and installed her in hand-

some rooms from which she was summarily evicted when his

family discovered the idyl. It was then, lacking even a lodging

for the night, that she fell prey to Madame Argentina's un-

canny aptitude at ferreting out well bred young women of too

much spirit. The rules of the establishment, as explained to

Dorothy, were briefly as follows

:

Only men of wealth and breeding were accepted as visitors,

and then only by invitation. After being introduced to the young
ladies in a group, visitors would be conducted to another room
before signifying their choice. Each young lady had a right to

declare herself indisposed, if the man who had found her alluring

failed to prove attractive himself. Thenceforth, whenever he

called, that girl would be warned of his presence in time to

absent herself from the group amenities. Madame, with a tact

and wisdom rare in one of her profession, realized that to hold a

distinguished clientele her young ladies must be, after a fashion,

contented. The result was a startling number of marriages,

usually to ships' officers, who had avoided normal society all

their lives, and cared not a whit for its opinions. To such ro-

mances, Madame never objected ; but for each of the even larger

total of enduring liaisons that began under her roof, she exacted

a sizeable fee, which was never refused: Madame knew too much

about too many people. On the other hand, one of the main at-

tractions of her establishment was its reputation for discretion.

She could have blackmailed millions from the reigning families

of New York. Perhaps some day she would; but for eighteen

years she had successfully avoided even the semblance of scandal.
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Visitors were required to appear before eight o'clock, and to

take dinner, which was superbly cooked and served at $25 the

couple. There was no other fee ; but men who had not been suffi-

ciently generous were apt to find the parlors empty, however

early their arrival. Madame supplied her young ladies with

charming gowns, and maintained a box for them at all impor-

tant plays, concerts, and operas, although she always sat dis-

creetly apart from them herself. In sentimental moments, she

found justification by explaining that young females always im-

proved their status under her roof, and lessened the hazards of

their rebellion from the commonplace. In most cases this doubt-

less was true.

Nevertheless, Roger's conscience was assailing him from two

mutually uncongenial directions as he walked westward in the

morning. Breakfast, at a Bowery chophouse, was punctuated

by the recurrent thought, ". . . Ought to get her out of there

before tonight. . .
." When his more matter-of-fact self bluntly

inquired, ". . . Why? . . ," conscience replied, ", . . Because

the place isn't quite as idyllic as Madame seems to have made
it out to her, and I'm in a way responsible for her being there.

She may have luck. But if she doesn't go up a step soon, she'll

go a long way down to the next thing. . . ."

". . . But what else have you got in view for her? . .
."

He tried not to think about that: the solution was too ob-

vious. At least the decision must swing to some extent upon
Mary's attitude.

". . . Mary, my dear. Hol-la! I guess you have a right to

dislike me, after I went sailing off last time with something less

than a by-your-leave. Forgotten that. Nice of me, to give you

the choice of coming or staying, with young William only two

weeks old, and Doc Francis snuffing around. Plenty of young-

sters have been born at sea, but not with that old grampus for

midwife. Well, Mary. You can be rid of my attentions now, if

you like. We can live like Jawn Franswar, if that suits you
better. I'll keep family and lovemaking in different houses. . .

."
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Mary's eyes were dark with sleeplessness, when she came down
to greet him.

"I'm sorry Roger. Oh, I hoped it would be different, this

time. But it wasn't. I didn't want to be cruel. You know that.

Don't you know that.? But we've been pretending so long. I

couldn't, any longer."

"That's good. Now we can both be Aonest. What do you want

to do.?"

"It's all so strange. I thought I knew, but I don't, now."

"This can't keep up, of course, Mary. I've been the one at

fault, all through, so now you have a right to do the deciding."

For all their sad relief in honesty, neither quite came to the

point of mentioning Hugh. Their talk reached only an emo-

tional truce. Late in the afternoon, Roger walked eastward

again to Tompkins Square and arranged a week at the seashore

for Mile. Gavreau.

"Charming!" was Madame's comment. "My newest boarder

seems to have made a complete conquest of one of my oldest

visitors—very quickly."

Captain Murray omitted to explain that he was not planning

to share the little cottage at Coney Island. What he princi-

pally wanted was time to think, time for a conflict of emotions

to resolve itself in some clear direction. As a minor feature of

his large problem, he would have given a good deal to know
whether Madame was aware of the true identity of her "newest

boarder" ; but Madame's face was quite as hard to read as that

of the horse which it resembled.

CHAPTER XCII

THE BARMECIDE'S FEAST

CAPTAIN MURRAY'S new home was singularly quiet and

peaceful, next day, now that elaborate pretenses were over.
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Gratitude colored Mary's smiles, and his own usual attentive-

ness had no ulterior motive. The world seemed at pause in its

business, despite the ever-increasing hurly-burly on South

Street, scarce a mile away. Then, for awhile, he reentered that

fantastic life of the waterfront, as owner rather than as master

now, to supervise the lading of the Sea Witch. At home, in the

evenings, talk was of neutral topics. He told stories of California

—the mad, young, lusty strip of land in which they had thought

to begin a new life together—and described the old Spanish

rancheria which he had purchased at Point San Bruno.

Each day came offers of command. The Challenge, Webb's

oversparred giant of 2006 tons, might have been Roger's to

take out around the world's worst corner ; she sailed on the 13th,

under another master. The Typhoon, nearly as large, had been

towed down from Portsmouth and was lading for quick dis-

patch, under Captain Murray, if he wanted her. In Bell's yard

the largest clipper of all, as yet unnamed, was receiving her

first strakes of planking; her owners, Messrs. Booth and Edgar,

personally called to offer her to Captain Murray.

McKay's first clipper, the Stag Hound, must have reached

California by this. His second (for a few days the world's

largest, until the Challenge was launched) had sailed early in

June, sped by a newsprint prediction

:

The Flying Cloud is just the kind of a vehicle, or whatever

else it may be called, that a sensible man would choose for a

ninety days \oya.ge.

After one glimpse of her at the edge of the doldrums, Roger
was prepared to hear that the Flying Cloud had made good its

admirer's boast ; but when several other ships wore banners in

their rigging to announce 80 DAYS TO THE GOLDEN
GATE he felt that he was being made unwilling party to a

fraud. His own run of 97 days in the Sea Witch, and that of

Dumaresq in the Surprise, patently were being used as a basis

for computing the figure of 80 days, with the idea that speed

continually increased with size, a thesis that was sheer fraud
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to anyone who had ever seen a proa in a stiff breeze. No-one but

Dumaresq had been able to lower Roger's time to California, in

a ship of whatever size; and Dumaresq had done it by but a

scant eight hours.

In turning down a succession of tempting offers, Captain

Murray knew that he was not irrevocably affirming his retire-

ment. New circumstances at home put another voyage among
the possibilities ; but it was obvious that, the longer he waited,

the better would be his ship. He was even offered command of a

steamer. That made him laugh. Steam was done for. As Mr.

Bennett pointed out in a sarcastic editorial, it had passed its

abortive climax, and had been found not only too costly but

also, off the rivers at least, far too slow. Even the trans-

Atlantic trade, which a year or two ago had been almost de-

spaired of by the windship enthusiasts, now was swinging back

into the keeping of new, enormous packet ships, with berths for

1000 passengers and no stinking, hot, noisy, vibrant engine to

annoy them. If it had accomplished nothing else, steam at least

had offered a threat sufficient to raise sailers to unexampled

excellence of design, and prowess in action. From a list tacked

up on the underwriters' bulletin board, Roger learnt that fifty

ships described as clippers had been launched or laid down dur-

ing the preceding six months, of which more than thirty were

larger than his Sea Witch. Six of them had double her registered

tonnage.

July was all but over, and his ship nearly ready to sail ; but

now, more than ever before, the owners were baffled by the prob-

lem of securing an adequate commander. Roger would have been

willing to give her to one of the Macaense mates, had not the

shipping laws required that the master be an American citizen.

Barbosa, moreover, had just accepted a berth under Farran in

the Eagle.

When Roger mentioned the problem to Mary, one evening, she

sat thinking for a minute with hands resting quietly on her em-

broidery ring.

"Roger, couldn't you find a good first officer, and promise him
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the ship from California on? We could go in her to San Fran-

cisco, M'ith you commanding and teaching him anything that he

needs to know."

He started to speak, paused, and then said firmly, "Hugh's

already signed on. Would you want him to go too?"

"Yes, that was part of it. He wrote me. Wait, I'll show you."

"Don't bother. All I want to know is what you'd really like

to do, about him. Don't be afraid. I know how it's been."

"What do you mean? If you mean he's done anything he

shouldn't—

"

"That isn't what I mean. I'm proud of my young brother."

"Oh, I'm so glad, because you should be, in that sense. It was

all my fault, in a way. He was the strong one, about it."

"It was my fault, but no matter. That's bygones, Mary.

You're sure you wouldn't rather go in a different ship ?"

"I'm sure I wouldn't. Here's what I've been thinking. Every-

thing's new and free in California. What you used to be doesn't

matter, there. A good place to start over. So I think that you

and I—and Hugh, should go there together. And—well—two

of us should stay, and start over."

Roger arose and walked to the window, to look for awhile at

the long shadows that crept slowly across Washington Square.

"Which two ?" he asked presently.

"We won't know, will we, till we get there?"

"You know well enough, Mary."

"It's time to be honest, now, Roger. Please try to believe me.

I was terribly in love with Hughie, when we were all in China

together. That was four endless years ago. Men talk about

honor, in times like that. That's because they can afford to.

They're free. Women aren't free. They live in little rooms. And
sometimes love fills the little rooms so full that there isn't any

space left—even for the thing that men call honor. And I sup-

pose it's all right for men and women to be different, that way,

as long as neither one gives in. Do you see? They're just dif-

ferent integrities. Man's integrity is to put honor highest.

Woman's is to put love first of all. We don't have to think about
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that. It just happens, when the time comes. Oh, I've thought so

much about it afterwards, though. And I think I understand it,

now. At first I was bitter because he wouldn't give up everything

for love. But now I see that when people get as tangled up as

we three were, the best you can do is not surrender what you be-

lieve. It was right of me to want him, because I loved him so

much that nothing else mattered. It was right of him to refuse,

because men put honor first. You see? And so—

"

"And so I was the only one wrong. No, Mary, I mean that.

You two were honest with your own beliefs, and I let myself

live in a fool's paradise. I knew that's what it was, all along.

The Barmecide's feast. But I wouldn't admit it. Why? Too
proud, I guess. Too proud. Hol-Za/ the great Captain Murray
couldn't let himself admit that his wife preferred the ship's car-

penter. Unthinkable ! Why, he wouldn't have been fool enough to

marry a woman who was fool enough to prefer the affections of

Chips ! And so I did nothing, till it was too late. All right on the

quarterdeck, but I couldn't hold one woman to a true course.

Well," he sat down, smiling wearily, "now it's up to you. I'll do

whatever you say. Divorce me if you like. A couple of weeks ago

I provided all of the necessary preliminaries."

She went to sit upon the arm of his chair. "That was my do-

ing, Roger. I know. I was hateful, those first few days. Somehow
I couldn't help it. Whatever happens, I'll never have to act that

way again. That came of pretending to the breaking point.

We'd been cheating ourselves too long, for each other, with

neither getting anything out of it. The real wrong came of my
own horrible selfishness in thinking that I had a right to make
you give up the sea that you love so much."

"The sea that I love? Aren't you being a shade too romantic?

The sea's my trade. I don't love it any more than Old Money-
bags loves his desk."

"That's just it. It's even more than something you love,

Roger. It's become so much a part of you that you aren't even

aware that you love it. But you can't do without it. We've seen

that."
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"I could, for the sake of being loved in return. The sea's a

cold lady. She gives 30U back nothing but strength for your

love of her. And then she takes the strength away again, if you

don't quit in time."

"I see. This may sound strange, Roger, but I have a feeling

that we've all got to go to the sea to find out what we're to do

from now on. It's been the sea that's confused us all, and robbed

us from the first. If 3^ou hadn't gone away that first time, I

don't suppose any of these troubles would ever have had a

chance to start. We've got to get back from the sea what she's

taken, by all going together, and all being honest. Right now, I

don't know whether Hughie would have me if I went to him. I'm

not even certain that I love him any more. I haven't seen him in

—years, now. While I loved him I hated him too, for not doing

what I wanted. Everything's mixed up, now. But if we sail away
together I have a feeling that we'll land in California with every-

thing at rights again."

CHAPTER XCIII

AN OCEAN RACE

IN the closing days of July, Captain Murray dined at Clark &
Brown's, in Maiden Lane, with a succession of ambitious packet-

ship mates. One wiry youngster named Didricksen had just re-

ceived his master's papers, and proved willing to go to Cali-

fornia as first officer with the proviso that he would proceed

therefrom as master.

On July 31st the following squib appeared in the Herald:

We notice that two famous ships are up for California,

likely to sail together, the Typhoon and the Sea Witch. For
all her puny inches, the latter long ago set a number of marks

that the big clippers have not been able to better, while the
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former has reeled the fastest time yet to Liverpool, 121/^ days.

Captain Murray, after making his yearly gesture of swallow-

ing the anchor, will again take out the Sea Witch. The
Typhoon, built in New Hampshire, brings a master from that

state with her, named Salter. Now at last we will see whether

a New York ship can really "beat one twice her size from

down east" as the boast has it. Good luck to both, say we.

The Sea Witch sailed on the 1st of August, leaving her big

adversary to follow a day later. Let us watch them with the eyes

of Ariel. Down her accustomed mid-oceanic course the Sea

Witch drove again, with the Typhoon upon her heels, at times

creeping up until her skysails were visible in the clear air of the

trades, then slipping back from sight. For nearly a month
they remained within 200 miles of each other, with the smaller

vessel holding her lead. On August 28th, Captain Salter thought

that he was overhauling his rival, and frantically rigged a

spare staysail between the main truck and the skysail yard, as

a kind of moon raker to turn the balance. Gradually he neared

the ship ahead ; but it proved to be the Raven, an even smaller

vessel, 23 days out of Boston. That was exasperating news to

Salter, who was 26 days out from New York in his bigger ship.

Sailing in the same airs, however, gradually he drew ahead.

Next day the three ships were in line, barely out of sight of each

other, the Sea Witch still leading. Then, in baffling airs off the

Rio de la Plata, the Raven passed the Typhoon. Both of the

smaller ships increased their lead over her as they went cracking

down through Grand Bay to enter the Straits of Le Maire in

sight of each other, with the Typhoon 500 miles astern.

But JEolus was waiting off the Horn, with some of his bigger

sacks open wide. Neither of the leaders could make a yard

against full gales and strong currents. Side by side, now under

staysails, now under double reefs, they battled it out, while the

Typhoon came ramping through the straits, and ranged up
alongside. Then ^olus tired of his more robustious activities,

and all three stood into the Pacific in company, picking up what
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northing they could get. Under continually shifting breezes, the

Sea Witch once more drew ahead. At the line she was 400 miles

north of the Raven, and nearly 1000 northwest of the Typhoon.

The rest of the run was stormy, even in the trades ; and with

an increase of strong, adverse winds, the vantage shifted to the

largest vessel, as it had off Cape Stiff. She crept up inexorably.

The Raven also gained. When 500 miles off the Farallones,

watchers on the Sea Witch had the unhappy experience of see-

ing both rival vessels sail by with a good rap full, a few miles

away, while she lay for hours in a freak local calm. The Typhoon
was first to enter the Golden Gate, on November 18th, the 107th

day from New York, The Raven came in on the 19th, and the

Sea Witch on the 20th.

The Raven's departure had been taken, however, after that

of the others; so her sailing time of 106 days clearly made her

winner, even though the sailing route from Boston is two or

three watches shorter than that from New York. The Sea Witch,

after leading almost all the way, took third place with her mark
of 110 days. It was the first time that she had ever been beaten

by ships with which she sailed in company. Even so, she could

not evade all claim to record performance ; for she was now the

first ship that ever had made two runs from the east coast to

California in 110 or fewer days.

Such was the race, as it presented itself to the hypothetical

eyes of Ariel—ship against ship. If the sprite had swooped

down and purchased a copy of the California Courier of No-
vember 22nd, he would have got news therein of a more intense,

coeval drama, invisible from his lofty point of vantage

:

The ship Sea Witch has arrived again, and Capt. Murray,
her commander, has also—but where are seven of his crew.''

And where is he and his guilty mate.^* The accounts given of

Captain Murray towards his men, if true, make him one of

the most inhuman monsters of this age. If they are true, he

should be burned alive—he should never leave this city a live

man. Survivors say that three of his crew were shaken from
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the mizen topsail yard into the sea and drowned, and four

died from ill treatment. One poor fellow died today, and

three others, it is expected, will soon be in the embrace of

death. One of the men now lying on his death bed has been

severely injured in the genitals by a kick from this brute in

human form, who has made his escape, and so has his brutal

mate.

For a time he was raving mad, and report has it that he

was tied down and the ship navigated by some woman he had

brought aboard, to the peril of all on board. But he broke

loose and cowed everyone for the rest of the voyage. It is an

infamous outrage to have such a bloody murderer to com-

mand a ship. He stood trial here last voyage for killing a

seaman, and got off somehow. But we hope that this com-

munity will not permit such a monster to sail as captain of

any vessel again. We did hear last night that the mate had

been taken for questioning, and we trust that all humane men
will turn out and pursue the captain until he is captured and

punished.

Other journals, scooped by the Courier, hastily got special

editions on the street, giving even more lurid accounts. By mid-

afternoon a mob was forming, and nothing had been done to

check it except a perfunctory reading of the Riot Act. The city,

used to Vigilante justice as the only workable sort, did not

intend to put itself out for the sake of a skipper who had twice

come into port under suspicion of murder on the high seas. At
four o'clock, having gone the rounds of the saloons for re-

inforcements, the canaille bore down upon the offices of Darley

& Cramer, the local agents for Prescott & Company. No-one

was found in the building except a few terrified clerks and old

Captain Barton, still flushed with pride at having brought the

Chancellor Kent around the windy corner in 113 days. He peace-

ably offered to represent Captain Murray, but was hauled off

in the guise of hostage. Deputations then waited upon Messrs.

Darley and Cramer at their homes, with an ultimatum that if
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Captain Murray was not produced by 7 :00 o'clock, Barton

would be hanged in his stead.

In the mean while, on the morning following his arrival and

preceding the day of these ominous events, Roger had gone with

Hugh, Mary and young William to his ranch near Point San

Bruno, eight or ten miles away by road, leaving the ship in

charge of her new master, Didricksen. When the Courier ap-

peared with its gory account of the voyage, Mr. Cramer in-

vestigated the arrest of Didricksen, and set about collecting

depositions from the passengers, who had a different story to

tell. Foreseeing trouble, Darley had sought to avert it by riding

out to San Bruno early in the afternoon, with a recommendation

that the accused shipmaster remove to a greater distance until

the community had become calmer. Roger replied that he would

remain where he was, to receive callers in a fashion befitting

their respective errands. After futile pleading, Mr. Darley was

about to depart to see what could be done for Didricksen, when

a furiously ridden horse approached the rancheria. The other

partner, Cramer, leaped to the ground with news of Barton's

plight, and the pleasant additional information that the sheriffs

considered themselves insufficient opposition for several thou-

sand drunken rioters.

Although still in precarious health, Roger demanded that a

horse be saddled by his advisers and ran to seek Hugh, Avho was

stubbornly self-isolated as far as possible from the kitchen,

wherein Mary was preparing supper.

"Hughie, tail onto this, and make no mistakes. I'm needed

on board—

"

"But you're sick, Rog—

"

"Shut up. Harbor piracy's expected. Trouble ashore too.

Don't leave Mary unguarded for any reason

—

any—under-

stand.'' You know where the guns are." He turned hastily to-

ward the door, then swung around for a long, wistful stare.

"Things work out all right, sometimes, Hughie, for the people

that deserve them to. She's got to be taken care of, understand?

That's what matters most. If I come back and find you've left
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her unprotected for a minute, I'll twist your god damned gullet,

Grommet."

They three had been alone in the house. Servants did not

exist, in California, in '51. Even the middle-aged nurse whom
they had brought out with the baby had decided at once to try

her luck in the marriage market. Hugh saw that he must stay,

whatever might be his own desire. He watched from the window,

deeply perplexed and troubled, as his brother and the two visi-

tors galloped away.

CHAPTER XCIV

MUTINEERS

ARIEL'S view of the ocean race between the Raven, Typhoon,
and Sea Witch was had from a station too lofty for him to make
out the more private drama that had reached so vexatious a

climax, however great its effect upon the contest as a whole. The
crew, for this sixth voyage of the Sea Witch, was the worst she

had ever sailed with. On the former California run, although the

new hands had proved lubbers, at least they had been adven-

turers of the first valiant wave, rushing toward untried hazards.

Moreover, they had been supplemented by the six veterans, of

whom only Matt now remained.

On this second voyage toward the Golden Gate, it took an

unusually large crew of thirty-six foremasthands the better part

of five watches to set all sail. Nothing at first could induce the

neophytes to climb higher than the topsail yards. Hugh, Matt,

and the second officer himself, with bungling aid from the deck,

shook out all the loftier canvas. The new hands were of the

second wave, at once avaricious and timid, that had waited for

California to be proved a sure thing by the pioneers. Their

group character came out again and again in crises from which

the ship was saved only by superb maneuvering. At last, when
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four days out, Captain Murray summoned all hands and gave

them a choice.

"Each of you," he barked, "seems to have signed on with the

idea that the rest could run the ship. Well, there's not a damned
seaman amongst you but Matt. In signing as seamen you've

committed a fraud ; but I'm going to give you your chance.

Today we either put back, or proceed with the understanding

that everyone who's not a seaman when we weather St. Roque,

in about three weeks, will be sent in to the consul at 'Buco. The
rest can go on and jump at Frisco with full pay and be damned
to you. Now, which is it to be? From now on, it's irons in the

'tweendecks for refusing to obey legitimate orders."

They elected to proceed ; but it was not easy to make steers-

men out of ward heelers and race track touts. All were full of

earnest endeavor until the threat of 'Buco was well astern ; but

they discovered that a show of ability only invited more work.

Soon four men lay in irons. The officers went constantly armed

;

the skipper scarcely stepped below decks at all. In latitude 19°,

a husky young ruffian who was taking up slack on the foretopsail

brace missed a turn when a blister broke on his palm. The other

men, taken unawares, were hurled into the scuppers. The yard

swung crazily on its lifts, and the ship all but broached to.

Cursing with exasperation, Didricksen hurled the offender

toward the running end of the brace ; whereupon the youth

seized an iron pin upon which the rope should have been belayed,

and felled the mate with a cruel blow that splintered his cheek

bone. The mutineer was stamping on his victim when Captain

Murray reached him from behind with a sharp crack of his

revolver butt. The skull must have been unwontedly thick, for a

second later the captain was forced to shoot in self defense, and

the waister went into irons with a hole in his shoulder.

Order reasserted itself for a few days. When the Sea Witch

fell in with the Raven, in Grand Bay, a tangible race produced

better spirits in the crew ; but the strain was telling upon the

skipper. For weeks, with the Damoclean hazard of a fatal blun-

der hanging momently over the ship, he had taken very little
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time below. Now that his mate was rendered unfit for duty, he

rested hardly at all. Mary came up to plead with him, time after

time, protesting that she was competent to stand some of his

watches. At last, on an evening when the ship was in Cardozo's

charge, Roger did suddenly enter his cabin. Mary was sewing,

accompanied by the baby's nurse, who immediately withdrew.

"Come, it*s time we were getting to bed," Roger announced.

When his wife hesitated in surprise, he crushed her against his

breast and pressed his lips to her hair. They had not slept to-

gether since his visit to Madame Argentina's ; yet at this sudden

change Mary was more worried than resentful. He blinked as he

looked at her, then shook his head as if to discipline ailing eye-

sight. "Take off your clothes," he said sternly, "those silly

clothes. It's time for bed."

"Let me help you with your things," she suggested. "You're

so tired. I'll sit at the bedside."

"So you won't come to bed? Hol-la! All right, then."

He swung from the stateroom and made his way to the for-

ward deck-house, where the rooms that had once been crew's

quarters now were sub-divided into six little passenger cabins.

Hugh was startled at sight of his brother's face in the moon-

light, and stepped forward in time to see him enter the cabin

occupied by a young female passenger. In a misery of unworthy

hope and fear, he crept up to stand by the door. Then pre-

monition pulled his gaze aft. He saw Mary approaching, lean-

ing against the cold wind, one hand clutching a shawl.

"Oh, where did he go, Hughie? It's come. It's what I've feared

for weeks. He's—oh, I think he's out of his mind."

"He's in the sail locker," Hugh lied quickly. "He'll be all

right there. I'll see that he gets aft again. You'd better go

back."

"That's not the sail locker. So he's in there. That's her room."

"Whose room.''"

"The woman he told me he was bringing. Good night, then,

Hughie."

"Mary! wait." All the tyrannic past came up and gripped
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him: the hours when he had prayed for such a moment as this,

and had hated himself for doing so. '*Come. You shall," he said.

With Mary's hand fast in his, he pulled the stateroom door open.

The young woman was reclining upon her bunk, against pil-

lows. Roger lay beside her, his head resting against her shoulder

and breast. Both were fully clothed ; and, although he had been

there but a minute, the captain was sleeping soundly. The young
woman lifted a finger to her lips, and stared placidly at Mary.

"All he wants is sleep, he says," she whispered. "That's the least

anyone could help him to."

Hugh closed the door quickly and let Mary's hand fall from

his. They stood still in the moonlight, each with eyes averted.

Before them the dancing kumatage stretched away to the hori-

zon, like a golden torrent pouring from the moon.
". . . We're all moon-mad. Hasn't she got anything to say.''

Oh, Mary, Mary, what was it that you did to him ? . . ."

But Mary had no explanation to give. She walked with head

bowed, back to her cabin.

Punctiliously, a few minutes before the watch ended, Roger
emerged and took his place on the poop. Hugh crept to the after

companionway to observe him, and remained for hours, awaiting

some vague evidence—he knew not just what—that never pre-

sented itself.

Mary and Roger took observations, the noon following, as if

nothing had happened, and compared results that were identical

to the minute. In winds that yawed continuously back and

forth, the Raven gained and dropped astern and gained again.

Captain Murray kept his yards trimmed in a style that gave

his men no rest. Cardozo tried to be more lenient next morning,

but won a rebuke from his superior for his pains.

Again, at noon, the skipper and his wife prepared to shoot

the sun. It might be the last chance in a long while, with Cape
Stiff around the corner. "Mister, a small pull on the lee braces,"

the captain ordered, and lifted the sextant to his eye. After

bringing the horizon and sun to approximate coincidence, he

lowered the instrument at sound of a scuffle forward. All that
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could be seen was a tangle of heaving bodies, a glimpse of Car-

dozo*s face.

"Get your observation," he said sharply to Mary, and leapt

into the waist. Chips emerged from his shop just in time to watch

his brother lift one man and smash him unconscious against the

pinrail. Two more he jerked erect and knocked limp with a

quick, machine-like blow to the chin of each. Then the others,

four in all, left their first victim and rushed the captain with

knives. He seemed to have forgotten his revolver, and met them

fist to blade. For a few weird moments Hugh was fascinated,

unable to help. One of the attackers fell backward and rolled

over, shrieking, pressing his hands between his thighs. The cry

broke the spell. Hugh seized a teakwood bucket and jumped to

swing it down on the head of another mutineer. The man dropped

inertly ; but Roger went down at the same moment. Both sur-

vivors turned upon Hugh. He swung the bucket wildly. The
knife in a warding hand bit deeply into its wood. A curious hot

numbness suddenly made his right arm and shoulder useless.

Hugh fell, with cruel fingers gripping his throat. Then they

let go.

"I'll shoot ! I know how, and I will, you filthy beasts."

Hugh looked up to see Mary standing with a revolver in her

hand. His two recent assailants were uncertainly approaching

her, well apart. He regained his feet, seized the bucket in his

left hand, and lurched forward to crash it again on the head of

the nearer one. A moment later Mary was giving him the re-

volver, and the last mutineer was disappearing beyond the

corner of the forward house.

All the while one man had been writhing and shrieking. Now
some of the others commenced to shake themselves. Hugh
glanced aft, where Matt had remained stolidly at the wheel,

giving less attention to the fracas than to the ripple playing

across the checked-in topgallants. Mary was kneeling beside

Roger. Two of the cabin passengers—middle aged men—came

hesitantly aft with derringers in their hands. A number of the

crew were standing on the fo'c's'le head, maintaining their neu-
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trality at the most distant available point. "See to him," Hugh
said to the passengers, with a gesture toward Cardozo, from

whom a great deal of blood had flowed. "Is Roger all right,

Mary?"
"His heart's beating. But, oh ! there's an awful cut on his

head, and in his neck too," She tore strips from an underskirt

to stanch the wounds. When one of the mutineers tried to rise,

Hugh shoved the pistol in his face and ordered him to lie still.

The passengers found Cardozo also alive, but covered with knife

wounds. When the steward put in his tremulous appearance,

Hugh dispatched him for the medicine chest. Mary and the two

passengers remained on guard while Hugh fetched irons from

his shop and riveted the fallen mutineers together in positions

that rendered them helpless. All the while Matt held the ship as

close to the wind as she would sail, with an occasional glance

toward the Raven, five or six miles off the port quarter.

It was only when the crisis was over that the full realization

of a larger dilemma became apparent to Hugh. All three of the

ship's officers were in their bunks, badly injured. Five men
below and six on deck were in irons. One mutineer, named Dunn,
was at large. The Straits of Le Maire were behind them, and the

world's most savage waters lay just ahead. Two of the four

passable steersmen so far developed lay shackled. The nearest

adequate port was 1000 miles sternward, up the grim Pata-

gonian coast.

". . . First job's to get that mutineer, Dunn . . ." he de-

cided, and then said, "You two, stay on guard here." It was a

little startling to hear the passengers respectfully say, "Yes,

sir." Heartened by that acknowledgment of assumed authority,

he went forward, pulled back the scuttle of what was now the

men's quarters, in the true fo'c's'le, and called, "All hands."

"They're all up here, Chips," one of the crew said.

"Where's Dunn?"
"Oh. Guess he is below, at that."

"You, then, go down and tell him to come up."

"Why do I take orders from you?"
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That marked the true crisis, and Hugh knew it. Twenty-four

inept seamen—neutrals in an obviously unplanned, spontaneous

mutiny—would either take orders or take control; and Hugh
acknowledged that it was not in his own nature to be domineer-

ing. The uncertain pumping of his heart was sufficient warning

that he must win by another means.

*'I'm giving orders while the skipper's being fixed up. He'll be

on deck again in a few hours. Meanwhile, I'm highest ranker.

Look at the payroll on the articles down there under the scuttle,

if you don't know that already. If there's anybody else who can

run this ship, step up." They looked at each other and shuffled

their feet. "Well, I was acting mate across the Pacific, last trip,

when the other one jumped at Frisco, And I'm acting mate now.

Can anyone else do the job.'' No.^* Then I'm running her till

someone else can. Go down and tell Dunn I want him."

"All right."

Dunn, however, refused to budge. Hugh saw Mary approach-

ing with a pistol dangling by its trigger guard from each fore-

finger.

"I ought to go below and get that mutineer," he said softly.

"He'll be the rotten apple in the barrel if we don't. Will you

guard the scuttle .P"

She looked searchingly into his eyes, as if unwilling to let

him go below alone, and then nodded recognition that there was

no choice.

Dunn was waiting with a capstan bar, too long to be swung
effectively in the cramped fo'c's'le. The companionway rail ab-

sorbed most of the first, over-hasty blow. Chips fired at once, and

the man screamed, "Don't shoot, I'll give up." He had not been

hit at all.

Chips marched him up to be ironed. Thus was order restored.

But there were harder problems ahead. Ignoring for the time

what had happened on the second day preceding, Hugh and

Mary held a conference. In the outcome it was decided that there

would be little to lose in a try at weathering the Horn, which

might prove amenable, with September lengthening toward
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southern spring. In miles, Valparaiso was not much farther

than the sternward Plata towns.

In the dog watches the tricks were reallotted, as all of the

mutineers had been members of the starboard watch. When
night deepened, Hugh ordered the topgallants in and the top-

sails reefed. Then, very suddenly, as he stared into the binnacle

to verify a course which Mary had worked out, that little win-

dow of light became as dark as the rest of the world. She knelt

with a small cry of despair, and presently discovered what both

had been too busy or excited to notice: a neat cut in his heavy

reefer. The numbness in his right shoulder, which he had

thought the result of a blow only, came from a deep knife wound
that had soaked his shirt with blood taken for sweat.

Matt was back at the wheel, voluntarily, after a short rest

through the dog watches. She warned him to say nothing of this

ultimate misfortune, and went hurriedly to summon the Chinese

steward, who carried Chips below and tended his wound. Then
Mary pushed a pistol into the pocket of the faithful lascar,

and said, "We two have got to run the ship, Matt."

He nodded. "I steer all night, lady. Relief come, you tell him

two men needed. That's so. I stay too.'*

Next morning, when she was doggedly fighting with weari-

ness after an all night vigil in the crescent wind, Mary was

relieved to see the steward appear, assisting Didricksen. One
side of the mate's face was still in bandages, covering the eye.

Through the forenoon watch he directed the ship from a lashed

chair, while she rested below, unable to sleep. Both Hugh and

Roger had been delirious all night, trying to arise, prevented by

their own weakness owing to lost blood. Both relaxed after noon

and slept ; but Didricksen complained of the early twilight ; and

Mary realized in futile misery that he was becoming blind.

With Matt acting as bo's'n, the mate at least had got all the

canvas in except staysails, in preparation for the gales. As the

Raven was still in sight, Mary wheedled Didricksen into going

below and thereafter took her cue from the accompanying ves-

sel. Again, with Matt, she stayed all night upon the quarterdeck,
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while the ship was driven far south of the Horn by winds that

gave her not a mile of westing. The new daylight showed no

trace of the Raven. When Hugh came staggering up the com-

panionway, white and resentful, it was blowing a full gale.

Mary yielded to his insistence and went below, upon receiving a

promise that he would arouse her in time to take observations if

the sky cleared. ^

Even the touts and ward heelers did their best, during the

next extravagant week or two, in a ship navigated by a woman,
with the carpenter for mate. The disabled officers provided more
trouble than the crew. Roger's malady obviously was brain fever,

aggravated by his wounds. Didricksen remained nearly blind.

Cardozo wavered on the edge of death for days, but was the first

to rally strongly. Frequently Roger appeared on deck, gave

intelligent orders, and went back quietly to bed; but once he

came up raving, and wanted to steer, himself. Matt let him,

until eight bells struck, when the mad skipper went amiably

below again. Several times he went forward to the cabin allotted

to Lucille Gavreau.

At last came a clear day when Mary found the longitude by

chronometer to be 68° 5' west, at latitude 57° 11' south. She

thereupon put the ship on the northern tack under double reefs,

into a fresh gale from due west. Before evening she fell in once

more with the Raven, and sighted the Typhoon for the first

time since leaving New York.

With hints from the log of the last voyage, Mary laid a

course well offshore. Now the Typhoon, now the Raven, was in

company with the Sea Witch. At times the temptation to run

up an inverted flag was almost overpowering, for the incon-

gruous, hollow-eyed pair in command. They admitted to each

other afterwards that it was a kind of pride in the vessel herself

which stayed them. She had behaved all the while as if sensible

to the dilemma. Never had she sailed so sweetly. Even when a

lubber was at the wheel, she pridefully had refused to yaw. On
one such occasion, when a stupid steersman was giving the ship
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every chance to hang herself up in irons, Hugh said, "I think

she knows. I think she's doing everything she can for us."

Mary nodded. "She does know. I've wondered and wondered.

Do you suppose the habit of being well handled all her life has

something to do with it? There's flex to all the timbers. Don't

you suppose that good handling flexes them in the right places,

for proper casting from tack to tack, so that even that fool at

the wheel can't quite make a fool of her too, in spite of him-

self?"

"That's part of it, Mary. But she's alive, with an intelligence

of her own. I know it."

"I think I believe that too," she said.

While acting as officers, both put other matters sternly out

of mind. Mary long ago had admitted to herself the foolishness

of hoping that the sea could solve their older problem. From
the moment of clearance, Hugh had obstinately refused every

opportunity to speak with her, until the mutiny had made their

association unavoidable.

At 50° south Cardozo was able to resume his duties. Soon

afterward, Roger also seemed normal again. "Well, that's over,"

he announced on the sixtieth day, after sleeping for thirty-six

hours. Thereafter he stood his watches as usual, and made no

further reference to his illness.

The basic intelligence displayed by the foremasthands when

everyone was in danger relapsed before a new session of driving

that sent the Sea Witch far ahead of her rivals. Twice Mr. Car-

dozo was attacked in the darkness. He chose to defend himself

with his knife ; the assailants were consequently identified by

their wounds, triced up, and flogged. Then a cabin passenger

was robbed of his money belt, and (which was more serious) a

derringer. Diligent searches failed to discover either. Next eve-

ning, however, a ball from the weapon whirred past Roger's

head. Its other barrel was fired in daylight, to greet Didricksen

at the fo'c's'le scuttle on the first day of his return to duty.

Though wounded in the right arm, the mate fired in return at

the flash and killed his assailant. That ended mutinies ; but
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dysentery set in among the men in irons, and two died before

reaching port. In a hard gale off the Farallones, three hands

were whipped from the mizzen topsail yard while furling, when

their shipmates on deck let the lee brace go by the run. Although

the ship was put about at once and a boat lowered, none was

saved.

After his apparent recovery, Roger for a time had nursed his

health, remaining below for at least two of the six daily watches ;

but the great decrease in number of a crew that was inept to

start with, seemed insidiously to require him to give more and

more of his own time. Although he did not again crack under

the pressure, while it lasted, when the hook went down in the lee

of Alcatraz he went unsteadily to his cabin, where the port

warden found him asleep in his chair. He arranged at once for

the succession of Didricksen, who would be in charge of all

harbor duties. That done, he followed the deserting seamen

ashore, hired a carriage, and drove to his ranch with young

William, Mary and Hugh. It seemed possible there to discuss on

an even footing the problem which affected them all. Unexpected

occurrences of the voyage had been only a partial cause of this

postponement: the ingrained difference of rank of the two

brothers would have made the attempt futile, at sea. Pending

the outcome of that conference, Roger sent Mile. Gavreau to be

lodged at the Parker House, under the protection of the middle-

aged nurse, who had conceived an affection for that spirited

young woman.

CHAPTER XCV

THROUGH THE FIRE

AT the outskirts of San Francisco, the two agents who had

ridden in with Roger from his rancheria paused to wipe mud
from their faces and to suggest that they reconnoitre in ad-
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vance. It wanted twenty minutes of the hour at wliich the mob
had vowed to hang a shipmaster, innocent or guilty; but during

the afternoon sanity might have been reestablished.

"Yes, and on the other hand, their watches may be wrong,"

the skipper countered stubbornly, easing himself with a grip on

the pommel as he drove his heels into the horse's sweating sides.

Like a great octopus, the crowd in Portsmouth Square thrust

restless arms into the saloon doors, lengthening, contracting,

never still. Roger sensed its drunken temper at once, as he reined

up. Reason would have no effect upon it, but boldness might.

"Make way ! God damn you, get out of my way," he shouted,

forcing his horse toward the center of the square, where old

Barton was standing, straight as a spar, on a cart that might

at any moment be hauled from beneath him, leaving him to

strangle slowly in the noose about his neck.

Darley and his partner thought that they had done enough

in the name of justice, without following a madman to the edge

of the very gallows. They went riding off to toll the bell of the

Monumental Fire Engine House in hopes that the Vigilantes

might rally for once on the side of lawful procedures. Mean-
while, the crowd growled and pushed back until the imperious

invader could swing from his horse to the cart. No-one objected

when he slashed Barton's thongs, removed the noose from an

innocent neck, and stood clinging to it for steadiness. As his

eyes swept the sea of faces, he perceived that he was unrecog-

nized, and sensed that the same imperious tactics with which he

had commenced could complete the freeing of Barton and of

himself as well. The other captain, staring at him for a cue, saw

however a bitter smile that twisted for a moment upon the lips

of his rescuer. When the words came, they were charged with

reckless, cold anger.

"I'm Captain Murray. What in hell do you mean by threaten-

ing this innocent man? and what might your business be with

me.?"

"That him?"—"Kill him!"—"Hang him !"—"Swing 'im

'igh !"—"Nah, burn him."—"Sure, burn the bastard. Hangin's
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too good fer him."—"Yea ! Bur-rn 'im alive. Break up the

car-rt and bur-rn the dir-rty divil."

Then the suggestions mingled in an insane roar. "Get out of

this," Roger said fiercely to Barton ; but the old commander
remained on the cart, jaws shut tight, eyes ablaze with futile

scorn, until both were hauled down. A hundred savage hands

broke the wagon to pieces almost as quickly as if it had been

shattered by a blast of powder. Man after man struggled up,

asking for "jist one wallop at 'im, all fer me own." Barton tried

to shield the bleeding, contemptuous face of his fellow, who
stood with arms outstretched in the grip of a dozen hands.

"Easy, boys, easy," one of his captors kept saying. "Keep 'im

alive, so's he'll feel the fire. That's too easy fer 'im. Keep 'im

alive."

As they hauled him to the gallows post, the bell of the engine

company began to clang wildly. "Quick, b'ys, they're a-comin'

fer 'im," became the cry. Roger felt gratefully faint as they

bound him to the wooden upright, and heaped broken boards,

spokes, and fellys around him. A ring of fanatical faces bent

over sputtering lucifers at the edge of the pile. The bell clam-

ored wildly, as flames began to creep upward from all sides. For

a few moments he felt a kind of calmness, as he wondered almost

casually whether the ringing really betokened aid.

". . . What must be, will be. Give fate its chance and the

truth should out. Ought I to pray.'' . .
."

Heat, like a blown cloth, whipped against his eyes. He pressed

the back of his head hard against the post and drew every muscle

tense for the ordeal. The seamy, crazed face of one man who

had helped light the pyre brought memory of another similar

face, vividly seen against rising smoke; but he could not re-

member when or where.

". . . Pass through the fire, to—to— . .
."

He tried desperately to recall a lost word. The eifort became

supremely important as the flames sprang higher and his cloth-

ing began to burn.
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". . . Pass through the fire, through the fire to—to— . .
."

His chin dropped on his chest with the lost word still un-

remembered.

CHAPTER XCVI

BARLEY'S HOUSE

THE vanguard of Vigilantes arrived in bare time to kick burn-

ing wood aside and cut down a man so near to death that it

might better have served the aims of mercy to let the faggots

finish their work. When a glass of brandy aroused him to pre-

carious consciousness, he murmured only, "You fools, why didn't

you let it happen all at once? I'm dead anyway," but next

morning, in the home of Mr. Darle}', the speaker was still alive,

although unconscious and despaired of. Starting with daylight,

Cramer rode out to the rancheria and gave Hugh a mollified

account of the tragedy. "You must be the judge," he repeated

nervously. "Perhaps she should come at once, perhaps not. It

all depends upon how strong she is. He'll probably be dead be-

fore you get there, and surely before the day's out. If dead, it's

better for her not to see him at all. It's a terrible sight, a shock-

ing sight, my boy. You must be the judge."

Hugh left the messenger without speaking a word and stum-

bled into the house.

"Hughie ! Oh, what in God's name has happened," Mary cried,

at sight of his expression. He gripped both fists hard, and then

said evenly, "Roger's tried to get himself killed, that's what."

She clutched at his arms for support, but he pulled away.

"We've got to go to him. Get ready," he ordered, and went

out to harness the horse in the corral. This physical activity

quieted the first overpowering shock.

During the ride to town, with the child on Mary's lap, they

sat grieving in silence. Only once she spoke. "I wonder. Oh, is
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somebody's happiness always somebody else's pain? Can't two

people even hope to be happy, ever, without hurting a third?"

Hugh, from the savagery of remorse, replied, *'No, I suppose

not. But two people might stop short of things that kill the

third, when he's the best of the three."

She pressed her cheek against her baby's hair.

When they reached Darley's house, Roger was still uncon-

scious. Hugh, seeing him first and alone, had no way of telling

that this inert thing was his brother. It was all lumpy yellow,

with flakes of blackness clinging here and there—naked, smeared

thickly with greasy unguents. The breath of the younger brother

shuddered in and out his aching throat. He stared in fascinated

unbelief, then closed his eyes. Blood throbbed at his temples

and seemed to roar with the noise of madness in his ears.

"Is he—dead, yet, doctor?"

"Should be. Of course he can't live."

"Will he be conscious again?"

"Not likely," came the cold voice of the surgeon who had

been sent ashore from a naval vessel in the harbor. "Except for

back, and inside of thighs, and top of head, there isn't any

functioning skin on him. Burn off half, and death's inevitable.

I'd say he's lost somewhat more than half."

"Oh, God forgive us." Hugh knelt weeping at the bedside.

"Doctor—don't let her in, whatever happens. I'll stay—in case

—just in case—

"

Through more than fifty hours, Hugh kept his terrible vigil,

leaving the room for no more than a few moments. The ship-

master's enormous psychic strength, trained to endure weeks of

sleeplessness and privation at sea, kept him barely alive in

defiance of physical rules. After a long time of continual minis-

trations, Hugh himself lapsed into a coma near the last of those

hours, from which he started awake at sound of a painful,

faint whisper. The denuded, blistered head had turned on its

hard pillow, to stare at him from the scant openings beneath

blebbed eyelids.
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"I've made a damned mess of this, Hughie. Take care of her.

She loves you."

"No, Roger, she doesn't. You've got to get well. It's you she

loves."

"Don't lie, Hughie. I've always known."

"But it's different now. Can't you see? Oh, Roger, it would be

hell for us, after this. We don't love each other at all, now

—

now that she knows how much you love her. She never realized,

before."

"Lies, Hughie," came the faint whisper, "no use lying to a

corpse."

"Roger ! We hate each other now, because of this. But you

and she love each other. I swear to God, I swear to God in

Heaven."

"I see. Then let me hear her say that."

Hugh arose wildly, staring at the ghastly, recumbent figure,

plain in the firelight, despite drawn blinds. "All right, but she

mustn't see how sick you are. I'll bring her in blindfolded." He
rushed from the room and found Mary, staring into another fire.

"Mary, you do love him, don't you?"

She lifted a haggard, spiritless face.

"No, Hughie, I don't love him. I don't love anybody at all.

But I'd give my life for him now, if that would do any good.

It's the only thing left that I can do for an^^body."

He gripped her hands fiercely. "Do you really mean that.'"'

"Every word."

"Then you must give your life for him, to him. Come and tell

him that you love him, and make him well."

Hugh led her to the cot, with a kerchief over her eyes.

"Where are you, my lover .'^" she asked, kneeling. Hugh
placed Roger's least injured hand in both of hers. She pressed

it to her mouth, murmuring, "Oh, forgive me ! I've found love

at last. If you die, I shall die too. Sweetheart, lover, come back

to me."

To herself she added, ". . . The doctor says you have to die,

Roger, so this is the least I can do for you now. . . ."
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"Swear," Hugh whispered in her ear.

"I love no-one else but you, Roger. I was mad for a little

while, but that's all over. I swear it on the name of God.'*

There was a faint movement of suppurating lips, but what

they said was inaudible.

CHAPTER XCVII

QUEEN IN THE RAIN

ON the first occasion when Hugh stepped out again from the

house of Mr. Darley, five days after entering it, a newsboy sold

him a paper in which he came upon the following item

:

We are informed that a state of feeling exists among the

seafaring community, different from that which has been

generally expressed regarding Captain Murray. Five seamen

who came out with him on his preceding voyage have come in

from the mines to say that they sailed ten times round the

world with him and were never maltreated and will sign on

today under him, being sick of the mines. Also, from those

who came out with him this last voyage, three, a lascar, the

steward, and the cook, have repudiated all the stories of bru-

tality, and the passengers have signed a unanimous statement

that Captain Murray ran his ship as well as possible, with a

crew of landlubbers, containing only one man (the lascar)

who could steer. As passengers are the first to decry brutality

on the high seas, this report should be given full consideration,

to exonerate the victim of the outrageous proceedings of last

week. It is said that he is not yet dead, though mortally in-

jured. We hope that he can live to see justice done. As a first

step, two men known to have incited the mob have been taken

into custody.
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With the indifferent sanction of the attendant physician,

Hugh himself had performed a delicate labor that probably was

responsible for his brother's continued life. Over the whole body

of the sufferer, with infinite care, he had kept the blebs punc-

tured and drained, and had bathed a frail network of good

skin, running between the welts, thus permitting its pores to

function and its edges to grow. On this fifth morning, the

skipper's pulse was a little stronger, and normal swallowing

had downed a gill of beef broth.

Hugh tucked the paper under his arm and walked down
through drizzling rain to Pacific Wharf, where the Sea Witch
was discharging. Didricksen was checking cargo at the main

hatch.

"Hello, Chips. How is he? I haven't been around yet, to-

day."

"Better, sir. The doctor admitted last night that he might

live."

"I've been praying for that. Funny. First time I've prayed

since I was a shaver. Just had to, somehow, they came so near to

doing it to me. Had me halfway to the square when the Vigi-

lantes came along."

"He was conscious last night, and asked about the ship."

"She's shipshape, tell him. No trouble about a crew. We're

signing 'em on for Anjier, so they can go on from there to Mel-

bourne, to the new gold rush. At least, they think they can. We
can get a crew of lascars in the straits. How about you? Jump-
ing ship with the rest?"

"Not if my brother's well enough when you clear, sir. How
soon's that?"

"Middle of December."

Although the process had small title to its name, yet no-one

could accuse California "justice" of being dilatory. The two

principal inciters of the mob, and more than a score of its mem-
bers, had been taken into custody by the Vigilantes on the

afternoon of November 27th. Next morning the ringleaders were

sentenced to be hanged, and twenty-eight known undesirables to
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banishment. Hugh, walking back at noon from his talk with

Didricksen, saw two men swinging from a double gallows erected

in Portsmouth Square on the site of their own efforts to deal in

lynch law. He was surprised at his callous ability to stare at

them unmoved.

". . . Hoist by their own petard. What's a petard .f* A rope.''

No, a bomb, isn't it? I've forgotten. Oh, Roger, why did you

have to come out just one time too many? I begged you not to.

Look, why didn't I stay in New York, though? I knew I should,

if you and she came here. Then I wouldn't have been able to take

charge of the ship. They'd have put back to the Plata. This

wouldn't ever have happened. The ship did it. She's enslaved us

all. We just had to keep on, after the mutiny, it seemed. Look,

didn't I always say that beauty was a tyrant? Dutch, she took

him first, and then Carmody, and Will—oh, the best of us all,

she took you too, my brother. And now Roger, even if he lives,

she's broken him. He drove her and wracked her too long. Now
she's revenged upon him. . .

."

He turned to look down the long hill toward the bay, massed

with its vessels. Six proud clippers were awaiting their turn at

the wharves, ranging from the little Raven to the gigantic

Challenge. Yet neither of these, nor the Telegraph, neither the

Siren, the Eagle, nor the Typhoon, could displace the Sea Witch

for beauty ; and none of them, on her maiden voyage, had come

within a week of the record set by the Sea Witch on her first

California run. Not to these had the mark fallen, but to a tall,

superb ghost from the shipyard of McKay, now nearing China.

The Flying Cloud had made good her journalistic admirer's

boast of a 90-day passage ; her time, to be precise, had been 89

days, 21^ hours, port to port.

". . . Yes, Sea Witch, we drove you too hard and too long.

The Memnon couldn't beat you, nor the Russell. The Memnon^s

lost, on a reef in Gaspar Strait, the paper says this morning, so

she never will beat you. And the Russell won't either. But they

kept making them bigger and sharper, till at last they made a
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new queen to supplant you—a new queen of the sea. But I

wouldn't sail in her if I could. There comes the rain again. . .
."

Like twilight it advanced across the harbor, making a gray

specter of ship after ship. ". . . No, Galatea, I wouldn't sail in

the new queen, the Flying Cloud. Dynasties change, but the

royal blood runs true. For me you're still the queen. Sea Witch,

the cruel queen I love. Queen in the rain. Fool in the rain. We
two. Lear, King Lear. What else can the fool do for his queen,

except follow, and be faithful? . .
."

As the vaward rain swept up the hill upon which he was stand-

ing, an elegantly attired lady and gentleman rushed from the

new, unpainted, Congregational church, picked a hasty way
across the muddy street, and entered the Golden Zodiac, a nota-

ble gambling hell. Hugh recognized both. The gentleman was Jan
Foltz, who had been pointed out to him last trip as the first

gambler to pass the million mark. The lady was a passenger

from the Sea Witch. Lucille Gavreau had done excellently well,

so far, in a land where bygones were unimportant and women
were outnumbered by twenty-to-one.

CHAPTER XCVIII

INSPECTOR OF HULLS

ROGER MURRAY was defying standard practice in medical

theory as perplexingly as it had always been his wont to do so

in handling a ship. With the precedent of his mother before

him, he refused to die on schedule, and eventually refueled the

ashen-rimmed spark of vitality, little by little, until recovery of

a sort became certain.

Just before Christmas, Hugh sailed away for China in the

Sea Witch, leaving Roger in the good care of his agents and of

his wife. In the self-sought trial that followed the captain's
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return to a semi-sedentary well-being, he was once more ex-

onerated; and the city of San Francisco strove to make social

recompense for the extra-legal attempt of a part of its popula-

tion to murder him. He preferred exclusiveness, however, upon
his ranch at San Bruno. There, with painful exercises, he at-

tempted to overcome a general sclerosis which had followed the

slow mending of his skin. His misadventure left him with shriv-

eled and deformed lower limbs, however, and with one stiff knee

which never became supple again. He was unsure of muscular

control, and frequently stumbled. In consequence, he usually

was seen walking in company with his grave, devoted wife, arm
in arm. After the better part of a year, devoid of significant

activity, a brooding restlessness overcame him ; but the idea of

going to sea again never received serious consideration. He
found an outlet for his energies and talents in the post of Port

Warden and Inspector of Hulls, an office granted him for life in

token of the renewed faith of the maritime community.

His first day on duty, December 9th, 1852, was celebrated in

a singularly appropriate fashion. While visiting the lookout

station on Telegraph Hill, he recognized canvas cut to his own
specifications, crossing the bar. The Sea Witch was racing into

harbor against a slightly larger ship, which he also identified

before her signal went up as the Samuel Russell, her rival of old.

Cracking along behind them was a smaller but smartly sparred

vessel, just holding its own under stu'n's'ls, which the others

already were taking in.

While he was driving down to the wharves, all three ships

rounded to in a row. Pardonably, he rowed first to the Sea

Witch, from which Didricksen yelled, "Well, skipper, how much

did old Cressy beat us by, this time?"

"He took 113 days," Roger called, and a broad smile over-

spread the jimber-jawed face of Didricksen. He snatched his

cap off and sailed it far out into the waters of the harbor. "By
Jesus, we beat her ! We beat the Flying Cloud by five days."

"What about our old friend over there.''" Roger inquired,

jerking his head toward the Samuel Russell, as he hitched him-
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self up the ladder by the strength of his arms alone. "Don't I

recall that she was built to beat the Sea Witch?'*

"She hasn't done it yet." Didricksen waved derisively to

Captain Limeburner. "She sailed ten days ahead of us. But how

are you, sir? I'm sure tickled to find you waiting for us,"

"All right, except for a sprung knee. Any trouble with the

crew .'"'

"Three in irons. Nothing like the highbinders we had last

time."

"My young brother with you ?"

"Yes, he's still Chips. He's knocking off the irons, now."

Hughie, when interrogated, declined to visit at his brother's

home, and Roger tactfully refrained from urging him. Each, to

the other, appeared curiously changed. Hugh wore a mystical

expression about the eyes, betrayal of too much unprofitable

thinking. Roger seemed governed by a humility incongruous to

anj'one who remembered the debonair and arrogant shipmaster

who throughout the latter '40s had been the toast of all New
York.

"How's young Will .?'»

"Something less of a tyrant," his father admitted.

"And—Mary?"
"Things are about as well with all of us as they could be,

Hughie. She's been the nearest thing to an angel you're apt to

find on earth."

Hugh let his eyes speak of his thankfulness.

"And how about you, Grommet.^ Are you going to do this all

your life?"

"There's nothing I'd rather do, these days. I can use my
chisels as I please in the off watches."

"What have you been scrimshankering? May I see.'"'

Hugh impulsively shook his head. It decidedly would not do

to show his brother the odd artistic aftermath of emotions

caused by events of the last voyage. Instead, he cast about for

another topic. "How have the other racers been behaving? Any-
body else broken Cressy's mark, yet?"
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"No, not his first. The Swordfish is next best. She came in

last March with 94 days on the book."

"How many others beat our time this year?"

"Only four, and none of them beat the best run of the Sea
Witch. John Bertram, Flying Fish, Staffordshire, and Shooting
Star. They ranged from 101 to 106 days."

"Two of them McKay's. You seem to have all the names and
figures in your head, Roger."

"I haven't much else to do, these days, Hughie, except keep

track of other fellows' ships. They've made me Port Warden,
you see. As a matter of fact, you've set yet another mark, this

voyage. Did you realize that.?"

"How?"
**I spent yesterday morning figuring the two- and three-

voyage averages so far. The best three-voyage average till you
came in was the Andalusia's, 147 days. You've got—^let's see

—

97, 110, 108—that's an average of 105 days. Lowered her time

by 42 days, Hughie. Of course, the big clippers haven't had
time for three runs yet. They'll have beaten that by next year,

no doubt ; but then you'll have the four-run mark to boast of."

"I don't think so, Roger. Captain Didricksen says Mr. Pres-

cott's taking her off the California run after this voyage, and

putting her back on the direct route to China. He's doing that

with all his ships under 1200 tons, and using only the big ones

for California."

A letter for Roger Murray confirmed this prudent change.

The Sea Witch never had been intended for the Cape Horn road.

The best of the new clippers had far less dead rise, and in other

ways were better calculated than she to front the southern

hurricanes. Although she had handily bested nearly all the

newer and bigger ships at their own game, the cost had proved

heavy. Didricksen admitted that she was badly strained through-

out, and leaky: facts which Roger's inspection confirmed. He
consequently decided to take advantage of Mr. Prescott's wish

to repurchase complete control of the vessel for $20,000.

Matt, the lascar, after serving under Roger continuously for
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a decade, had been ill at ease since the retirement of his old

master. One day he appeared at the warden's office and an-

nounced that he was going to act as serang in harbor duties

and as handyman ashore. Roger was glad to have him.

Thus, when she cleared for China in January, the ship that

had jealously enslaved so many of her people, for so long a

while, found only Chips still faithful, from among those who
had served her on her maiden voyage.

Side by side, from the crest of Telegraph Hill, Mary and

Roger watched the Sea Witch as she passed between headlands

green with winter, and stood seaward under her graying sails.

Well offshore she found the sunlight ; and an aureole surrounded

her, like a gold crown on the gray hair of a queen.
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But all events are mixed in a fusion indistinguish-

able. What we call Fate is even, heartless, and im-

partial; not a fiend to kindle bigot flames, nor a

philanthropist to espouse the cause of Greece. We
may fret, fume, and fight; but the thing called Fate

everlastingly sustains an armed neutrality.

Yet though all this be so, nevertheless, in our own
hearts, we mold the whole world's hereafters; and in

our own hearts we fashion our own gods. Each
mortal casts his vote for whom he will to rule the

worlds; I have a voice that helps to shape eternity;

and my volitions stir the orbits of the furthest suns.

In two senses, we are precisely what we worship.

Ourselves are Fate.

—Hekman Melville in White Jacket
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CHAPTER XCIX

IMMORTAL SHARKS' TEETH

TWO men, in a house on Denmark Hill in the city of London,

set down their glasses of 30-year Pedro Jimenez. The host

(whose Scottish asceticism did not include scruples against the

moderate use of his father's liquid stock-in-trade) held out, for

his guest to see, a tiny carving.

"What do you think? Period, country, material. How would

you classify it.'"*

The thing might have been a chessman, but for its subject r

Sebastian, transfixed by the usual arrows. The guest held it

nearer a chandelier.

"Bring us a glass, John, like a good fellow. Chinese work-

manship? But there's not a trace of oriental conceptual form.

Could it be the work of a convert of Schaal, or one of those

Jesuit duffers?"

The host brought a lens, through which Sir David Sohn, the

orientalist and antiquary, examined details of the piece. "Can't

be so old as that, John. Might be a result of Hue's meanderingSj

eh? What the deuce is it made of? Not ivory. Looks like a cross

between ivory and horn."

"I think it is a cross between ivory and horn, David.'*

"Meaning what?"

"A shark's tooth. The man I got it of called it that. I asked

Charles yesterday. He says shark's teeth are the same essential

445
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stuff as their scales, superdeveloped in rows at the edge of the

jaw."

"Who did you buy it of?"

"Your Blackwall chap : Burraby."

"Bedam! Wish I'd seen it first. Where'd he get it?"

"A sailor out of a tea clipper, he thinks the Stornoway. He's

keeping watch for the lad."

"You might coax me to buy it," suggested Sir David. "You
might offer it to me for, say, two guineas. I might take you up."

"I haven't a doubt of it. That's what I paid Burraby. He's no

fool. The inference is extensible to at least one of his cus-

tomers."

"I kept him a fool before you started going there with your

purse-strings in plain view, bedam. Well, name your price,

John."

"It's not up, David. But we haven't got anywhere as yet,

except that you agree to its being a rather nice bit."

"A very nice bit. Five guineas ?"

Sir David Sohn went home that night still desirous and un-

satisfied. Next morning, as his man distastefully held up a

threadbare coat, the orientalist grumbled, "Stable door, Ran-

dall. I'm going to lock the stable door." Randall, used to his

master's cryptics, did not bother his head with this newest one

as he watched Sir David hail a very dissolute cab and clatter

off toward the eastern suburbs.

Burraby's shop in Blackwall, amiably set in a niche between

two bawdy houses near the docks, was one of Sir David's favor-

ite gold mines. Ninety-nine of its curios would be the gaudy

stuff that any sailor might choose for his favorite trollop ; but

the hundredth sometimes was a rare item of Majolica, a Japa-

nese Magic Mirror, or even a glorious bit of jade.

Luck seemed to favor the early bird. Burraby greeted him

with a request to tell his friend Mr. Ruskin that the seaman

from the Stornoway had come in with another curio, and had

given his address as being Mother Murphy's Mooring, a few

blocks west.
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"Let me see the piece," asked Sir David casually; but when

it was produced he decided to leave it for Ruskin, as this time

it was a very ordinary bit of scrimshanker cut from baleine.

Most of the morning he loitered in Mother Murphy's redolent

front room, justifying his claim to a chair by setting up hourly

toddies for the others present. At last the boarding-house keeper

jerked a thumb toward a seaman who came stumbling down the

stairs, rubbing a head that throbbed ungovernably. " 'Tis him-

self," she said.

"Look 'ere, nah," the mariner explained belligerently, when

he had drunk a hair of the dog, "I came by 'em honest, true's an

'eart yarn."

**But where, my good man.'"'

" 'Ongkong, it wos, in Foo's plyce, aht o' a glarss cyse full o'

scrimshanker. Puy a bob an' ye tykes yer pick."

Thus was that search ended; but six months later, in the

summer of 1855, Sir David met with his luck again. An old Jew
who ran a pawnshop in the Minories was urging upon his cus-

tomer the model of a tea clipper, scrupulously to scale. The
blocks even had turnable sheaves in them, less than one-tenth of

an inch in diameter. The sweet grace of the hull filled the col-

lector with a puzzling delight, such as comes when the trained

critic discovers some form of expression quite unprecedented in

his experience. Here was superb form—sheer beauty of curva-

ture—closely related to no object of nature. Staring, he felt

weird intimations that here if ever was evidence of godhead in

the mind of man : here was creation in the very method of

Yahweh—an object designed so superbly for its environment

that even the unschooled viewer accepted it as a symbol of

finality. Knowing nothing of shipbuilding, Sir David yet realized

that it would be as presumptuous to indicate a flaw in this fabric,

as it would be to suggest to Yahweh that he improve the struc-

ture of a swan, or of a lily, or that he alter the curving body of

the most beautiful woman alive.

". . . Charles, that flint-faced miracle man, what is it he

says.'* 'Each species reaches its perfection at some instant of
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some individual, and then declines. And the most beautiful in

any hour are those that hold nearest to perfect adaptation.'

Some such tirade. They say the clippers are the zenith of ships.

Then this is the ultimate clipper. How do I know? Well, how do

I know that a swan is the ultimate bird, for grace? It's the same

conviction. But man made this, made a new form. . . ."

He turned it to inspect the name, inlaid in ivory letters on the

stern. ". . . SEA WITCH, N. Y. . .
."

The object as a perfect whole had taken all his attention,

until one item of detail presented itself with tardy and redoubled

effect. Beneath the sprit was a figure so exquisitely carved that

his fingers trembled at sight of it. Instinctively he knew it for

the same substance, the same workmanship, as that of Ruskin's

little Sebastian. Although the body was scarcely an inch and a

half in length, every detail was clear, expressive, perfect. At the

end of each tiny, separate finger was the minute suggestion of a

nail. The eyes and hair, lips and breasts, were touched with

color. Elsewhere the figure showed the natural, creamy horn-

ivory from which it was fashioned.

Looking up at last. Sir David recognized his tactical error of

enthusiasm, in the expression of avid glee upon the face of the

old Jew. "All right. Uncle Ben," he said, with a shrug of the

shoulders, "how much?"
"Twenty-five guineas—

"

"Right-o."
"—twenty-five guineas I gave, I was saying. I couldn't let go

below thirty—" he eyed the customer slyly for a moment and

added "—five."

Sir David paid the price of his beautiful experience without

grumbling, although he would have sworn that Uncle Ben had

paid no more than five guineas in the first place, and so could

have been brought down.

"Now, where did you get it, and when ?"

"Ay, a sailor brought it in, a week ago, come tomorrow."

"What sailor, from what ship?"

"I should know all the sailors, personal? Hah. wait."
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He went out into the street and yelled in Yiddish, presently

to return with a scrawny girl of about fourteen. She admitted

that, when begging at the West India Docks, her story of misery

had impressed a kind Yankee, and that he, lacking ready money,

had sold the model to Uncle Ben for six guineas, five of which

he had given her. She insisted, however, that she in turn had

dutifully passed the money on to her father, who had been

marvelously drunk ever since.

"Six guineas was the first payment. The rest, he got it next

day," Uncle Ben hastily interposed.

"Did the sailor say where he got it, Schatz?" inquired Sir

David eagerly.

"He didn't steal it. He said he made it," the child insisted,

edging away.

"What ship was he in, Schatz.'"'

"The same one it's a toy of."

Sir David made for the West India Docks, where he learned

that the Sea Witch had sailed three days ago, after clearing

for Macao. A little later, at Lloyd's, he discovered that she had

been chartered in the China-to-London tea races for three voy-

ages, at maximum freights, and that while in port she had been

sold by agents of the American firm of Prescott to a Macaense

syndicate for £7500. Her former master, Mr. Didricksen, had

turned her over to his mate. By elimination, next day. Sir David

located the hotel in American Square in which Captain Did-

ricksen had been staying until that very morning. The bar-

keeper advised the searcher to visit Scott & Russell's shipyard,

as the Yankee skipper had expressed his intention of stopping

en route to his packet, for a look at the enormous iron steamer

building there ; it was said to measure 22,000 tons, "5000 tons

larger than Noah's ark."

But even though the antiquary incontinently yelled, "Mr.
Didricksen," at the top of his lungs, all around the giant vessel,

he did not find his quarry, then or ever. For some years there-

after, he read the marine columns of the papers, hoping to

catch the archetype of his model in the Thames ; but Americans,
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after having had things much their own way in the British tea

trade since the repeal of the Navigation Acts, at last were being

eliminated by competition of the crack new Aberdeen clippers.

Moreover, her new owners had a very different use for the Sea
Witch in mind.

On two later occasions, Sir David recognized the work of his

unknown master of scrimshaw. The first piece was a high relief

in ivory, with the words "CHRISTIAN MARTYRS, NAGA-
SAKI" engraved at the base, and seven crucified Franciscans

shown above. The other was a piece of amber, cut to represent a

wave, with a calm dead face miraculously suggested on its

surface, as if floating just below. The expression haunted Sir

David for weeks. When he wrote a paper on his elusive, anony-

mous artist for Blackwoods*, two pages of ingenious if fallacious

speculation were devoted to the mystical relationship between

the word "WILL," engraved at the base of the wave, and the

fact that the artist was obsessed with the theme of martyrdom.

These were four out of six or seven works from the same hand
that had found their way to London town. Many more were

scattered along the coasts of Earth, in the glass cabinets of

fusty drawing rooms, or in waterfront shops. Not a few of the

little martyrs were suspended at the throats of good Catholics.

The collection of Czar Alexander II was enriched by a pair of

bizarre ivory statuettes of Peter and Paul, the former crucified

head-downward, the latter standing among flames.

But the sharks' teeth were most numerous ; and because of

tough but even structure they lent themselves to the most ex-

quisitely detailed carving. Perhaps a hundred, in all, between

the early winter of 1852 and midsummer of 1855, were made in

the off-watches and lightly given away or sold for a few shillings.

Most of them found obscure resting places. But a few were

destined to earn a kind of anonymous immortality for their

oblivious maker, as chance conducted them into the hands of

three or four such appreciators as Sir David Sohn.
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CHAPTER C

THE LID OF HADES

WHEN Captain Didricksen stopped by the carpenter shop to

explain that his command had been sold where she lay, in the

docks at London, Hugh was as indignant as if she had been a

human being, turned out to die after a lifetime of faithful

service.

"But why, sir? We've beaten nearly every ship of the tea

fleet, these last three passages. Does he think she's done for.'*

She's strained, but she's still sound. I haven't found a rotten inch

in her yet."

"I know, Chips. But freights are way down, and rumor has it

that Prescott's selling out altogether. Since the gold rush ended,

you know, a lot of clippers haven't paid expenses. They've even

got Witchcraft and Empress of the Seas hauling guano from

the Chinchas. Well, they say at Lloyd's that Mr. Prescott made
two million by being the first to have a full clipper fleet, and

now he intends to keep his two million by being the first to sell

out."

"Selling all his ships.'' But what will he do with all that

money ?"

"Place it on the next boom, they say. Chips : railroads. He's

in with Drew and Vanderbilt to build a series of roads clear

across from New York to Frisco. Sounds crazy, doesn't it.?

Well, good luck. Fm out of a job. From now on Mr. Cardozo is

your skipper, and part owner, too."

The new master's first order made Chips decide that he also

would sign the book of the unemployed. "I'm sorry, sir," he said

stubbornly, when told to remove the old lettering from the stern

and substitute AMARAL, MACAO, "You'll have to get some-

body else to do that. And you'd better arrange for a new Chips."

Captain Cardozo glanced at him sharply, then smiled. He was
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quite aware of the vessel's odd tyranny over her carpenter. "I

see. Yes, and I approve. She should keep the name of her glory.

And you, after nine years you know her ways too well for us to

let you leave. So then, just alter her registry."

It seemed a sacrilege even to change "N. Y." to "Macao"

;

but so much was legally inevitable.

Despite the unfavorable season, the Sea Witch made a passage

of 94 days to her new home port and anchored in the fairway a

few miles off Guia. She lay there for several weeks while Chips

directed a gang of Chinese carpenters who contrived a flimsy

additional deck in her hold. Upon this, and in her 'tweendecks,

nearly 500 crowded bunks were installed in double tiers. It was

a mournful task, and Hugh went about it heavy-hearted, torn

between a desire to have no part in this ultimate degradation,

and a blind, automatic need for remaining loyal to the large

mystical life into which his own existence had increasingly

blended. All other ties aside, for Hugh Murray she had become

what home is to most men. During more than two years, every

port at which she had touched had been in a foreign land. There

were hours when he faced the realization that he must leave her

sooner or later, but no real excuse had offered since her diver-

sion to the British trade. Now he knew that he, like Roger, had

waited too long. He should have left her at the time of her pre-

eminence. That she had fallen upon evil days was too craven

an excuse for deserting her now. At least they were giving her

an entire new suit of fair weather sails, cut to the pattern of

the original ones.

The day after she anchored at Macao, three junks bearing

tribute and a friendly emissary from Annam to the Son of

Heaven had been set upon by pirates in the Straits of Liuchau.

The dignitaries were retained for ransom, in unpleasantly

cramped cages ; but the surviving Annamese seamen all were

bundled into one junk, and presently found themselves in the

Macaense inner harbor, from which they were conducted to

barracoons on shore. Therein, a pleasant gentleman named Yeh
informed them, through an interpreter, of the extraordinary
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pleasures and riches of the Chincha Islands, some distance off

shore, and not far from the gold fields of America. As penniless

victims of circumstances, he assured the eight score Annamese

that they hardly could do better than return via the Chincha

Islands, to which he could arrange transportation for them on

credit, and where they could earn in a short time enough money
to discharge the debt and to purchase passage for Annam.
After a day of reflection, during which no-one thought to bring

them any food, they agreed; but the contracts produced by

Yeh bound them to remain for seven years. This they thought

unreasonable, even at the enormous wages of 150 cash a day.

Their benefactor was sympathetic, and said that he would

try to find a ship captain with more liberal notions. A new one

was due from the Chinchas next week. The Annamese pointed

out that they hardly could survive, without food; whereupon

Yeh again showed himself their true friend, lending each the

price of a week's rice and tea. The expected captain, however,

proved inexorable. He too required a seven-year bond. At this

point Yeh sufi'ered financial reverses, and was regretfully

forced to call his loans. Since the Annamese were still penniless,

they were bound over to the barracoon master, who advanced the

sum. Costs (which amounted to more than the debts themselves)

were charged by the local court against the hapless Annamese.

In two more days they had grown exceedingly hungry. The
barracoon keeper, a poor man, could not afford to put any more

money to the account of utterly insolvent debtors ; but he as-

sured them that if they would sign contracts for seven-year

emigration, he could secure for them advances sufficient to re-

pay him and the magistrates, and to provide them with food

until their ship was ready to sail. With much lamentation, they

at last agreed.

Up in the villages throughout Kwangsi and Hunan, a num-

ber of amiable gentlemen had been operating similar coercions,

teaching the country youths fan-tan, and advancing money
with which to play it. Usually the neophytes were driven by an

early streak of luck into eventual disastrous losses. Faced with
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the prospect of having their doors carried off at the approach-

ing New Year's Day, leaving their houses open to all manner of

malicious demons, they were forced to discharge the debt by ad-

vances received on an emigration contract.

Thus it came about that the eight score Annamese and 340
Chinese rustics were rowed out past Taipa to the Sea Witch
and hustled down her hatch ladders into a gloomy labyrinth

that was even gloomier when the heavy hatch gratings were

fastened in place. For a little extra light they were unwittingly

indebted to the ship's carpenter, who had made holes in several

protected portions of the deck, in each of which he had inserted

a heavy gallon flask in a framework of pitch and wood. Chips

also had remodeled the forward deckhouse, greatly enlarging

the galley, and had built a small hatch within it through which

food could be lowered to the emigrants in bad weather. The
remaining space housed three cooks and four Sino-Macaense

marshals charged with keeping order below. Hugh left his tools

and books in the reduced carpenter shop, but moved his duffle

into the fo'c's'le with the foremasthands, most of whom were

belligerent little lorchamen from the waters of Canton. Two
kanakas and two French A.B.s were the only ones familiar with

square rig.

As he busied himself with the wedges and battens, Hugh won-

dered what would become of the 500 coolies thus imprisoned,

in the event of a marine disaster. The longboats and quarter-

boat could sustain fifty at most. He tried not to think about it

;

yet, as they tacked against the monsoon to catch the westerlies

under Japan, the ship herself seemed to be rebelling against her

degradation. She had insufficient stiffening, for her trifling

cargo of 150 tons of human flesh and stores, and rolled so badly

that the rock ballast shifted three days out. At last Captain

Cardozo was forced to anchor off the island of Fatsisio, where

he bartered for 200 extra tons of rocks, which the suspicious

natives took a full week to deliver.

She was less crank after that, but seemed to have lost her old

responsiveness to the helm. A kind of spanker board to increase
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the leverage of the rudder was bolted on by the two kanakas.

As it only made the wheel buck more viciously, without im-

proving its control, the kanakas took it off again.

"Eh, then, Chips, do you have other suggestions?" the cap-

tain asked.

Hugh looked at him steadily. "Yes sir. Put her back in the

tea trade where she belongs. She'll sail all right again then."

"I wish I could," the skipper answered, and went glumly

below. He was thoroughly repenting his entry into the coolie

traffic, a change patriotically made at first upon learning the

extent to which it was reenriching his ill-starred native city. It

was only after agreements were signed that he discovered the

fabric of coercion upon which his new calling was based. There

were laws to regulate it, but when money was appropriated to

transport decoyed countrymen home again, the local mandarins

invariably pocketed it, and resold them to the crimps. Captain

Cardozo had sent back to his shore agents one load who seemed

to have documentary proof that they had been freed of their

contracts ; but they were promptly returned with a reminder

that he was to act as conveyor, not as attorney, for his pas-

sengers.

Storms were frequent, throughout February, while the Sea

Witch drove crankily eastward across the North Pacific. For

days at a time the hatches had to be battened down over a hold

in which there was no other provision for ventilation. The miz-

zen topmast carried away in 178° west: the first dismasting that

the ship ever had suffered. Hugh salved the wreckage and had

the spars ready to send up again next day, but it took the bet-

ter part of a week for the inexperienced lorchamen to rerig

them.

Two and a half months had been allowed for the voyage.

When six weeks were past, the ship still was in the North Paci-

fic, in longitude 150°. Captain Cardozo in consequence ordered

reduced rations for the passengers, whose fare had been scanty

enough from the beginning. They were divided into messes of

eight men each, and every mess had its elected representative
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to receive the food at the hatchway. As the sixty mess boys

marched back with their rice kettles and tea pitchers only half

full, an angry wailing set in that never altogether ceased until

the termination of the voyage.

On the first of March, when Hugh unbattened the hatches

after a prolonged gale, the marshals found that—of many
coolies who had been lying ill with various complaints—seven-

teen had died of suffocation, while even the healthiest were

stupefied. Tarpaulins at once were rigged over the hatches to

create a draft; but this proved too suddenly invigorating:

when the time came for the first coolies to have their daily half-

hour on deck—which they took three messes at a time in care-

fully guarded groups, weather permitting—practically all who
could stand up made a rush for the hatch ladders. The marshals,

finding themselves driven back by sheer numbers, used their re-

volvers, killing a number of coolies before the rest recoiled.

Sails, a peppery Basque, had sewed the first seventeen dead

coolies up in their blankets, to be dumped overboard; but that

was all he intended to do in the mortuary line on a single day.

Chips therefore was ordered to attend to the five who had been

killed on deck, while the marshals went below to recover any

that might have fallen back into the hatches. Word of the in-

tended sea-burials, a procedure offensive to their religion,

reached the Chinese ; and they refused to surrender any more

bodies. Three were got out by force ; but the coolies frustrated

a thorough search by massing in the ends of the corridors. It

was suspected that other corpses were secreted in the hold,

where, for the time being, they stayed.

Next day, one of the marshals who went below alone reap-

peared under the main hatch a few minutes later in fourteen

gory pieces, dismembered at every joint. After his remains had

been recovered, no-one else was permitted to pass through the

hatches, either up or down. The marshal's revolver was some-

where below; and a note was lowered saying that it must be

returned before either food or water would be forthcoming.

After thirty hours a variant in the continual sad wail from
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below announced that the weapon was lying under the main

hatch. When Hugh retrieved it with a noose, the chambers

proved to have been emptied of their powder. A second note

thereupon was sent down, insisting that the powder be returned

before any of the coolies would eat or drink. Presently a mess

cup was pushed out, with a quantity of powder in it ; and food

was sent down.

From then on, Hugh Murray trod the deck as if in a Dantean

dream : it had become the lid of Hades, and the damned were

below. At whiles pity was a storm that shook him until he

gripped the shrouds for steadiness ; at other times he remem-

bered the dead marshal, and owned that only insensate fiends

could so quickly and craftily have hewn him asunder. Pity

predominated—the starless murk of despair we feel for wretches

so hemmed in by evil that they can commit only evil themselves.

Morbid questions assailed his mind. How did they act, left to

their own devices in a maze of dark tunnels between the crowded

tiers of bunks.'* Did they make fair division of the scanty food

payed down in big caldrons, or did the first comers wolf it, leav-

ing the rest to starve? What of the sick, of which there had been

many score.'* What was being done with the dead bodies? What
of others that were certain to die?

On the 4th of March a scapegoat was found hanged under the

main hatch, with a note confessing the murder, and pleading

that the others be allowed their daily half-hour on deck. The
captain suspected that this might be merely the corpse of one

who had died of illness, and disallowed the request. The body

was pitched overboard without ceremony. Next morning an-

other was swinging in its place, bearing a confession as accom-

plice. The marshals declared that the brushwork of both notes

was the same.

All day, all night, a high metallic wailing came up through

the hatch gratings. One of the lorchamen, a Dyak, was driven

amok by the sound, and rushed the full length of the vessel,

slashing at all within reach, until he leapt the taffrail and sank

into the sea. The mate, pressing a handkerchief against his chin,
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which had been cut by the madman's knife, stared at a pair of

arms, flailing in the wake astern ; but he gave no order to lie

to or lower away.

CHAPTER CI

SQUARE-BEARDED TRITON

MIDWAY between California and the Sandwich Isles, Captain

Cardozo cut southeastward with the trades abeam, A week of

fair sailing brought his ship into the midst of that great ex-

panse of open ocean, northward of the Marquesas, wherein one

can be separated by a thousand miles in all directions from the

nearest habitable atolls. Here, as day broke on the 12th of

March, Hugh looked outward from the fore skysail yard over

the blue heart of water, defined by a reaching, broad wedge of

gold in the east. The Sea Witch was driving directly toward

the sunrise, making much-needed easting: a shift of wind into

the northwest had foretold the imminence of the doldrums.

As an enormous yellow sun lifted, dead ahead, Hugh shaded

his eyes to peer at what seemed a sharp black mote in its very

center. When the lower limb of the disc swung free of the waves,

however, the speck was visible no longer. He loitered on the foot-

rope, leaning his belly against the yard, loath to descend toward

the grim catacombs of tragedy beneath him. This morning as

on every other, a new body had been found hanging at the main

hatchway. Evidently the coolies had overcome their objection

to sea burial, in the face of miseries that drove them even to

self-immolation in the hope of somehow appeasing inexplicable

gods.

".
. . Of course! Fankwei. We're the demons, the foreign

devils, who have got hold of Heaven and clapped them all into

Hades. That must be what they think ; and they're trying to

appease us with human sacrifice. Ugh ! What if the world's all
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like that, and Heaven a place above hatches that no-one dares

lift to let us through, for fear we'll overrun it with our evil?

Maybe there's another heaven above that, for the next set of

poor wretches above us to yearn for, the ones who don't dare

let us into theirs. Perhaps their heaven is no better to them

than the ship seems to us. Is that what the world is.''—tiers of

decreasing evil as you go higher.'' What if the next gods up are

as impotent to help us as we are to help those poor China-

men.? . .
."

He swung reluctantly downward, shivering as he heard once

more the mournful, crazing wail that came incessantly from the

damned below. Even those who lived through the voyage had

little to anticipate: one of the French A.B.s, veteran of a pre-

vious coolie-run, described the Chincha Islands as the peaks of

Hell, thrust upward from a hot sea. They were utterly barren

rocks, he said, caked fathoms high with the excrement of sea

fowl for unnumbered ages. Upon these few fetid acres, under a

cruel sun, in the reeking guano dust, the survivors of this voyage

were doomed to spend as many of their seven contractual years

as they could live through.

". . . There's no way out for any of us. Evil breeds by itself,

once you give in to it. If we took them back, they'd only be sold

for their debts to another ship, and have the voyage to do all

over again. If we let them up, they're like to murder us all,

and then drown themselves, trying to handle her like a junk.

Cardozo wants to deliver all he can alive, even if only from the

point of view of profits ; but he can't do the things that would

keep them healthy, because they can't be trusted any more. I

have to suffocate some of them to death in storms, to keep them

all from drowning. I did that. It was Hugh Murray that killed

seventeen humans. Oh, the world's mad! This is what happens

when you once begin to traffick with evil. All the ways out make
it worse and worse. That's the punishment, I suppose. Why,
why.'' I don't understand, but I know it's so. . . ."

An hour or two later, when someone called, "Sail ho ! Two
points on the port bow," Hugh ran up the ratlines again to
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discover what manner of craft it was that he had glimpsed

against the rising sun. It was still several miles distant, sailing

to meet the Sea Witch at a point ahead: a mere native canoe,

with apparently but a single occupant, doubtless a castaway.

The main brace therefore was manned and the ship hove to,

waiting for the canoe to come up.

Hugh swung out into the windward forechains to get a bet-

ter look at this lonely mariner. He was a big man, with a long

brown beard cut square across the chest. In one hand he gripped

the sennit sheet of his tappa lugsail, in the other, a book. As
he came abreast of the sprit, he stared in surprise at the figure

beneath it and neatly luffed for a better look, coming up until

he could catch hold of the martingale stays.

Captain Cardozo, who had expected to exchange greetings

from the poop, came irritably forward.

"Amazing figurehead, you've got," the Triton said, in a mild

voice. The captain was nonplussed. "Yes," he agreed, "Is it

your wish to come aboard?"

"Where are you bound.''"

"Peru. The Chinchas."

"No thank you. I'm bound for the Isthmus—Nicaragua or

Panama. Saw your canvas a little after dawn and put back for

no altogether explainable reason. By the bye, what's your posi-

tion?"

The captain made dead reckoning corrections of his findings

at the last observation, and said, "About 8° north, 136° west."

The wanderer pulled another little book from the bosom of

his tappa frock and consulted it. "I'd have said nearer 7° north.

Thank you. Bon voyage. You don't mind if I lie to and watch

you get under way? I never saw a lovelier ship. You're lucky."

He thrust his light craft off and hauled on the sheet.

". . . Lucky, he says," mused Captain Cardozo, as the wail-

ing from below became louder. "I'd trade commands with him

right now and here, if I had but myself to think about . . .

"Have you enough stores?" he called, half angrily. "Do you

know you've got three or four thousand miles to sail?"
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"Yes, but I'm putting in at Clipperton, or maybe New
Baladc, depending on the winds."

The skipper turned and snapped an order in Portuguese. It

was not his business to loiter about, holding converse with a

maniac in mid-Pacific. As the yards were being braced, the

Triton sailed his canoe twice around the Sea Witch, examining

her with an appreciative eye. "She must be a clipper, isn't she.''"

he asked, spilling the wind from his sail to keep pace with the

ship, which was slowly gathering way.

"She is," Hugh answered from the fore chains, staring in

fascination at the madman's imperturbable face.

"We've heard of them, from the whalers, but none have come
down to the islands, yet. Is it true that there's one been launched

of 4000 tons.?"

"The Great Republic. She was 4500 when McKay built her,

but she's been razeed to a thousand or so less than that since,

they say."

The wanderer whistled and hauled his sheet tighter, as the

ship began to draw away. "That's plenty big enough. You don't

mind if I convoy you, a ways.'^ When last I was in New York,

a measly thousand tons was the biggest ever. Do they really

sail fifteen knots.'"'

"Yes, and even twenty. The Lightning averaged eighteen,

noon to noon, on a Liverpool run a couple of years back, or so

the London papers said."

"How fast can this beauty go?"

"About fourteen when she's properly laded, which she isn't

now. She did sixteen in her prime."

"Her prime.'' Isn't she new.'"'

"She's the oldest real clipper afloat. Ordered just about ten

years ago, to a month."

"Maybe you don't know you're talking to a former whaler,

lad. We think a whale ship's still young if she hasn't cut her

fiftieth birthday cake."

"I know, but you don't drive whalers round the world and
back in seven months."
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"You're right," he ruefully agreed, "It's apt to be nearer

seven years."

The Sea Witch now was making nine or ten knots ; but the

sleek little canoe kept pace, a few yards off the windward fore

shrouds.

"How fast can yours sail?" Hugh inquired. For answer, the

Triton passed the sheet through a sheave in the lee gun'le and

hauled down hard, shifting his weight to the outrigger. The
canoe drew smartly ahead, and then fell back as the tension on

the sheet was relaxed. "I'd say you could do twelve," Hugh
guessed.

"About that. Have you a book worthy of being traded for a

Vergil?"

"I've got Vergil already. But look, I have an extra Lusiad

I'll give you."

"Can't read the lingo of the Portingales," said the canoe

sailor.

"It's in English, by Mickle."

"Then I'd like it. Sorry I can't give you anything back.

Nobody but Vergil and Epictetus aboard, and I couldn't part

with the friend of God."

"Epictetus .'' I don't know anything about him but his name.

Wait a bit. I'll get you the Lusiad." He returned from his shop

in a few moments and tossed down a little sextodecimo volume

in calf, labeled buitish poets forty-seven.

"They shall call your name blessed. Well, matani atou pepena

ile'e ihepe. Pardon the grammar of that, lad. The sentiment

wants no apologist."

As the wanderer waved his hand and sheered off toward the

north, Hugh felt as though his only friend was leaving him.

Never, since Will's death, had he sensed so strong a tie with

any human creature as that which drew him to this imperturb-

able sea god, met and lost again in mid-ocean, within a quarter

of an hour.
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CHAPTER CII

THE STERNER FACE OF JANUS

AT noonday the breeze slackened and died away, with the canoe

still in plain sight, a few miles to the northward. Presently Hugh
saw its lugsail come down : token that the mysterious whaler

also was becalmed. Pert little waves grew listless, and by mid-

afternoon there was hardly any motion to the brassy water;

but in this hot stillness the wailing of the damned souls below

seemed many times louder than ever before. Hugh pressed

his palms to his ears and shivered, staring wistfully toward

the canoe.

". . . He's free. Who ever was freer.'' I wonder if he'd have

taken me with him.'' Oh, Galatea, your ship will never forgive

any of us for this. We've degraded the queen, and now she's

having her revenge. Must we all go mad? . . ."

The 'tweendecks became so suffocatingly hot that the wailing

died down to a murmur, as afternoon waned ; but it never ceased

entirely. After sunset, Hugh watched the canoe until it merged
into general twilight. Presently the lament of the damned broke

forth afresh, revivified by evening. Chips went forward into the

fo'c's'le, hoping to find it muffled there; but still it sounded,

shrill and pitiful, whether through the bulkhead or via the

scuttle he could not decide. The lessening of the sound was in-

sufficient to make the heat endurable. He took a blanket and

some yarns, and climbed down to rig himself a hammock be-

tween the backropes, directly under his figurehead.

The sound of agony was scarcely audible there. He relaxed,

staring upward at beautiful features that were still as young
as when he had first overlaid them with delicate color, ten years

ago. Memory of old communions came back to him, as he stared

past her toward the yellow tropical stars.

". . . All the rest of us grow old, and fade, and fail. Even
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the ship, even the lovely ship, is growing old. Only you, only

beauty the tyrant, seems deathless. Look, I've kept her beauti-

ful, Galatea. But for a year, I've tended her ever since she

swung down past the pagodas on her first sailing for home.

Nine years I've served her, and never a timber rotted, and not

once till this trip did her rigging fail. When the boys were too

busy, I used the brick dust on her bright work myself, Galatea,

in the off watches, too. And when they ordered me to paint the

rails and the other mahogany, I scraped them down and var-

nished them instead, like new. If I helped to wrong her, it was

under orders. I knew others would do worse to her if I didn't

obey. Doesn't she know that, Galatea? Will she destroy me at

last, like all the others she's been revenged upon? . . ."

He was startled from his reverie by the rhythmic drip-drip-

ping of water from a paddle, and peered into the gloom to see

the canoe approaching, in thin starlight. It glided up until the

paddler could catch at the martingale. "Hello," Hugh whis-

pered, "How'd you like the beginning of the Lusiad? 'Arms and

the Heroes, who from Lisbon's shore'—

"

There came a small snort of surprise, and then a chuckle.

"Oh, it's you, lad. I thought for a minute it was the lovely lady,

speaking. I was coming to pay court to her myself, but you

seem to be the early bird."

"I don't think your metaphor will bear inspection," Hugh
objected; and again the Triton chuckled.

"Sorry. My tongue stumbles a bit over English, after a

decade or so of using mostly kanaka lingos. Did I wake you?"

"No."

"What the devil is that wailing?"

"Coolies."

"What are they?"

"Chinese laborers. We're taking them to the Chinchas, poor

devils, to dig guano."

"And what might guano be?"

"Manure. Bird dung, caked fifty feet thick on the rainless

islands."
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**Ho ! Guess they have a right to wail. Are they convicts ?"

"No. They might as well be. I guess most of them were forced

to come."

"Sounds like a rotten business all around. And I suppose you
take a cargo of bird dung back with you?"

Hugh gripped suddenly at the two lengths of chain beside

his arms.

"No ! Oh no, they can't do that to her."

"To whom?"
"To her, to the ship ! She'll kill them all before they can do

that."

"Why, lad, you seem to be in love with your ship."

"I helped make her—the figure."

"You cut that figurehead? What? Let's have a look at you."

The bearded head came close. For a long minute they stared

at each other in the starlight.

"You—can you understand—how it is?" Hugh asked, half

defiantly.

"About loving the ship? I think so. The only reason I turned

back this morning was that I saw her sails, and for some reason

they seemed to be the loveliest sight I ever saw on all the oceans.

A perfect unit of beauty."

"They are. They're just right. She's wearing a new suit, this

voyage. But they're cut to my brother's original designs. He's

the greatest shipmaster—alive."

"What's he got his ship in this rotten business for, then?"

"He hasn't. She broke him. He lives ashore now."

"What do you mean, she broke him, lad?"

In the relief of finding one man at last who gave promise of

understanding the true meanings of words, Hugh emptied his

heart of the whole story of the ship's tyranny over her people.

When he had done, the wanderer said, "Do you mind if I wax
speculative? You know, since the Greeks we've been like ants

and schools of herring, all very much alike ; but I think we're

getting to be more like the jellyfish, now, once more, like the
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Medusae, say. Did you ever hear of my wild old friend Rafi-

nesque?'*

"I don't think so."

"A naturalist. He told me once that a jellyfish—the Portu-

guese man-o'-war, for instance—is a lot of separate animals

grafted together. Four kinds, if I remember, each one doing an

indispensable special job for the good of the crowd. Kill one,

and you kill all. Well, ships have always been the quasi-human

Medusae. Chips and Sails and the Doctor and Bungs, and so

on—they all have special functions for the good of the group.

It's getting to be that way on shore, more and more, these days-

But you don't feel it so much there, because you can move from

group to group pretty easily. You have law courts and other

expensive inconveniences to enforce your rights as an indi-

vidual. But at sea you surrender your very soul to the skipper,

and he surrenders his with all the rest to the ship. It partakes

of the nature of the oversoul, then, that Emerson lectures about.

Ever heard him?"

"No. Of course I know about him, but I don't know what he

preaches."

"Good, because that's another simile that won't bear too

close application. What I mean may be nearer the atomics of

Epicurus, each atom helping to define the substance of which

it's a part. So the jellyfish has a group soul concerned with

the ethics of its whole structure, and composed of the sum of

separate souls of its component animals. A ship must have a

similar soul composed of the souls of all its people."

"And of all its trees," Hugh interpolated.

"Surely, and of all its trees."

"That's it, and look—the soul of the Sea Witch has become

evil in proportion with the evil on board. All the malice that

3'ou get by adding up the individual hatreds is in that one soul.

Oh, I see. That's why she killed more and more people as time

went on. Only one, first trip. Nearly forty, so far, this last one.

That's why. Do you think my soul can detach itself ever, and

slip away, and be free of the rest.'' be free of evil.?"
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"I'd want to know what your soul was made of, lad, before

saying. Your whole life seems to have been so mixed up with

the pattern of those spars and ropes and stanchions that you

might leave your soul behind if you tore your body away. Per-

haps you can't get your own soul back till the ship dies and re-

leases her oversoul."

"I think that's so. Maybe it's because my soul is part of hers

that I have the feeling she's going to die soon. And that's for

the best, if it's true, considering the way they're using her. Is

there—that is—how many will your canoe hold.'"'

"Ho ! There's room for another, if you can find your own

stores, lad. I just have two kegs of water, and one's nearly

gone now."

Hugh turned again on the blanket, to stare upward at Gala-

tea. A pageant of old years seemed to drift along the Milky

Way, behind her, through the purple dark ; and each year, at

its cortex, was somehow wedded to the ship.

"No," he said presently. "It's coming soon, I'm sure. I've

got to stay to the last. I think that's the only hope for me. But

—thank you."

There was a long stillness. Then the Triton said, "I wonder

if your skipper would reconsider. I'm worth two men on the

running end of a brace, I'd like to see for myself what it is

that's kept you prisoner, lad. You, and your brothers, and all

the rest you tell of. But I'd want to hoist my vaka on board.

The canoe, I mean."

"Oh, I'm sure it's all right. I'll ask him. What time is it ?"

The big whaleman looked at the stars. "About three bells. Go
squint in the binnacle and find out how close I am."

"Let's see, the old man had the forenoon watch. He's like to

be awake now." Hugh swung up to the sprit, and was met as if

by a blown gust of wailing. He hurried aft, with fingers in his

ears. The second officer said that Captain Cardozo was in the

chart room. A glance at the binnacle clock showed that his new

friend's calculation of the hour was only ten minutes fast. In
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urging the case of the newcomer, Hugh explained that he was

an old whaleship man, and thus familiar with square rig.

"Eh, then, we'll ship him," the skipper decided. "Send him

down tomorrow morning at eight to sign on."

Chips rigged a pair of long tackles from the port quarter-

irons of the fore and main yards, with which the vaka was

hoisted on deck. It apparently was fashioned from a single

tree, with an extreme beam of nearly four feet and a waterline

length of nineteen. Bow and stern sheered considerably, keeping

it dry when deftly handled, even with a high sea running. They
unshipped the outrigger, stowed the stores, and lashed the

little craft on the forward house between the long boats. Hugh
then led his friend to the fo'c's'le and pointed out a vacant bunk.

But neither gave much time to Morpheus, that night. The
fo'c's'le was voted too hot ; and the wailing from beneath hatches

seemed too appalling in the dead calm night for sleep to be

feasible on deck. They swung down under the sprit again, rigged

another hammock, and talked the stars away. All the brooding

mystery that had grown upon him in the years since the death

of Will, redoubled by the tragedy that had been less kind than

death to Roger, now was drawn upward from Hugh's heart in

meaningful words, inspired by the catalysis of a friend who
understood. At two bells of the morning watch, with false dawn
arching like an immense intangible rose petal in the east, Hugh
felt that he at last was nearing revelation of the mystery ; but

the Triton turned suddenly to stare eastward.

"False dawn. Chips. Another false dawn for the world. When
despair grows too heavy on the heart, God spreads a ghostly lie

in the east, to save us till sunrise. Why isn't it better to be

content with the dark.'* Lies and illusions. They're the stuff of

permanence, lad. The hard things, the actual things, are too

easy to get hold of and break. Moses smashed the tablets. It's

what was written on them that endures, because nobody can

ever quite live up to it, or quite live it down. It isn't true, that

message, but it endures. Maybe I should put back to Nukaheva,

where they don't know about the commandments, where the illu

-
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sions themselves are half real. I'd forgotten what a mess the

world is, in my ten years in the islands. But no. They're learn-

ing about the tablets there too. Paul Pry's taking things over,

down there, valley by valley. He's snatching even my islands out

of paradise. Don't hope for justice, Chips. The other dawn, in

an hour or so, will be as false as this one. Evil and injustice

always hold the winning hand. Set yourself up with the Devil

as a whist partner, a partner you don't need to like. You'd just

rather not have him for a competitor. Take the kingdom of evil

for granted, lad, and you can begin to live. But read Epictetus,

to hold the balance

:

" 'Slave, poor as Irus, halting as I trod,

I, Epictetus, was the friend of God.'

"There's the man for you. Chips. He loved good with all his

heart, but was brave enough to acknowledge the triumph of evil.

You can't change your fate, he said, or combat the wrong that

shall be done. Nothing you do will further your own destiny,

but 3'ou can accept it with dignity."

"Look, though—if the world was all made up of your

Stoics—

"

"No danger of that, lad. The world will be forever an Ar-

mageddon of creeds, because no man's big enough in his single

soul to encompass the oversoul, and precious few are big enough

to admit that it takes a thousand systems of philosophy to fill

it all out. Even then, there must be room for mystery in the

corners. The world's a square box, Chips, and philosophies are

always neat circles that bend back to where they started, just

by way of proving that they didn't ever, at any point, get oif

the trail. So they have to be circles. But it takes an infinitude

of circles—^big and small and infinitesimal, to fill a square box.

No man can pretend to know them all, so no man can be sure of

everything. Hence, no man can be certain sure of anything.

That's only another reason why the Stoics have the best of it,

in their creed of taking what comes without anticipation. Look
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there. Is that the false dawn fading? or has its ghost of light

spread evenly across the whole sky? How can you tell? It's the

illusion that matters, I say. But so much is certain, lad,—the

mystery of the world is darkness, and light is only an accident

in the midst of the dark. Keep that relationship distinct if you

would understand the nature of good and evil."

*'But light banishes darkness completely."

"No, never completely. Darkness wins, sometimes. Mystery

conquers. But light never entirely wins, because light casts its

own shadow."

"Then you mean that light is good and darkness is evil, and

evil must always be the stronger of the two, because there's

always a shadow where there is light ?"

"That's not quite what I mean. It couldn't be, because I feel

too much at home in the dark, and that would be to say that

I'm at home when surrounded by evil. This might get nearer to

saying it : Light is the instrument of truth, of overcoming error

and evil. Error and evil hide in the dark. When you stand at

the source of light you can see no darkness, and therefore are

too inclined to say that evil has been banished by your light.

But all that is delusion. Evil still lurks in the darkness beyond.

Therefore, to deal with evil you must be at home in the dark, and

be able to distinguish blackness against deep purple."

"But what is there good about the rest of the dark—the part

that isn't evil? How can you hope to make a cleavage? You can

be sure of the edge between light and shadow. Why not stay in

the light, and be sure of good?"

"Because light blinds you to your own purpose in wielding it,

Chips. Think of the futility of saints and their ways—Simon

Stylites on his pillar in the sun. There's far more of sainthood

in a man I used to know who delved in dark cellars under the

Old Brewery, and up and down the Five Points district in your

home town and mine, helping sick folk, who lay where there was

no light at all.'*

The Triton reached up and gripped Hugh suddenly by the

hand.
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"This has been your trouble all through, lad, from what you

tell me. You've been looking through the years for good as a

thing you should be able to take hold of, as surely as I seize

your hand, and set it apart for your own use. It never was that,

Chips. Good's a relative quality. You sense it only by contrast,

in juxtaposition. When you set it apart it ceases to exist, just

as light could not exist without shadow, except for transparent

souls in heaven, that could not even see each other or any other

thing because of the purity of their good, their light. What use

would that be.'' There's naught but futility in pure good. In the

world of men, good is liker to a flower rooted in black soil. Tear

it up to set it apart, and the whole flower is made exotic, and so

dies. Flowers and black soil in combination make the world,

Chips. And when the soil fails, what do we do.'' Pack it with

dung, with the stinking ordure of brutes, for the sake of beauty

and of good. Think of those wretches below—coolies, you called

them. There's nothing but darkness and despair for them—yet

they're the agencies of hope. They're to dig manure, and die in

the dust of it, to make the wheatlands golden, and quell a million

hungers, somewhere. How can you set that evil apart from that

good, and save either? No-one will dig on those islands, unless

you kidnap him and take him there. There's no hope of having

good apart from evil. Chips. That's why I say, set yourself up
with the Devil for a whist partner, and learn his system of play.

Think of a gold vein in the black rock, spread spidery-thin

amongst the rock crystals. How will you refine the good from

the evil? How will you know which is evil, even,—the rock, or the

gold? Then don't grieve for your ship, lad. The Devil is jealous

of such beauty as hers. Her people should have realized that

at the start. They should have lived in darkness a little more

of the time, and learnt his hand. Now, I suppose, it's too late.

The balance of evil is toppling. Your skipper didn't realize that

he was playing into the hands of the Devil. He would have, if

he'd known more of the shadows of the world. But the bargain

is sealed now. It's too late to recant."

"Coins. Gold coins," Hugh murmured. "Think of the good
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and evil that we do for money. Which is which? Does it all bal-

ance? They should stamp the face of God on one side, and of

the Devil on the other. That would remind the merchants, the

shipowners, of what they do."

"The reverses of medals," said the Triton. "We're thinking

alike at last. Chips. Wait, here's the heart of the matter."

He pulled his little Aldine Epictetus from his tappa blouse,

and turned to the extra end leaves, pretending in the pale dawn
to read the words written there in his own script. But it was

really a recitation

:

"There are two faces in the world, and I choose me the sterner

face of Janus, which is darkness ; for I find it harmonious, and

unrelenting. Let insolent light peer in, the younger brother,

thinking to drive darkness afar off. Deluded upstart ! darkness

gives way before him, but closes in behind. Light, the sweet op-

timist, is led blandly on, with never a look by the shoulder to see

how momently those lands which he has left are retaken by his

murky brother.

"Nor are they equal sharers, twin serpents of an appetite,

swallowing each other's tail. Look to the nearest leaf, in blazing

sunlight. Darkness has left his seed below it. Look to the wood
at noonday. It is laced with shadow, which is the spawn of dark-

ness. Presently comes cloudy midnight, retaking the leaf and the

wood, with no brightness anywhere.

"Light can aspire to rule that desert only, whose flatness

wears no niche or bud, to conceal one atom of dark ; and even

there the first spade will uncover darkness, depth below depth

;

but what spade, when night reclaims the desert, can turn you

up one lingering spark of day? Think further upon it: when

will you choose this alkaline flat vast to walk in? by daylight,

or after dark? Shadow is the kinder side of sunlight, night the

better part of day.

"So I shall sort with men who friend the darkness, who think

upon the under sides of stones and the reverses of medals, who
ask as their portion of brightness only the meager, far-filtered

light of stars. Into my shadowy heart I shall invite Kit Marlowe
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and John Keats—none that go daft in the sun and babble sweet-

ness—but these grimmer men, these graver and mightier, who
have looked well upon both faces of the god, and scorn to spend

their lives in preaching that he has but one.

"With them I choose the elder face of Janus, god of begin-

nings and of gateways. It is the stronger, the predestined

victor. Presently both faces will be dark."

The long pause was ended by an abrupt doldrum dawn-shower

that sent them scrambling into the fo'c's'le, where the friend of

darkness went promptly to sleep, his great beard jutting up-

ward, waving in time with comfortable snores ; but Chips lay

awake in his bunk, staring at the shadow pattern made by the

little lamp that hung motionless in its gymbals between two

stanchions. The lamp was a symbol of hope for these weary

faces. They were keepers of the flame. They might escape. But
for fear of fire no light of any kind was permitted the coolies

in their inky tunnels.

"... I wonder. Is it that that dooms them-f* . .
."

He was still pondering the matter, still savoring the eerie,

reechoing sentences of his friend, when the skillet was banged

outside the scuttle to announce breakfast.

CHAPTER cm
IN THE MIDST OF DARKNESS

AS the Sea Witch loitered through doldrum weather toward the

peaks of Hades, a clipper twice her size and almost her match

for loveliness already was resting with hatches under the loathly

guano chutes, while scores of others swung in line, awaiting their

turn to enter upon the same sad ending to careers of splendor.

California was producing her own foodstuffs and manufactures

now; Clydeside clippers had rewon the British trade. Even the
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Great Republic, designed to go slashing through Cape Stiff

hurricanes to the land of gold, had become sedentary in her

third year, poking up and down the meager Mediterranean,

crammed with French fodder for the Russian guns.

Presently, with the doldrums behind. Silver's masterwork

entered upon the last phase of her journey; and it seemed to

Hugh that the very winds rose up in protest. Captain Cardozo

had planned to take the southern tack toward Easter Island,

until the trades were brought sufficiently abeam to permit a

close-hauled run along the 12th parallel to his destination; but

the trades, instead of blowing steady from the southeast, veered

into the south. When he tried the other tack, the airs swung
eastward and forced him back into the doldrums. He beat about

for a week before he was definitely free of them.

Meanwhile, notes had been passed up daily in the empty rice

caldrons, asking ministration to the sick, begging for more

food ; but a further decrease in rations was made imperative by

the loss of an additional week ; and the marshals, when ordered

to inspect the 'tweendecks, refused duty.

On the morning following the Triton's appearance, no new

scapegoat was found hanged. Instead, eleven cadavers that had

died of illness or of starvation were piled beneath the hatch.

Under guard. Chips and Sails grappled for the bodies and

heaved them overboard. Next day there were nine corpses

—

the day after that, sixteen. Yet, between these grisly tasks,

Hugh lived hours that might otherwise have been the most satis-

fying he had ever known. Seated on the slings of the fore skysail

yard, with each an arm around the mast, he and his friend the

Triton read Epictetus, staving off the madness that crept up-

ward from the hold. They were there when another Dyak ran

amok, killing three messmates before the captain's bullet found

him. They were there when the second officer went more sensibly

insane, and locked himself in his cabin with five gallons of wine

;

but one morning, after disposing of nineteen corpses, Hugh felt

no longer immune. White and shaking, he walked up to the

Triton.
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"Look, we've got to do something. Those poor, poor devils.

What can we do? I've kept count. A hundred and three have

died."

"Steady, lad," his friend commanded, gripping a shoulder

that twitched under his hand. "This is a job for the gods, Chips.

It's past all help of man."

"Oh, then, if that's so, there's no god anywhere."

The wailing from the fore hatch rose to a shriek of agony.

Hugh pressed hands over his ears, and began to writhe as if in

torture himself. The Triton led him forward to the bitts, where

wind in the staysails combated the crying of the damned.

"Listen, lad, I'll go below and see what there is to be done."

"Not alone, you won't. I'll go with you."

The captain gave them dubious permission to go down at

midnight, with pistols and lanterns. His insurance covered a

death rate of but 5% per voyage; and if the present state of

affairs persisted he would be able to land fewer than half of his

passengers, at a ruinous loss. He was himself distracted by all

phases of the dilemma. Although uncertain of what Chips and

his friend could accomplish, he sent them below with his bless-

ing and stood at the hatch to await their return.

They found the stench almost unbearable. Everywhere, in

the exploring circles cast by their bull's-eye lanterns, ghoulish

faces, dazed and incurious, stared upward. No violence was

offered at first. Presently they found that a forward portion

of the lower hold had been boarded up with slabs from dis-

mantled bunks. One board, when pried aside, emitted a gust of

unendurably nauseating odors. When they were quickly re-

placing it, Hugh felt hairs crawling upon his neck as the bony,

livid fingers of a hand groped from beyond the hole.

"Christ !" he gasped. "Someone's shut up in there."

The Triton pushed him aside, flashed light through the

orifice, and saw a score of bodies, two or three of which seemed

to move. The faces were horrible with scabs and lesions. The

wretch whose fingers had emerged was kneeling beyond the parti-
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tion, shielding his eyes with a palsied arm. Even his cropped

crown was splotched with ulcers.

The investigator replaced the board quickly, and knocked

the nails in with another that was lying nearby. "No help for

them, Chips," he said harshly. "No help for anybody aboard

if they get loose with the others. Steady. What's wrong with

you, lad.?"

Hugh's head was hanging, shaking slowly. "My ship," he

was murmuring. "Lovely ship. Filth. O Galatea ! Horror. Are

we all mad.'"'

"Come on," the Triton commanded. As they made their way
back there was a sound of scurrying in the corridors. The space

beneath the hatch itself was solid with men, straining, im-

mobile, with faces uplifted. A dozen were pyramided against the

ladder.

"Blow out the lanterns and keep hold of your gun, lad. We
can't let them have fire."

The Triton started forward into the mass. There was a claw-

ing and clutching of innumerable emaciated hands, the despair-

ing screech of a hundred voices. Hugh felt himself heaved and

tossed about in a sea of bodies, with nothing constant but the

cruel grip of his friend on his arm. At last the Triton reached

the ladder, and plucked men from it with one resistless hand,

like fruit. "Open, you fools !" he roared, banging against the

hatch grating. When they were out, Hugh slumped shuddering

to the deck.

After learning of the walled up place of pestilence. Captain

Cardozo required the two investigators to swallow each a pint

of rum ; but before he had encompassed all of the raw, leathery

fluid. Chips felt himself reeling into unconsciousness.

He was awakened from a drugged sleep next morning by a

great resurgence of screeching from below, and the wild cry,

"Fire !" Smoke was curling from the forward hatch, while from

the main one came a noise of desperate blows as the coolie''

strove to batter their way out with boards. A hose was rigged

at once to pump water through the forward grating. After an
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hour at the brakes, the smoke lessened; but the men pumped
till noon, sucking water up out of the bilges and returning it via

the hatch.

As Chips and his friend had somehow got both lanterns and

pistols out with them, they were absolved of carelessness. In his

log Captain Cardozo ascribed the fire to a small retained por-

tion of powder from the pistol of the marshal who had earlier

been hacked to pieces. It was set down as his opinion that some

coolie had kept it to use as a last desperate means of forcing

the opening of the hatches, and that apparently his fellows had

restrained him until now.

He had scarcely finished writing these conjectures when

pandemonium renewed itself below. In proof that the fire was

deliberate, smoke began to billow up once more, thickly, as if

from widespread sources. The demented coolies became a mass

of writhing human maggots under both hatches, crawling upon

each other, gasping and strangling in the smoke. Toward eve-

ning these efforts subsided, although the pumps had not notice-

ably checked the conflagration. Those still alive seemed to have

retreated into the lower hold ; their wailing still was audible

amid the sharp noise of fire. Twice, however, when the captain

attempted to send men below to fight the blaze intelligently, a

mad rush of coolies at once choked the lifted hatches, and had

to be repelled with revolvers.

With nightfall the horror of the dilemma had increased too

greatly to seem real any longer. Everyone on deck went about

with a scared, uniform perplexity of expression. Sails got out a

split jib and commenced to mend it, with tremendous concentra-

tion over his needle in the gloom. The skipper stood tapping the

main pinrail, looking this way and that, uselessly repeating his

original orders to the men at the brakes. Automatically they

were pumping to the tune of "Fire Down Below," unthoughtful

of the mockery of their shanty's waggish lines. Without sanc-

tion, the steward began to stack provisions by the boats. Cap-

tain Cardozo looked at him resentfully as he passed to and fro,

but did not interfere. One longboat and the quarterboat would
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carry his depleted crew. That left the other longboat and the

dinghy, capable of sustaining thirty-five between them, for all

the others on board.

With plain sail still set to the pleasant trades, the Sea Witch
was tacking eastward along the 12th parallel, 1500 miles from

her destination. At eight o'clock in the evening a last ruthless

expedient was tried. Tarpaulins were battened down over the

hatches in an effort to smother the flames, on the theory that

there would be little fresh air reaching down through the blazing

'tweendecks into the lower hold in any event. If the coolies were

smothered too, they could perhaps be revived, should the ex-

pedient save the ship. Otherwise, they were doomed anyway.

The battens had hardly been wedged when smoke began to

drift through cracks of the deck itself. The steward came fran-

tically up to announce that the floor of the aftercabins was

ablaze. At the same moment, flames licked up from the edge of

the forward house. Captain Cardozo got out his instruments

and records ; but the order to abandon ship was not given until

a portion of the deck itself, between the forward house and the

fore hatch, collapsed. Tall flames shot upward through the

orifice, and in a few moments the sails were blazing.

The steersman let her run before the wind, keeping the fire

out of the mainsails until the boats were ready for launching;

he laid her to, then, while the boats were got over the port quar-

ter. Captain Cardozo stood ready to take command of the long-

boat, leaving the other to his second officer. There was no ques-

tion now of freeing any coolies that might still be cowering in

bilge water: both hatches were roaring pits of flame.

Hugh felt in the grip of a great dream as he helped launch

the vaka. When it was afloat, he heard the Triton saying, "You
don't have to share hazards with me, lad," and thought it curi-

ous that his friend should fail to realize how necessary it was

for Hugh Murray, of all people, to step from the Sea Witch

upon timber that had never been an integral part of her. Rather

than go into the longboat he would have dived beneath the sea.

After lowering a cask of water, Hugh swung down from the
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main chains to join his friend. The Triton at once maneuvered

his vaka under the sprit. There, for a few moments, Hugh stood

gazing at his figure, against a cruciform background of fiery

spars. Rope ends fell writhing from time to time—great ser-

pents of flame—with a last hiss as they met the waves.

"We'll take her along, lad, if you can get her unbolted in

time."

The sculptor did not want to hear. He lifted his hands al-

most to her lips, then let them fall again, leaving her un-

touched. He never had touched her, in a moment of communion

—only when restoring her to her proper complexion.

". . . . Beauty the tyrant. . . ,"

Then he seized the martingale and pushed off. For three

hours they floated nearby, watching the spars fall, and the

blaze burn lower and lower. Then there was a puff of roseate

steam, that vanished like a soul into the night. Then there was

nothing.

". . . Light is an accident in the midst of darkness. . .
.'*

Darkness had won; but the vaka steered eastward, into the

false dawn.





A FOREWORD

Which Comes Last

CONVENIENCE doubtless will classify this book as a novel,

although my intention has been rather to make it a history of

manners, and of a certain ship. The more curious of its readers,

therefore, deserve to be acquainted with several facts that can

be obvious to those only who are conversant with maritime

affairs in the middle years of the 19th century.

The dominant character of this history is not a person, but

a personality: the clipper ship Sea Witch. There is a general

agreement that the swiftest and most beautiful sailing craft of

all time were built during a decade or two commencing in the

184!0s. The clipper as a class was developed in America, because

it was through fleetness alone that Brother Jonathan could

compete with the subsidies and monopolies enjoyed by the older

maritime nations. The superb British clippers, as a group, did

not make their appearance until the American clipper-ship era

was over ; so my story deals only with American ships. These, in

shape and character, were as alike—and also as different—as

any group of human athletes, with probably a smaller percent-

age of identical twins. From among several hundreds, miracu-

lously named, perhaps ten stand forth, any one of which has

some valid title to be called the one supreme achievement of an

art that flourished for 5000 years and died in a decade. Weh-
foot and Flying Cloud, Red Jacket, Lightning, Swordfish,

Comet, and Great Republic—the partizans of these and of a few

others present differing claims that cannot be reconciled because

their records seldom were made over like courses ; so the ultimate

choice must be an emotional one.

481
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In this book, for several reasons, I have selected the Sea

Witch as preeminent among her kind. She was the first thor-

oughly successful hollow-bowed ship, and her life span of ten

years embraces the American clipper-ship era as a vital cultural

force. At the time of her launch in 1846, she had but one real

predecessor: the Rainbow, a transitional type. Nearly 400

American clippers were launched in the early '50s ; but in 1857,

the year following the loss of the Sea Witch, only ten left the

ways; and the last one of all was launched in 1859. Thus the

story of the Sea Witch is also that of the apex of sailing ship

days.

When calling her the finest of clippers, I am guided likewise

by the fact that several larger ships were built specifically to

beat her, none of which was able to do so : before 1850 she had

set a series of records that stand unequaled at this hour.

My final and most important reason for choosing the Sea

Witch as heroine is that to me her lines and proportions, from

jib boom to taffrail, from truck to keel, are a faultless unit of

beauty. Marine architects claim for ships built five years later

a greater refinement of mold, which certainly was reflected in a

faster pace—over short distances—than the Sea Witch ever

achieved; but to my eye Lightning and Red Jacket have the

nervous leanness of overbred race horses, rather than the

sturdier grace of the hunter. Thus, if you agree that the hunter

is the most beautiful of horses, a study of existing models ^ per-

haps will convince you, as it has me, that the Sea Witch was

the most beautiful of ships. It is a point to be stressed ; for the

clipper ship as a type can justly be called the greatest achieve-

ment of any national ethos in the last century, combining

miraculous beauty with vital use. It was a concept nurtured in

the arrogance of a lusty young nation, developed by pressures

purely economic and not always ethical, shaped to perfection at

last by men who had yet to be corrupted by the dreary machine-

trait of making any two things alike.

1 An excellent scale model of the Sea Witch is on exhibition in the

Museum of the City of New York, Fifth Avenue at 103rd Street.
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In an effort to get at the essential truth of such matters, I

have relied, for the framework of my story, upon a sequence of

historic facts. Excepting her figurehead, which was in life a

gilded dragon, the ship is described as she really appeared,

eighty years ago. Custom House records and contemporary

journals are my authority for dates of departure and arrival,

not only of the Sea Witch, but of other vessels as well—such as

the Yorkshire, Samuel Russell, and Flying Cloud. With a few

trivial exceptions, all ships mentioned in these pages actually

existed ; their records and schedules of sailings, insofar as I

have been able to discover them, are herein historified. Where
available data proved incomplete, however, I have supplied

dates and episodes true of the clippers as a class. For example,

there is no evidence that the Sea Witch, in her latter years,

entered the China-to-England tea races : I have represented

her as doing so because a majority of Brother Jonathan's tea

ships were thus employed while British yards were learning how
to make clippers of their own.

Moreover, I have changed in place, although not in date, the

last event of her career. The Sea Witch really was lost on the

coast of Cuba with a cargo of coolies, March 26th, 1856. My
story closes in a fashion rather more significant of the trade in

which she was then actua'ly engaged. This statement perhaps

will be challenged by auth&rs who have denounced as apocryphal

Basil Lubbock's ascription of a similar demise to the Bald

Eagle. In a letter, Mr. Lubbock has kindly explained to me that

he had the story from an old seaman who, he fears, mistook the

name of the ship. Mr. Lubbock adds, "it all happened on an-

other American clipper with a Portuguese or Peruvian name."

From internal evidence I assume that the old seaman got his

account " mainly from "Mike Cregan's Yarn," in a book of

reminiscences ^ by H. E. Hamblen, who in turn gives it merely as

a fo'c's'le tale. My own suspicion is that Mike Cregan was spin-

ning one of those stock legends, always told in the first person

2 See Pp. 44r49, The China Clippers, by Basil Lubbock, Glasgow. 1922.

3 On Many Seas, by "F. Benton Williams" (pseud.) New York. 1897.
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for better effect, which are truer than any single episode be-

cause they have been embellished with the significant portions

of several. The heart of his yarn seems to have come from an

experience aboard the ship Norway,'*^ which, however, finally

surmounted its difficulties and made port. The Napoleon Cana-

vero,^ in a like dilemma, was lost; and many other coolie ships

met with fates very similar.^ Readers who would like to judge

the inherent plausibility of my last few chapters can find abun-

dant coeval references to the coolie traffic through the usual

compendiums of any good library.
'^

Having admitted so large a reliance upon recorded fact as

hull and tophamper upon which to muster the people of my
tale, I perhaps ought to state that the more important char-

acters—excepting the ship—are fictional. A majority of the

minor figures (James Gordon Bennett, Philip Hone, Dr. Fran-

cis, etc.) were of course real citizens of the period; and I have

drawn them as honestly as I was able to, from surviving pic-

tures, aided wherever possible by a study of their own writings.

Passages given as "quotations" from the New York Herald,

Hone's diary, and other real sources were fabricated more often

than not; but many are exact transcripts. All but two of the

main protagonists are wholly products of the imagination

;

the two exceptions, Isaac Silver and Roger Murray, are to some

4 For an account of this, see Harper's New Monthly Magazine, June,

1864.

5 Consult the Cornhill Magazine, Vol. xvi, Page 14. Perhaps the Napoleon
Canavero is the ship "with a Portuguese or Peruvian name" referred to by

Mr. Lubbocli in his letter, which was written at a time when his notebooks

and other source materials were in storage.

6 See Pp. 335, 336 Historic Macao, by C. A. Montalto de Jesus, Hong-
kong, 1903. (Incidentally, my search for an English adjectival form of

"Macao" ended in a bad choice of etymological barbarisms. Even the

O.E.D. voids the issue. The colloquial "Macancse" is altogether inde-

fensible; the form herein employed, based on the nominal usage of Montalto
de Jesus, can at best be called only less so.)

7 See the above references, and, for example:

P. 449, The Nation, June 10th, 1869.

P. 296, De Bow's Review, September, 1859.

P. 570, Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, May, 1857.
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extent based upon the two men who really were most responsible

for the performance of the Sea Witch: her designer and her

original master. Silver is my own conception of the personality

of John W. Griffiths, one of the world's great naval architects,

and to my mind the greatest of all. I know nothing about him

except his amazingly lucid technical discourses upon the build-

ing of ships. As I read them, an image of their author grew in

my mind; and I have named that arbitrary portrait Isaac

Silver.

Students of the clipper-ship era will discern in Roger Murray
certain resemblances to Captain Robert H. Waterman ; but it

has not been my intention to attempt a true portrait, or to

take sides in the controversy that still continues over the

memory of that remarkable man. Out of a flotsam of conjecture

I have snatched a few sound spars of fact, and thereafter have

adorned them to suit my concept of a character who could

logically have been expected to achieve the miracles of seaman-

ship that Waterman indubitably did achieve. The records of the

Sea Witch were largely a measure of quarterdeck brains ; to

make her career credible, it is necessary to place some reliance

upon the known facts about the man who drove her.

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge my debt to Carl C.

Cutler, author of Greyhounds of the Sea, a work which has

superseded all other interpretive accounts of American clip-

pers, and to which I made daily reference during the writing of

my story. My only regret is that it was not published a year

earlier, as in that case it would have saved me many months

of independent research which added precisely nothing of im-

portance to the great body of authoritative material presented

lovingly, and in excellent order, by Mr. Cutler.

Originally I intended to include a complete bibliography, to

provide a check upon my sources ; but as the number of books

consulted has reached a total of nearly one thousand, it now
seems a presumption to do so. I cannot name even a fair

sampling without doing an injustice to many more, and shall

herein content myself with the honest statement that if this
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fictional appraisal turns a fair proportion of its readers to Mr.
Cutler's great compilation of fact, I shall consider my own
years of research and writing on the same subject well spent.

It would be churlish not to add that The China Clippers, by
Basil Lubbock, left the initial sperm of this book in my mind,

and that my principal chart to original sources, before the

appearance of Greyhounds of the Sea in the fall of 1930, was

The Clipper Ship Era, by Captain Arthur H. Clark.

It is an unhappy fact that no writer then living was suffi-

ciently moved by this decade of splendor to leave an eyewitness

record that is literature. All of the great sea novels, in theme,

came earlier, or later. After Melville there is a gap of years

until Conrad reaffirms the high succession. I cannot down the

conviction that Herman Melville would have written a great

novel of the clipper ships, had public repudiation not caused

him to fall silent at the very hour when he was turning from

reminiscence of his adventurous youth to evaluate the world

about him. He saw things all too clearly, with the small tired

eyes which Mrs. Hawthorne did not like. The world found little

favor in what he told it, and so stopped his mouth.

That is one of several reasons why it has remained for me,

at this tardy season, to try to evolve out of old records and

imagination something of that pageant which Herman Melville

saw when he sailed the long sea road to California as a passenger

in the clipper ship Meteor, commanded by the young brother to

whom he had dedicated Redhurn many years theretofore. Be-

cause this is a book that should have been written long before

I was born, I have attempted to suggest something of the style

common to the old sea novels, as better suited to my subject

than the ephemeral mannerisms of the present. In the use of

nautical terminology, however, I have striven to keep in mind

the present-day reader who has had no occasion to learn the

exceedingly complex foreign language that was spoken on

American sailing ships. My compromise no doubt will prove

irksome to any genuine deep-water sailor who has the ill

luck to pick up this yarn ; but it is my business to convey a
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variety of emotions, and his language in its purity conveys only

bafflement ; so I have made bold to elide much, and to translate

most of the balance into everyday English.

Alexander Laing

Hanover, N. H.

25 September 1932
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